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The present paper presents a two-dimensional analysis of conduction-controlled rewet
ting of a vertical surface, whose initial temperature is greater than the rewetting tem
perature. The physical model consists of an infinitely extended vertical slab with the 
surface of the dry region adiabatic and the surface of the wet region associated with a 
constant heat transfer coefficient. The physical problem is characterized by three pa
rameters: the Peclet number or the dimensionless wetting velocity, the Biot number, and 
a dimensionless temperature. Limiting solutions for large and small Peclet numbers ob
tained by utilizing the Wiener-Hopf technique and the kernel-substitution method ex
hibit simple functional relationships among the three dimensionless parameters. A 
semi- empirical relation has been established for the whole range of Peclet numbers. The 
solution for large Peclet numbers possesses a functional form different from existing ap
proximate two-dimensional solutions, while the solution for small Peclet numbers reduc
es to existing one-dimensional solution for small Biot numbers. Discussion of the present 
findings has been made with respect to previous analyses and experimental observa
tions. 

I n t r o d u c t i o n 

Surface rewetting refers to the phenomenon of establishing liq
uid contact with a solid surface whose initial temperature is great
er than the rewetting temperature, the temperature up to which 
the surface may wet. Rewetting phenomena exist in many indus
trial processes involving very hot solid objects to be cooled in li
quids such as in metallurgical quenching or very cold liquids to be 
in contact with solid surfaces such as in filling a cryogenic liquid 
into a container. Recently, considerable interest in this problem 
has been generated as a result of emergency core cooling consider
ations in the postulated loss-of-coolant accidents in water reactors. 
Numerous experimental and analytical studies have been made on 
surface rewetting by a falling water film as in the case of BWR 
(boiling water reactor) spray cooling and by bottom water flooding 
in the case of BWR and PWR (pressurized water reactor) core re-
flooding. It is now generally recognized that falling-film rewetting 
is conduction-controlled, while bottom-flooding rewetting is con
duction-controlled in the initial period, then followed by an almost 
instantaneous rewetting phase, the controlling mechanism of 
which is not yet entirely known. 

For the conduction-controlled case, the one-dimensional (axial) 
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conduction model has been quite successful in correlating rewet
ting phenomena at low coolant flow rates [1, 2, 3].1 Recent investi
gations [4, 5, 6], however, suggest that at high coolant-flow rates 
two-dimensional conduction should be considered for predicting 
rewetting characteristics. Several two-dimensional analyses and 
numerical calculations have appeared very recently [4, 5, 7-9]. The 
validity as well as limitations of these analytical and numerical so
lutions are not at all clear, particularly in view of the fact that the 
basic functional forms of these solutions differ among one another. 

The present paper presents an analysis of conduction-controlled 
surface rewetting based on the conventional model [5-9] of two-
region two-dimensional conduction with a constant wet-region 
heat transfer coefficient. The approach follows closely the Wiener-
Hopf technique [10, 11], coupled with the kernel-substitution 
method [10]. The solution for large Peclet numbers agrees well 
with the numerical results [8, 9] and reveals the limitations of 
other approximate analytical solutions. The solution for small Pe
clet numbers contains explicitly the influence of the Biot number, 
and reduces to the one-dimensional solution [1-3] for small Biot 
numbers as expected. A similar mathematical model for the case of 
small Peclet numbers has been suggested by Horvay [12] for the 
dip-forming process. He applied also the Wiener-Hopf technique, 
but due to approximation of the resulting kernel in terms of the in
finite product of its roots, his solution is expressed in an infinite 
series convergent for small Peclet numbers. In the present prob-
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lem, however, the wetting-front velocity is unknown a priori and 
the infinite-series solution would not give a clear physical picture 
of the rewetting mechanism. 

A n a l y s i s 
The physical model under consideration is an infinitely extend

ed vertical slab with liquid coolant supplied from above as shown 
in Fig. 1. As the liquid film progresses downward, the surface 
which is initially at a temperature, Tw, higher than the rewetting 
temperature, To, is first cooled down to the rewetting temperature 
at which the surface begins to wet. Behind the wet front, the sur
face temperature drops sharply and approaches the liquid satura
tion temperature, Ts. The heat transfer characteristics outside the 
slab are simplified by assuming a uniform surface heat transfer 
coefficient, h, over the wet surface and the dry surface to be adia-
batic [1, 2, 5-9], This common assumption allows the decoupling of 
the heat transfer phenomena inside the slab from outside. 

The present model simulates primarily surface rewetting due to 
falling liquid films. For the bottom-flooding rewetting case, the ex
istence of a vapor-film boundary layer would require that an ap
propriate heat transfer coefficient be incorporated into the model 
as in the one-dimensional case [13]. With some modification, the 
present model for a slab can also embrace the cylindrical-rod case. 
In fact, the results of these two cases are nearly the same, as to be 
indicated later. 

Consider now the basic mathematical formulation. The tran
sient two-dimensional conduction equation in a coordinate system 
moving with the wet front at a constant velocity u can be written 
as [4-91 

3T ! ( a 2 T d2T > 
(1) 

where p is the density, c the specific heat, and k the thermal con
ductivity. Equation (1) can be expressed in the following dimen-
sionless form: 
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and subscripts x and y denote derivatives with respect to x and y, 
respectively, and 26 is the thickness of the slab. The associated 
boundary conditions are 
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where 

Fig. 1 Falling-film rewetting of a slab 

At y = 0, x < 0: 0y = 0 

At 3' = 1, for al l x: By = 0 

At x = 0, y = 0: 6 = 9a 

lib 
B = — (Biot n u m b e r ) 

(8) 

(9) 
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(11) 

Before attempting to solve the mathematical problem as pre
scribed in the foregoing, it is essential to understand various physi
cal regions of differing nature. When the wet-front velocity is suffi
ciently large or P » 1, thermal boundary layers are developed in 
the slab behind the moving wet front as illustrated by Region I in 
Fig. 1. Region II is the undisturbed thermal region. At a distance 
from the wet front, the two thermal boundary layers merge but the 
thermal field is still developing (i.e., T is still a function of x and 
y). This is Region III. Finally, the thermal field approaches asymp
totically the fully developed state in Region IV. The phenomenon 
is very similar to the thermal entrance phenomenon in a fully de
veloped flow channel. In the present problem, however, heat con
duction in the axial direction is important in the neighborhood of 
the wet front (Region V), where the boundary-layer assumption is 
no longer valid. Thus the present problem, in contrast with the 
thermal entrance problem, requires an accurate description of the 

a = constants, equations (45)-(47) 
A = constant, equation (22) 
B = Biot number, equation (11) 
c = specific heat of solid 
d = constants, equations (23)-(25) 
D = constant, equation (38) 
i = V^T 

h = heat transfer coefficient 
k = thermal conductivity of solid 
P = Peclet number, equation (4) 
t = time 
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T0 = rewetting temperature 
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Ts = saturation temperature 

initial dry-wall temperature 
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axial coordinate, Fig. 1 
dimensionless axial coordinate, 

equation (3) or (33) 

transverse coordinate, Fig. 1 
dimensionless transverse coordi

nate, equation (3) or (33) 
transformation variable, equation 
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one half slab thickness, Fig. 1 
dimensionless temperature, equa

tion (3) 
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temperature field in Region V. Since this region is very small, it 
can be expected that the solution for P » 1 does not contain the 
parameter 5. Also, solutions for slabs and rods should be identical 
in this limit. Region V becomes larger with decreasing P and cov
ers eventually the whole slab for P « 1. In the latter case, other re
gions do not exist. If, in addition, the Biot number is very small (B 
« 1), temperature variations in y are negligible and the one-di
mensional solution in x should be a good approximation. Again, in 
the one-dimensional limit, solutions for slabs and rods are nearly 
the same. It should be noted that for P » 1, one-dimensional solu
tion does not hold regardless of the values of B. 

To obtain a general analytical solution to equation (2) with its 
associated boundary conditions as given in equations (5)~(10) does 
not seem to be practical. A numerical solution is possible but 
would not reveal any functional relationship among various system 
parameters. Moreover, the numerical solution for P » 1 may con
tain substantial errors if proper care is not exercised, since the 
smallness of Region V for P » 1 requires the use of an extremely 
fine grid for computation. At the present state of knowledge on 
surface rewetting, it appears much more logical to seek approxi
mate analytical solutions that would reveal simple functional 
forms. This is achieved here by applying the Wiener-Hopf method 
coupled with the kernel-substitution method [10, 11], both being 
standard techniques in mathematical physics, to the individual 
cases of P « 1 and P » 1 and then matching the limiting solutions 
for the whole range in a semiempirical manner. The adopted tech
niques are particularly attractive for the present problem in the 
sense that solutions for the wet-front velocity can be readily ob
tained without solving first the complex temperature field every
where. 

Solution for P « 1. Following the Wiener-Hopf method, the 
Fourier transform used to reduce equation (2) to an ordinary equa
tion is defined as 

Ot(a,y) = f eiax8(x,y)dx 

&Aa,y) = flelaxe(x,y)dx 

and the inverse transform is 
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The associated boundary conditions given in equations (5)-(9) be
come 
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w h e r e 
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Equation (18) is equivalent to an integral equation and the term 
in parenthesis, ( - B coth A/A), is the kernel function whose trans
form must be decomposed in accordance with the Wiener-Hopf 
method. Exact decomposition of the above kernel in terms of sim
ple functions seems unlikely to exist. Since the major contribution 
of the kernel is in the neighborhood of singular points correspond
ing to A = 0, it should be a good approximation to represent coth A 

by the first two terms in the asymptotic series expansion near A 
0: 

cothA = - + •£ + 0(A3) 
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Substitution of equation (20) into equation (18) yields 
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The key step in the Wiener-Hopf method is the established re
quirement that both sides as in equation (21) are identically zero. 
Thus, there follows 

e ( a o) = M {( 3 + p [ ( p / 2 ) + ^ / 2 ) 2 + ^ ] _ i . ) 
* ' 3 [(P/2) + vW2FT~A]2 A 
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The temperature distribution on the surface can be obtained by 
applying the inverse Fourier transform of equations (26) and (27) 
as 

K 0) = [A + iAP^/^ + W2fTl)/3] _ 1} 

[(P/2) + V 1 P 7 2 F T ^ 4 ] 2 
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At the wet front, the temperature is 
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The discrepancy in higher-order terms between lim 8 (x,0) and 
x — - 0 

lim 6(x,0) results from the asymptotic approximation of the kernel, 
I—+0 

which is valid for P « 1. 
Thus for P « 1 equation (30) yields 

P 
o 1 / 2 ( l 

For B « 1, A = B, and equation (31) reduces to 

(31) 

(32) 

which is, as expected, the one-dimensional solution [1-3]. This 
verifies that the one-dimensional assumption is indeed valid for 
the case when both the Peclet number and the Biot number are 
small. 
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Solution for P » 1. The thermal region that exerts the great
est influence on the speed of the advancing wet front is Region V, a 
very small region normally neglected in thermal entrance consider
ations. Since, the major concern in surface rewetting is to correlate 
the wetting velocity, Region V is in fact the only region of interest 
here. Due to the smallness of the region, the parameter 6 does not 
play any role in the problem and the independent variables x and 
y are nondimensionalized by 

(26 /P) (2k/pcu)' y = 
y Sf 

(25 /P) {2k/pen) 
(33) 

Equation (1) becomes 

20, - (0„ + Oj = 0 (34) 

For the associated boundary conditions, equations (5), (8), and 
(10) remain unchanged but equations (6), (7), and (9) are replaced, 
respectively, by 
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w h e r e 
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For the convenience of simplifying subsequent algebraic devel
opments the Fourier transform employed here is defined as 

OM,y) = fj" eUc"Uxe(x,y)dx 

e.(a,y) = ileUa-1)xe{x,y)dx 

and the inverse transform is 
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Following a similar procedure as in the case for P « 1, equation 
(34) and the associated boundary conditions give 
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As in the previous case, exact decomposition of the kernel does not 
appear to be fruitful. In the present case, the standard approxi
mate method of kernel substitution [10] is used. Replacing 
+ 1) in equation (42) by (2/(a2 + 2)), the Fourier transforms of 
which have the identical area and first moment, gives 
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By the inverse transform of equations (43) and (44), the surface 
temperature distribution near the wet front is obtained as 
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The first term of equation (51) confirms the functional form of 
Blair's asymptotic solution [6, 7] but the numerical constants in
volved are slightly different: 1.707 (i.e., [1 + \ /2 ] / \ /2 ) as compared 
to Blair's 1.571 (i.e., ir/2). It should be noted, however, that for 
most cases the second term in equation (51) must be included. The 
present solution agrees well with the numerical results [8, 9], which 
have already demonstrated the inadequacy of the Duffey-Port-^ 
house solution [5]. The difference between the present analytical 
solution and the numerical results for P » 1 is less 20 percent and, 
as expected, is increasingly small with the increase of P and the de
crease of B. The absence of 5 and k in equation (51) has already 
been suggested previously as a result of smallness of Region V for 
P » 1. This is further confirmed by Thompson's numerical solu
tion [6]. 

Semiempirical Matching. Equations (32) and (51) contain 
the limiting relations for P « 1 and P » 1, respectively. For engi
neering applications, it is advantageous to establish a continuous 
expression for the whole range of P. Rearranging equations (32) 
and (51) gives 

B( l - fl„) _ 1 

P9o (1 

and the expression 

»)! 
1.7O7-O.250O], (P » 1) (52) 

B(l 

(1 - @o) 

(1.707-0.25e 0)[3( l - 6>0)
2 + P ; g 0 ] 

{[3(1 - e0)'2(1.707-0.25fl0)] + Pi3(1 - e0f + P2%]T 

(53) 

satisfies both limits in equation (52) and provides a smooth contin
uous relation for all values of P. In Fig. 2, equation (53) is used to 
show the variation of P with respect to B at different values of 0Q. 
Also shown in the figure are the one-dimensional solution valid for 
P « 1 as given in equation (32) and the solution for P » 1, equa
tion (50). Compared with the numerical solution [8], the semiem
pirical formula overpredicts the value of (B/P) by a factor of 10 to 
30 percent. 

D i s c u s s i o n 
The present two-dimensional analysis not only generalizes the 

widely quoted one-dimensional solution [1-3], but also provides 
for the first time a clear physical picture of the roles played by the 
Peclet number and the Biot number in the general problem. It fur
ther clarifies the various existing analytical and numerical two-
dimensional solutions reported in the recent literature [5-9], which 
deal, in essence, only the limiting case of P » 1. 

In the framework of the adopted simple physical model, the 
present analysis depicts a rather complete analytical picture of the 
falling-film rewetting problem. It should be emphasized, however, 
that the present model represents an idealization of the actual pro
cesses involved. Many complex factors have been omitted in this 
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Fig. 2 Variations of Peclet number in falling-film rewetting 

idealization, such as the variable heat transfer coefficient in the 
sputtering as well as the film region, the true nature of the rewet
ting temperature, the subcooling of the coolant, the coupling of the 
liquid-film convection and the solid conductions, and the precur
sory cooling in the dry region ahead of the wetting front. Some of 
these factors which have been assessed individually include the 
numerical study with a variable heat transfer coefficient [4], the 
experimental study of the subcooling effect [14], and the one-di
mensional analysis with precursory cooling [3]. For further im
provement of the present analysis, instead of seeking more general 
and exact solutions, the logical direction appears to generalize the 
physical model by incorporating some of these effects presently 
neglected. 

No comparison between the present analysis and the existing 
experimental data is presented here, since it will merely duplicate 
what has already been available in the literature. At low wetting 
rates or small Peclet numbers, the one-dimensional solution which 
is valid for small Biot numbers has been correlated successfully 
with experimental data [1-3]. Existing measurements for small Pe
clet numbers do not provide a wide range of Biot numbers so that 
a definitive comparison of data with the two-dimensional and the 
one-dimensional solutions as given in equations (31) and (32) can 
be made. 

For high wetting rates or large Peclet numbers, experimental 
data have been correlated in similar analytical forms by Duffey 
and Porthouse [5] for the atmospheric-pressure case and by 
Thompson [6] for the high-pressure case. In accordance with Duf
fey and Porthouse's correlation of experimental data at large Pe
clet numbers, the wet-side heat transfer coefficient in the present 
physical model would be a linear function of the coolant flow rate, 
and is of the order of 105 — 106 W/m2K for the mass flow per unit 
wetting perimeter of the range from 0.04 to 0.4 Kg/m-s. At large 
coolant flow rates, in fact, there exists a large scatter among Duf-
fey-Porthouse [15] and Yoshioka-Hasegawa's data [14]. This scat

ter, however, was not shown in Fig. 6 of the Duffey-Porthouse 
paper [5]. The scattering of data as well as the uncommonly large 
heat transfer coefficient is probably due to the fact that at large 
coolant flow rates the precursory cooling effect and the subcooling 
effect are more likely to exert considerable influence. Since both 
effects are not taken into account in the present physical model 
and both tend to increase the wetting velocity in the actual situa
tion [13, 14], the use of the present solution to correlate data would 
logically result in a large scatter of data and a large heat transfer 
coefficient. Probably due to the same reason, the heat transfer 
coefficient obtained by Thompson [6] from correlating high-pres
sure data is also quite high, in the order of 106 W/m2k. Despite all 
these shortcomings, however, experimental data at large coolant 
flow rates show a definite quantitative trend as predicted, and this 
has been successfully demonstrated by Duffey and Porthouse [5] 
and by Thompson [6]. 
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An Investigation of the Collapse and 

Surface Rewet in Film Boiling in 

Forced Vertical Flow 
A transient boiling experiment has been run in such a way that one can acquire data in 
forced convection film, transition, and nucleate boiling regions for a specified pressure, 
quality, and mass flux. Transient boiling experiments were conducted at the Nuclear 
Energy Division of the General Electric Company for water in a 0.492 in. ID inconel 
X-750 tube at mass fluxes of 50,000, 100,000, and 250,000 Ibm/hr-ft2, quality range of 
30-100 percent and a pressure of 1000 psia. The reduced boiling curves for these data in
dicated temperature differences at burnout on the order of 100-200°F and temperature 
differences at the minimum ranging from 700 to 1100°F. These results (higher than in 
other experiments) are felt to be caused by scale deposit, axial conduction, and rough
nesses on the test surface. Physical evidence indicates that the test surface became coat
ed with an appreciable scale deposit when subjected to the initial temperatures in excess 
of 1500 °F in a steam atmosphere. It has been found (reference [I]1) that BWR fuel will 
normally have scale deposit on the heat transfer surface and thus the qualitative effects 
of scale deposits in this report are expected to apply in BWR Loss-of-Coolant accident 
evaluation. An empirical correlation was developed for the data for minimum film boil
ing temperature differences. The correlation was based on Berenson's minimum pool 
film boiling temperature difference correlation in order to provide a technique for extra
polating to different pressures. 

Introduction 

Considerable difficulty exists in isolating and characterizing the 
many factors which control the transition from film to nucleate 
boiling in forced convection. Even the problem of a generally ac
cepted classification of the phenomenon remains unresolved. It is 
argued, for instance, that since the heating surface must be cooled 
to a certain temperature before contact between it and the liquid 
will be possible, that the limiting surface temperature must be a 
thermodynamic property of the fluid. Others take the view that 
the transition temperature is completely determined by the ratio 
of the group of properties controlling conduction in both liquid 
and solid, i.e., the kpc ratio. In some previous treatments of the 
subject in pool or Leidenfrost boiling, e.g., [12, 13], the effect of de
positions of oxide film or other foreign matter on the surface, and 
of roughness, have been noted. In forced convection, however, 

1 Numbers in brackets designate References at end of paper. 
Contributed by the Heat Transfer Division and presented at the Winter 

Annual Meeting, Detroit, Mich., November 1973. Journal manuscript re
ceived by the Heat Transfer Division February 17, 1975. Paper No. 73-WA/ 
HT-20. 

these surface effects have not been considered. In particular, the 
effects of mass flux and flow quality have been ignored. Surface ef
fects are particularly important to designers of reactor cores where 
water metal reactions at elevated temperatures leave considerable 
oxide deposits on the heat transfer surfaces [1]. Similarly, the ef
fects of mass flux and quality are held very relevant to the rewet 
process. This report takes the view that the wall superheat at the 
transition is controlled by the total heat transfer process leading to 
transition. The existing forced convection transition models, [5, 6] 
may only be used as approximate representations for particular, 
flow regimes. The analysis of the experimental results showed a 
substantial increase, over expected range, which we could only at
tribute to surface effects. 

E x p e r i m e n t a l A p p a r a t u s 
The entire experimental program was conducted at the General 

Electric Laboratories in San Jose, California. The test loop was 
constructed to allow for both steady-state and transient test runs, 
but the results analyzed here were obtained in the transient sec
tion. For details of the test loop reference may be made to [2], 

Details of the transient test piece are shown in Fig. 1. The 4 in. 
long X 0.492 in. ID X 1.0 in. OD test section was made of inconel 
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Fig. 1 Transient test section 

X-750 with a very low dependence on temperature of its resistivity. 
Both the steady-state and transient test sections were electrically 
heated, but the electrical supplies were independent of each other. 
A 1.5 in. unheated section of the flow tube between the two test 
sections were inevitable because of bus bar connections. However, 
the whole flow channel from inlet to exit was of the same internal 
diameter. Thermocouples were positioned at % in. intervals on the 
transient piece and the test system was instrumented to measure 
the mass flux, heat flux, quality, and pressure. 

Experimental Method. All the test runs were made at 1000 
psia. By using either the preheater, or the steady-state test section, 

the required quality at the entrance to the transient test piece, for 
a given mass flux, was set at a steady value. Power was then ap
plied to the transient section until steady film boiling was estab
lished in it. Power to the transient test piece was then cut off and 
the temperature transient recorded on a Sanborn recorder. One of 
the eight thermocouple outputs was fed to DYMEC which digi
tized the continuous output at a preset rate. Since the output of 
the DYMEC was that chosen as the data for the particular run, the 
thermocouple chosen had to satisfy certain criteria: 

1 The Sanborn trace must have clearly shown film boiling. 
2 The thermocouple must be close to the midplane of the test 

piece to avoid end effects. 
3 The trace must be relatively free of noise. 

Because of the nature of the test, all regimes of boiling existed 
on the test piece at one time or the other during the transient. A 
run was terminated when nucleate boiling was re-established. In 
determining the quality at inlet to the transient test piece, allow
ance was made for heat losses in the steady-state test section, irre
spective of whether the preheater or the long test section was used 
to develop the required quality. Since the test piece was short, it 
was possible to assume that the quality variation with distance and 
time was negligible. 

Data Reduction. As opposed to using the lengthy finite differ
ence or integral technique, an exact solution of the inverse heat 
transfer problem was used to obtain the temperatures and heat 
fluxes at the inside tube wall from the temperature-time data of 
the thermocouple welded to the outside of the test piece. Such a 
solution, developed by 0. R. Burggraf [3], needs only the boundary 
conditions at one point as a function of time in order to obtain 
conditions at another point in the homogeneous medium. The 
temperature-time history at an interior point could then be ob
tained in terms of the conditions at an outside boundary, as shown 
in equation (1). 

T{r„ t) = T, 0 ( t > 4 a 
n 

f - i 2 In 

+ (ft?W ~ W) _____ | n _ 
8cr r, 
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- i 7 ? S l n -
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To obtain the inside wall heat flux, the foregoing equation is dif
ferentiated with respect to n, and the result multiplied by the 
thermal conductivity of the solid. The resulting expression was ex
tended to three terms by including the next term in the series of 
equation (1). 
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For a detailed solution of the problem using the Burggraf method, 
reference may be made to [2] and Appendix A of the same report. 

Equations (1) and (2) show that derivatives of the temperature-
time plot were needed. Because of some fluctuations in the mea
sured temperatures the resulting derivatives would behave badly if 
a finite difference technique was used to obtain them. The method 
chosen was to use a least square technique to obtain a smooth pro
file. To increase accuracy, the data were divided into segments and 
the order of the curve fit used for each segment made as high as 
possible (but less than 6) without reintroducing the irregularities 
inherent in the pure data. Pig. 2 shows a typical result obtained 
with the foregoing procedure. Fig. 3 represents a typical boiling 
curve. The various boiling regimes are easily identifiable from this 
graph. For the complete output reference may be made to [2]. The 
minimum AT's in film boiling were then visually selected from 
these plots. 

T h e R e w e t P h e n o m e n o n 

In an earlier work by the authors [4] three different controlling 
mechanisms for forced convection rewet were isolated. These are 
impulse cooling collapse, axial conduction controlled rewet, and 
dispersed flow rewet. The distinguishing factor between all three 
modes are the hydrodynamics of the fluid flow and the geometry of 
the fluid in the heat transfer process leading into transition. 

Impulse Cooling Collapse. In the annular vapor film boiling 
regime (rod flow) the liquid/vapor interface is wavy and fluctuates 
about a mean position. If the wall superheat or heat flux is low
ered, the vapor thickness falls until the liquid contacts the surface. 
Depending on the temperature level and the rate of heat supply to 
the cooled region of material beneath the liquid, either permanent 
liquid/solid contact will be maintained, or the liquid will be 
pushed away from the surface with the formation of vapor. In the 
second alternative each contact is equivalent to an impulsive cool
ing of the surface. In a quenching process repeated contacts will 
eventually lower the surface temperature enough to permit rewet. 
This in fact is the basis of Kalinin's model [5]. His experimental 
results, however, were correlated in terms of (hpc)Ll{hpc)w. Hy-

drodynamic parameters of the flow were completely absent (equa
tion (3)). 

Zf^M- = 1.65(0.16 + 2A[{kpc)L/{kpc)J-n) (3) 

Axial Conduction Controlled Rewet . In a system with an al
ready wetted upstream surface, the liquid/vapor/solid interface, 
assumed to be at a wetting temperature, is propagated down
stream via axial conduction, as successive points downstream are 
brought to that temperature. Simon and Simoneau [6] have as
sumed this interface temperature to be a thermodynamic property 
of the fluid, and to be determined by the equation of Spiegler, et 
al. [7]. 

ZasL _ 0 .13 -^ + 
T 

0.84 (4) 

They also assumed that this temperature was equivalent to the 
wall temperature at the minimum in film boiling. 

Dispersed Flow Reset. In the dispersed flow regime, the au
thors postulate that transition is controlled by the limiting effects 
of two processes, namely, heat transfer to the vapor, and heat 
transfer due to the presence of the droplets, some of which may be 
touching the surface, and some of which may not. At high wall su
perheats fewer droplets are able to touch the surface as a result of 
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Fig. 3 Reduced data from G. E. transient test section 
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the repulsive force of the vapor generated as the wall is ap
proached. Subsequently, the enhancement of the total heat trans
fer due to the droplets touching the wall is smaller. This compo
nent of the total heat transfer changes with wall superheat as 
shown in Fig. 4. On the other hand, heat transfer to the vapor as
suming no effect of the presence of droplets, as well as to the drop
lets not touching the wall, increases with wall superheat. The sum 
of all these components gives the total heat flux and indicates the 
location of the minimum (q/A) and AT in film boiling. The transi
tion in the experiments presented here is controlled by this phe
nomenon. Hydrodynamically, such factors as the size of the drop
lets and the general nearness of the droplets from the wall are im
portant. These in turn are related to the system pressure, mass 
flux, quality, and flow history prior to the collapse point. 

R e s u l t s a n d P a r a m e t r i c E f f e c t s 
Effect of Mass Flux. Figure 5 shows a plot of the transition 

superheat versus quality at two mass flux levels. Clearly ATmm in
creases with mass flux. At higher mass fluxes for a given quality 
there is greater mixing of the flow, reduced superheating of the 
vapor and greater momentum of the randomly moving droplets. 
There is also, physically, more liquid present per unit elemental 
volume. Subsequently, liquid drop deposition on the surface is 
higher. All factors help to increase the heat transfer to drops con
tacting the surface. Heat transfer to the other components also in
crease but the former seems predominant, leading to an increase in 
ATmm w ' t h mass flux. 

Effect of Quality. Fig. 4 shows a sketch of heat transfer due to 
the liquid droplets and the vapor for the same mass flux at two 
quality levels. The variations of the heat transfer components with 
wall superheat are as described earlier. At a higher quality the heat 
transferred to the vapor increases while that to the droplets falls. 
When the summing effect is applied to obtain the total heat flux 
and locate the ATm m , the value of Af m i n is seen to fall with in
creasing qualities. This trend is borne out by the data in Fig. 5. 
The results were extrapolated to much lower qualities and the 
variation of ATmjn with quality was seen to become very small. 
The previously described effect could be further exemplified with 
Fig. 6. In the run giving this output, the equilibrium quality at 
inlet to the test piece was approximately 1.0. Thus the droplet 
sizes and population that there might have been would have found 
it difficult to penetrate the thermal boundary layer toward the 
wall. Heat transfer would have approximated that to pure vapor. 
No rewet could have been expected and none occurred. 

History and Flow Regime. Fig. 7 shows results for the same 
mass flux but different means of developing the quality. The curve 
with higher AT's corresponds to data for which quality was gener
ated in the preheater with the steady-state test section power off. 
For the lower curve, the preheater was off and the long test section 
power was on. This latter data series represented higher superheat 
levels. With higher superheat, droplets are further removed from 
the wall, leading to reduced droplet heat transfer and lower ATmjn. 
On the other hand, lower superheat implies less liquid for the same 
equilibrium quality. This should also lead to lower ATmjn. How
ever, Fig. 7 shows that the former process was controlling. Data 
with steady-state test section power on, approximated conditions 
in an actual reactor, and were used in the analysis. 

Surface Effects. 
Conductivity. While it is not absolutely necessary that the liq

uid remain permanently in contact with the surface prior to col
lapse, yet Stock [8] and Berenson [9] for pool boiling transition 
and Kalinin [5] for low quality forced convection quenching ob
served such contacts. In the event that it occurs, the sustenance of 
the depression in wall temperature at point of contact will depend 
on the rate at which heat is supplied from the surrounding heater 
material to the contact region. A very highly conducting material 
will therefore supply heat at such a high rate as to delay collapse to 
a lower temperature, and inversely for a poor conductor. 

kpc Effect. Transient one-dimensional conduction analysis of a 
slab of liquid in contact with solid shows that the ratio (kpc)U 
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Fig. 5 Film boiling minimum A T versus equilibrium quality, effect of mass 
flux 

(kpc)u, is the property group that appears in the expression for the 
temperature distribution and transient in the system. It deter
mines the amount of local wall temperature depression on contact 
with liquid. Kalinin [5] used this parameter to correlate his results. 
It is obvious, however, that the temperature measured at the back 
of the tube will reflect an averaging effect of axial conduction from 
the dry to the wet sections of the wall. This in turn will be in
fluenced by the heat transfer coefficients on the inside wall sur
face. Thus one would not expect a correlation in terms of the kpc 
ratio to tell the whole story. 

Oxidation Roughness, or Foreign Mat te r Deposits on Sur
face. Examination of Fig. 5 shows that the wall superheats were 
of the order of 900°F for the low mass flux data. L. S. Tong [10] 
reported a transition wall superheat of the order of 350°F at 1000 
psia and G = 0.28 - 3.86 X 106 lb/hr-ft2, for water. In particular, 
quench data obtained from General Electric report NEDE 13204 
[11] gave an average transition wall superheat of 385°F for appar
ently similar conditions. Differences in results of this order of mag-
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nitude (~500°F) would be very difficult to explain if indeed the 
conditions were the same. 

In NEDE 13204, the experimental procedure involved switching 
the power, heating the tube up to a safe high temperature, before 
switching on the flow to quench the tube. Examination of the re
sults (see Pig. 8) revealed some relation between the transition 
temperature level at a given point and the possible wall tempera
ture level at that point. The heat flux was a chopped cosine distri
bution, with the peak over the 5 ft-7 ft levels. Transition wall su
perheats ranged from 150°F to 600°F. The low values corre
sponded to the extremes of the tube while the highest values were 
found at the 6 ft position, where wall temperatures, and hence sur
face oxidation, were expected to be highest. The oxide is of a much 
lower conductivity than the material of the tube. Thus it acts as an 

insulator to the inner surface of the tube whose temperature is es
timated. It is then possible for this surface to be at a higher tem
perature than the surface of the oxide film, when the latter is at a 
low enough temperature to allow transition. 

The maximum wall temperature in NEDE 13204 was 1500°F. 
For the current report it was 1900°F. Thus the transition wall su
perheat levels appear, at least qualitatively, to follow the expected 
crud deposition levels. The roughness of the surface may also in
fluence the transition AT. Roughnesses projecting into the flow 
boundary layer can get in contact with liquid droplets, become 
cooled, and by conduction, propagate the cooling to the rest of the 
surface. Additionally the rough projections can physically trap 
droplets from the flow. These two effects can cause premature wet
ting. 
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Oxidation can influence the transition wall superheat in three
different ways. The conductivity is poor and the oxidized surface
tends to be rougher. The effects of these two factors are as ex
plained in the foregoing. Thirdly, the oxide surface may reduce the
liquid/solid contact angle, thereby increasing the contact surface
area. Also, as can be seen from Plate 1, the oxide is spongy, a factor
that facilitates the spreading of the liquid in contact, and also in
creases the effective heat transfer area. Subsequently, heat trans
fer to drops in contact is increased, and hence t::.Tmin is also in
creased.

Plate 1 is a photo, with polaroid 52 film, of an electron-micro
scope display of a cross section of a piece of the heat transfer mate
rial. The oxidized surface was first protected by electrolytically de
positing Nickel on it. The piece was then embedded in a bakelite
mould and the cross section polished. The final grain size of the
polishing cloth was 0.3 I' in. A spectroscopic analysis of the oxide
film revealed it to vary in constitution from 50 to 80 percent
Nickel-Oxide, the rest being mostly Chromium-Oxide. The section
displayed in Plate 1 was mostly Nickel-Oxide. The Thermal Con
ductivity of Nickel-Oxide, at around 1500°F varies from 2-4 Btu/
hr-ft°F at 11.5 percent porosity to 1.7 Btul/hr-ftOF at 25.7 percent
porosity, [14J. Inspection of the plate would indicate a porosity of
about 30-40 percent. A thermal conductivity of about 1 Btu/hr-ft
of was therefore assumed. Fig. 3 would suggest a minimum heat
flux of the order of 300,000 Btu/hr-ft2. The oxide film thickness
was about 3.5 X 10-5 ft. On a steady-state basis, the oxide film
would be able to support a temperature differential of about 10°F.
Since this does not account for the 500°F difference in t::.Tmin as
reported here, over wbat is normally assumed, it is suggested that
roughness, contact angle, and spongy effects, as described above,
must have been very significant.

Finally, though this is not a surface effect, the high value of
t::.Tmin may have been contributed to by axial conduction. Axial
conduction will cause the first point of int1exion on the tempera
ture-time plot and hence the recorded t::.Tmin to occur at a higher
wall temperature.

Correlation of Results
It is observed from Fig. 5 that the plots asymptote to certain

values, or different mass fluxes, as one would intuitively expect
that this asymptote would be close to or equal to a pool boiling
value. This does not imply that the equivalent quality for pool
boiling is zero, but at least the expectation is that it would be low.
Superimposed on Fig. 5 are data for pool boiling transition, for
various pressures, and calculated from Berenson's [IJ correlation,
equation (5). The data point for 1000 psia is very close to the as
ymptote for 40-50,000 Ibm/hr-ft2. Moreover, the transition wall
temperatures (for water) have been shown to vary considerably, at

Plale 1 Oxide 111m magnification 2200: (1) protective nickel layer, (2)
oxide 111m, (3) Inconel X-750

Journal of Heat Transfer

the same pressure, for various experiments. These values are most
ly higher than the thermodynamic critical temperature for water.
For these reasons, it is argued that the transition wall temperature
cannot be a thermodynamic property of the fluid. Berenson's pool
boiling correlation reflects this argument. An equation of the form

(5)

where

was used with data at 40-50,000 Ibm/hr-ft2 and 100,000 Ibm/hr-ft2

at qualities of 0.3,0.6, and 0.8. The resulting eC/uation is

Fig. 9 shows a superposition of this correlation on the experimental
data. Confidence in using this equation outside the range 40,000 :$

G :$ 100,000 Ibm/hr-ft2 is very doubtful.
Sources of Error. The source of error that is expected to be of

greatest significance is that due to axial conduction in the test
piece. Equations (1) and (2) had been obtained on the basis of one
dimensional heat t1ow. From the output temperature-time plots,
the percentage- errors in heat flux due to axial conduction and in
the vicinity of transition were estimated to range from 0 to 10 per
cent (see reference [2)). As explained earlier, axial conduction has
the effect of causing the first inflexion point in the temperature
time plot, and hence the recorded t::.T min, to occur at higher wall
superheats. The error due to this factor, on t::. T min, will depend on
the propagation rate of the wetted region.

Errors could also have arisen via the thermocouples. Since the
process was transient, the heat capacity of the thermocouple junc
tion would cause a lag in measured temperatures relative to actual
temperatures. However, the thermocouples junctions were not of
the beaded type. Instead, each of the two wires had been individu
ally welded to the tube outside diameter, thus forming an intrinsic
thermocouple. The response of this type is by far superior to the
beaded type.

It may also be mentioned that the solution of the conduction
equation within the test piece material leading to equations (1)
and (2) had been done assuming no heat flux at the 4-in. test piece
outside boundary.

Conclusion
1 No complete answer yet exists for the problem of predicting

the collapse of forced convection film boiling. An attempt has been
made to isolate and describe some of the more important int1uenc
ing factors.

2 Use of the dual mode heat transfer model appears to con
ceptually describe many of the observed effects on t::.Tmin, and has
not been found to be in contradiction with any other effect. The
problem that will be encountered in applying it to theoretically
predict t::.Tmin will lie in being able to theoretically represent the
droplet component of heat transfer.

3 The considerable variations in t::. T min, for the same t1uid and
system pressure, as well as the fact that TWmin is in some cases
much greater that Tc lead one to conclude that TWmin is not a ther
modynamic property of the fluid.

4 While a pure conduction one-dimensional model between
wall and liquid masses may be an approximate model for the im
pulse cooling collapse, the possibilities of axial conduction effects
make such a model seem poor, even if the effects of mass flux and
quality are negligible. Thus kpc ratio alone would not adequately
describe the collapse process.

5 The higher levels of t::.Tmin recorded in this report have been
attributed, phenomenologically, to surface effects, namely-oxide
film resistance, wettability and sponginess of oxide film, and sur-
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face roughness . Axial conduc t ion effects are a s s u m e d to h a v e con

t r i b u t e d to the h igher levels, also. 

T h e oxide film th ickness and t h e r m a l conduc t iv i ty were est i 

m a t e d , and using a s t eady - s t a t e mode l , t h e effect of oxide film re 

s i s tance was calcula ted. T h i s did n o t accoun t p r e d o m i n a n t l y for 

t h e observed surface effects. T h u s , axial conduc t ion , surface 

roughness , and increased wet tab i l i ty were a s s u m e d t o have been 

p r imar i ly respons ib le for t h e increase. 

6 M a s s flux a n d flow qua l i ty have been shown to be very im

p o r t a n t p a r a m e t e r s in forced convect ion collapse of d i spe r sed film 

boil ing, con t ra ry t o w h a t h a s been h i t h e r t o a s sumed . M a s s flux in

creases ATm in and qua l i ty decreases it . 

7 A correla t ion for A T m ; n of t h e form shown in e q u a t i o n (6) 

a p p e a r s t o be qu i t e a p p r o p r i a t e . Berenson ' s pool boi l ing expres 

sion has been used as a base , t h o u g h th i s is n o t m a n d a t o r y . T h e 

corre la t ion is des igned t o have a pool boil ing l imi t as m a s s flux and 

qua l i ty t e n d to zero. 
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On the Influence of the Thickness 
and Thermal Properties of Heating 
Walls on the Heat Transfer 
Coefficients in Nucleate Pool Boiling1 

An experimental investigation was conducted under conditions of saturated pool boiling 
of water at atmospheric pressure on thin, horizontal, cylindrical walls of different metals 
and thicknesses, electrically heated. The heating walls, ranging in thickness from 5 to 
250 ixm, were obtained by plating copper, silver, zinc, nickel, and tin on nonmetallic rods. 
Experiments showed that the heat transfer coefficient can be affected, in particular con
ditions, by the heating wall thickness. In particular, it resulted that the smaller the ther
mal conductivity of the metal layer, the higher the influence of the thickness. A semiem-
pirical correlation of the form AT = (q/A)nf(i<d,\/Kpc) suitable to correlate the experi
mental data within ±25 percent in the whole range of variables here investigated is pro
posed. 

1 Introduction 
The study of the mechanism of nucleate boiling requires that 

many factors which affect the heat transfer process be taken into 
account. Besides the fluid dynamics aspects of the problem, rough
ness, surface conditions, thermal properties, and thickness must be 
considered. 

As it is shown in Section 2, the strong effect of the heating sur
face material on the heat transfer coefficient during nucleate boil
ing has already been observed by several investigators [1-17] ? 
Though some authors have hypothesized that the thickness of the 
heating surface has a strong influence on nucleate boiling heat 
transfer, [4, 15, 17], only a few works are available dealing with the 
effect of surface thickness on the boiling process, [4, 14, 15, 16, 17]. 

This work was aimed, therefore, at investigating the combined 
effects of the thermal properties and thickness of the heating wall 
on the heat transfer coefficient during nucleate boiling. In particu
lar, the experiments were performed on heating walls of different 
materials (silver, copper, zinc, nickel, and tin) and thicknesses (5 -
250 (im) in saturated pool boiling of water at atmospheric pressure. 

The test specimens consisted of thin metal layers electroplated 
on epoxy-resin rods. 

1 The research reported here has been sponsored in part by the United 
States Government. 

2 Numbers in brackets designate References at end of paper. 
Contributed by the Heat Transfer Division for publication in the JOUR

NAL OF HEAT TRANSFER. Manuscript received by the Heat Transfer 
Division August 8,1974. Paper No. 75-HT-TT. 

2 S u m m a r y of P r e v i o u s W o r k 
The influence of the thermal properties of the heating wall on 

the boiling process was pointed out by Bonilla and Perry [1] who 
reported boiling data of ethanol with copper, gold, and chromium 
electroplated surfaces. Farber and Scorah [2] observed different 
values for the heat transfer coefficient when boiling occurred on 
wires of different materials. Berenson [3] obtained boiling curves 
with re-pentane as a function of the wall material. Sharp discussed 
in reference [4] the influence on the boiling curve of both the ther
mal properties and the thickness of the heating wall. Bliss, et al. 
[5] used horizontal stainless-steel tubes plated with copper, zinc, 
tin, nickel cadmium, and chromium as heaters. Horizontal wires of 
different materials were tested by Fontana [6] in boiling water. 
Kovalev, et al. [7] found a marked influence on the boiling curves 
by coating a heating wall with a layer of a low-heat conductivity 
material. In reference [8] Grigoriev and Dudkevich proposed a cor
relation of experimental data taking into account the wall thermal 
conductivity of several heat-transfer surfaces in boiling nitrogen. 
The influence of the thermal properties of the heating wall was 
made clearly evident by the results of certain experiments carried 
out by Konig [9] under particular pool-boiling conditions causing 
bubble growth to develop without the presence of an evaporating 
microlayer. Finally, Nagarajan, et al. [10] observed that boiling on 
electroplated heating surfaces is affected by the grain size of the 
coating, which is known to depend upon the electroplating process. 

It is worth noting that the thermal properties and thickness of 
the heating wall affect the following: the frequency and magnitude 
of the surface temperature fluctuations during the boiling process, 
as shown by Hsu and Schmidt [11], R. Morin [12], C. Bonnet, et al. 
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[13], and Guglielmini and Nannei [14]; and the density of active 
sites, frequency, growth rate, and break-off diameter of the bub
bles, as reported by Kotake [15], Fantini and Bartolini [16], and 
Dzakovich and Frost in reference [17]. The effects of thickness and 
thermal properties of the heating wall were also observed in burn
out and incipient boiling phenomena as demonstrated in refer
ences [18-29]. 

3 Test Specimens and Their Preparations 
The specimens tested were CW 211 CIBA ARALDIT (thermal 

conductivity = 0.7 W/m°C, softening temperature = 160°C) mold
ed epoxy resin rods of 10 mm OD and 190 mm in length plated 
with silver, copper, zinc, nickel, and tin. The plating thicknesses 
ranged from 5 to sometimes 250 /tm. 

Surface temperatures were measured with eight 28 AWG chro-
mel-alumel thermocouples located as follows: four hot junctions 
lay on two perpendicular diameters of one cross section of the rod, 
the others being placed identically in another cross section, 4 cm 
apart. The bundle of the thermocouple wires with the hot junc
tions already positioned as above described was immersed in the 
polymerizing resin, so that the joints became embedded in the out
side surface of the molded rod (Fig. 1). The thermal contact resis
tance between the hot junctions and the metal-plated layer was 
found negligible for all the specimens as well as for all the temper
atures tested. The quality of the contact was controlled by electri
cal measurements. 

It should be noted that the temperature indicated by the ther
mocouples, located as shown previously, may differ from the actual 
temperature of the surface when boiling occurs. By solving the 
steady-state source problem with Fourier's equation such tempera
ture difference can be approximately evaluated as ATe = (q/ 
A)(d/2 K). 

Only in the case of the thickest nickel surface (250 ^m) with the 
highest specific heat flux here experimented (10B W/m2) does the 
error reach the value of 10.6 percent. With the other heating walls 
of higher thermal conductivity the error was only 1-2 percent. 

4 Experimental Setup and Procedure 
The test specimens electrically heated were placed horizontally 

in a Pyrex tank (500 mm X 200 mm X 300 mm) containing demin-
eralized water and equipped with auxiliary resistance heaters to 
maintain water at saturation temperature (Fig. 1). 

Power was supplied to the 120 mm long test section from a 1800 
A — 10 V/900 A — 20 V d-c solid-state power unit through clamp 
connectors; an interposed nickel-plated copper braid insured good 
electrical contact. Heat flux was evaluated from voltage drop mea
surements with a known current flowing through the test section. 
Vpltage measurements made at the ends of the section and mea
surements made at the ends of the clamp connection differed less 
than 1-2 percent. In order to remove absorbed gases from the sur
face of the specimen and to de-gas the water, boiling was allowed 
to proceed for about an hour at 40 percent peak heat flux. 

Each run included measurements of specific heat flux q/A, grad
ually increasing from 5 X 104 to approximately 8 X 106 W/m2, and 
temperature difference AT. The waiting period to attain steady-
state conditions between each test was 15 min. 

The specimens were prepared as follows: 
The resin rods with embedded thermocouples were first metal-

coated by chemical reduction of silver from silver nitrate to obtain 
an electroconductive surface 0.1 fira in thickness. Electrodeposi-

Fig. 1 Experimental apparatus and schematlng diagram showing the ther
mocouples installed: (a) Pyrex tank; (b) auxiliary resistors; (c) d-c power 
supply; (d) test section 

tion of silver, copper, zinc, nickel, and tin on this surface, up to the 
required thickness, was then performed in suitable electroplating 
baths. 

In order to obtain test specimens of the same metals with about 
the same surface characteristics, the outside layer 5 urn thick was 
processed under the same plating conditions (current density, bath 
temperature, and time of processing). Therefore, the processing of 
the thicker specimens was stopped when about 5 lira were still re
quired to reach the prescribed thickness. The specimens were then 
taken out of the bath, polished with emery paper and reintroduced 
into the bath to plate the outside layer 5 ^m thick. 

Four test methods were used for measuring the thickness of the 
electroplated layer: 

(a) a method based on weighing a piece of metal coating of 
known area; 

(b) a method based on the anodic solution of the coating at 
controlled current; the tests were performed with a KOCOUR 
Electronic Thickness Tester, mod. S77; 

(c) a method based on measuring the electrical resistance of 
the whole coating from its volt-ampere characteristic; 

(d) coating thicknesses higher than 50 /nm were measured with 
a precision thickness gauge on pieces of coating. 

The thickness values obtained with the first three methods 
agreed within 10 percent. Surface roughness was determined with 
a TALYSURF METER, mod. 3. Average surface roughness values, 
of 0.7-1.0 fim were found for the five kinds of metals here tested. 
An example of the records obtained from the Talysurf Meter is re
ported in Fig. 2. 

5 E x p e r i m e n t a l R e s u l t s 
Nucleate boiling heat transfer experiments were performed on 

several specimens (about 60) of different thicknesses (in the range 
5-250 lira) for each of the five metals tested. Each boiling run was 
performed by measuring the average heat flux q/A and the differ
ence AT between the average surface temperature of the heater 

-Nomencla ture« 

a = thermal diffusivity (m2/s) 
c = specific heat (J/kg°C) 
d = thickness of the heating element 

(m) 
q/A = specific heat flux (W/m2) 

AT = excess of surface temperature over 
the saturation temperature (°C) 

ATe = temperature difference in the 
thickness of the heating wall 

(°C) 

K = thermal conductivity (W/m°C) 
P = density (kg/m3) 

Superscript 

n = index of specific heat flux 
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(evaluated by averaging the readings of the eight thermocouples of 
the sample) and the saturation temperature of the fluid. 

Some typical experimental curves are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. A 
satisfying reproducibility of the experimental data was obtained, 
as seen in Fig. 5, for some nickel test specimens. Referring to Figs. 
3 and 4, it may be observed that, for some of the metals tested, 
(nickel, tin, and zinc) the heat transfer coefficient increases with 
the decreasing of the heater thickness. In particular, the effect of 
thickness results in a change in the heat transfer coefficient by as 
much as 500-700 percent, in the case of nickel or tin, and 100 per
cent for zinc. 

However, when the heater thickness exceeds a certain value, 
which can be defined as "limiting value," the influence of the wall 
thickness on the heRt transfer coefficient becomes negligible. This 
limiting value is approximately 70 I'm for zinc, 15 I'm for both tin 
and nickel. No appreciable effect of thickness was observed for the 
copper and silver specimens tested. 

Finally, the boiling curves obtained for each of the metals used 
along with test specimens of thicknesses above the "limiting 
value" are collected in Fig 6. 

6 Analysis and Correlation of Data 
Some of the thermo physical properties of the five metal platings 

tested are reported in Table 1 and taken from references [30, 31]. 
From Fig. 6 we see that in the range of thicknesses above the 

limiting value, the heat transfer coefficient decreases from copper 
to tin. This effect seems to be comparable with the decrease in the 
parameter VKjiC for the five metals tested (see Table 1), and 
agrees with that observed by other experimenters [4,8]. 

In the thickness range below the limiting value, Figs. 3 and 4 
show that the smaller the heat conductivity of the heating material 
(as in the case of nickel or tin), the higher the effect of thickness on 
t.he heat transfer coefficient. No appreciable influence can be ob
served in the case of the highest thermal conductivity metals (i.e., 
copper and silver), while a less-pronounced effect is shown by zinc, 
whose thermal conductivity has an intermediate value. 

Finally, the two metals here tested with approximately the same 
value of thermal conductivity (tin and nickel) show the same in
creasing of heat transfer coefficient with the decreasing of wall 
thickness. 

It seems reasonable to assume that in a very thin metal layer 
transverse heat conduction along the heating material should be 
one of the dominant factors. Therefore in accordance with Fouri
er's law, both variables Ii and c1 should be involved. 

Taking into consideration both of the factors here affecting the 
process (i.e., the product of thermal conductivity per thickness 
~ • c1 and thermal diffusivity vi "pc), as well as the specific heat flux 
q/A, the D.T can be expressed by the following relationship: 

Fig. 2 Talysurf trace showing roughness of nickel and <lopper plated sur
faces 
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(1) 

or in a more suitable form: 

(2) 

where the power 1} does not depend on the thermal properties of 
the wall material. The value of the power 1} was obtained by plot
ting the observed heat flux q/A against D.T using the logarithmic 
scale. From the slope of the curves, the values of the power 1} re
sulted in approximately 0.25 (the same value of 1} was proposed by 
Fritz in reference [32]). 

The most convenient form of the relation (2) obtained in order 
to correlate the experimental data resulted in the following (devia
tion ±15 percent): 
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AT,°c 

Fig. 5 Reproducibil i ty of data lor nickel heaters 

In Pigs. 3 and 4 unbroken lines have been obtained by plotting the 
correlation (3); in Fig. 7 all experimental data are correlated with 
the relation (3). 

In the same figure, the data obtained by Bliss, et al. [5], using 
stainless-steel cylinders of 2.5 mm OD, 0.8 mm wall thickness, and 
surface roughness (0.08-0.15 (ira) somewhat different from our 
own, are included within the dotted lines. The uncertainty in the 
location of the representative points is due to the lack of knowl
edge of the thermophysical properties of the metal used. We per
formed tests of verification using steel test-tubes AISI 316, of 10 
mm OD, a thickness of 1 mm, and a roughness of about 0.7 pm, 
and the experimental data obtained is reported in Fig. 7. Taking 
into account the differing surface characteristics, it seems to us 
that relation (3) approximates sufficiently both our data and that 
obtained by Hsu, et al. 

7 D i s c u s s i o n 
(a) Influence of the Heater Mater ia l . It was previously 

pointed out that, above the limiting value of thickness, the heat 
transfer coefficient seems to be dependent mainly upon the pa
rameter xf~i<pc. This behavior is consistent with that observed by 
Konig, under different experimental conditions [9], and by Sharp 
W. 

In a recent work [33], Grigoriev, et al., using helium at satura-
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tion temperature, have observed an increase in the heat transfer 
coefficient with an increase in the thermal effusivity of the metal 
layer tested. If one agrees with Sharp's [4] suggestion that the 
evaporation of the microlayer of liquid is checked by transient con
duction, then the heat transfer coefficient can be qualitatively in
terpreted as being dependent upon the parameter V upc. For the 
highest values of the thickness of the metal layer (above the limit
ing thickness) this condition is approximated by a temperature 
pulse on a semi-infinite solid body. In such a case, therefore, the 
resulting heat transfer flux is a growing function of the thermal ef
fusivity. 

(b) Influence of the Heater Thickness. Sharp [4] hypothe
sized that a decreasing value of the heat transfer coefficient to
gether with the decreasing of the heating wall thickness below 250 
pm was a consequence of the decreasing of the heater thermal ca
pacity. 

On the contrary, in the present investigation a higher heat trans
fer coefficient was obtained upon decreasing the heater thickness. 
In fact, the lower the metal layer thermal capacity, the more ap
preciable was this effect. Moreover, Figs. 3 and 4 show that for 
nickel heaters of decreasing thicknesses the heat transfer coeffi
cient increased at about 500-600 percent, whereas no appreciable 
increase was found for copper heaters, although the two metals 
have about the same specific capacity value pc (Table 1). 

This leads one to suppose that in the case of a low conductivity 
metal layer, the transient heat conduction along the heater materi
al, rather than the heater thermal capacity, might be the most im-
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Fig. 7 Correlat ion of exper imental data 
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Fig. 8 Influence of nickel thickness on bubble populatlon:

a)

(a) d = 5/olm
(b) d= 50 /olm
(c) d = 50 /olm

qlA =2.4 • 10' W/m2

qlA = 2.4 • 10' W/m'
qlA = 10' W/m2

tJ. T= 4°C
tJ.T= 8°C

tJ.T= 4°C

their measurements of the temperature fluctuations on thin nickel
layers during nucleate boiling, observed that on the thinner walls
used (5 ).tm), it higher frequency of temperature fluctuations re
sulted. This effect may be connected with the temperature fluctua
tions inside the fluid near the heating surface as a consequence of
the increased bubble population. The test specimens used in refer
ences [14, 16, 28] were performed following the same procedure de
scribed in the present work.

Finally, data reported by Heled, et al. [34] show a stronger cool
ing effect of the surface and a higher film coefficient when the
bubble population was increased. (Active sites were produced arti
ficially.) On the contrary, even when the thinnest layers (5 ).tm) of
higher thermal conductivity metals (copper, silver) were tested,
the transverse thermal resistance was so weak that no influence on
the heat transfer process was observed.

Few experimental data regarding the behavior of thin copper
and silver surfaces in nucleate boiling are available. Unfortunately,
the data of Bartolini and Fantini reported in [16] are obtained only
at very low heat flux. Nevertheless, they seem to show a less in
creasing bubble population with decreasing thickness on copper
surfaces as compared to nickel ones. Guglielmini and Nannei [14]
also observed a lessening increase of the surface temperature' fluc
tuations with a decreasing of the thickness for copper with respect
to nickel surfaces. This leads one to assume that the stirring effect
could be lower in the case of higher thermal conductivity metal
layers in the range of thickness here experimented with. Conse
quently, the influence of the heating wall thickness on the film
coefficient is not here remarkable. The limiting value of thickness
for copper and silver surfaces would be lower than the thickness of
the thinnest walls here tested.

8 Conclusions
From the present investigation it is concluded that:
(a) Low-conductivity-metal heaters of thicknesses less than

the limiting value showed an increase in the heat transfer coeffi
cient up to 600 percent with decreasing thickness.

(b) When the heater thickness is greater than the limiting
value, the heat transfer coefficient for the tested metals is affected
by the parameter vi KpC.

(c) A semiempirical correlation is proposed accounting for
both the thickness and thermo-physical properties of the heating
wall.

portant parameter affecting the value of the heat transfer coeffi
cient in nucleate pool boiling. A possible explanation of the basic
mechanism for very thin heaters of low thermal conductivity could
be the following.

The higher resistance to the transverse heat flux which results in
the case of a thin wall of low-conductivity under the limiting thick
ness can cause a strong decrease in the heat flux directed to the
base of the bubble by the surrounding area. This is valid no matter
what the mechanism of the bubble formation may be. In such a
case each bubble extracts heat from a more restricted portion of
the heating surface. Thus, at the same heat flux and heating sur
face, a higher density of active sites must results, each operating in
a more restricted zone of influence from that which was estab
lished on a thicker metal layer or one which was of higher conduc
tivity. A greater bubble population may produce a greater stirring
of the liquid near the wall, and therefore, at the same heat flux, a
lower surface temperature. The following experimental results, ob
tained by various authors, lend some support to the hypothesis of
the foregoing advanced mechanism.

Bartolini and Fantini [28], in their photographic study using a
nickel heating surface in pool boiling of water at atmospheric pres
sure, demonstrated the strong increase in bubble population with
decreasing thickness in the thickness range of 5-50 ).tm. The photo
graphs in Fig. 8, reported from reference [28], show the difference
in bubble population obtained on the surface of 5 ).tm thickness
and on the surface of 50 ).tm at the same surface temperature and
at the same specific heat flux. Guglielmini and Nannei [14], in
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Augmentation of Heat Transfer in a 

Laminar External Gas Boundary Layer 

by the Vaporization of Suspended 

Droplets 
A theory is developed for the restricted regime of two-phase flow wherein droplets sus
pended in a gas stream penetrate the boundary layer and vaporize without deposition. 
The equations of motion of the droplets are derived taking into account Stokes' drag, 
buoyancy, and gravity forces. Superimposed free stream turbulence propels a fraction of 
the droplets into the boundary layer. Using these results a two-region model is devel
oped for determining the heat transfer rate. The application of the theory is illustrated 
by calculating several quantities of practical interest for the finned surface of a dry cool
ing tower. 

Introduction 

It is apparent that in the next several decades the growing de
mand for electrical power in the United States will be met by the 
addition of large thermal power plants. Generally these plants are 
not able to meet the thermal discharge standards for rivers and 
lakes and hence most new thermal power plants include the provi
sion of cooling towers to reject heat. The current generation power 
plants are equipped with evaporative cooling towers. These con
sume large quantities of water, develop insufficient draft in certain 
geographic locations and produce undesirable plumes and drift. 
This general consideration and in particular the concept of utiliz
ing a fogging approach to enhance dry cooling performance only 
during temporary periods of high ambient dry bulb temperatures 
and power demand prompted the present investigation. In fogging, 
water droplets are sprayed into the inlet air stream thereby lower
ing the dry bulb temperature of the inlet air and in addition en
hancing air side heat transfer due to vaporization without wetting 
the heat transfer surfaces. The second effect is the focus of this 
study. 

In recent years there have been several investigations of two-
phase, two-component flow. Most of these concerned themselves 
with injection of liquid droplets into the gas stream and obtaining 
a liquid film which displaces the gas boundary layer from the solid 

Contributed by the Heat Transfer Division for publication in the JOUR
NAL OF HEAT TRANSFER. Manuscript received by the Heat Transfer 
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surface. This, of course, results in considerable enhancement in 
heat transfer rates due to sensible heating and evaporation of the 
liquid film. This possibility was first suggested by Elperin [l].1 In 
this country the first investigation was reported by Acrivos, et al., 
who measured heat transfer from a single vertical cylinder exposed 
to an air-water spray [2]. This work was followed by the investiga
tions of Hoelscher [3], Takahara [4], and Smith [5], There is a con
flict between the results of Takahara and Smith which was re
solved by Hodgson, et al. [6]. The experimental results of these in
vestigators agree with those of Smith but not with those of Taka
hara. 

An analytical investigation of the two-phase flow over a circular 
cylinder was made by Goldstein, et al. [7]. Their theoretical predic
tions compare favorably with the experimental results of Acrivos, 
et al. Tifford [8] conducted an exploratory analytical study appli
cable to a flat plate. Goldstein [9] considered a flat plate oscillating 
harmonically in its own plane. Thomas and Sunderland [10] made 
an analytical and experimental study to determine heat transfer 
rate and liquid film thickness for a wedge-shaped body. 

Farmer, et al. [11] made an attempt to investigate the mecha
nism of droplet deposition. Their analysis applies to adiabatic flow 
in vertical tubes without vaporization. 

The physical model of the dynamics of the droplets postulated 
by us assumes that free stream turbulence propels the droplets 
toward the solid surface without contributing directly to the en
hancement in heat transfer rate. Sugawara, et al. [12] reported 

1 Numbers in brackets designate References at end of paper. 
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large increases in heat transfer rates for modest free stream turbu
lence in single-phase flow over a flat plate. But their predictions 
are not borne out by the findings of the other investigators like 
Edwards and Furber [13] and Kestin, et al. [14]. Junkhan and Ser-
ovy [15] concluded from their experimental studies that the effect 
of free stream turbulence on heat transfer through a laminar 
boundary layer on a flat plate with zero pressure gradient is negli
gible but becomes significant when a pressure gradient is present. 

A rigorous solution of laminar flow of a suspension over a semi-
infinite flat plate is given by Soo [16] but his analysis is restricted 
to rigid particles whereas the present analysis applies to relatively 
fine droplets evaporating in the boundary layer with zero pressure 
.gradient and a transverse temperature gradient. 

A n a l y s i s 
Equations of the motion of the droplets penetrating the hydro-

dynamic gas boundary layer on a flat surface and vaporizing there
in are derived taking into account Stokes' drag, buoyancy, and the 
gravity forces. Small free stream turbulence superimposed on the 
boundary layer is assumed to cause the initial transverse velocity 
component which propels the droplets toward the solid surface. 
Solving the transverse and the flow direction equations of motion 
simultaneously, an expression for the exposure time of the droplets 
is obtained. This enables the determination of several quantities of 
practical interest. 

The following simplifying assumptions enter into the analysis 
explicitly or implicitly. 

1 Droplets obey Stokes' law and as such the analysis is applica
ble to droplets with Reynolds number less than unity. 

2 Flow in the two-component, two-phase stream is laminar, 
steady, incompressible, and involves Newtonian fluids with con
stant properties. 

3 In the free stream the velocity and temperature of the drop
lets are the same as those of the gas phase. 

4 The tranverse velocity component of the laminar gas bound
ary layer is ignored. 

5 The free stream turbulence is isotropic and the level of tur
bulence is small, so that the laminar boundary layer flow remains 
unaffected. 

6 A linear velocity profile is assumed across the boundary 
layer. 

7 In the boundary layer droplets move horizontally with the 
local gas velocity. 

There is some slipping or relative motion in the horizontal direc
tion, but this problem is relatively unimportant. The x- direction 
velocity of the droplet is of the order of vt and the x-direction ve
locity of the gas boundary layer is of the order of um. Therefore, x-
momentum of the droplets ignoring slipping is of the order of m » . 
and taking into account slipping is of the order of m(u„ —vj. 
Since Vt is a small fraction of u . , the horizontal slipping of the 
droplet is insignificant. 

Transverse Direction Equation of Motion. As shown in Fig. 
1, the various forces acting on the droplet in the boundary layer in 
the transverse direction are: the gravity force, mg downward, the 
buoyancy force, mg (p/pi) upward, and the drag force 6irp.R (dp/dt) 
upward. According to Newton's second law of motion, 

dp — ( , „ - ) = mg - mg(-) - Q^R ^ 

Expressing m in terms of R, simplifying, differentiating, and rear
ranging, 

d2p (3_dji 
IIP KRdt 

_ i i L ) ^ = (1 _ JL)g 
2PlR

2' dt p , & (1) 

The variation of droplet radius with time can be determined 
from the vaporization rate [17], 

dm 
dt M 

2vRMp_DSh A 
°-) 

- N o m e n c l a t u r e -

A = 

b 
C 

ho = 

k 
K 

I 
m 

Am 

M 

M 

Nu = 
integration constant, dimension- Pr = 

less p = 
integration constant, m 
flat surface width, m q = 
parameter defined by equation q" = 

(13), m R = 
binary vapor diffusivity, m2 /s R0 = 
acceleration due to gravity, m/s 2 Ri = 
heat transfer coefficient in the 

presence of droplets, W/m2K 
average heat transfer coefficient in i?2 = 

the absence of droplets, W/m2K 
heat transfer conductance of the 

outer boundary layer region, R3 = 
W/m2K 

heat transfer conductance of the 
inner boundary layer region, Req = 
W/m2K 

enthalpy of evaporation, J /kg Re = 
thermal conductivity, W/mK s = 
parameter defined by equation (24) 
flat surface length, m Sc = 
droplet mass, kg Sh = 
decrease in droplet mass due to t = 

vaporization, kg text> = 
mass flux of the droplets in the free 

stream, kg/m2s T = 
molecular weight of the droplet, T0 = 

kg/kg mole T*. = 
average molecular weight of the T, = 

boundary layer, kg/kg mole 
Nusselt number, dimensionless 
Prandtl number, dimensionless 
depth of penetration of the drop

lets, m 
heat transfer rate, W 
heat flux, W/m 2 

droplet radius at any instant, m 
initial droplet radius, m 
convective resistance of the inner 

region of the boundary layer, 
K/W 

convective resistance of the outer 
region of the boundary layer, 
K/W 

conductive resistance of the outer 
region of the boundary layer, 
K/W 

equivalent resistance of the bound
ary layer, K/W 

Reynolds number, dimensionless 
spacing between two flat surfaces, 

m 
Schmidt number, dimensionless 
Sherwood number, dimensionless 
time, s 
exposure time of the droplet in the 

boundary layer, s 
temperature, K 
flat surface temperature, K 
free stream temperature, K 
temperature between the two re-

Ut = 

y = 

a = 

7 = 
<5 = 

f = 

P = 

Pi = 
X = 

O)0 = 

gions of the boundary layer, K 
flow direction free stream velocity, 

m/s 
transverse velocity due to turbu

lence superimposed at the 
boundary layer edge, m/s 

flow direction distance coordi
nate, m 

transverse direction distance coor
dinate, m 

parameter defined by equation (7), 
m2 /s 

parameter defined by equation (7), 
m/s 2 

parameter defined by equation (18) 
boundary layer thickness, m 
boundary layer thickness- at the 

point of entry of the droplet, m 
dynamic viscosity coefficient, 

kg/ms 
kinematic viscosity, m2 /s 
point of entry of the droplet in the 

boundary layer, m 
boundary layer density, kg/m3 

droplet density, kg/m3 

parameter defined by equation (4), 
m2 /s 

mole fraction of the vapor at the 
droplet surface temperature 

mole fraction of the vapor at the 
average boundary layer tempera
ture 
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Fig. 1 Forces on a droplet In the boundary layer 

Writing m in terms of R, we get 

dt 2R[M p, 
l l )] (2) 

Sh depends on droplet diameter which varies with time. The 
correlation between Sh and the diameter is given by the Ranz-
Marshall relation [18]: 

Sh 2 + 0.6 Re 1/2 Sc 1/3 (3) 

Here Re is based on 2Ro and vt. 
Also, the mole fractions oio and a;„ are functions of time. How

ever, if we take a suitable average value for Sh, wo, and a>„, we can 
set the slightly varying bracketed quantity in equation (2) equal to 
a constant and obtain a simple expression for the variation of 
droplet radius with time. Thus, defining a parameter, A, 

x = hMjLDShln{l 
2 M Pi l — o). 

?)] (4) 

equation (2) assumes the form dR/dt = \/R. 
Integrating and evaluating the constant of integration through 

the initial condition at t = 0, R = flo, we obtain 

R2 = i V + 2Xt 

Substitution of equation (5) into equation (1) gives 

_9j£)S[£ _ ti _ Jl 
2p, dt & + £<3X IF - * - % * 

(5) 

(6) 

The quantities in the parentheses are constants. Defining pa
rameters a and ft 

a = (3A + | £ ) and fi = (1 - -j~)g 
&Pi Pi 

the foregoing assumes the form 

a2P 4- _ _ i dp 
dr Rn 2Xtdt 

= /3 

(7) 

(8) 

This is a second order linear differential equation with variable 
coefficients. Its solution is 

A(R0
2 + 2 A / ) u - ° m > + B 

fJ(R0
2 + 2AiQ2 

4A(a + 2A) (9) 

To evaluate the integration constants A and B, we have the fol
lowing two boundary conditions: at t = 0, p = 0 and dp/dt = ut. 

Using these boundary conditions with equation (9), we obtain 

A = 0Ro 
2X 

B = — Rf! 
PR, 

Rpan 

(a - 2A) 

- 4Ay n 4A(a - 2A) 

(10) 

(11) 

Having evaluated the constants A and B it is now possible to de
termine the penetration p from equation (9). In the numerous cal
culations performed using equation (9), it was observed that the 
contribution of the first term on the right-hand side is negligible. 
This is because A, being numerically small and negative quantity, 
renders A vanishingly small. Therefore ignoring this term, 

P B 
[3{R<? + 2A/)2 

4A(u + 2 \ ) 

Finally changing independent variable 

(12) 

y = 60 - p 

Substituting for B from equation (11), 

m? + 2Xtf 
4A(-: 2A) 

y = 

Let t ing 

5(1 + R° [ 4\(a - 2A)J 4A(« 

2f fiR(? -_iXi"l 

(3{R<2 + 2A/)2 

2A) 

C = 50 + / 

the foregoing can be written as 

y = C-

4A(a - 2A)" 

(i(R{f + 2 A/)2 

"JAI^TTAT 

(13) 

(14) 

Equation (14) gives the transverse location of the droplet at any 
time t as a function of the boundary layer thickness (do) at the 
point of entry. Note that C is a function of So-

Flow Direction Equation of Motion. Assuming a linear ve
locity profile across the boundary layer, the flow direction equa
tion of motion is 

dx 
dl 

. (2) 
5 

(15) 

The boundary layer thickness along a flat surface is given by 
Blasius [19] 

5 = 5 (16) 

Substituting equations (14) and (16) into equation (15) and sep
arating the variables, 

,1 /2 
3/2 

dx = — r 20ymATc7TTx) {4A2/3/2 + A\mit 

+ [PR.4 - 4 A ( Q -

Integrating and using the boundary condition at t = 0, 
evaluate the integration constant, we get 

4X2(3t> + 6A/ffi0
2/2 + 3[/3r?0

4 - 4X(a + 2 A ) C ] / 

2x)C]}rf/ 

£ to 

+ ylr3/2 - en) = 0 
w h e r e 

40 f 1 / 2 A(a + 2A) 

(17) 

(18) 

Equation (17) is a cubic in t from which the exposure time of the 
droplet in the boundary layer can be determined. Since the length 
of the flat surface is I, the exposure time in the boundary layer will 
correspond to x = I. Thus, from equation (17), 

4A2(3fexp
3 + 6A/3iiI0

2/oxp
2 + 3[/5R0

4 - 4A(a + 2\)C]tm 

+ y(?3 / 2 - en) = 0 (19) 

Heat Transfer Coefficient in the Presence of the Drop
lets. A simple two region model is developed for determining the 
heat transfer coefficient in the presence of droplets that penetrate 
and vaporize within the boundary layer. The boundary between 
the two regions is determined by the depth of penetration of the 
droplets during a given time. This depth of penetration (p) is 
given by equation (12). In the outer region the heat transfer occurs 
by convection as well as by the vaporization of the droplets. In the 
inner region which is free of droplets, the heat transfer occurs by 
convection only. This suggests that the total resistance of the 
boundary layer can be divided into three resistances as shown in 
Fig. 2. 

Ri and #2 are convective resistances and by analogy with Ohm's 
law equations (20) and (21) are written 
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1 , 5 - / 
Rl = hbr 5 

1 <p\ 

(20) 

(21) 

fla is a conductive resistance and is due to the vaporization of 
the droplets. Again by analogy with Ohm's law, equation (22) can 
be written 

i X o JL 
kbl 

(22) 

Assuming the free stream turbulence to be isotropic, the mass of 
the droplets directed toward the flat surface per unit time is 1/6 
rh"bs. But the decrease in the mass of the droplet due to vaporiza
tion is Am. Therefore, the mass of the droplets actually abstracting 
heat from the boundary layer is (l/e)(Am/m)rh"bs. Thus, the heat 
abstracted in vaporizing the droplet is (l/6)(Am/m)rh"bs hfs. Also 
from Fourier's law this quantity is given by [kbl(Ti — T^)lp]. 
Equating the two expressions for the quantity of heat abstracted 
from the solid surface, we get 

Am m"sphfe 

Substituting this into equation (22), we get an expression for the 
conductive resistance Rs in terms of measurable quantities. Thus, 

R3 = K(T{ - Tj (23) 

w h e r e 
6m 

K (24) 

The resistances Ri, R2, and R3 being known from equations 
(20), (21), and (23), we can determine the total resistance of the 
boundary layer. R2 and H3 are in parallel and i?i is in series with 
them, so that the equivalent resistance of the boundary layer is 

R„ + M^ 
R, + R-, 

+ fijfi] (25) 

For the determination of R3 we need to know the temperature 
T,\ This can be determined as follows: 

From the steady-state condition in the boundary layer q = h\(Ti 
— T„) = hi(T0 — Ti), where the conductances hi and h% of the 
outer and inner region, respectively of the boundary layer are 
given by 

h< = 
R2 + R3 

R,RM 
and 

1 
R,bl 

Introducing these into the steady-state condition and solving for 
Ti, we get 

T, = 
K(RtT„ + R2TQ) -RtR. 

K{Ri + R2! 

Having determined the equivalent resistance, we are in a posi 

(26) 

BOUNDARY LAYER EDGE T-» 

P 

<r-}> 

R=*CONDUCTlVE, 
1 RESISTANCE 

R,= CONVECTIVE 
• RESISTANCE 

XJ. 

-INTERFACE 
R. = CONVECTIVE 

RESISTANCE 

t. FLAT SURFACE 

Fig. 2 Thermal resistance of the boundary layer 

tion to write down the expression for heat flow from the boundary 
layer. In analogy with Ohm's law 

cj 
R„ 

(27) 

The total area of the flat surface being bl, the expression for the 
heat flux from the solid surface is 

' -R„bl 

whence the heat transfer coefficient in the presence of droplets is 

q" 1 
T„ - T, R„M 

(28) 

The average heat transfer coefficient h in the absence of drop
lets can be determined from the Pohlhausen relation [20]: 

Nu 
hi 

k 
= 0.664 Re 1 P r 1 (29) 

, = 1.524 x 10"2 m / s , T„ 

1.492 x 10~2 k g / m 2 s , b = 

5.715 x lO-2 m , s = 6.350 x 10"3m. 

= 308 K, 

0.3048m, 

Here Re is based on u„,_and I. 
Forming the ratio h/h, the enhancement in heat transfer coeffi

cient due to the vaporization of the droplets can be determined. 

K e s u l t s a n d D i s c u s s i o n 
The use of the various equations derived in the preceding sec

tion is illustrated by applying them to the finned surface of a dry 
cooling tower. Typical bench test conditions existing in an experi
mental rig at the Franklin Institute Research Laboratories were 
used for performing the various calculations. These conditions 
were 

•«„ = 1.524 m / s , 

T(t = 323 K, m" 

I 

The average surface temperature of the water droplet injected 
into the air-stream was the wet bulb temperature corresponding to 
the average boundary layer temperature, (l/2)(To + T^), and 
exact measured inlet air humidity. From the knowledge of the 
droplet surface temperature and the average- boundary layer tem
perature, the partial pressures of water vapor at these tempera
tures can be found from the thermodynamic tables whence the 
mole fraction wo and u„ can be determined. 

The diameter of the droplets used in calculation ranged from 10 
to 120/i and for these droplets the average Sherwood number was 
computed to be 2.59. 

The physical properties used in the various computations de
scribed in the following are 

M = 18 k g / k g m o l e , M = 28 kg /kg mole , 

p = 0.125 k g / m 3 , p, = 101 k g / m 3 , 

M = 2.530 x 10"3 k g / m s , v = 2.035 x 10"5 m 2 / s , 

;D = 2.942 x 10"5 m 2 / s , 

2.400 x 10c ,1/kg. k 0.034 W / m K , ' « / , = 

Exposure Time. The effect of droplet diameter upon droplet 
exposure time is given by equation (19). In order to obtain a typi
cal result an entry-point, £ = 2.539 X 10"-2 m, was selected. This 
point corresponds to the average momentum boundary layer thick
ness on the finned heat exchanger surface of the bench test. The 
calculated results are shown in Fig. 3 where the limits of no pene
tration and surface wetting are indicated. An increasing exposure 
time with an increasing initial droplet diameter trend is shown. 
This trend is due to the greater penetration and consequent slow
ing down of the larger-sized droplets. Droplets smaller than 10ji do 
not penetrate the boundary layer and travel with the free stream 
velocity u . . Consequently they all have the same exposure time of 
20 milli-s corresponding to the free stream velocity. 

Penet ra t ion of Droplets . Having calculated the exposure 
time, the penetration of the droplets was calculated using equation 
(12). The results of the various calculations are plotted on Fig. 4. 
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EXPOSURE TIME, M I L L - S E C . 

o 

§ 

Fig. 3 

NO PENETRATION 

SURFACE WETTING 

Variat ion of exposure t ime wi th droplet diameter 

As expected, the larger the droplet diameter the greater is the pen
etration. Fig. 4 shows that under the specified bench test condi
tions the 10M droplets will not penetrate the boundary layer where
as 50/i droplets will penetrate the boundary layer completely and 
cause wetting of the solid surface. The theory thus gives upper as 
well as the lower limits of the droplet diameter required to pene
trate the boundary layer without causing surface wetting. 

Trajectory of the Droplets. The time required by the drop
lets to transverse any distance downstream can be calculated from 
equation (17). Knowing this time the transverse location of the 
droplet in the boundary layer can be determined from equation 
(14) as a function of time. Thus, the trajectory of the droplets in 
the boundary layer can be readily predicted. The trajectories of 
20M droplets entering the boundary layer at different points are 
determined as explained in the foregoing and sketched on Fig. 5. 

It is seen from the figure that as the droplets move downstream, 
their transverse distance from the flat surface increases. This can 
be explained as due to thickening of the boundary layer. Also, it is 
clear from the figure that a droplet entering the boundary layer 
near the leading edge of the flat surface follows a trajectory closer 
to the flat surface than the trajectory followed by a droplet enter
ing the boundary layer at a point farther downstream. This is to be 
expected since the exposure time and hence the penetration of the 
former is greater than that of the latter. 

Heat Transfer Calculations. Knowing the penetration and 
the boundary layer thickness at the trailing end of the fin, the re
sistances Ri and R% can be readily calculated from equations (20) 
and (21). Knowing the exposure time, the final droplet diameter 
can be calculated from equation (5), and the mass defect due to va
porization can be determined. The temperature (TO of the inter
face between the two regions of the boundary layer can be calculat
ed from equation (26). Finally knowing the flux of the droplets in 
the free stream, the resistance, R3, can be calculated from equa
tions (23) and (24). 

The knowledge of fti, #2, and R3 enables the determination of 
Req from equation (25) and h from equation (28). In the absence of 
droplets h can be calculated from equation (29). A comparison of h 
and h gives the enhancement. 

The detailed calculations were carried out for different diameter 
droplets and different droplet fluxes. The results are plotted in 
Fig. 6 which shows that for constant droplet flux, the larger diame
ter droplets cause greater enhancement in the heat transfer coeffi
cient. This greater enhancement is due to greater vaporization 
rates which result from increased exposure time and penetration of 

10 2© 30 4 0 
DROPLET DIAMETER, MICRONS 

50 60 

Fig. 4 Variation of penetrat ion depth wi th droplet diameter 
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Fig. 5 Trajector ies of droplets In the boundary layer 
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Fig. 6 Dependence of the heat transfer coeff icient on the droplet d iame
ter and mass flux 

the larger-sized droplets. Fig. 6 also shows that as the droplet flux 
in the main stream increases, the enhancement for the same diam
eter droplet also increases. This is to be expected since the increase 
in droplet flux implies that a greater number of droplets are avail
able for vaporization. 
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I t m a y be po in t ed out t h a t t h e e n h a n c e m e n t in h e a t t ransfer 

r a t es p lo t t ed in Fig. 6 is for t h e upward facing surface of t h e fin 

only. According to th i s theory, d rop le t s do no t p e n e t r a t e t h e 

b o u n d a r y layer formed on t h e downward facing surface of t h e fin. 

T h i s fact was conf i rmed by t h e observa t ions m a d e on t h e experi

m e n t a l rig referred to a t t h e beginning of th i s section. T h e obser

va t ions also conf i rmed the fact t h a t when t h e d rop le t s are wi th in 

cer ta in size range , t he re is no wet t ing of the u p w a r d facing surface 

of t h e fin even for a comple te ly s a tu r a t ed air s t r eam. 

A c k n o w l e d g m e n t 
T h e a u t h o r s are i ndeb ted to F rank l in I n s t i t u t e Resea rch Labo

ra tor ies for s u p p o r t as a subcon t rac to r u n d e r t h e U. S. Atomic E n 

ergy Commiss ion Con t r ac t No. AT(11-1)2241. 
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Axial Heat Conduction Elects in 

orced Convection Along a Cylinder 
An analytical study is performed to determine the effects of axial heat conduction and 
transverse curvature on laminar forced convective heat transfer of liquid metals along a 
circular cylinder. The flow and thermal boundary layers for this problem are nonsimilar, 
the non-similarity arising both from the transverse curvature { = (4/R)(vxlu„)l/2 of the 
cylindrical surface and from the axial heat conduction effect expressible as il = 1/Pex, 
where Pex is the local Peclet number. The governing equations are solved by the local 
nonsimilarity method in which all the terms in the conservation equations are retained 
and only terms in the derived subsidiary equations are selectively deleted according to 
the levels of truncation. Numerical results are presented for liquid metals having repre
sentative Prandtl numbers of 0.03, 0.008, and 0.003 over a wide range of £ values from 0 
(i.e., a flat plate) to 4.0 and Q values from 0 (i.e., without axial heat conduction effect) to 
0.20. The results indicate that the local surface heat transfer rate increases with an in
crease in the transverse curvature of the cylindrical surface, an increase in Prandtl num
ber, and an increase in the axial heat conduction parameter or a decrease in Peclet num
ber. 

I n t r o d u c t i o n 

In the study of convective heat transfer over a surface, it is usu
ally assumed that the axial heat conduction inside the boundary 
layer is insignificant compared to heat conduction normal to the 
surface. However, for fluids with very low Prandtl numbers, such 
as liquid metals, the axial heat conduction becomes important and 
can no longer be neglected. 

The problems of forced convection in duct flows, in which the 
axial heat conduction is included in the analysis, have been studied 
extensively (see, for example, references [1, 2]2). To the best 
knowledge of the authors, studies on heat transfer for low Prandtl 
number fluids over external surfaces, on the other hand, have only 
been carried out for flow over a flat plate [3-5]. The present study 
is concerned with forced convective heat transfer of liquid metals 
over an isothermal circular cylinder in longitudinal flow, in which 
the effect of axial heat conduction is taken into account in the 
analysis. This problem does not admit similarity solutions, the 
nonsimilarity arising both from the transverse curvature of the cyl
inder and from the effect of axial heat conduction. 

The present problem is of technical interest in connection with 

1 Presently at Commonwealth Edison, Chicago, 111. 
2 Numbers in brackets designate References at end of paper. 
Contributed by the Heat Transfer Division for publication in the JOUR

NAL OF HEAT TRANSFER. Manuscript received by the Heat Transfer 
Division August 12, 1974. Paper No. 75-HT-GG. 

liquid metal heat transfer, for example, in the secondary heat ex
changer of a liquid metal fast breeder reactor. In the entrance re
gion of such a heat exchanger, the flow and heat transfer charac
teristics are essentially of the boundary layer type and the present 
analysis is expected to provide useful information on the heat 
transfer characteristics in this region. 

In solving the nonsimilarity boundary layers, the method of 
truncated series, of local similarity, and of local nonsimilarity have 
been presented. The local similarity method of solution has been 
found to give more accurate results than the series solution by 
Lloyd and Sparrow [6], and by Sparrow, Heinisch, and Yu [3], 
among others. In this method, certain terms involving the axial de
rivatives are deleted from the transformed boundary layer equa
tions, thereby simplifying these equations to those that resemble 
the equations for a similarity boundary layer. This results in a sys
tem of ordinary differential equations that can be solved by well-
known techniques. Another attractive feature of the local similari
ty method is that the solution at any axial location is independent 
of the solutions at upstream locations. However, the numerical re
sults of the local similarity method are of uncertain accuracy, be
cause there is no direct way to determine whether or not the terms 
involving the axial derivative that are deleted, are significant as 
compared to the rest of the terms in the conservation equation. 

In order to overcome the shortcomings of the local similarity 
method, Sparrow and co-workers [7, 8] have recently presented the 
local nonsimilarity method for solving nonsimilar boundary layer 
problems. This method retains the most attractive features of the 
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local similarity method (i.e., quasi-ordinary differential equations 
and locally independent solutions) and at the same time retains all 
the nonsimilar terms that are deleted from the transformed con
servation equations in the local similarity method. The only terms 
that are selectively deleted in the local nonsimilarity method are 
from the derived subsidiary equations. The manner in which these 
terms are deleted gives rise to the two-equation and three-equa
tion models of the local nonsimilarity method. Furthermore, the 
accuracy of the local nonsimilarity method of solution can be as
certained by making a direct comparison among the results from 
the local similarity model and local nonsimilarity two-equation 
and three-equation models. 

In the present study, the local nonsimilarity method of solution 
is employed to analyze the effects of transverse curvature and axial 
heat conduction on the heat transfer characteristics for external 
cqnvective flow along an isothermal cylinder. The systems of equa
tions for the flow and thermal fields are solved by using the 
Runge-Kutta integration schemes for the third and second order 
differential equations, respectively. An iterative scheme using the 
modified Newton-Raphson method is employed along with a least-
squares approach to refine the initial values that need to be 
guessed in.'the numerical integration. 

The local surface heat transfer results and respresentative tem
perature profiles are presented for liquid metals with Prandtl 
numbers of 0.03, 0.008, and 0.003 for a wide range of axial heat 
conduction parameter (1 ranging from 0 (i.e., without axial heat 
conduction effect) to 0.20 and for curvature parameter £ from 0 to 
4.0. 

To assess the accuracy of the local nonsimilarity method, results 
from the local similarity model and local nonsimilarity two-equa
tion and three-equation models are compared for representative 
values of Prandtl number and axial heat conduction parameter. 
This comparison lends strong support to the high accuracy of the 
numerical results provided by the local nonsimilarity method of 
solution. 

A n a l y s i s 
Description of the Problem. Consider a semi-infinite cylinder 

of radius R which is aligned longitudinally parallel to a uniform 
free stream with velocity u„ and temperature T„. Let x and r be 
the axial and radial coordinates, respectively, of the system. The 
surface of the cylinder is maintained at a constant temperature Tw. 
Consideration is given here to the situation in which the Reynolds 
number is sufficiently high so that the conventional boundary 
layer assumptions for the flow field apply, but where the Prandtl 
number of the fluid (and, therefore, the Peclet number) is low 
enough such that the axial heat conduction effect needs to be 
taken into account in the analysis. In addition, all properties of the 
fluid are assumed to be constant. The starting point of the analysis 
is the following conservation equations for laminar boundary-layer 
flow in cylindrical coordinates 

3« 
dx 

dT 
UW + V 

where u and v are the streamwise and radial velocity components, 
respectively, T is the temperature of the fluid, a is the thermal dif-
fusivity, and v is the kinematic viscosity. The system of equations 
(l)-(3) is subject to the following boundary conditions: 

u = v = 0, T = Tw at r = R (4a) 

u —> ux, T •—>- T„ a s r —>- °° (46) 

u = «„ , T = Tx at x = 0, r > R (4c) 

In writing boundary conditions (4c) it is postulated that the flow 

Jx- + r!7-{rv)=0 

. + lJ* I-L-(r^) 
dr r 3 r v dr' 

9T , 9 2 T 1 9 , dT.-, 

-97 = ffll-8F+7^(r-87)] 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

and thermal boundary layers begin with zero thickness at the lead
ing edge of the cylinder (x = 0) and that the axial heat conduction 
upstream of the leading edge (x < 0) is neglected. These conditions 
are impossible to fulfill in practice. However, it has been demon
strated by Seban and Bond [9] that for forced convection along a 
cylinder without axial heat conduction effect, the applicability of 
the solution is not essentially restricted by the assumption of zero 
boundary layer thickness at x = 0. In addition, the work of Hen-
neke [1] for liquid metal heat transfer in duct flows has shown that 
the axial heat conduction effect upstream can be neglected if the 
Peclet number is larger than 50 for the case of uniform wall tem
perature and larger than 10 for the case of uniform surface heat 
flux. For the boundary layer flow under consideration, the flow 
field, unlike that of a duct flow, is not bounded and as a result the 
overall axial heat conduction effect upstream will be smaller than 
that in a duct flow. For these reasons, it is expected that the pres
ent analysis, although based on somewhat unrealistic assumptions, 
will provide results that are believed to be valid except possibly in 
the region very near x = 0 when the Prandtl number is very small. 

Transformation of the Governing Equations. To facilitate 
the analysis, the system of equations (l)-(4) needs to be trans
formed from the (x, r) coordinates to (£, TJ) coordinates. The coor
dinate T) is a pseudo-similarity variable which contains both x and 
r, and is chosen such that it reduces to a similarity variable for 
boundary layers that are similar. The coordinate £, on the other 
hand, depends only on x and is so chosen that x does not appear 
explicitly in the transformed conservation equations and their 
boundary conditions. In this connection, it is convenient to use the 
variables 

fit1 ^ = {-AR-){^) (5) 

as suggested by Seben and Bond [9] in the transformation of the 
coordinates. It is noted here that the transformed axial coordinate 
£ gives both a measure of the transverse curvature of the cylindri
cal surface and the boundary layer thickness relative to the cylin
der radius R. In addition, a reduced stream function /(£, r{) and a 
dimensionless temperature 0(£, ?;) defined, respectively, as 

At*) ^ ' • • ^ and *(£,,,) T - r. 
R{m„xy T„ Tx 

(6) 

are introduced, wherein \p(x, r) is the stream function that satisfies 
the continuity equation (1) with 

1 a,l> - ' ii* 
"rJx 

it = —r— and i' 
r 9 r (7) 

In terms of the new variables £ and ij, equations (l)-(4) become, 
after transformation, 

(1 + ^ ) / ' " + ( / + Of" = tif'g' -f"g) (8) 

/ (£ ,0) + tgitfi) = 0,/r '(£,0) = 0 , / ' (£ ,» ) = 2 (9) 

+ n[?720" + 3 ? j 0 ' - 2 | ? j < i ' 

- t<b +z2x]'=t(f'<p-ge') do) 
0(^,0) = 1, 0(|,«>) = 0 ( I D 

In the foregoing equations, the primes denote partial differentia
tion with respect to ?;, 

^-(i-M„)e'' + </ + ± 

dr <b 
dd_ 

8 « ' 
X 

9 * dc6 

and 

Q = • 
1 

Pe.., 

(12) 

(13) 

where the local Peclet number ~Pex is the product of Prandtl num
ber Pr and local Reynolds number Re.t = u*,xlv. 

The magnitude of the parameter il determines the importance 
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of the axial heat conduction effect. Since fi j s proportional to 1/x, 
the effect of axial conduction, which is large when x is small, de
creases as x increases. 

Local Similari ty Model. The first set of equations to be de
rived corresponds to the local similarity model and is obtained by 
deleting the terms &f/a£, &f'/a£, faS/ai;, £aff'/a£, and $a2fl/a£2 in 
equations (8)—(11). The effect of this first level of truncation is to 
eliminate all terms containing the product of £ and £ derivatives 
from the transformed conservation equations. This can be done 
since these terms are small for small values of £. When f becomes 
large, it is assumed in the local similarity model that a/a£ becomes 
small. With these simplifications, one obtains the following gov
erning equations for the local similarity model 

(1 + £ T J ) / " ' + (/ + Of" = 0 (14 

/ ( ? , 0 ) = 0, / ' ( £ , 0 ) = 0, / ' (£ ,°°) = 2 (15 

~{1 + £??)0" + ( / + ̂ )e' + O ( T J 2 0 " + 37)6') = 0 (16 

0(£,O) = 1, 0«,<») = O (17 

The assumption that a/ai; becomes small when £ becomes large is 
the weakness of the local similarity method, because in this mode-
there is no direct way to assess the accuracy of this assumption. 

Equations (14) and (16) can be treated as ordinary differential 
equations when the parametric values £ and 1! are prescribed. 
Their solutions can be obtained by using the numerical techniques 
appropriate for similarity boundary layers. By assigning a succes
sion of £ values, the flow field can be determined by solving equa
tion (14) subject to boundary conditions (15). Once the flow field is 
solved, the thermal field is obtained from equation (16) for a pre
scribed value of Q. Thus, the solution at any axial position can be 
obtained independently of solutions at other axial positions. 

Local Nonsimilari ty Models. In deriving the equations for 
the local similarity model, the terms ^af/a^, £a/7a£, %dO/a£, £a0'/a£, 
and £a20/a£2 in equations (8)-(10) were deleted. In the local nonsi
milarity method, however, it is desirable to retain as many of these 
terms in the transformed conservation equations as possible. To do 
this, auxiliary equations are obtained by taking the partial deriva
tives of the transformed momentum and energy equations and 
their boundary conditions with respect to f. 

Differentiation of equations (8)-(l l) with respect to £ results in 
the first set of subsidiary equations. 

(l + trig"' + (/ + i-)g" -f'g' + 2f"g + nf" +f" 

= s1(g-')2 + f'h'-gg"-f"h] (18) 

2 ^ , 0 ) + £ft(£,0) = 0,g'ti,0) = 0,g'(k,<°) = 0 (19) 

^ ( l +^W + ( / + X)0'_/^ +^0" + (2g+±)e' 

+ n[-2?7jx' - IX + l 2 | | + V'^" + 5T/*' + <P 

n2 

0" - 6 § 0 ' ] = | [ / ' x + g'<P-g<\>' - h6'] (20) 
4- ? 

*(£,o) = o, HK,°°)= 0 

a * a2e 
w h e r e x = -rr- = ^~pr a s be fo re , 

dg a2/ 
h = ~ = j ^ , 

(21) 

(22) 

and the term Q/£ comes from — feH/aiJ. 
When equations (18)-(21) are differentiated with respect to £, 

there emerges the second set of subsidiary equations 

(1 + £,r})h'" + ( / + £)/*" - 2f'h' + 3f"h + 2r)g'" + (4g 

+ 2)g" - 2(g'f = tWh' + f ^ - g h " - 2g"h ~ / " | | ] 

(23) 

3fe(i,o) + 5 ̂ %— =o,fc'U,o) = o,ft'(i-) 

^(1 +^)x" + (f+^)x'-2fx +2^4>" 

: 0 (24) 

+ (Ag + ^)<P' • 2g'4> + 3/i0' + a[vh" + 7TTX' + 2X 

-k 
H 

•2*TJ »x' 
+ s"z 

9?' 
-451. i ' ' _ l 6 I d , ' - | < 

+ 6- + 18 W ') = £[2/x + /'Jf 

+ h'<j> -gx' ~2h<$>' -

x ( £ , 0 ) = 0 , x ( ? , ° ° ) = 0 

8fe 
(25) 

(26) 

The higher order subsidiary equations can be derived by differ
entiating equations (23)-(26) with respect to £, and so on. 

To obtain the equations for the two-equation model correspond
ing to the second level of truncation, all terms involving tja2/a£l or 
frfi/at;3 of / and 0 and their derivatives with respect to t\, namely, 
the terms ifi, f/i', £x, £x'> ar>d &x/a!; in equations (8)-(l l) and 
(18)-(21) are deleted. This is done since these terms are small 
when £ is small and a/a£ is assumed to be small when £ becomes 
large. Thus, the governing equations and the boundary conditions 
for the two-equation model are 

(1 + | 7 J ) / ' " + ( / + £ ) / " = K{fg' -f'g) 

(l + fr)g'" + (/ + h)g" -f'g' + 2f"g + nf" +f" 

= ?[fe')2-^"] 

/ ( £ , 0 ) = 0 , / ' ( £ , 0 ) = 0, / ' (£ ,"») = 2 

gti,0)=0, g'(k,0)=0, # ' ( £ ,« ) = 0 

(27) 

(28) 

(29) 

j j p d + ?TJ)6" + (/ + ̂ )e' + a,[rfe" + 37)0' - 2i,t)(\>' 

1<P] = ? [ / > - g0'] (30) 

^ ( 1 +^W + (f + ^)<P'-f'<P 

+ n [ 7 ) 2 * " + 5 T ) 4 > ' + 0 - 2 ^ - 0 " 

P r 
+ {2g+±)0' 

- ?[,?' 

6(1,0) = 1 , 

0 ( ? , O ) = O , 

0(? « ) = 0; 

(31) 

(32) 

It can be seen that in the two-equation model terms are selec
tively deleted in the subsidiary equations for g and <j>. The trans
formed momentum conservation equation is left intact and only 
the term £2a29/a£2 is left out in the transformed energy conserva
tion equation. Thus, the two-equation model should provide nu
merical results that are more accurate than those from the local 
similarity model. For a specified value of £, equations (27) and (28) 
can be treated as two coupled ordinary differential equations that 
must be solved simultaneously. The same is true of equations (30) 
and (31) when the values of £ and Q are prescribed. 

The three-equation model corresponding to the third level of 
truncation is obtained by eliminating all terms that contain £a3/a£3 

and £a4/d£4 of / and 0 and their ?/ derivatives in equations (8)-(l l) , 
(18)-(21), and (23)-(26). With the terms £a/i/a£, £d/i7a£, &x/aZ, 
£ax'/a£, and £ax2/a£2 deleted, the governing equations for this 
model become 

(1 + £ „ ) / " ' + ( / + ? ) / " = £ [ / V -f'g] (33) 

(1 + t-r,)g"' + (f + t.)g" -f'g' + 2f"g + vf'"~+f" 

= l [ (^ ' ) 2 +fh'-gg"-f"h] (34) 

(1 + £,Ti)h'" + (f + £)h" - 2/7?' + 3f"h + 2r\g'" 

+ (4# + 2 k " - 2(g-')2 = tfcg'h' -gh" - 2g"h] (35) 
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(--(4/RKvx/aJ 

Fig. 1 A comparison of representative heat transfer results among the 
various models, 0 = 1/Pe„ = 0.15 

/(S,0) = 0, / - ' a , 0 ) = 0 , /'(?,«>) = 2 
ff(?,o) = o, ^(«,o) = o, /r,U,oo) = o (36) 
h{Z,0)=0, / / ' ( £ , 0 ) = 0 , / i ' ( £ , ° ° ) = 0 

4-(i + ^))e" + (f +4-)° ' +&We" +3ne'~2ft<t>' 

- « * + t2x] = « [ / > - « * ' ] (37) 

^ ( 1 + Zv)4>" + W + 4^)(!>' -f* + P 7 e " + (2g + FF )0 ' 
2 

4- »[-2^T7v' - X̂ + V*<P" + 577^' + « - 2 ^ 0 " - 6 ^ 0 ' ] 
s s 

= iU'x + tf> -g<p' -he'] (38) 

^ ( l + W + (/ + 1 ^ ) x ' - 2 / ' x + 2 ^ * " 

+ (4# + ̂ H ' ' - 2tf'</> + 3/i6' + SlWx" + 7TJX' + 2x 

_ 4 ^ d , " - 1 6 | 0 ' - | d ) + 6 ^ - 6 " + 18^0 ' ] 
= £,[2g'x + l>'<P ~ gX.' ~ 2h<P'l (39) 

6(^,0) = 1, 0(5,") = 0 
* ( ^ , 0 ) = 0 , $(%,«>) = 0 (40) 
x(4%0) = 0, x(l,co) = 0 

In the three-equation model, no terms are deleted from the 
transformed momentum equation and its first subsidiary equation 
and from the transformed energy equation. Only one term £flx/d£ 
in the first subsidiary energy equation and a few terms each of the 
third level truncation for momentum and energy conservation are 
deleted. This is an improvement over the local nonsimilarity two-
equation model. Thus, it is expected that the three-equation model 
should yield results that are better than those from the two-equa
tion model; that is, it should give the best results among the three 
models. For a prescribed value of f, the momentum equation and 
its subsidiary equations, equations (33)-(36), can . be treated as a 
system of ordinary differential equations that must be solved si
multaneously. With the solutions for /, g, and h and their i\ deriva
tives available for various f values, the energy equation and its 
subsididary equations, equations (37)-(40), are then solved simul
taneously as a system of ordinary differential equations for a pre
scribed value of Q. 

From the discussion of the nonsimilarity models, it is obvious 
that the local nonsimilarity method of solution possesses, in addi
tion to providing more accurate results, the two most attractive 
features of the local similarity method; namely, the governing 
equations can be treated as ordinary differential equations and 
their solution at a certain value of f can be obtained independently 
of the solutions from other £ values. 

As a note, it is pointed out that the local nonsimilarity method 

described in the present study differs somewhat from that outlined 
in references [7, 8]. In forming the two equation model, for exam
ple, one encounters the terms ia/afflg' - f'g) = £(g'g' - gg" + 
fog'M ~ f'agUZ) and £>A>£(/'4> - g6'] = £(#'0 - g<f>' + fallal -
O'aglaQ in the first subsidiary momentum and energy equations, 
respectively. In [7, 8], these terms are altogether deleted, while the 
present work retains, respectively, the terms £(g'g' — gg") and t-(g'<j> 
— g<t>') and deletes only those terms involving £a/d£ of g,g' and $. 
This latter approach is consistent with the spirit of local similarity 
model in which the terms involving £a/a£ of/, /', and 0, etc., are de
leted. A similar approach is taken in formulating the three-equa
tion model. However, the numerical results from these two differ
ent approaches did not show any significant difference. 

The governing equations for the local similarity model and local 
nonsimilarity two-equation and three-equation models were solved 
by employing Runge-Kutta integration scheme, starting at r/ = 0 
and integrating toward r/ = r/«, a numerical approximation to T\ = 
<=, with a proper step size ATJ. The procedure used is similar to that 
outlined by Dewey and Gross [10] and by Hayday and co-workers 
[11] for the numerical solution of ordinary differential equations. 
As is well known, the initiation of Runge-Kutta integration for a 
system of differential equations of total order n requires n numeri
cal values for the functions and their derivatives. Thus, for exam
ple, for the three-equation model, a total of nine function and de
rivative values for the flow field and a total of six function and de
rivative values for the thermal field are needed at ij = 0, but only 
six and three are available from equations (36) and (40), respec
tively. Therefore, it was necessary to determine each of the three 

T a b l e 1 T h e —0'(£, 0) r e s u l t s f r o m t h e local n o n -
s imi lar i ty t h r e e - e q u a t i o n model** 

5 

0 

1.0 

2.0 

3.0 

4 .0 

0 

1.0 

2.0 

3.0 

4.0 

0 

1.0 

2 .0 

3.0 

4 .0 

n - o 

0.1689* 

0.3736 

0.5350 

0.6794 

0.8136 

0.0931* 

0.2754 

0.4156 

0.5415 

0.6592 

0.0587* 

0.2257 

0.3528 

0.4673 

0.5747 

0.05 

0.1751 

0.3804 

0.5424 

0.6874 

0.8223 

0.0963 

0.2792 

0.4201 

0.5467 

0.6649 

0.0609 

0.2282 

0.3559 

0.4709 

0.5788 

- 8 " « , 0 ) 

0.10 

Pr - 0.03 

0.1816 

0.3869 

0.5496 

0.6952 

0.8309 

Pr - 0.08 

0.0992 

0.2889 

0.4245 

0.5516 

0.6704 

Pr - 0.003 

0.0625 

0.2307 

0.3589 

0.4745 

0.5828 

0.15 

0.1981 

0.3932 

0.5565 

0.7028 

0.8391 

0.1032 

0.2884 

0.4286 

0.5563 

0.6756 

0.0648 

0.2331 

0.3618 

0.4779 

0.5866 

0.20 

0.1989 

0.3993 

0.5633 

0.7102 

0.8470 

0.1059 

0.2898 

0.4326 

0.5609 

0.6807 

0.0680 

0.2355 

0.3647 

0.4812 

0.5904 

*Similarity solution. 

** The results for £ = 0 and U + 0 correspond to -6'(ft,0) values. 
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missing starting values. They were successfully determined by the 
use of modified Newton-Raphson shooting method in conjunction 
with a least-squares technique [12]. The details of the numerical 
solution are given in Lohmann [13]. 

Results and Discussion 
Numerical results were obtained for liquid metals with Prandtl 

numbers of 0.03, 0.008, and 0.003. They cover a wide range of f 
values from 0 (i.e., a flat plate) to 4.0 and Q values from 0 (i.e., 
without axial heat conduction effect) to 0.20. It suffices to present 
only the results for local Nusselt number and temperature profiles. 
The wall shear results and velocity profiles have been previously 
given [7]. 

The local Nusselt number gives an indication of the surface heat 
transfer characteristics and is defined by 

Nux = ^ (41) 

where k is the thermal conductivity and 

h=«J(Tw-T„) (42) 

is the heat transfer coefficient. By employing Fourier's law, qw = 
—k(dT/sr)r = H, one obtains 

N u I = - i e ' ( ? , 0 ) R e 1
1 / 2 (43) 

To illustrate the accuracy of the results from the various model, 
the local heat transfer results as given by N^Re*" 1 ' 2 = —0'(£, 0)/2 
from the local similarity model and local nonsimilarity two-equa
tion and three-equation models are compared, respectively, in Fig. 
1 for a representative case of Q = l/Pex = 0.15, with Pr = 0.03 and 
0.003. It can be seen from the figure that the heat transfer results 
exhibit the trend of increasing accuracy with increasing level of 
truncation. The two-equation and three-equation models provide 
results that are in good agreement over the entire range of £ values 
and tor the range of Prandtl numbers considered in the calcula
tions. The local similarity model, on the other hand, is seen to give 
results of low accuracy. Although not shown, this similar trend is 
also observed for the cases of Q = 0.05, 0.10, and 0.20 that were 
studied. In view of this and due to the fact that considerable scat
tering of experimental data usually exists in low Prandtl number 
fluids, the heat transfer results from the two-equation model prob
ably would be more than adequate for practical purposes. How
ever, for better accuracy, the final results of interest were obtained 
from solution of the three-equation model. 

The results for —0'(f, 0) from the local nonsimilarity three-equa
tion model were obtained for Pr = 0.03, 0.008, and 0.003, fi = 1/Pe* 
= 0, 0.05, 0.10, 0.15, and 0.20, and £ = 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4. These re
sults are listed in Table 1. For the case of a flat plate (£ = 0), fl is 
taken as the ^-dependent transformation variable. Thus, the re-

H - J / R X M / U J 1 " 

Fig. 2 Representative heat transfer results from the three-equation model 

1 = [ ( r 2 - R z ) / 4 R ] ( g > x ) 

Fig. 3 Representative temperature profiles from the three-equation model 
for Q = 1/Pe, = 0.20 

suits for £ = 0 correspond to —0'(Sl, 0). 
The heat transfer results NuxRejT1'2 = —0'(£, 0)/2 are collective

ly presented in Fig. 2 for all three Prandtl numbers. However, to 
preserve clarity of the figure, only the curves for 0 = 0, 0.10, and 
0.20 are illustrated. All results are from the three-equation model 
except for the case of a flat plate (i.e., £ = 0). For this particular 
case, the problem reduces to a similarity problem when fl = 0; for 
fl > 0, the results are from the two-equation model. It can be seen 
from the figure that the effect of increasing { is to increase the 
value of NujRex""l/2. In addition, the rate of heat transfer increases 
with increasing Prandtl number and increasing fl for a given 
Prandtl number. Therefore, the effect of axial heat conduction is 
to increase the rate of surface heat transfer. That is, the heat 
transfer rate increases as the Peclet number decreases. 

Fig. 3 shows the representative temperature profiles for the case 
of a = 1/Pe* = 0.2. Curves are given for Pr = 0.03, 0.008, and 0.003 
and axial locations £ = 0, 1.0, and 4.0. To conserve space, the tem
perature profiles for the cases of Q = 0, 0.05, 0.10, and 0.15 are not 
shown. It can be seen from the figure that the temperature gradi
ent at the surface (i.e., rj = 0) increases with increasing Prandtl 
number and increasing axial location. In addition, the thermal 
boundary layer thickness is seen to increase with increasing value 
of £ for a given Prandtl number and with decreasing value of 
Prandtl number for a given £. 

To show the effect of the axial heat conduction parameter or Pe
clet number on the temperature profiles for various Prandtl num
bers, the curves for two axial locations £ = 0 and 4.0 are compared 
in Fig. 4. An inspection of the figure reveals that for a given £ an 

i) = [ ( r 2 -R 2 ) /4R](u e o / i /x r 2 

Fig. 4 A comparison of representative temperature profiles between Q = 
0 and 0.20, three-equation model 
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Fig. 5 The effect 01 curvature on the local Nussell number 

4.0 

increase in the axial conduction parameter Q or a decrease in the 
Peelet number causes an increase in the temperature gradient at 
the wall and an increase in the thermal boundary layer thickness. 
In general, the effect of axial heat conduction is to cause a more 
rapid decrease in temperature in the region near the wall, while an 
opposite behavior is observed in the region away from the wall. 

The effect of ~ on the local Nusselt number can be seen more 
readily from Fig. 5 in which the ratio of the local Nusselt number 
Nux to the local Nusselt number for a flat plate NUfl' is plotted 
against ~. The ratio Nux/Nufl' is found to increase with increasing 
values of ~ and Peelet number Pex and decreasing values of 
PrandtI number and axial heat conduction parameter Q. Thus, the 
effect of curvature on the relative increase of local Nusselt number 
becomes increasingly important as the Prandtl number decreases. 

In Fig. 6 the effect of axial heat conduction parameter Q on the 
local Nusselt number is shown in a Nux/Nuo versus 1/Pe, plot, 
where Nuo is the local Nusselt number without axial heat conduc
t.ion (i.e., Q = 0 or Pex = 00). From the figure, it can be seen that 
the ratio Nux/Nuo increases with increasing value of Q or decreas
ing value of Pex. The relative increase in Nux/Nuo becomes more 
pronounced as ~ becomes smaller. For a given value of ~, this ratio 
decreases with decreasing Prandtl number. 

Conclusions 
In this paper, the effects of axial heat conduction on laminar 

forced convective heat transfer along a circular cylinder are ana
lyzed by the local nonsimilarity method of solution. In the analy
sis, both the flow and thermal boundary layers are assumed to de
velop at the leading edge of the cylinder and the axial heat conduc
tion effect upstream of the leading edge is neglected. It is found 
that the rate of surface heat transfer increases as the axial heat 
conduction parameter increases or as the Pec1et number decreases. 

Within the framework of the assumptions in the analysis, the 
present study provides heat transfer results that are believed to be 
of high accuracy except in the region very near the leading edge of 
the cylinder. 
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An analysis is made of the fluid flow and heat transfer characteristics associated with 
the impingement of a slot jet which issues from a delivery duct with a nonuniform veloci
ty profile. Consideration is given to velocity profiles similar to that for a fully developed 
laminar channel flow. The velocity field within the impinging jet is solved for within the 
framework of an inviscid flow model. Results from the inviscid solution are used as input 
for the analysis of the boundary layer heat or mass transfer on the impingement surface. 
The stagnation point heat (or mass) transfer coefficients corresponding to the initially 
nonuniform velocity profile are found to be almost twice as large as those for an initially 
flat velocity profile. Furthermore, the transfer coefficients are insensitive to the separa
tion distance between the duct exit and the impingement surface, within the range in
vestigated. The analytical results compared satisfactorily with experimentally deter
mined mass transfer coefficients. 

I n t r o d u c t i o n 

Jet impingement is a frequently used technique to obtain local
ized and controlled surface heat transfer coefficients. In investiga
tions of the heat transfer characteristics of impinging jets, a factor 
which has received relatively little attention is the shape of the ve
locity profile at the exit of the nozzle or duct from which the jet 
emerges. Flat exit velocity profiles are encountered when the jet 
issues from a short nozzle with a high contraction ratio. On the 
other hand, if the fluid stream is delivered by a tube or duct of suf
ficient length, the velocity profile at the exit cross section corre
sponds to fully developed flow. 

Once the jet has emerged from the delivery nozzle or duct, the 
persistence of the exit profile depends, in part, on the degree of 
mixing between the jet fluid and that of the environment. When a 
liquid jet is introduced into a gaseous environment (e.g., a water 
jet into air), mixing processes play a minor role and the initial pro
file can persist for appreciable distances. If, on the other hand, 

1 On leave from Mechanical Engineering Department, University of 
Maine, Orono, Maine. 
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both the jet and the surroundings are the same fluid (e.g., air into 
air or water into water), there is a substantial amount of mixing 
between the outer layers of the jet and surrounding fluid. The 
inner layers of the jet stream, the so-called core, are not directly 
involved in the mixing process, and in these layers the initial veloc
ity profile continues to persist. The mixing zone progressively eats 
into the core, ultimately engulfing it. Even after the core has dis
appeared, there may still be residual influences of the shape of the 
initial velocity profile which tend to die away with increasing dis
tance from the delivery nozzle or duct. 

A circular jet emerging from a fully developed turbulent duct 
flow possesses an exit-plane maximum velocity that can be as 
much as 20 percent greater than the uniform velocity provided by 
a nozzle. More highly peaked profiles are encountered when a jet 
issues from a laminar duct flow. For instance, the velocity maxima 
in a circular tube and in a parallel-plate channel are, respectively, 
twice and 3/2 times the corresponding mean velocity. 

Within the knowledge of the authors, the effect of exit profile 
shape on impingement heat transfer has not been investigated for 
jet flows that are turbulent at exit. Research on jet flows that are 
laminar at exit has been reported in [1, 2].2 Those studies were 
concerned with impingement mass transfer, but the results are ap
plicable to heat transfer via the heat-mass transfer analogy. In [1], 

2 Numbers in brackets designate References at end of paper. 
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Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of the problem 
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of this objective, the inviscid flow field associated with the imping
ing jet is determined for several values of the separation distance 
between the jet exit and the impingement surface. A presentation 
will be made of illustrative velocity field results obtained from this 
phase of the investigation. To verify the validity of the solution 
method, flow field results for a slot jet with an initially flat velocity 
profile are obtained and compared with an exact solution [5] based 
on conformal mapping and complex variable theory. 

The velocity field solutions provide input information for the 
boundary layer analysis of the surface heat and mass transfer coef
ficients. The analysis is specifically applied to the stagnation re
gion. The thus-determined transfer coefficients for impinging slot 
jets with a nonuniform initial velocity profile are compared with 
those for slot jets having a uniform initial profile. In addition, the 
analytical predictions for the transfer coefficients corresponding to 
an initially nonuniform slot jet are compared with the experimen
tal results of f2|. 

a solution was obtained for the inviscid flow field in an impinging 
circular jet fed by a fully developed laminar pipe flow. The inviscid 
velocity solution was employed as input to a boundary layer analy
sis of the mass transfer on the impingement surface. The predic
tions of the analysis were supported by experimental results ob
tained using the naphthalene sublimation technique. Both the jet 
flow and the environment fluid were air. At the stagnation point 
on the impingement surface, the transfer coefficient was found to 
be more than twice as large as the analytically predicted value for a 
flow of equal Reynolds number but with an initially flat velocity 
profile. Experiments for the latter case are, apparently, unavail
able for the laminar regime. 

Measurements of mass transfer coefficients resulting from the 
impingement of an initially laminar slot jet are reported in [2]. Air 
flow was delivered by a 12:1 aspect ratio rectangular duct of suffi
cient length to ensure fully developed conditions at exit; the envi
ronment fluid was also air. The measured transfer coefficients 
were compared (after suitable conversion involving the Schmidt 
and Prandtl numbers) with the results of heat transfer experi
ments [3, 4] in which the initial velocity profile was partially devel
oped. It was found that the transfer coefficients from the experi
ments with the initially fully developed velocity profile exceeded 
those for the case of initially partially developed flow by as much 
as about 40 percent. The outcome of the comparison has, however, 
to be regarded as qualitative because the extent of the velocity de
velopment in the experiments of [3, 4] is unknown. 

The present investigation is concerned with the slot jet and was 
motivated by the objective of obtaining a quantitative assessment 
of the effect of an initially nonuniform laminar velocity profile on 
impingement transfer coefficients. As a first step in the fulfillment 

Analysis 
A schematic diagram which depicts the problem to be analyzed 

is presented in Fig. 1. A parallel-plate channel of half width b and 
of sufficient length to ensure complete hydrodynamic development 
conveys a laminar flow to its exit plane, which is situated at a dis
tance h from a wall. The jet issuing from the channel impinges on 
the wall, turns, and then flows along the surface, ultimately form
ing a wall jet. 

In this investigation, primary attention is focused on the stagna
tion region, that is, the region adjacent to point 0 in Fig. 1. The 
boundary layer flow in the stagnation region is driven by the adja
cent inviscid flow. Therefore, the solution of the inviscid flow is a 
prerequisite for the boundary layer analysis. The inviscid flow 
model does not take account of mixing (i.e., entrainment) which 
may occur between the outer layers of the jet and the environment. 
The model thus presupposes the existence of a core that is unaf
fected by the mixing. Owing to the turning caused by the impinge
ment, the outer layers are deflected away from the core. Conse
quently, there is good reason to expect that the core of an imping
ing jet will persist at least as long as that in a free jet. 

The domain in which the problem has to be solved includes not 
only the region occupied by the jet itself, but also the portion of 
the delivery duct situated just upstream of the exit cross section. 
The reason that the latter region has to be considered is that the 
pressure gradients associated with the deflection and turning of 
the jet by the impingement surface can cause a precursive effect 
within the channel. In the analysis and solution of the problem, 
considerable insight was gained from reference [1], 

For the heat transfer problem to be solved here, the impinging 
jet is assumed to be isothermal at a temperature T„, whereas the 
stagnation region on the impingement surface is maintained at a 

- N o m e n c l a t u r e • 

b = channel half width 
c = concentration of transferred 

species 
'£> = diffusion coefficient 
h = separation distance between duct 

exit and wall 
hn = heat transfer coefficient 

hm = mass transfer coefficient 
k = thermal conductivity 

m = mass transfer rate per unit area 
Pr = Prandtl number 
q = heat transfer rate per unit area 
r = radial coordinate 

R = dimensionless radial coordinate, 
r/b 

Re = Reynolds number, (4b)v/v 

Sc = Schmidt number 
Sh = Sherwood number 

T = temperature 
U = velocity magnitude on free 

streamline, equation (19) 
V, = dimensionless velocity com

ponent, Ul/V 
ut = velocity component 

Umax = maximum velocity magnitude for 
initial profile 

v = mean velocity magnitude for ini
tial profile 

X, Y = dimensionless coordinates, x/b, 
y/b 

x, y = coordinates, Fig. 1 
A = dimensionless length, i/b 

& = length of segment DE 
(I = angular coordinate 
v = kinematic viscosity 
0 = dimensionless temperature or 

concentration, equation (31) 
4' = dimensionless stream function, 

t/Ub 
\li = stream function 
0 = dimensionless vorticity, equation 

(2a) 
o) = vorticity, equation (2) 

Subscripts 

0 = stagnation point, x = 0 
w = impingement surface 
oo = free stream 
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different uniform temperature T,„. For the analogous mass trans
fer problem, the concentrations of the transferred species in the jet 
and in the stagnation region are c„ and cw, respectively. 

The Flow Model. Although it might be sufficient to begin the 
analysis by stating the inviscid flow equations without derivation, 
greater insights are obtained by deriving them from the complete 
Navier-Stokes equations. If one begins by writing the x- and y-
momentum equations appropriate to two-dimensional constant 
property flow and then eliminates the pressure by subtracting d/ay 
of the first equation from d/dx of the second equation, there is ob
tained 

dW 8(0 

OX By 

where u> is the vorticity 

CO = ovjax - ovj&y 

(1) 

(2) 

and V2 is the two-dimensional Laplace operator. The left- and 
right-hand sides of equation (1) can be identified as representing 
the convection and diffusion of vorticity. 

If dimensionless variables are introduced (see Nomenclature), 
then the foregoing become 

4 , , 9 V„ 
Re KaX BY 

Q, = dV/aX-dVjdY 

(la) 

(2a) 

where Re is the Reynolds number based on the hydraulic diameter 
(=46) of the channel 

Re = (46)iyV (3) 

The quantity £> is the magnitude of the mean velocity of the chan
nel flow. 

For a fully developed channel flow, the right-hand side of equa
tion (la) is identically zero for any Reynolds number. Owing to the 
fact that streamline deflection associated with the jet impinge
ment is caused primarily by the action of pressure forces rather 
than viscous forces, it will be assumed that the right-hand side 
continues to be negligibly small within the channel in the present 
problem. The validity of this assumption is enhanced when the 
Reynolds number is not too small, e.g., for Re > 100-200, and its 
acceptance by knowledgeable investigators is witnessed by its use 
in prior analyses of related problems [1, 5]. 

In the jet itself, the flow is assumed inviscid. In support of this 
model, one may examine the conditions under which the viscous 
diffusion of vorticity is negligible. The time required for vorticity 
to diffuse across the half width of the jet is given by one-dimen
sional theory as 

L b2/u (4) 

On the other hand, the time tc for convective transport between 
the channel exit and the impingement surface can be estimated as 

t h/v (5) 

If the diffusion time is much greater than the convection time, 
then the diffusion can be neglected. With the aid of equations (4), 
(5), and (3), the condition td » tc becomes 

Re > > i(h/b) (6) 

For gas jets in a gas environment or liquid jets in a liquid environ
ment, a core region of substantial breadth exists for h/b < ~ 5 . • 
Consequently, for such flows, the neglect of viscous diffusion ap
pears reasonable for Re > ~200. 

In light of the foregoing, the analysis will be performed using 
equation (la) with zero right-hand side. If the dimensionless 
stream function * (d$>/dY = Vx, d^/dX = —Vy) is introduced, then 

d$ da 

~dT&X~ 

84> 
= 0 

It is easily verified that equation (7) is satisfied by 

(7) 

(8) 

where / is any function of * . When equations (8) and (2a) are com
bined, one has 

2 * / a ^ + a 2 * / ^ 2 = / (* ) (9) 

Equation (9) underscores the difference between the present 
case of an initial nonuniform velocity profile and the case of the 
initial uniform profile. For the latter, V2<J> = 0, so that conformal 
mapping and complex variable theory can be used. In the present 
problem, / ( * ) ^ 0 (the flow is not a potential flow) and, as a con
sequence, the task of finding a solution is much more formidable. 

It remains to identify the function / ( * ) . Inasmuch as equation 
(9) holds anywhere in the flow field, it can be applied at some dis
tance into the channel where the velocity profile is fully developed 
and parabolic, that is 

Vy = - ( 3 / 2 ) ( l - X2); * = (3/2)(X - X 3 /3 ) (10) 

Upon introducing * from equation (10) into (9), there follows 

/ ( * ) = -3X (11) 

Furthermore, by solving the cubic in the ty,X equation of (10), one 
can find 

X=g,(9), i = 1 , 2 , 3 (12) 

where the gi are nonlinear functions of S&, Thus, from equations 
(12) and (11), it is seen that / ( * ) is nonlinear, which means that 
the differential equation (9) is also nonlinear. 

It is interesting to note that the corresponding analysis for the 
circular jet [1] does not lead to a nonlinear governing differential 
equation for the stream function. This is a somewhat surprising 
outcome inasmuch as problems involving the parallel-plate chan
nel are usually thought to be simpler than are problems involving 
the circular tube. 

The nonlinear differential equation for •* that corresponds to 
the initial parabolic velocity profile makes for a solution task of 
monumental difficulty, which is compounded by the fact that the 
position of the free boundary of the jet is unknown. It is, therefore, 
reasonable to employ an initial velocity profile which closely ap
proximates the parabola and yet leads to a linear differential equa
tion for * . These characteristics are possessed by the cosine pro
file3 

V, = - ( J T / 2 ) COS (irX/2), # = s in (irX/2) (13) 

Correspondingly, / ( * ) = - (x/2) 2* and, from equation (9), 

a 2 * / ^ + B^/dY2 = - ( T T / 2 ) 2 * (14) 

which is a linear partial differential equation. 
Solution Method. Equation (14) can be solved by employing 

the separation of variables method. To facilitate subsequent oper
ations related to fitting the boundary conditions, it is convenient 
to recast the Laplace operator in cylindrical coordinates and to 
write the solution with R,0 as independent variables. The outcome 

3 The replacement of the parabola by a cosine profile was also employed 
by Yih [6] in analyzing channel flow in the presence of a sink of mass situat
ed at the center of a wall at the end of the channel. 
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of the separation of variables solution is Y = R £ t a n 0, 0 £ 0 < 9D (22) 

*(ft,0) = f ) ^ 2 „ J 2 > f t / 2 ) s in 2«0 (15) 
n=l 

As written, equation (15) already satisfies certain boundary con
ditions. In particular, * = 0 on the impingement surface 0 = 0 and 
on the symmetry line 6 = ir/2 (see Fig. 1). In addition, the finite-
ness condition at ft = 0 has been employed to eliminate the Bessel 
function of the second kind. 

In view of the fact that the shape of the free boundary (CD in 
Fig. 1) is both unknown and unlikely to coincide with a coordinate 
line, the coefficients Azn that appear in equation (15) cannot be 
determined by conventional Fourier methods. Therefore, an alter
native procedure must be sought. With a view to keeping the sub
sequent numerical work to a reasonable level, the boundary condi
tions are applied over a finite domain ABCDEOA as shown in Fig. 
1. The dimensions OA and OE have to be chosen large enough so 
that they do not affect the flow field in the stagnation region, 
which is the main interest of this study. 

The conditions on the various boundaries will now be discussed. 
The * = 0 condition on OA and OE is already incorporated in 
equation (15). On AB, which corresponds to an axial station suffi
ciently distant from the channel exit so that streamline deflections 
due to the jet impingement are negligible, 

* = s in 0 ^ / 2 t a n e ) (16) 

R = RVsin 6, e B £ 8 S n/2 

where equation (13) has been used. The segment BC lies along the 
channel wall and is, therefore, a streamline. Consequently, 

* = i, R = l/cos e, ec < e s eB (17) 

Along the free streamline CD 

* = 1, R = R(B), BD £ 0 < 6C (18) 

The position of the free streamline, as represented by the function 
ft = R(B), is unknown. It must be determined as part of the solu
tion. The condition for determining the positioning of the free 
streamline is that the pressure is constant in the environment ad
jacent to the streamline. From this and from Bernoulli's equation, 
it follows that the magnitude of the velocity is constant at all 
points along the streamline. If U(8) represents the velocity magni
tude at any point on the streamline, then the solution must satisfy 

U(e) = (Vr
2 (0) + Ve

2(e))in = cons tant (19) 

The boundary DE is taken to be a cross section where the flow is 
essentially parallel to the wall and the pressure is equal to that of 
the environment. To derive the boundary condition for SI/, consider 
a typical point 1 on DE and a related point 1' on AB such that 1 
and 1' lie on the same streamline (Fig. 1). The pressures and veloc
ities at the two points are related via Bernoulli's equation. Ber
noulli's equation is also written between points B and D. By com
bining the two Bernoulli equations and noting the equality of pres
sure at 1 and D and at 1' and B, the zero velocity at B, and the fact 
that Vy

2 = (ir/2)2(l - * 2 ) at 1', one obtains for the velocity of 
point 1 

V*(l) = VX
2(Y) = (V2) 2 ( l - * 2 ) + Ifl (20) 

where U is the velocity on the free streamline. 
The variation of * along DE is then obtained by integrating d * 

= VxdY with equation (20) as input. The result is 

* = (1 + (2U/TT?)U1 sin (Try/2) (21) 

w h e r e 

Since * = 1 at point D, equation (21) indicates the length of the 
segment DE (denoted by & in Fig. 1) to be 

A = 6 /6 = (2/7r)sin-1 (1 + (2£//7r)2)- t /2 (23) 

With the solution domain thus defined and the boundary condi
tions stated, attention may be turned to the determination of the 
coefficients Ain of equation (15). The general approach is first to 
postulate the position of the free streamline CD and then to evalu
ate equation (15) at a discrete number of points on the boundaries 
AB, BC, CD, and DE, using the boundary conditions stated in 
equations (16), (17), (18), and (21). If a total of P points are em
ployed, then P linear algebraic equations are generated in this way. 
The series on the right-hand side of equation (15) is truncated 
after M terms, so that there are M unknown A's. If M < P, the 
coefficients are determined by a least squares solution of the alge
braic equations. 

With these A values, the velocity components Vr and V6 are 
evaluated at points along the free streamline, and the velocity 
magnitudes U(8) are calculated in accordance with equation (19). 
If these magnitudes do not satisfy the condition U(6) = constant, 
the free streamline is repositioned, and the procedure for deter
mining the A's is repeated. These operations are continued until 
the free streamline condition U = constant is satisfied. 

Although the conceptual scheme of the solution method is readi
ly understood, its implementation requires a considerable amount 
of art, especially with regard to the initial positioning and subse
quent repositioning of the free streamline. The initial positioning 
for a given separation distance h/b was based on experience gained 
with solutions for other h/b. With respect to the repositioning of 
the streamline to better fulfill the condition U = constant, it ap
peared reasonable to attempt to employ the procedure used in [1] 
in connection with the circular jet. If (k + 1) denotes the next re
positioning and k denotes the present position, then the correction 
equation of [1] for the radial coordinate on the free streamline is 

RM(6) = [1 + * t l o g l o [ ^ L ] ] f o ( 0 + * 2 ( f t D | M -RDfi)] 

(24) 
w h e r e 

The values of RD needed for equation (24) were evaluated from 
(RE2 + A2)1'2, where A is from equation (23). 

It was found that convergence could not be attained by direct 
application of equation (24). Rather, satisfactory convergence was 
achieved by employing equation (24) in conjunction with a damp
ing procedure. If Rk+i* denotes the radial coordinate actually used 
for the k + 1 repositioning and Rk+i is the value given by equation 
(24), the damping equation can be written as 

Rkti*=Rk +X(RM-Rk) (25) 

where X is the damping factor. 
After an initial period of numerical experimentation, the fol

lowing computational parameters were selected: (a) 20 points on 
each of segments AB, BC, CD, and DE, with the points situated at 
a uniform increment Ad within each segment; (b) 8 terms in the se
ries of equation (15); (c) a value of 0.2 for the damping factor X. It 
was found that the stagnation region results were insensitive to 
modest departures from the U = constant condition as well as to the 
lengths of OA and OE beyond certain minimum values. 

Stagnat ion Region Velocity. A major motivation for the in-
viscid flow solution is to furnish the free stream velocity for the 
boundary layer on the impingement surface, that is, to provide 
Vr(R) at 6 = 0. Noting that RVr = a*/aS, one can'obtain the de-
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sired result from equation (15). If attention is focused on small 
values of R (i.e., the stagnation region) and suitable representa
tions are used for the Bessel functions, there is obtained 

v'(B) = 5-s«^yrrf-1 (26) 

From the boundary layer standpoint, Vr(R) is better denoted by 
VX(X) since X = R on the impingement surface. For the boundary 
layer stagnation point solution, the needed input quantity is dVx/ 
dX at X = 0. From equation (26) 

(dVjdX)0 = {ir2/W)A2 (27) 

Boundary Layer Equations. The governing equations for 
stagnation point flow and heat/mass transfer are well established 
and will be stated here without derivation. The similarity variable 
rj and dimensionless stream function F are 

7) = y({dvjdx\/u)^t 4, = {{dvx/dx\vf "xF(V) (28) 

where (dvx/dx)o is related to the dimensionless derivative ex
pressed by equation (27) via 

{dvjdx\ = (v/b)(dVx/dX)0 (29) 

The governing differential equation for F is 

p'" + FF" _ (F'f + 1 = 0 (30) 

with boundary conditions F(0) = F'(0) = 0, F'(<») = 1 
For heat or mass transfer, one defines dimensionless variables as 

Hv) = ™ L = ~ or <p(v) = ^~r (31) 

with which the energy or species equations take the form 

0 " + AF<b' = 0 (32) 

where A = Pr or Sc. The boundary conditions are 0(0) = 1, 0(«>) = 
0. 

The surface fluxes of heat or mass, q and m, respectively, are 
evaluated from 

q = -(kdT/dy%„0, m = - ( » 9 c / 9 y ) v = 0 (33) 

and the corresponding heat and mass transfer coefficients hh and 
hm are 

hh/k = hjs> = -^'{Q){{dvJdx\/vYn (34) 

where 4>'(0) is obtained from the solution of equation (32). Equa
tion (34) explicitly indicates the role played by the inviscid solu
tion in fixing the magnitudes of the heat and mass transfer coeffi
cients. It is seen that hh and hm are proportional to the square root 
of the stream wise velocity gradient (dvx/dx)o- Numerical values of 
this quantity are provided by the inviscid solution as described in 
the preceding sections of the paper. 

F la t Ini t ial Velocity Profile. Before concluding the Analysis 
portion of the paper, brief mention will be made of some auxiliary 

T a b l e 1 (dVr/dX)o* =, flat i n i t i a l p r o f i l e 

h/b P resen t [5] 

1 0 .975 0 .982 
2 0 .758 0 .755 
3 0 .676 0 .667 

0.627 

studies that were undertaken to validate the application of the so
lution method that was used for the inviscid problem. Inasmuch as 
an exact solution, obtained via conformal mapping and complex 
variable theory, is available [5] for the case of a flat initial velocity 
profile, the present solution method was employed for that case. 
The modifications of the foregoing inviscid formulation to accom
modate the flat velocity profile will now be outlined. 

The differential equation (9) for the stream function simplifies 
appreciably because / ( * ) = 0, and the solution, which replaces 
equation (15), is 

*/ 
*(R,e) = 2 B2„R2n s in 2n0 (35) 

In lieu of equation (16), the boundary condition for * along AB is 
\l> = X = ft^/tanO. The boundary conditions along BC and CD re
main as before, but (21) and (23) for the segment DE are replaced 
by 

* = UY, A = 1/f/ (36) 

The velocity gradient (dVx/dX)o is equal to IBi. 
These modifications were introduced into the computer pro

gram for the case of the nonuniform initial profile, and all subse
quent aspects of the solution were carried out in an identical man
ner for the two problems. A comparison of the results for the flat 
profile case with those of [5] will be made in the Results section. 

Results 
The presentation of results will begin with a validation of the 

flow field solution method based on a comparison of results for the 
flat initial velocity profile. Next, velocity field results correspond
ing to the initially nonuniform velocity profile will be presented. 
The stagnation point heat and mass transfer results will be dealt 
with in the final section. 

Validation of the Solution Method. As noted earlier, the 
availability of an exact solution [5] for the flow field corresponding 
to an initially flat velocity profile provides an opportunity for val
idating the present solution method. Inasmuch as the essential 
contribution of the flow field solution to the subsequent heat/mass 
transfer analysis is (dVx/dX)o1/2, comparisons will be made of the 
numerical values of this quantity. 

Numerical results for (dVx/dX)o112 are not reported in [5], but 
they were deduced by explicit differentiation of equation (5) of [5] 
and subsequent application of the limit as X —• 0. Table 1 contains 
a comparison of the results from [5] and from the present solution 
method. Inspection of the table indicates very good agreement be
tween the two sets of results. This outcome lends a strong measure 
of confidence to the present solution method. The result for h/b = 
<» from [5] is included as an asymptotic value. 

Flow Field Results. From the solutions corresponding to the 
initially nonuniform velocity profile, three types of results will be 
presented. These include the velocity gradient (dVx/dX)o1/2, the 
velocity distribution along the stagnation streamline and along the 
impingement surface, and the streamline pattern in general. 

Velocity gradient results are listed in Table 2 as a function of 
the dimensionless separation distance h/b. It is seen from Table 2 
that the velocity gradient is relatively insensitive to separation dis
tance within the range investigated and that, furthermore, I t 

Table 2 (dV*/dX)0
l >'-, nonun i fo rm ini t ia l profile 

h/b (dVx/dX)o1/'-

0 . 5 1.32 
0 .75 1.27 
1 1.23 
2 1.23 
3 1.23 
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Fig. 2 Velocity distributions along the stagnation streamline and along the 
impingement surface 

reaches its asymptotic value at a small separation distance. Similar 
trends were encountered in [1] for the circular jet. In contrast, the 
velocity gradient results for the case of a flat velocity profile 
(Table 1) are much more sensitive to separation distance and at
tain their asymptotic value at a larger separation distance. The rel
ative insensitivity of the nonuniform jet results to h/b will be made 
plausible later, when the streamline maps are presented. 

It is especially interesting to compare the magnitudes of the ve
locity gradients for the two cases. The asymptotic value of (dVx/ 
dXJo1 '2 corresponding to the nonuniform profile is almost twice as 
large as that for the flat profile. At smaller separations, the ratio 
decreases (note that (dVx/dX)o1/2 = 1.15 for the flat profile when 
h/b - 0.5). However, within the range of h/b relevant to applica
tions, which would normally be h/b > 1, the (dVx/dX)o^2 values 
for the nonuniform profile are substantially larger than those for 
the uniform profile. This finding has implications in the design of 
impinging jets for heating OT cooling applications. Since, according 
to equation (34), the transfer coefficients are proportional to 
(dVx/dX)^1?2, the use of jets having an initially nonuniform profile 
would maximize the transfer rate at a given jet Reynolds number. 

Velocity distributions along the stagnation streamline and along 
the impingement surface (OA and OE in Fig. 1) are plotted in Fig. 
2. The quadrant at the upper right of the figure contains the distri
bution curves for the impingement surface, whereas the lower left-
hand quadrant is for the stagnation streamline. The velocities that 
are plotted on the ordinate are normalized by the maximum veloci
ty magnitude Umax of the initial profile. The use of such an ordinate 
variable is motivated by the fact that | V\\ ** Umax as y increases 
along the stagnation streamline. 

The figure shows that higher impingement surface velocities are 
encountered when the jet exit is closer to the surface. Furthermore, 
as expected, the length along the stagnation streamline where \vy\ 
changes from Umax to zero is greater at larger separation distances. 

Representative streamline maps, respectively for h/b = 0.75 and 
2.0, are presented in Figs. 3 and 4. It is seen from the figures that 
the streamlines which are relatively near the stagnation streamline 
do not deflect until they reach the immediate vicinity of the im
pingement surface. It is especially interesting to note from a com
parison of Figs. 3 and 4 that the positions of these internal stream
lines are essentially the same for the two separation distances de
picted by the figures. The free streamline and those adjacent to it 
begin to deflect much sooner than do the internal streamlines. The 
greater the separation distance between the exit plane and the im
pingement surface, the more gradual is the deflection of the exter
nal streamlines. 

The fact that the major differences in the flow pattern are evi
denced by the external streamlines is consistent with the insensiti
vity of the (dVx/dX)o1/2 values to h/b. For an initially nonuniform 

Fig. 3 Streamline map, h/b = 0.75 

3.0 n 

Fig. 4 Streamline map, h/b = 2.0 

velocity profile, relatively little fluid is transported in the portion 
of the jet adjacent to the free streamline. Consequently, the early 
deflection of this fluid has very little effect on the main body of the 
flow which is concentrated adjacent to the stagnation streamline. 

Hea t /Mass Transfer Results . From the combination of equa
tions (34) and (29), the stagnation point heat and mass transfer 
coefficients can be written as 

hjfi/k 
vb/v)xrl 1xn=^ (0)b^J (vb/u)1 ldX (37) 

The heat transfer grouping is essentially a Nusselt number-
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Table 3 Resul ts for </>'(0) 100 

P r o r S c 0.7 1.0 2.5 5 10 20 50 
-<t>'(fl) 0.4959 0.5705 0.8086 1.043 1.339 1.710 2.353 

square' root of Reynolds number ratio, and the mass transfer group 
is similarly interpreted in terms of the Sherwood and Reynolds 
numbers. These groups are seen to be proportional to —0'(O), 
which is a function of the Prandtl number, and to (dVx/dX)o1/2, 
which is furnished by the flow field solutions and listed in Table 2. 

As already indicated in the discussion of Table 2, (dVx/dX)o112 

is very nearly constant over the range of h/b that was investigated. 
Therefore, the transfer coefficients are similarly insensitive to h/b. 
It is also relevant to reiterate that the (dVx/dX)o^2 values corre
sponding to the nonuniform initial velocity profile are substantial
ly higher than are those for the flat initial profile, as is evidenced 
by a comparison of Tables 1 and 2. For the larger values of h/b, 
which is the range that is expected to be encountered in practice, 
the transfer coefficients for the former exceed those for the latter 
by nearly a factor of two. 

Numerical values of $'(0) are scattered throughout the litera
ture. New results were generated here in order to obtain a set of 
<A'(0) values of known and consistent accuracy. These results are 
listed in Table 3. 

The predictions of the present analysis will now be compared to 
the stagnation point mass transfer coefficients measured in [2] by 
the naphthalene sublimation technique. The smallest h/b of the 
experiments was four, so that the asymptotic value of (dVx/ 
dXJo1/2 from Table 2 is appropriate for evaluating the transfer 
coefficients from equation (37). The tj>'(0) value was taken from 
Table 3 at Sc = 2.5. The results of [2] were presented in terms of a 
Sherwood number and a Reynolds number based on the equivalent 
diameter D = 3.7b of the 12:1 aspect ratio rectangular duct which 
was used to create the jet. When b is replaced by D/3.7 and con
stants are introduced as discussed above, equation (37) becomes 

S h f l = 1.91 R e 0
1 / 2 (38) 

Equation (38) is plotted in Fig. 5 along with experimental data 
from [2] for h/b = 4. The open symbols are the data points as they 
were reported in [2], with a Reynolds number based on a mean ve
locity v evaluated by dividing the measured volume flow by the 
cross-sectional area of the duct. Inasmuch as there are end effects 
in a 12:1 aspect ratio duct, v is not truly representative of the mean 
velocity in the center span region of the duct, where end effects are 
entirely negligible. The proper mean velocity tTfor the center span 
region of the 12:1 duct is 1.055 TT, and the blackened symbols re
flect the re-evaluation of the Reynolds number on the basis of 0. 

In assessing the comparison of the analytical and experimental 
results, note should be taken of the fact that the umax/u value for 
the analysis was 1.57, whereas that for the experiment was 1.50. 
Therefore, it is to be expected that the analytical predictions 
would lie about 10 percent above the experimental data. Inspec
tion of Fig. 5 indicates that this is indeed the case at the higher 
Reynolds numbers. With decreasing Reynolds number, there is a 
trend toward increasing deviations. This trend was anticipated 
during the presentation and discussion of the analytical model. As 
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Fig. 5 Comparison of analytical and experimental stagnation point mass 
transfer coefficients, Sc = 2.5 

indicated there, viscous diffusion of vorticity begins to become in
creasingly important at lower Reynolds numbers, and it is believed 
that this is responsible for the deviations in evidence in the figure. 

It was observed in [2] that the transfer coefficients on the im
pingement surface were constant in a region adjacent to the stag
nation point. For h/b = 4, the region of constancy extended from 
x/b = 0 to x/b = 0.5-0.6 [7]. According to boundary layer theory, 
the constancy of the transfer coefficient implies that the velocity 
gradient dVx/dX should also be constant within this region. It is 
interesting to enquire whether the velocity distributions obtained 
from the present analysis yield a constant velocity gradient within 
a stagnation region whose size is consistent with that of the experi
ments. In this connection, attention may be turned to the impinge
ment-surface velocity distributions shown in the upper right-hand 
quadrant of Fig. 2. From the curve for h/b = 2 or 3, which repre
sents the asymptotic condition, it is shown that the slope is con
stant out to x/b ~ 0.5, whereafter it begins to gradually drop off. 
This is in good agreement with the aforementioned experimental 
finding. 
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Bouyancy Effects on Forced 

Convection Along a Vertical Cylinder 
The effects of buoyancy forces on the longitudinal forced convective flow and heat trans
fer along an isothermal vertical cylinder are studied analytically. This problem does not 
admit similarity solutions, the nonsimilarity arising both from the transverse curvature 
£ = (4/ro) (Vx/u »J1/2 of the cylindrical surface and from the buoyancy effect expressible 
as Q = Grx/Rex

2 where Grx and Rex are, respectively, the Grashof and Reynolds numbers. 
The governing equations are solved by the local nonsimilarity method in which all the 
nonsimilar terms are retained in the conservation equations and only in the derived sub
sidiary equations are terms selectively neglected according to the two-equation or three-
equation model. Numerical results for the velocity and temperature profiles, wall shear 
stress, and surface heat transfer for the case of assisting flow are presented for gases 
having a Prandtl number of 0.7 over a wide range of values of £ from 0 (i.e., a flat plate) . 
to 4.0 and SI from 0 (i.e., pure forced convection) to 2.0. It is found that the wall shear 
and surface heat transfer rate increase with increasing buoyancy force and increasing 
curvature of the surface. 

Introduction 

In the study of fluid flow over heated surfaces, it is customary to 
neglect the effects of buoyancy force when the flow is horizontal. 
However, such a practice is not justified when the forced flow is 
along an inclined or a vertical surface, because under these condi
tions the buoyancy force modifies considerably the flow field and 
hence the heat transfer rate from the surface. Such a flow is 
termed combined forced and free convective flow. In studying the 
combined convective heat transfer, one considers either the 
buoyancy effects on forced convection or the forced-flow effects on 
free convection. 

The problem of combined forced and free convection along a 
vertical flat plate has been treated by many investigators [1-6].1 

Convective heat transfer from a circular cylinder, on the other 
hand, has been analyzed from the standpoint of pure forced con
vective flow [7-10] or pure free convective flow [11-14]. The pres
ent study is concerned with the effects of buoyancy force on forced 
convection along an isothermal vertical cylinder. This problem 
does not admit similarity solutions. The nonsimilarity arises both 
from the transverse curvature of the cylinder and from the 
buoyancy effect. In addition, owing to the presence of the buoyan
cy force, the flow and thermal fields are coupled through the con
servation equations. 

1 Numbers in brackets designate References at end of paper. 
Contributed by the Heat Transfer Division for publication in the JOUR

NAL OF HEAT TRANSFER. Manuscript received by the Heat Transfer 
Division December 18,1974. 

Among the techniques available at present for treating the 
nonsimilarity problems, the method of local similarity has been 
widely employed (see, for example, Lloyd and Sparrow [5], Spar
row, Heinisch, and Yu [15], among others). In this method, certain 
terms involving the axial derivatives are discarded, and the trans
formed and simplified boundary layer equations resemble those 
for a similarity boundary layer. These equations can, therefore, be 
treated as ordinary differential equations and solved by well estab
lished techniques. Another attractive feature of the local similarity 
method is that the solution at any axial location can be found inde
pendently of the solutions at upstream locations. However, the 
local similarity method provides numerical results that are of un
certain accuracy. This is because there is no positive way to estab
lish how the deleted terms involving the axial derivative affect the 
final results. 

To correct the drawbacks of the local similarity method, Spar
row and coworkers [10, 16] have recently described a local nonsimi
larity method for obtaining solutions of the nonsimilar boundary-
layer equations. This method preserves the most attractive fea
tures of the local similarity model (i.e., quasi-ordinary differential 
equations and locally independent solutions), while retaining all of 
the nonsimilarity terms in the conservation equations. Only terms 
in the equations subsidiary to the conservation equations are selec
tively neglected. In their work, Sparrow and co-workers have re
stricted themselves to forced-flow boundary layers [16] and pure 
forced-convection thermal boundary layers [10]. Thus, the velocity 
and temperature fields were treated separately in their studies. 

For the problem of vertical cylinders under consideration, the 
flow and thermal fields are coupled and the conservation equations 
must be solved simultaneously. In the present study, the effects of 
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buoyancy forces and transverse curvature on the flow and heat 
transfer characteristics are analyzed by employing the local nonsi-
milarity method of solution in conjunction with an integration 
scheme. The solutions are further classified as two-equation and 
three-equation models, depending on the levels of truncation in 
the subsidiary equations. The analysis is carried out for both as
sisting flow (in which the buoyancy force acts in the same direction 
as the forced flow) and opposing flow (in which the buoyancy force 
acts in the opposite direction of the forced flow). 

Numerical results are presented for gases with a Prandtl number 
of 0.7 for the case of assisting flow. These include local wall shear 
and local surface heat transfer for buoyancy parameter Q ranging 
from 0 (i.e., pure forced convection) to 2.0 and transverse curva
ture £ from 0 (i.e., a flat plate) to 4.0. Representative velocity and 
temperature profiles are also presented to illustrate the effects of 
buoyancy forces on the flow and thermal fields. To provide a per
spective on the accuracy of the local nonsimilarity solutions, the 
results from the two- and three-equation models are compared 
with those from the local similarity solutions. In addition, a com
parison of the present results with those of Oosthuizen and Hart 
[6] from the finite-difference method of solution and those of Klie-
gel [17] from experiments for the special case of a vertical flat plate 
lends further support to the high accuracy of the local nonsimilar
ity method of solution. 

Analysis 
In this section, attention will be given to the formulation of the 

governing equations for the local similarity and local nonsimilarity 
models. In the analysis, it will be postulated that the uniform un
disturbed free stream remains parallel to the surface of the cylin
der along its entire length. 

Description of the Problem. Consider now a vertical cylinder 
of radius ro which is aligned parallel to a uniform free stream with 
velocity u„ and temperature T„. The surface temperature of the 
cylinder is maintained at T,„. Let x and r denote, respectively, the 
streamwise and radial coordinates and let the gravitational force 
act in the direction opposite to the x coordinate. The buoyancy 
force then acts in the same direction as the forced flow when Tw > 
T„ and in the opposite direction to the forced flow when Tw < T„. 
The former situation is referred to as assisting flow and the latter 
as opposing flow. 

The starting point of the analysis is the conservation equations 
for laminar boundary-layer over a vertical cylinder: 

du , du 
u—~ + v—~ 

ax 3r 

du 1 a 
— + - — (rv) = 0 
ax r ar 

1 8 , 3(1. ,_, ,„ . 

ar , ar la, ar, 
u— + v— = a-— (r-r—) ax ar rar ar 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

where u and v are, respectively, the velocity components in the x-
and r-directions, T is the temperature of the fluid, gx is the gravi
tational acceleration, (I is the volumetric coefficient of thermal ex
pansion, v is the kinematic viscosity, and a is the thermal diffusivi-
ty. In writing the foregoing equations, the conventional assump
tions of laminar boundary-layer theory have been applied and all 
the fluid properties are assumed to be constant except for the den
sity effect on the buoyancy term in equation (2). The positive sign 
on that term applies in the assisting flow, whereas the negative 
sign applies in the opposing flow. Equations (l)-(3) are subject to 
the following boundary conditions: 

u = v = Q, T = Tw at r = r 0 (4a) 

u — • u„, T — • T„ as r » « (46) 

u = u„, T = T„ at x = 0, r 2 r0 (4c) 

Boundary conditions (4c) stem from the parallel uniform flow as
sumption of the free stream velocity at x = 0. That is, it is assumed 
that both the flow and thermal boundary layers begin with zero 
thickness at the leading edge of the cylinder. 

Transformation of the Governing Equations. The first step 
in the analysis is the transformation from (x, r) coordinates to (£, 
?)) coordinates. The coordinate £ depends only on x and is so cho
sen that x does not appear explicitly in the transformed conserva
tion equations and their boundary conditions. The coordinate )j, 
which contains both x and r, is a pseudosimilarity variable; it is 
chosen such that it reduces to a true similarity variable for bound
ary layers that are similar. In accordance with this, it is convenient 
to employ the (£, ij) variables [7] along with a reduced stream func
tion /(£, i]) and a dimensionless temperature #(£, -q) in the form: 

4 r , 

* ( # , r) , T(x,r) 

r0(fw„#) T - T„ 

(5) 

(6) 

where the stream function * satisfies the continuity equation with 
u = a^/rar and v = —a^/rax. It is to be noted that the transformed 
axial coordinate £ is a measure of both the transverse curvature of 
the cylinder and the boundary layer thickness relative to the cylin
der radius. By introducing equations (5) and (6) into equations 
(2)-(4), one obtains the following system of equations 

(1 + Hn)f" + ( / + k)f" ± 8Q9 = Z(f'g' -f'g) (7) 

^ T (1 + *rj)0" + ( / + ^ ) 0 ' = lift - ge') (8) 

/ U , o ) = o, &te,o) + /(£,o) = o, <?(£,o) = i (9) 
/'{£,«>) = 2 , <?(£,<») = 0 (10) 

•Nomenclaturei. 

Cf - local friction factor 
/ = reduced stream function r = 
g = £—derivative of/ ''o = 

gx = gravitational acceleration Rex = 
Grx = Grashof number, gx@\Tu- ~ T = 

Tjx3/»* Tw = 
ji = £—derivative of g T = 
h = local heat transfer coefficient, u = 

q,r/(Tu- TJ u „ = 
k = thermal conductivity v = 

Nu.v = local Nusselt number, hx/k x = 
Pr = Prandtl number, v/a « = 
q„- - local surface heat transfer rate per (i = 

unit area 
radial coordinate 
radius of cylinder 
Reynolds number, u„x/v 
fluid temperature 
wall temperature 
free stream temperature 
axial velocity component 
free stream velocity 
radial velocity component 
axial coordinate 
thermal diffusivity 
volumetric coefficient of ther 

expansion 
= pseudo-similarity variable 
= dimensionless temperature, (T — 

T„ )/(TH. - T, ) 
= dynamic viscosity 
= kinematic viscosity 
= transformed axial coordinate 
= density 
= wall shear stress 
= £—derivative of 8 
= £—derivative of 0 
= stream function 
= buoyancy parameter, equation (12) 
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wherein the primes denote partial differentiation with respect to IJ, 

g = *f/H> <P = de/dt, (ii) 
and 

$l=gx(l\Tw~ T„\ x/uj = Gi^/Re,2 (12) 

The Grashof number and Reynolds number are defined, respec
tively, by Gr* = gx$Tw — T„\x3/v2 and Re* = u„x/v. The quanti
tative effects of free convection on the forced convective flow are 
governed by the magnitude of the parameter 0. Since Q is propor
tional to x, the effect of buoyancy force increases with increasing 
axial distance. 

Local Similari ty Model. To derive the governing equations 
for the local similarity model, one neglects the terms £d//a£, £a/7a£, 
and £a0/a£ (namely, the terms £g, £g', and £0) in equations (7)-(9). 
The end result is 

(1 + £?) ) / ' " + ( / + £ ) / " ± 8U9 = 0 (13) 

^ ( l + $7j)fl" + ( / + j ^ 0 ' = O (14) 

/ ( * , 0 ) = / » ( « , 0) = 0 , / » U , » ) = 2 , 6(1,0) = 1, 

6(S,«0 = 0 (15) 

The reduction of equations (7)-(10) to (13)-(15) is clearly justi
fiable for { values that are close to zero. On the other hand, when £ 
is not small, local similarity is based on the assumption that deriv
atives involving a/d£ are very small. The uncertainty as to the va
lidity of this assumption is a weakness of the local similarity meth
od. 

In solving the system of coupled equations (13) and (14), the 
quantities Q and f may be regarded as constant parameters. Thus, 
although equations (13) and (14) are partial differential equations, 
they can be treated as ordinary differential equations and solved 
by well-established techniques appropriate to similarity boundary 
layers. For a given value of Q (i.e., buoyancy force), for example, 
the solution corresponding to any £ value can be obtained indepen
dently of the solutions at any other £ values. Thus, by assigning a 
succession of £ values, the axial dependence of velocity and tem
perature fields can be determined. 

Local Nonsimilari ty Models. The governing equations for the 
local nonsimilarity models will now be derived. To begin with, one 
differentiates equations (7)-(10) with respect to £ and obtains the 
first set of subsidiary equations and their boundary conditions 

(1 + t,T))g'" + ( / + Z)g" -f'g' + 2f"g + nf" + / " ± 8a(P 

± 16(Q/£)e - £,(g>g' - gg") = £,(f'h' -f'h) (16) 

±{1 + £r/)0" + (/ + j^W -f<P + ~ : V9" 

+ {2g + ̂ )6'-(g'<i>-g<t>') =Z(f'4>-he') (17) 

^(?,o) = o, 3g-u,o) + $M«,o) = o, 0(5,0) = o (18) 

g'tt,°o) = 0 , <M£,<=°) = 0 (19) 

wherein the term fl/£ results from dn/2d£ and 

h = Sg/Bi = 9 2 / / 9 £ \ ij) = 3 0 / 8 | = 8 20/9£ 2 (20) 

To derive the governing equations for the two-equation model, 
one retains all terms in the transformed conservation equations (7) 
and (8). In the first subsidiary equations, equations (16) and (17), 
however, the terms £ag/d£, £dg'/ai-, and £d</>/a£ are neglected in a 
manner similar to that done for the case of local similarity model. 
Thus, the governing system of equations for the two-equation 
model consists of: 

(a) equations (7) and (8), 
(b) equations (16) and (17) with terms on their respective 

right-hand side deleted, 

(c) boundary conditions (15), and 
(d) the additional boundary conditions 

giU, 0) = g'(H,0) = g'ti, ») = 0, 0(£, 0) = 0(£, ») = 0 (21) 

Since the set of equations described in the foregoing for the four 
functions /, g, 8, and </> are coupled, these equations must be solved 
simultaneously. For a given value of ft, if £ is regarded as a con
stant prescribable parameter at any axial location, these equations 
may be treated as a system of coupled ordinary equations and 
solved by the conventional techniques for similarity boundary 
layers. 

Next, the governing equations for the three-equation model are 
formulated as follows. First, equation (16)—(19) are differentiated 
with respect to £ and terms involving f3h/ei£, £a/i7d£, and i-a^/al- are 
then deleted from the resulting equations. The transformed con
servation equations and their first subsidiary equations are, how
ever, left intact. Thus, the equations for the three-equation model 
can be summarized as: 

(a) equations (7) and (8), 
(b) equations (16) and (17), 
(c) the truncated equations for h and \p 

(1 + ^n)h'" + ( / + Oh" - 2/7?' + 3f"h ± 8U4> + 2-qg'" 

+ (2 + 4g)g" - 2g'g' ± 32 f i0 /£ ± 16fi0/£2 - Z(3g'h' ~ gh" 

- 2g"h) = 0 (22) 

^ ( 1 + lVW + (f+^r)4>'~ 2f'i> + ̂  7J0" 

+ (4gr + ™ ~ ) 0 ' - 2g'4> + ShB' - H(2g'tl, ~ gf 

+ h'(\> - 2h(p') = 0 (23) 

(d) boundary conditions (15) and (21), and 
(e) the additional boundary conditions 

ft'U, 0) = h(Z, 0) = h'U, ») = 0, 4>U, 0) = m , «) = 0 (24) 

It is noted here that in the three-equation model, equations (7), 
(8), (16), (17), (22), and (23) are coupled and they must be solved 
simultaneously for the six unknown functions f, g, h, 8, 0, and \p. As 
in the two-equation model, £ may be considered as a constant pa
rameter and the system of equations can be treated, for a given Q, 
as a set of coupled ordinary differential equations of the similar 
type. 

The local nonsimilarity solution method just described above 
preserves the two most attractive features of the local similarity 
method (i.e., the system of equations can be treated as ordinary 
differential equations and the solutions are independent of £). In 
addition, in the local nonsimilarity method, all nonsimilarity terms 
in the conservation equations (7) and (8) are retained. Terms are 
deleted selectively only in the subsidiary equations—in the first 
set of subsidiary equations for the two-equation model and in the 
second set for the three-equation model. This is an improvement 
over the local similarity method, where terms are deleted from the 
conservation equations themselves. It is thus expected that the 
local nonsimilarity models should provide more accurate results 
for the velocity and temperature fields, wall shear, and surface 
heat transfer than the local similarity model. This point, as veri
fied by Sparrow and co-workers [10, 16] in their studies of pure 
forced convective flow and heat transfer, will be discussed further 
when the results are presented. 

It should be pointed out that, although the solutions of the flow 
and thermal fields provide information for the./, g, 8, and 0 func
tions for the two-equation model and the /, g, h, 8, 0, and \p func
tions for the three-equation model, it is only / and 8 and their de
rivatives that are physically relevant for both models. For exam
ple, the streamwise component of the velocity distribution is given 
by 

u = | * / „ / ' ( ! , 77) (25) 
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and the temperature distribution by 0(£, i;). 
It is noted here that for the special case of a flat plate (i.e., f = 0) 

it is more convenient to take SI as the *-dependent variable in for
mulating the local nonsimilarity models. Thus, for this case, the 
corresponding conservation equations were transformed using the 
(H, i/) variables. The details can be found in Mucoglu [20], 

Local Fr ict ion Factor and Nusselt Number . The wall shear 
stress TW and the local friction factor Cf are defined, respectively, 
by 

ti(du/dr) Jpu« (26) 

With the aid of equations (5) and (25), it can be readily shown that 

C,=~f"(H,0)Rex (27) 

The heat transfer characteristics can be expressed in terms of a 
local Nusselt number and local heat transfer coefficient 

Nu, = hx/k, h = qJ{Tw - T J (28) 

From Fourier's law, qw = -k(aT/ar)ri 

tions (5) and (6), it follows that 
in conjunction with equa-

Nu,. -je'(^,0)Rex
in 

(29) 

N u m e r i c a l S o l u t i o n s 
Each of the systems of governing equations for the local similari

ty model, local nonsimilarity two-equation model, and local nonsi
milarity three-equation model was solved simultaneously using 
Runge-Kutta integration scheme. The procedure employed here to 
solve the system of ordinary differential equations resembles that 
outlined by Dewey and Gross [18] and by Hayday and co-workers 
[19], with some modifications to account for the coupling of the 
governing equations. The details of the numerical solution are 
given in Mucoglu [20] and, to conserve space, are omitted here. 

R e s u l t s a n d D i s c u s s i o n 
The sets of equations presented in the Analysis section for the 

local similarity and nonsimilarity models apply for both assisting 
flow and opposing flow. However, numerical computations were 
carried out only for the case of assisting flow (in which the sign in 
front of the terms containing Q in the momentum equation and its 
subsidiary equations is positive) for gases having a Prandtl num
ber of 0.7. They cover buoyancy parameter Q ranging from 0 (i.e., 
pure forced convection) to 2.0 and transformed axial coordinate £ 
from 0 (i.e., a flat plate) to 4.0. All computations were performed 
on an IBM 370/165 digital computer using double precision arith
metic. 

To illustrate the accuracy of solutions of the various models, the 
local heat transfer results Nu^Rex-1^2 = ~8'(£, 0)/2 from the local 
similarity model (i.e., one-equation model) and local nonsimilarity 
two-equation and three-equation models are compared in Fig. 1 for 
two parametric values of the buoyancy force Gr^/Rex

2 = 0 and 1.0. 
It is seen from the figure that the results from the two-equation 
and three-equation models are in very good agreement over the en
tire range of £ values that are considered in the analysis. The larg
est deviation between the two models is less than 2 percent for SI = 
1.0. The closeness of the curves between the two-equation and 
three-equation models is an indication of the high accuracy of local 
nonsimilarity solution. The local similarity model, on the other 
hand, is seen to predict results that are of low accuracy. A similar 
trend is observed in the accuracy of the local wall shear results 
CfRex

1/2 = /"(£, 0)/2 among the three models. To conserve space, a 
comparison of these results is omitted in this paper. 

The results for J = 0 in Fig. 1 correspond to the case of a vertical 
flat plate. It must be stressed here that £ = 0 implies ro ~* <*> and 
not x -» 0, because the boundary layer solutions do not apply at x 
= 0. This same implication about £ = 0 also pertains to all other 
figures to be presented later. 

The conjecture that the three-equation model should provide re

sults that are more accurate than the two-equation model was also 
verified from a comparison of the numerical values between £a//d£ 
and £ag/a£, £af'/a£ and £ag'lat,, and £afl/a£ and £a0/a£. This compari
son clearly showed that the solution converges to the physical solu
tion from one- to two- to three-equation model, with the three-
equation model giving the most accurate results. Furthermore, 
since the values of a/7a£, a/7a£, a0/a£ and ag/a£, ag'/a%, a<t>/a£ de
crease with an increase in £, the local nonsimilarity three-equation 
model can be expected to yield accurate results for £' values that 
are much larger than those considered in the present investigation. 
This is particularly true when the SI values are not very large. The 
work of Sparrow and co-workers [16] for the special case of pure 
forced convective flow without buoyancy effect (i.e., fl = 0) has 
verified this point from a comparison of their local wall shear re
sults with those obtained by Glauert and Lighthill [21] for very 
large £ values. 

The effect of buoyancy force on the local wall shear results 
C/Re i

1 / 2 is shown for £ = (4/r0) (vx/u„)l>2 = 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4 in Fig. 
2. The results for fi = 0 (i.e., pure forced convection) are in excel
lent agreement with those of Sparrow and co-workers [16]. As SI in
creases, the wall shear increases. Thus, the effect of the buoyancy 
force is to increase the wall shear. In addition, it is seen from the 
figure that the wall shear increases with increasing value of £. The 
curve for £ = 0 corresponds to the case of a vertical flat plate. 

The heat transfer results for various 12 values are brought to
gether in Fig. 3. It is seen from the figure that the heat transfer 
rate increases with an increase in SI and £. Thus, the effect of 
buoyancy is to increase the rate of heat transfer, which in turn aug
ments itself with an increase in £. The present results for the spe
cial case of combined forced and free convection along a vertical 
flat plate (i.e., the case of £ = 0) are in excellent agreement with 

0.9 
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0.7 

- r2-EQUATI0N MODEL 
3-EQUATION MODEL 

LOCAL SIMILARITY 

2.0 3.0 
£*(4/r0Hvx/uJ'z 

Fig. 1 A comparison of representative surface heat transfer results 
among various models 

5.0 

2.0 

Q=Gr,/Re, 

Fig. 2 Wall shear results from three-equation model 
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those reported by Oosthuizen and Hart [6] from the finite-differ
ence method of solution. The experimental data of Kliegel [17] for 
a vertical flat plate, as shown with circles along the curve £ = 0, are 
also in very good agreement with the results of the present analy
sis. These comparisons lend support to the present analytical 
method. Thus, it may be concluded that the local nonsimilarity so
lution method provides results of high accuracy. 

For completeness, representative results of /"(£, 0) and —#'(£, 0) 
for parametric values of £ and ft that were investigated are listed in 
Table 1. 

Representative velocity profiles at selected axial locations £ for 
three parametric values ft = 0, 1.0, and 2.0 are illustrated in Fig. 4 
in which u/«« is plotted against TJ. It is seen from the figure that 
for a given ft, the velocity profiles change as £ increases, i.e., as one 
proceeds along the axial distance. The most evident changes are 
the increase of velocity gradient a(ulu„)hr\ at the wall and the 
substantial growth in the flow boundary layer thickness. In gener
al, as the buoyancy force ft increases, the velocity gradient at the 
wall increases and the boundary layer thickness decreases. This is 
accompanied by a relatively sharp rise in the profile near the wall 
and an overshoot of the velocity beyond its free stream value, par
ticularly at small £ values. For example, for the case of a vertical 
plate (£ = 0) with ft = 2.0, the overshoot is about 21 percent as 
compared to about 40 percent from the local similarity solution [5]. 
Thus, the local similarity model overpredicts the buoyancy effect 
on the velocity field. 

In Fig. 5 are shown representative temperature profiles at axial 
locations £ = 0, 1, and 4 for values of ft = 0, 1.0, and 2.0. An inspec-
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Fig. 3 Surface heat transfer results from three-equation model 

2.0 

tion of the figure reveals that for a given ft, the most noteworthy 
trends with increasing axial distance £ are the increase in tempera
ture gradient aBla-q at the wall and substantial growth in the ther
mal boundary layer thickness. As the buoyancy force ft increases, 
the temperature gradient increases, while the thermal boundary 
thickness decreases. 

To provide a better understanding of the effect of free convec
tion on the flow and thermal fields, Figs. 6 and 7 have been pre
pared to show, respectively, the relative increase in the friction 
factor C//C/0 and in the Nusselt number Nui/Nuo with buoyancy 

Fig. 4 Representative velocity profiles from three-equation model 

1.0 2.0 3.0 
• ^ [ ( r ^ V ^ t i W u x ) " 2 

4.0 

Fig. S Representative temperature profiles from three-equation model 

Table 1 Representative results of /"(£, 0) and —#'(£, 0) from local nonsi
milarity three-equation model for Pr = 0.7** 

e 

0 

1.0 

2 . 0 

3 . 0 

4 . 0 

n-o 

1.3282 

1.9172 

2.3981 

2.8270 

3.2235 

0 . 1 

1.7866 

2.3271 

2.7951 

3.2194 

3.6151 

0 . 5 

3.3586 

3.7396 

4.1821 

4.5990 

4.9963 

f " « , 0 ) 

1.0 

4.9668 

5.2584 

5.7001 

6.1236 

6.5317 

1.5 

6.3947 

6.6230 

7.0765 

7.5147 

7.9393 

2 . 0 

7.7126 

7.8871 

8.3566 

8.8125 

9.2557 

n-o 

0.5854" 

0.8669 

1.0968 

1.3021 

1.4921 

0 . 1 

0.6271 

0.8971 

1.1227 

1.3258 

1.5145 

-6'CC 

0 . 5 

0.7393 

0.9852 

1.2004 

1.3979 

r.5830 

0) 

1.0 

0.8221 

1.0621 

1.2718 

1.4658 

1.6487 

1.5 

0.8822 

1.1208 

1.3279 

1.5203 

1.7022 

2 . 0 

0.9305 

1;1690 

1.3747 

1.5663 

1.7477 

*Siiiiilarity solution 
**The resu l t s for £ = 0 and fl 4 0 correspond to f"(f>,0) and - 9 ' ( Q , 0 ) . 
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Fig. 6 The effect of buoyancy force on local fraction factor 

force S3, where Cfo and Nun are, respectively, the friction factor and 
Nusselt number without buoyancy effect (i.e., ft = 0). The results 
are from the three-equation model. It is seen from the figures that 
the relative increase in both friction factor and Nusselt number 
decreases with increasing value of {. The dotted line in Fig. 7 
shows the results of Lloyd and Sparrow [5] from the local similari
ty model for a vertical flat plate (£ = 0). 

From the results presented in Fig. 7, the free convection effect 
on Nusselt number for forced convection is found to be less than 
10 percent when 

fi=^2 £ 0 . 1 5 + 0 . 2 | (30) 
R e / 

For the case of a vertical flat plate ({ = 0), equation (30) reduces to 
Q < 0.15 which agrees well with the work of Lloyd and Sparrow [5] 
and Sparrow and Gregg [2]. 

C o n c l u s i o n s 
In this paper, the problem of laminar combined forced and free 

convection along an isothermal vertical cylinder has been analyzed 
by employing the local nonsimilarity method of solution. In this 
method, the nonsimilarity terms in the conservation equations are 
retained without approximation, while only in the subsidiary equa
tions are terms selectively deleted. The resulting system of govern
ing equations can be treated as ordinary differential equations and 
their solutions at any axial location can be obtained without re
course to information from other axial locations. The wall shear 
and heat transfer information presented herein demonstrates that 
the present method of solution provides accurate results. 
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Natural Convection in a Horizontal 
Fluid Layer With Volumetric Energy 
Sources 
Natural convection with volumetric heating in a horizontal fluid layer with a rigid, insu
lated lower boundary and a rigid, isothermal upper boundary is experimentally investi
gated for Rayleigh numbers from 114 to 1.8 X 106 times the critical value of linear stabil
ity theory. Joule heating by alternating current passing horizontally through the layer 
provides the volumetric energy source. Layer aspect ratios are kept small to minimize 
the effects of side walls. A correlation for mean Nusselt number is obtained for steady 
heat transfer, and data are presented on fluctuating temperatures at high Rayleigh 
numbers and on developing temperature distributions when the layer is subjected to a 
step change in power. 

I n t r o d u c t i o n 

Natural convection driven by energy release from distributed 
volumetric energy sources appears to play a fundamental role in 
energy transport problems in geophysics, astrophysics, and engi
neering. Convection with internal energy sources has been pro
posed for the earth's mantle [1, 2, 3]2 and for the outer region of 
star interiors [4]. Engineering processes in which a fluid supports 
an exothermic chemical or nuclear reaction are common today, and 
correct process design often requires accurate correlations for heat 
transfer coefficient at boundary surfaces. On this last point, it may 
be noted that assessment of and design for post-accident heat re
moval in LMFBR nuclear reactors hinges on prediction of natural 
convection heat transfer with volumetric heat release at high Ray
leigh numbers. 

Despite its relevance to a wide spectrum of technological and 
physical problems, natural convection with volumetric energy 
sources has received relatively slight treatment both analytically 
and experimentally. With the view that accurate heat transfer data 
are highly desirable in this area, even for systems of an idealized 
nature, our objective was to experimentally obtain a correlation for 
mean Nusselt number as a function of Rayleigh number in a hori-

1 Present address: Westinghouse Electric Corp., Tampa Division, Tampa, 
Fla. 

2 Numbers in brackets designate References at end of paper. 
Contributed by the Heat Transfer Division of The American Society of 

Mechanical Engineers and presented at the Winter Annual Meeting, New 
York, N. Y., November 17-22, 1974. Journal manuscript received by the 
Heat Transfer Division August 9,1974. Paper No. 74-WA/HT-28. 

zontal fluid layer with a rigid, insulated lower boundary and a 
rigid, isothermal upper boundary. Rayleigh numbers greatly ex
ceeding the critical linear stability theory value were investigated 
since in many instances, systems of large vertical scale and/or large 
values of specific volumetric energy release rate are of practical 
importance. Our experiments cover the range 114 < Ra/Rac < 1.8 
X 106 where Rac = 1386 [5]. This places our results within the 
transition and fully turbulent regimes flow. In addition, a limited 
investigation of developing temperature profiles was performed for 
the case of a step change in power input to the layer. 

Several experimental studies of natural convection in horizontal 
fluid layers with volumetric heating have been reported in the lit
erature. The works of Tritton and Zarraga [6] and Schwab and 
Schwiderski [7] were largely qualitative investigations of the na
ture of the plan-form of motion in the immediate post-stability re
gime of flow. In both studies, an electrolytically heated fluid layer 
was bounded from below by a rigid, insulated surface and from 
above by a rigid, constant temperature surface. Tritton and Zarra
ga reported locally turbulent motion for Rayleigh numbers greater 
than eighty times the critical value of linear stability theory. 

In 1971, Fiedler and Wille [8] reported measurements of mean 
heat transfer in an internally heated fluid layer with an insulated 
lower boundary and an isothermal upper boundary. Their appara
tus consisted of a long rectangular cell 25 mm X 25 cm with fluid 
layer depths varying from 2.4 mm to 41.25 mm. The upper and 
lower surfaces were constructed of copper and also served as elec
trodes for passage of lternating current vertically through the elec
trolyte solution comprising the fluid layer. Kulacki and Goldstein 
[9] reported interferometric measurements of mean temperature 
fields and average heat transfer in an electrolytically heated fluid 
layer with two rigid isothermal boundaries of equal temperature 
for Rayleigh numbers up to 675 times the critical values of linear 
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stability theory. Their measurements covered the laminar, transi
tion, and turbulent regimes of convection and showed that for 
Ra/,/2 > 500 Ra£/2,c, approximately two thirds of the energy gener
ated in the layer was transferred through the upper boundary. Due 
to interferometric requirements and requirements of the Boussin-
esq approximation, maximum temperature differences in the layer 
were held to 0.5°C in their study. 

Experimental Apparatus and Procedure 
The apparatus constructed for this study was similar to that of 

Kulacki and Goldstein [9] with the following exception: the lower 
boundary comprised a 1.9 cm thick Plexiglas plate with thermo
couples arranged over the central portion so that the surface tem
perature and the temperature gradient within the plate could be 
measured. A nickel-chrome resistance heater was cemented to the 
underside of this plate to ensure a zero temperature gradient in the 
lower boundary. The upper boundary of the layer was an alumi
num plate with a double spiral channel machined in it for the con
tinuous circulation of thermostatically controlled water. The tem
perature of the circulating water was controlled to within 0.1°C. 
The surface of the aluminum plate in contact with the fluid layer 
was machined flat to less than 0.00254 cm. Thermocouples were 
also provided in this plate over its central region for the measure
ment of the temperature at the upper surface of the fluid layer. A 
thin (0.5 mm) sheet of pressure sensitive Mylar protected the alu
minum from chemical attack. The overall dimensions of the fluid 
layer were 50.8 cm X 50.8 cm, and layer depths were varied from 
2.54 cm to 12.7 cm. Additional details of the apparatus design and 
construction are given by Nagle [10]. 

The fluid layer in this study was a dilute aqueous solution of sil
ver nitrate of approximately 0.02 M. Due to the large volumes of 
water contained in the convection chamber, especially at the larger 
depths, silver nitrate crystals were dissolved directly in the fluid 
layer several hours prior to each run. Since Rayleigh numbers in 
this study were greatly in excess of the critical value of linear sta
bility theory and most of the mean heat transfer measurements 
were well within the turbulent flow regime, any nonuniformities in 
the electrical conductivity of the fluid layer due to nonuniformities 
in electrolyte concentration would be minimized by convective 
mixing with the layer. In addition, the long time needed to ensure 
fully developed and steady convection would favor reduction of 
nonuniformities in silver nitrate concentration within the layer. 

Alternating current (60 Hz) was passed through the layer hori
zontally from silver plated electrodes contained in two of the side 
walls of the convection chamber. Power was supplied from a line 
voltage regulator through a secondary voltage regulator. Power 

dissipation in the layer was measured with a wattmeter transducer 
in conjunction with a digital voltmeter. The accuracy of power 
measurements with this arrangement was ±0.25 percent of mea
sured power. 

A Leeds and Northrup Type K-3 potentiometer in conjunction 
with a d-c null detector were used to measure all steady thermo
couple emf outputs. The accuracy of this arrangement was ±0.015 
percent +0.5 MV or ±0.014 C. 

For measurement of mean and fluctuating temperatures within 
the layer, a small glass coated thermocouple was inserted into the 
fluid layer through the upper boundary. The thermocouple junc
tion was 0.01 cm in diameter, and the glass tube containing the 
thermocouple leads was 0.19 cm in diameter nominally. The glass 
tube was tapered to enclose the thermocouple junction and fire 
polished at the junction. Calibration test for the response of the 
thermocouple probe determined its time constant to be of the 
order of 1 s for sudden temperature changes of the order of 1°C. 
This response proved sufficient for recording the temperature fluc
tuations encountered in this study. The signal from the probe was 
amplified and recorded on a strip chart. Mean temperatures at 
various positions in the layer were obtained from the strip chart 
record by graphically averaging the temperature-history over a 
one-hr period. 

Prior to each run, the fluid layer was allowed to reach an iso
thermal condition. Power was applied to the layer, and a flow de
velopment time was allowed much greater than that required for 
development of the conduction temperature profile at the given 
level of power consumption. Usually, flow development times from 
3 to 12 hr were required to reach steady state. Upon reaching 
steady state, four readings of both upper and lower surface tem
peratures were taken and averaged. Another set of temperature 
readings was taken one-haif hr later, and when good agreement 
was reached, data were recorded. During the period of flow devel
opment and after steady state had been reached, care was taken to 
insure a zero heat flux lower boundary. Normally, no more than 2 
W (particularly at high Rayleigh number) were needed for the re
sistance heater in the lower boundary plate. 

Results 
The Nusselt number at the upper surface for steady convection 

was defined in terms of the layer depth, L, as: 

Nu, 
M A T 

where Qp, the power input to the fluid, was corrected for side wall 
heat losses [10]. The Rayleigh number was defined in terms of this 

-Nomenclature-

A 
C,m 

D 

F„ 
g 

H 

k 
I 

L* 

Nu a 

Pr 

QP 
Ra, 

area of bonding surface 
constants of correlation 
smallest horizontal dimension of 

layer 
Fourier number, at/L2 

gravitational constant 
volumetric rate of energy genera

tion in the fluid 
thermal conductivity of the fluid 
layer depth 
portion of layer corresponding to 

upward energy transport, equa
tion (7) 

Nusselt number, QpL/kAAT 
Prandtl number of the fluid 
power input to fluid layer 
Rayleigh number, 

g& 
L V 2k I 

t = 
T = 

• AT = 

Z = 

fi-r — 

time 
temperature at any z-position in 

layer 
maximum temperature difference 

in layer, T(0) - T(L) 
vertcal position in the layer, 

0 < z < L 
z/L 
thermal diffusivity of fluid 
isobaric coefficient of volumetric 

expansion of the fluid 
thermal boundary layer thickness, 

L/Nu 

v = kinematic viscosity of fluid 

Subscripts 

0 = value at z = 0 
1 = value at z = L or upper boundary 
c = critical alue frm linear stability 

analysis or conduction value 
L = based on layer depth for charac

teristic length 
L/2 = based on layer half-thickness for 

characteristic length 
L* = based on L* for characteristic 

length 

T = referring to thermal boundary 
layer thickness 
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same length scale and the maximum temperature difference, 
HL2/2k, which would exist in the layer for purely conductive heat 
transfer. Thus, 

14 

„ 6 ^ riHL2 

Ra r = &- If -—— 
_M 

Steady-state Nusselt numbers along with other important experi
mental data are presented in Table 1. 

Mean Nusselt numbers correlated well with Rayleigh numbers 
assuming a relation of the form 

NUj = CRa.L
m 

The linear regression of ln(Nui) on ln(RaL) gave: 

(1) 

Nu t = 0.305 Ra, 0.239*0.005 

1.5 x 105 < R a i < 2 . 5 x 109 

0.05 < L/Ds 0.25 (2) 
6.21 s P r < 6.64 
r = 0.995, 36 o b s e r v a t i o n s . 

where r is the coefficient of correlation. This correlation is present
ed in Fig. 1 with the experiment data. 

The data are almost as well represented by a correlation of the 
form: 

Nu, = (0.254 ± 0.004) R a £
0 ' 2 5 (3) 

over the same range of Ra^. In either (2) or (3) no significant re
duction in the error sum of squares in the regression could be ob
tained by including either Prandtl number or layer aspect ratio, 
L/D, in the correlation. 

The possibility of discrete transitions in the heat flux was tested 
by plotting Ra/, • Nui versus Ra/, on linear coordinates. Existence 
of such transitions appear on a linear plot as an abrupt change in 
the slope of the curve. Discrete transitions in heat flux have been 
reported in turbulent natural convection in horizontal fluid layers 
with heating from below and with heating with within [9, 11, 12, 
13,14]. Five transition RaL were found in this study. They are list
ed in Table 2 where a comparison is made with the transition Ray
leigh numbers found by Kulacki and Goldstein [9] for heat flux at 
the upper boundary of their system. The transition Rayleigh num
bers of this study were obtained using either a single plate spacing 
or data overlapping data from two plate spacings. Fig. 2 presents 

a 
rr 

10 
A L = 2.54cm 
D L =5.08 cm 

RaLxlCTb 

Fig. 2 A point of discrete transition in heat flux 

an example of a transition with overlapping data from two plate 
spacings. 

The second phase of the study was concerned with investigation 
of some of the features of steady turbulent convection and devel
oping convection when the layer was subjected to a step change in 
power input. 

In steady turbulent convection at Ra/, = 9.3 X 107 = 6.7 X 104 

Ra/,c, the thermocouple probe was positioned at various depths in 

10' i—r-r-rrmp-—i rr-1 I I N ITT] 1 I I I I ITT] 1—I U Ml 

Nu, = 0.305 RaL
v 0.239 

J i I LI-LI 11 _J I l I I Mi l I 111 I I 1 I I I 
10° I07 I0e 10s 5x10" 

Ra. 
Fig. 1 Dimenslonless heat transfer data and correlation of equation (2) 
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Table 2 Transition Raylelgh numbers compared with those of Kulacki and 
Goldstein [9] at the upper boundary of an Internally heated fluid layer with 
constant temperature surfaces 

This Study Kulacki and Goldstein 

Rar Ra /Ra 
i-J Li ^ C 

Ra L/2 RaL/2/RaL/2,c 

(Ra, = 1386) fRaL/2jc
 = 5 6°) 

4.2 x 10" 

4.9 x 10e 

3.05 x 10 

4.0 x 10* 

1.4 x 10" 

7 

3.03 x 10 

3.54 x 10" 

2.20 x 10^ 

2.89 x 10" 

1.01 x 10( 

1.2 x 10 

9.2 x 10* 

1.95 x 10" 

0.21 x 10 

i .64 x io ; 

3.48 x 10' 

the layer. Its amplified signal was recorded over approximately a 
one-hr period. Although the frequency response of the probe was 
quite limited, the time scale of temperature fluctuations in the 
layer was sufficiently large so that a relatively clear, though quali
tative, picture of the distribution of temperature fluctuations 
could be obtained. In Pig. 3 recorded temperature fluctuations are 
shown at positions in the layer from near the upper boundary (z/L 
= 0.934) to the lower boundary (z/L = 0). At z/L = 1, the mean 
temperature measured by the probe was the same as that of the 
upper boundary plate. Small fluctuations in the recorded tempera
ture were observed at z/L - 1, but these were not considered a true 
indication of turbulent temperature fluctuations due to the possi
ble existence of secondary flows in the probe well in the top plate. 

From Fig. 3 it can be seen that the magnitude of temperature 
fluctuations decrease with distance from the upper boundary. At 
z/L = 0.934, the largest fluctuations were recorded. Although it is 
possible that even larger temperature fluctuations occurred closer 
to the upper boundary, it is worth noting that the region of most 
intense temperature fluctuations observed in this study, 0.869 < 
z/L < 0.934, lies at the outer edge of the thermal boundary layer at 
the upper surface.3 Temperature fluctuations in this region indi
cate the downward release of cooled fluid blobs (sometimes called 
thermals) from the thermal boundary layer on the upper surface. 
Relatively few of these fluid blobs are able to maintain their ther
mal identity in the central and lower regions of the layer as evi
denced by the much lower magnitude of temperature fluctuations 
below z/L < 0.6. The interferometric data of Kulacki and Gold
stein [9] indicate a similar behavior of eddy motion and tempera
ture fluctuations in turbulent convection with energy sources and 
two isothermal boundaries. 

After all steady-state measurements were completed, the nature 
of both developing and decaying convection was investigated by 
recording the temperature versus time at various vertical positions 
in the layer. The results for a step change in Ra£ from zero to 9.3 X 
107 are shown in Fig. 4, and for a step change in Ra/, from 9.3 X 107 

3 For RaL = 9.3 X 107, (2) gives Nui = 24.5. By defining the thermal 
boundary thickness as 5T = AVNin, 6T - 0.041, or (z/L)r - (L — 6T)/L = 
0.96. 

to zero in Fig. 5. The interesting feature of the temperature pro
files was that for the first few minutes after power had been ap
plied to the layer (i.e., a positive step change in Rat) , a tempera
ture bulge developed in the upper 25 percent of the layer. This be
havior is believed to be caused by a dominating influence of con
duction near the upper boundary of the layer in the early period of 
flow development. For the remainder of the layer, buoyant forces 
and mixing effects are apparently strong enough, even at the start 
of volume heating, to produce the well-mixed "isothermal core" 
characteristic of turbulent convection. After a period sufficient for 
development of strong mixing and eddying effects near the upper 
boundary, the local temperature excess is wiped out. For the data 
shown in Fig. 4, there is no evidence of a temperature bulge after a 
layer Fourier number of 0.045. It was found that for all values of 
z/L, steady state had effectively been reached when Fo = 0.27, 
When the power to the layer was suddenly turned off, temperature 
profiles (Fig. 5) appeared to decay without evidence of any tem
perature excess (or defect) as had occurred during heat-up. The 
decay process without the presence of internal energy sources ap
parently involves a gradual and uniform slowing down of mixing 
and eddy effects throughout the layer. By comparing Figs. 4 and 5, 
it can be seen that for the lower 75 percent of the layer, the devel
opment of the temperature profile with internal heating proceeds 
at about the same rate if the Fourier number is redefined as Fo+ = 
0.268 - Fo. This may indicate a dynamical similarity between tur
bulent natural convection with and without internal heating in re
gions sufficiently far removed from the influence of conductive 
boundaries. 

E r r o r E s t i m a t e s 
The combined uncertainties in the thermophysical properties of 

the silver nitrate solution (evaluated at 1\ in all cases), geometri
cal factors, and power measurements resulted in a maximum ex
perimental uncertainty of 5-6 percent in Raz, and 4-5 percent in 
Nui. The temperature variation of the electrical conductivity of 
the electrolyte solution was neglected since maximum temperature 
differences in the fluid were of the order of 2°C or less and for 
most of the steady-state heat transfer data, were of the order of 
1°C. 
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Discussion 
The correlation for mean heat transfer obtained in this study is 

at variance with that of Fiedler and Wille [8] but in good agree
ment with the correlation of Kulacki and Goldstein [9] for heat 
transfer at the upper boundary of an internally heated fluid layer 
with two constant temperature surfaces. Fiedler and Wille's results 
in terms of the definitions of Nux and Ra/, are 

0.228 Nuj = 0.526 RaL 

2 x 105 < Ra L < 6 x 108 

0.29 < L/D< 1.65 
(5) 

The correlation for Fiedler and Wille gives values of Nui consider
ably greater than (2). In view of the fact that data in their experi
ment was for fluid layers with aspect ratios greater than 0.25 in a 
convection cell of 25 cm, it is entirely possible that the side walls of 
the cell had a marked effect on convection by aiding the develop
ment of a gross circulation pattern within the layer at high Ray
leigh number. In the present study, however, the large horizontal 
extent of the layer would minimize effects of such secondary flow 
due to side walls on the vertical energy transport in the central re
gion of the layer. 

To compare the results of the present study to those of Kulacki 
and Goldstein [9], a redefinition of the Rayleigh and Nusselt num
bers is necessary. First, we define a normalized Nusselt number 
such that: 

Nu* Nu/Nu . (6) 

where N i t = 2.0 for a layer with an insulated lower boundary and 
isothermal upper boundary, and Nuc = 4.0 for a layer with two 
equal temperature boundaries. Second, we redefine the Rayleigh 
number in terms of the entire layer thickness in the correlations of 
[9]. Next, consider that when the layer has two isothermal bounda
ries, the upward heat flux corresponds to a certain percent of the 
energy generated in the layer. The fraction of the layer corre
sponding to the upward heat flux is given by: 

L* 
L Nuj* + Nu 

(7) 

From [9] and the redefinition of the Rayleigh number, (7) be 
comes: 

L* 
L 

0.0968 R a t
M i 6 

0.0968 R a / - 2 3 6 +1K381 Ra J7
7 F S : r (8) 

The vertical position in the layer corresponding to a distance from 
the upper boundary equal to L* is defined to be a plane of essen
tially zero heat flux. Thus, to compare the heat transfer rates given 
by (2) with the correlation of [9], both the Rayleigh and the Nus
selt numbers in (2) are redefined in terms of L*. Table 3 below 
lists values of Nusselt numbers computed with the two correla
tions for selected values of Rayleigh number. 

From Table 3 it can be seen that (2) predicts Nusselt numbers 
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Fig. 4 Temperature profiles at various times after a step increase in RaL Fig. 5 Temperature profiles at various times after a step decrease in Ra<. 
from zero to 9.3 X 107 from 9.3 X 10? to zero 

Table 3 Comparison of Nusselt numbers for upward heat flux using (2) 
with the length scale L' and the correlation for upward heat flux given by 
Kulacki and Goldstein [9| 

Kulack i and G o l d s t e i n This Study 

Ra, Nu„ Nu L*/L Ra, Nu L* 1 

1 0 5 

1 0 6 

107 

1 0 8 

q 
i o y 

1 .46 

2.52 

4.34 

7.47 

12.87 

1 . 1 3 

1 .39 

1 .74 

2 . 1 5 

2.67 

0.564 

0.644 

0.715 

0.777 

0.828 

5.70 x 

1.11 X 

1.86 x 

2. 82 x 

3.89 x 

3 
10 

105 

106 

107 

i o 8 

1.21 

2 . 4 5 

4.81 

9.20 

17.23 
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somewhat larger than those of the Kulacki-Goldstein correlation 

for Ra/,» > 106. However, the agreement here is considered good 

since the Raz,/RaL,e range of present study extends considerably 

beyond that of [9]. 

It may be noted that prediction of both upward and downward 

heat fluxes in heat generating fluid layers with two isothermal 

boundaries may be made with fair accuracy with the results of the 

present study in conjunction with (7) and the definition of a plane 

of zero heat flux in the layer. The "half-layer" problem investi

gated here thus represents a convenient experimental technique 

for obtaining basic data for the more difficult problem of heat 

transfer in a layer with two equal temperature boundaries. 
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Experimental Investigation of 

Combined Forced and Free Laminar 

Convection in Horizontal Tubes 
The present study considers the effects of property variations on fully developed lami
nar flow heat transfer and pressure drop in horizontal tubes. A facility was developed to 
test electrically heated glass and stainless steel tubes, with distilled water and ethylene 
glycol as working fluids. The Nusselt number for fully developed flow depends primarily 
on Rayleigh number; however, the Prandtl number and a dimensionless tube wall pa
rameter are also required to correlate the four sets of heat transfer data. This correlation 
agrees well with data of most previous investigations. The friction factor increases with 
increasing Rayleigh number; data are within the bounds of limiting analytical predic
tions. 

I n t r o d u c t i o n 

Laminar flow heat transfer in tubes is encountered in a wide va
riety of engineering situations, including heat exchangers designed 
for viscous liquids in chemical process and food industries, com
pact heat exchangers for gas flows, and heat exchangers for bio
medical applications. Even though such heat exchangers are now 
being used widely, there is a lack of understanding of many details 
of laminar flow and heat transfer. In recent reviews, both Sabersky 
[l]2 and Porter [2] see a need to predict commonly occurring lami
nar heat transfer conditions with much greater accuracy. The dif
ficulties with laminar flows are associated with the fact that fluids 
which in practice are in this flow regime usually have properties 
which are strongly dependent on temperature. 

The present study is concerned with laminar flow in horizontal 
circular tubes which is the orientation of greatest industrial inter
est. During heating, the fluid near the wall is warmer and, there
fore, lighter than the bulk fluid in the core. As a consequence, two 
upward currents flow along the side walls, and, by continuity, the 
heavier fluid near the center of the tube flows downward. This sets 
up two spiralling vortices which are symmetrical about a vertical 
meridional plane. As a result of this combined forced and free con
vection flow, the heat transfer coefficient and the friction factor 
are well above the constant property predictions. 

1 Currently with General Atomic Company, San Diego, Calif. 
2 Numbers in brackets designate References at end of paper. 
Contributed by the Heat Transfer Division for publication in the JOUR

NAL OF HEAT TRANSFER. Manuscript received by the Heat Transfer 
Division August 2, 1974. Paper No. 75-HT-QQ. 

The present experiments were performed with electrically heat
ed tubes which approximate uniform wall heat flux. This boundary 
condition is representative of many engineering situations, for ex
ample, electric resistance (<;alrod) heating, nuclear heating, and 
counter-flow heat exchangers with equal thermal capacity rates. 
With uniform wall heat flux, a wall-minus-fluid temperature dif
ference exists throughout the tube; therefore, the secondary mo
tion continues along the tube axis. For a sufficiently long tube, a 
"fully developed" condition is reached such that the heat transfer 
coefficient is independent of the position (or reduced length, X). 
This is quite different from the uniform wall temperature bounda
ry condition where the secondary motion develops to a maximum 
intensity and then diminishes to zero as the temperature differ
ence decreases. 

For the numerous analytical solutions which have been proposed 
for fully developed flow, the usual boundary conditions are: uni
form heat flux axially and circumferentially (zero conductivity, 
ZC), and uniform average heat flux along the tube but uniform 
temperature at each axial location (infinite conductivity, IC). Most 
solutions utilize the IC boundary conditions [3-9]. The only study 
to consider the ZC boundary condition indicates that there are 
large differences between the IC and ZC solutions [10]; actual data 
would be expected to lie between these two limiting solutions. 

Experimental data are rather abundant for various fluids: air 
[11-14], water [15-20], and ethylene glycol [8, 21]. A composite 
plot of available experimental data for fully developed conditions 
is presented in Fig. 1 in terms of the usual Nusselt number-Ray-
leigh number representation. The substantial disagreement among 
various investigations for a given fluid, as well as among results for 
each of the three different fluids, is quite clear. 

Analytical results indicate that the friction factor for a fully 
developed laminar flow in a horizontal tube increases with increas-
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Fig. 1 Comparison of available experimental heat transfer data 

ing intensity of the secondary flow. The analytical studies include 
perturbation analyses [3, 22, 23], a boundary layer approximation 
[7], a boundary vorticity analysis [9], and a finite-difference solu
tion [10]. As in the case of the heat transfer solutions, the assumed 
boundary condition was IC except for the finite-difference study 
which considered both IC and ZC cases. A comparison of the avail
able analytical predictions of the friction factor is presented in Fig. 
2. The disagreement among the different investigations is, once 
more, quite clear. 

The only experimental data for friction factor appear to be those 
of Hussain and McComas [13] for air. Their results were approxi
mately 40 percent higher than the isothermal results over a Reyn
olds number range from 600 to 3000. No correlation of the experi
mental data was given. The shortage of experimental data makes it 
hard to judge the validity of the analytical predictions. 

The foregoing review of analytical and experimental studies 
points out the need for a study of this important case of fully de
veloped laminar flow in horizontal tubes with uniform wall heat 
flux. The present experiments are directed toward a better under
standing of the different variables and dimensionless groups which 
affect the heat transfer coefficient so that a more accurate predic
tion can be achieved for different fluids and tube materials. 

E x p e r i m e n t a l A p p a r a t u s 
The test facility is shown in Fig. 3. The working fluid was circu

lated through the closed loop by a small centrifugal pump. An ac

cumulator was installed at the pump outlet to dampen any pres
sure fluctuations. In the test-section line, fluid flowed through a 
filter, a flowmeter, and a preheater; it then flowed through the test 
section, merged with the fluid from the bypass line, passed 
through a heat exchanger, and returned to the pump. In order to 
minimize the dissolved gas in the system, a degassing tank, which 
also served as a surge tank, was provided. The loop was also 
equipped with a mixed-bed demineralizer to prevent fouling of the 
heated tubes when distilled water was used. 

The inlet fluid temperature was measured by a thermocouple 
probe installed directly in the fluid stream just prior to the heated 
section. The bulk temperature of the exit fluid was measured by a 
thermocouple probe placed in the mixing chamber. Pressure taps 
were .located 2.5 cm away from either side of the heated test sec
tions. The pressure drop across the test section was measured with 
a precision inclined manometer. 

One test section was constructed from a Pyrex, E-C coated glass 
tube (1.06 cm ID and 0.122 cm wall) manufactured by Corning 
Glass Company. The glass tube is externally coated with an opti
cally transparent, electrically conductive, tin-oxide layer. This 
tubing represents the closest possible approximation to the ZC 
boundary condition. The length of the heated section was 1.13 m. 
A 1.90 m long stainless steel tube with a similar diameter was used 
as velocity approach length. The glass tube was powered by a 220 
V a-c power supply controlled by an adjustable autotransformer. A 
wattmeter was used to measure the electrical power supplied. 

- N o m e n c l a t u r e 

cp = specific heat 
di = inside tube diameter 

/ = Fanning friction factor, 2gcdiAp/ 
(Lpu2) 

Gr = Grashof number, gfip2di3 (T„, , -
n ) /M 2 

Gr* = modified Grashof number, Gr Nu 
= gPp2d,iq"/p2k 

g = gravitational acceleration 
gc = gravitational constant 
h = circumferential average heat 

transfer coefficient, cji"/(Twj 
-T„) 

h(9) = local heat transfer coefficient, 
qi"l(Tw,i - Tb) 

k = fluid thermal conductivity 
kw = tube wall thermal conductivity 
Ls = tube length from onset of heating 

to measuring section 
Nu = circumferential average Nusselt 

number, hdi/k 
Pr = Prandtl number, cpp/k 

Pw = 
Pw* = 

P = 
Ap = 
q" = 
q" = 

q'" = 
Ra = 
Re = 
n = 
r2 = 

T 
T„ 

Tw 

f„ 

tube wall parameter, hdi2/{kwt) 
modified tube wall parameter, 

Pw/Nu = kD/kwt 
static pressure 
pressure drop 
local heat flux 
circumferential average heat flux 
rate of volumetric heat generation 
Rayleigh number, Gr Pr 
Reynolds number, pud\/p 
inside tube radius 
outside tube radius 
coordinate along tube periphery 
nondimensional coordinate along 

tube periphery, s/di 
local fluid temperature 
bulk or mixed-mean fluid temper

ature 
local wall temperature 
circumferential average wall.tem

perature 
tube wall thickness 

u 
X 

o = 

average velocity 
reduced length, Ls/(dt Re Pr) 
isobaric thermal expansion coeffi-

1 / Up \ 
went, - T \jpp)p 

angle measured clockwise from top 
of tube 

dynamic viscosity 
density 

Subscripts 

b = evaluated at bulk fluid tempera
ture 

c = denotes circumferential heat flow 
f = evaluated at fluid film tempera

ture, (f„,,, + T„)/2 
i = at inside wall of tube 
o = at outside wall of tube; isothermal 
w - evaluated at tube wall tempera

ture 

Fluid properties are evaluated at the bulk 
temperature unless otherwise indicated 
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The outside wall temperatures were measured at an axial loca
tion 1.05 m downstream from the onset of heating. Four thermo
couples were placed 90 deg apart, circumferentially, at the measur
ing section to record the outer tube wall temperature profile. Vac
uum couplings at both ends of the glass tube permitted the rota
tion of the tube during each run so that an accurate circumferen
tial wall temperature profile could be obtained. Due to electrical 
pickup, it was necessary to electrically insulate the thermocouple 
beads from the wall with 0.008 cm thick strips of insulation paper. 

In order to insure that the thermocouples were located in an adi-
abatic region, a guard shield surrounded the thermocouples at the 
measuring section. The guard shield was constructed from a 5 cm 
dia, 15 cm long aluminum tube which was slit nearly through, long
itudinally, into four separate sections. Each section was wrapped 
with insulated heater wire connected to four separate variacs. Four 
thermocouples were then attached to the inside wall of the guard 
shield opposite the corresponding tube wall thermocouples. In this 
way, the inner wall temperatures of the guard shield segments 
could be independently adjusted to approximate the outer tube 
wall temperature profile. The remainder of the glass tube was in
sulated with a 2.5 cm thick glass fiber insulating tube. 

The metal test section was constructed from a 304 stainless steel 
tube with an overall length of 3.26 m. Heat was applied to the last 
1.22 m of the tube: the remainder of the tube was used to develop 
the flow hydrodynamically prior to its entering the heated section. 
The inside tube diameter and wall thickness were 1.02 cm and 0.05 
cm, respectively. The circumferential conductance (kwt) of the 
metal tube was about seven times that of the glass tube, which was 
an adequate variation to test the influence of this parameter. 

This test section was heated directly by a d-c current supplied 
by a motor-generator set. The power input to the test section was 
determined by measuring the current (calibrated shunt) and the 
total voltage (digital voltmeter) across the heated section. The out
side wall temperature was measured at two axial locations, 0.28 m 
and 1.12 m from the onset of heating point, with four thermocou
ples at each axial location. 

Experimental Procedure 
Distilled water was the first working fluid to be used because of 

its availability and wide application. Several other fluids were con
sidered, and ethylene glycol was found to be the most suitable for 
extending the Prandtl number range. 

After filling the loop with distilled water, degassing was accom
plished by bleeding a portion of the loop water into the top of the 
vigorously boiling degassing tank. The dissolved gas content was 
maintained at such a low level that no gas evolution was observed 
in the visual section during the course of the experiments. During 
preliminary experiments, it was found that gas bubbles significant

ly altered the heat transfer characteristics of the laminar flow. 
After the water data for both the glass and metal test sections 

were collected, the loop was dried and filled with ethylene glycol. 
Since the gas content of the glycol in the loop was measured to be 
below 18 cc/l and no gas bubbles were observed during heating, 
there was no need for degassing. 

The testing generally proceeded by increasing the power input 
to the test section while maintaining a constant flow rate and inlet 
temperature. After equilibrium was established, the outer wall 
temperatures were recorded with the heated section in two posi
tions (0 and 45 deg). The eight temperature measurements and the 
condition of symmetry around a vertical meridional plane sufficed 
to accurately determine the circumferential wall temperature pro
file. The test-section flow rate, inlet and outlet fluid temperatures, 
and electric power input were also recorded. 

Isothermal pressure drop data were obtained by varying the 
fluid inlet temperature for different flow rates. Due to the small 
pressure drop and the relatively large time constant of the measur
ing system, it was necessary to wait as much as one hour before re
cording the differential head of the indicating fluid. The procedure 
used for obtaining the nonisothermal pressure drop data was es
sentially the same as that followed in the heat transfer runs. The 
only difference was that the outer tube wall temperature was not 
recorded. Instead, the mean wall temperature was calculated from 
the heat transfer results, as described in the next section. 

D a t a R e d u c t i o n 
The local bulk temperature at the measuring section was com

puted from inlet temperature, flow rate, and power input. Heat in
puts based on fluid enthalpy rise could not be estimated accurately 
due to insufficient agitation of the fluid in the mixing chamber. 
The actual power input to the test section was, therefore, consid
ered to be the measured electric power as corrected for heat loss 
through the insulation (about 1.5 percent). 

The major task in the data reduction was to determine the cir
cumferential variation of the heat flux and the inside wall temper
ature for both the glass and metal tubes. These quantities were de
duced from the outside wall temperature measurements and the 
known total heat input. In order to determine the desired heat flux 
and temperature distributions, it was necessary to solve the two-
dimensional conduction equation for the tube wall, taking into ac
count both radial and tangential heat transfer. The glass and metal 
tubes were analyzed separately because, due to the nature of the 
heat generation, they have different boundary conditions at the 
outer surface of the tube. A periodic function was used to approxi
mate the measured tube wall temperatures, and the heat conduc
tion equations were solved by standard methods. 

Typical derived inner tube wall parameters for the glass tube are 

2.0 ~TTTTT ~l I TTTTT 7-TTrrrrri 7rT----r-7-T-TTT 

[10] »IC" . 
5 

[7] / / / /TV 
Pr = 0.72 / 1 / 2 / / P r " 4 ' 

f/f„ 

PERTURBATION 
BOUNDARY VORTIC1TY 
BOUNDARY LAYER 
FINITE DIFFERENCE 

Fig. 2 Comparison of available analyt ical pressure drop predictions 
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shown in Fig. 4. It is evident that there is a significant deviation of 
the local heat flux from the average value. In accordance with the 
variation in inner wall temperature, there is a large variation in 
local Nusselt number. The two-dimensional solution for the inner 
wall temperature is compared with a one-dimensional solution ob
tained simply by subtracting a constant temperature drop from 
each measured value. This correction was obtained by solving the 
one-dimensional heat conduction equation using the average heat 
flux. Since the one-dimensional and two-dimensional solutions 
give essentially the same results, the simpler one-dimensional 
method was used for data reduction. 

The tube wall temperature drop ranged from 1 to 22°C for the 
glass tube and was always less than 0.5°C for the metal tube. The 
circumferential average wall temperature was computed from the 
eight inner wall temperatures by numerical integration. The aver
age heat transfer coefficient was then calculated by using the heat 
flux based on the inside tube surface area, average inner wall tem
perature, and calculated bulk fluid temperature at the measuring 
section. Reynolds and Nusselt numbers are based on the inside 
tube diameter. The Grashof number is defined in terms of the local 
average wall-to-bulk-fluid temperature difference and the inside 
tube diameter. Properties were evaluated at the local bulk fluid 
temperature or the film temperature, as described subsequently. 

For isothermal pressure drop runs, inlet fluid temperature was 
used to evaluate all physical properties. The indicating fluid dif
ferential head was used to calculate the pressure drop across the 
test section. When taking data for the heating runs, only the inlet 
fluid temperature, flow rate, and power input were recorded. All 
conditions were evaluated at the midpoint of the test section. The 
average tube wall temperature was obtained through multiple iter
ations, using the correlation developed for the heat transfer data. 

Further details of the apparatus, test procedure, and data reduc
tion are given in [24]. 

Discussion of Results 
Data Trends . The variation of Nu as a function of the reduced 

length, X, for various values of Ra is shown in Fig. 5 for ethylene 
glycol flow in the metal tube. Also shown, as limiting cases, are an
alytical predictions for pure forced convection with parabolic ve
locity distribution [25] and a composite of solutions for Pr = 5 [20]. 
The pronounced effect of free convection is quite clear from the 
present data which are as much as six times higher than the con
stant property predictions. The vertical spread in the data repre
sents a range of heat fluxes, with the highest Nu corresponding to 
the highest heat flux. Since Ra was a dependent variable, lines of 
constant Ra could only be obtained by interpolating the data. Esti
mated lines of constant Ra in Fig. 5 are essentially horizontal for 
the range of the reduced length considered, which indicates that 
fully developed conditions were obtained prior to the measuring 
sections. 

Since the data were taken under fully developed conditions, a 
more detailed comparison can be obtained by using Nu and Ra as 
correlation parameters in accordance with the examples given in 
[5, 20]. Such plots are shown in Fig. 6 for water and ethylene gly
col; data from both tubes tested are included. The straight-line 
character of the four sets of data is quite clear in this figure. The 
ethylene glycol data lie above the water data for the same tube, 
and the metal tube data for both fluids are well above the glass 
tube data. These results suggest that the Nusselt number is af
fected not only by Ra and other variations in the physical proper
ties of the working fluid, but also by the properties of the tube 
wall. 

In view of the variable fluid properties and the pronounced ef
fect of the tube wall circumferential conductance, it is not appro
priate to make a direct comparison with other work reported in the 
literature except for glass tube water data given in [20] and the 
limiting IC and ZC boundary condition analyses presented in [10]. 
The metal tube water data are below the IC prediction, while the 
glass tube water data lie, in general, below the ZC prediction for 
Ra < 2.5 X 10°, and above the prediction for higher Rayleigh num-

CONDENSERj 

INCLINED MANOMETER 
DEGASSING AND| 
SURGE TANK 

C O O L I N G 
WATER 

Fig. 3 Schematic layout of test loop 

90 135 

1, DEGREES 

Fig. 4 Circumferential variation of inside wall temperature, heat flux, and 
Nusselt number for water with glass tube—run 31 

bers. When compared with previous glass tube water data [20], the 
present data have less scatter and are in better agreement with the 
ZC prediction. 

Correlation of Heat Transfer Data. Different procedures 
were used to best correlate the four sets of heat transfer, data. For 
the variable fluid properties, the traditional viscosity correction 
factor, inw/iib)0'14, was first employed. When applied to the two 
working fluids for each test section, this correction factor could not 
account for the variable property effect even when the exponent 
was varied. The inadequacy of this correction factor is due in part 
to the fact that no properties other than viscosity are considered. 
The recent proposal by Fand and Keswani [26] to include a more 
general property correction factor for each dimensionless parame
ter is somewhat impractical due to the difficulty of obtaining the 
many exponents. 

Since the major velocity and thermal gradients occur in a thin 
layer near the wall, the mean film temperature is a reasonable 
choice for evaluation of all fluid properties. The Prandtl number 
was used as a correlating parameter in addition to Nu and Ra to 
reconcile data for the two fluids. 
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Fig. 5 Nusseit number as a function of reduced length for ethylene glycol 
with metal tube 

Turning now to the tube wall effect, a steady-state energy bal
ance for the tube element ds, shown in Fig. 7, yields 

<?o' q'"t - h(e)(TWii - Tb) + K^C Twdr = 0 (1) 

For the glass tube, q'" = 0, while for the metal tube <jo" = 0. If the 
radial wall temperature variation across the thin tube wall is ne
glected compared to the circumferential variation, and the local 
heat transfer coefficient h(8) is replaced by an average value h, 
equation (1) can be written as 

9ol 
h 

't 
h 

(X,.,- - Th) 
1 8 7V 

Pw ds* 
0 (2) 

where Pw = (hd\/kw)(dx/t). The tube wall parameter, Pw, repre
sents the ratio between the peripheral and radial thermal resis
tances and can be regarded as an extension of the nondimensional 
group proposed by Iqbal, et al. [27] and Shah and London [28]. It 
can also be interpreted as the product of a Biot number and a two-
dimensional geometry ratio. The two extreme theoretical values of 
Pw, zero and infinity, correspond to the IC and ZC tube boundary 
conditions, respectively. 

The final correlation of fluid property and tube wall effects is 
presented in Fig. 8. Following the correlation scheme presented by 
Churchill and Usagi [29], the following equation was developed: 

Nu, ={ (4 .36 ) 2 + [0.055 ( 
G r / P r / , , 1 . 3 5 

Pw TCTTT 
)0.401Z1: 0.401211/2 (3) 

The Grashof number is utilized in this equation rather than Ray-
leigh number in order to avoid having two terms involving Prandtl 
number. 

An alternate form of the correlation is given by equation (4) 
which incorporates redefined Grashof number and tube wall pa
rameter: 

Nu, ={ (4 .36 ) 2 
[ 0 . 1 4 5 ( ^ S & 2 e 5 f } m 

Piv*^ 

This equation is more convenient for design as the Nusseit num
ber is given explicitly, except for the iteration required to establish 
the film temperature. Based on the range of parameters tested, 
these correlation equations are expected to be valid for 3 X 104 < 
Ra < 106, 4 < Pr < 175, and 2 < Pw < 66. 

Fig. 9 indicates that equation (3) is in good agreement with the 
data of a number of previous investigations. Included are a variety 
of metal test sections with air, water, and ethylene glycol as work-
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Fig. 6 Fully developed heat transfer data for water and ethylene glycol 
with different tubes 

Fig. 7 Steady-state energy balance for a tube wall element 
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ing fluids. The data range is well outside the range of the present 
test data. 

Two studies which would test the present correlation at the high 
end are not included in Pig. 9. The data of Ede [15] could not be 
interpreted in terms of the present coordinates as the data points 
were not identified according to Prandtl number or as to which of 
the several thick walled (PwmSlX ~2) zinc tubes was used. The heat 
transfer data reported by Siegwarth, et al. [8] were taken with a 
6.35 cm ID aluminum tube with 2.5 cm wall (Pwmm ~0.25). The 
estimated data of Ede and the data of Siegwarth, et al., extend sev
eral decades beyond the present data given in Fig. 9, and the Nus-
selt numbers are considerably lower. 

Both of these tubes would be subject to axial conduction, which 
generally has the effect of making the calculated Nu too low and 
the calculated Gr too high; however, this does not appear to be a 
major factor. No satisfactory explanation for the discrepancy or al
ternate correlation technique was found to bring these data in line 
with the data shown in Fig. 9. 

Correlat ion of Pressure Drop Data. Isothermal friction fac
tor data for water flow in the glass tube, though not presented in 
the interests of space, are in good agreement with the Darcy fric
tion factor prediction of 64/Re for laminar flow in tubes. Due to 
the very low values of pressure drop (20 to 50 N/m2), it was very 
difficult to obtain an accurate indication of the changes in pressure 
drop due to heating. After considering various alternatives, the 
adiabatic pressure drop measurements were taken only for ethyl

ene glycol, since the pressure drop level was more than ten times 
that for water. 

The friction factor data for ethylene glycol, with and without 
heating, are presented in Fig. 10 for the glass and metal tubes. All 
fluid properties for the heating runs were evaluated at the mean 
film temperature, at an axial location halfway along the heated 
section. The pressure drop data were obtained for Re = 20-400 
and Pr = 40-120. The isothermal friction factor data for both glass 
and metal tubes agree with Darcy's formula. The nonisothermal 
friction factor data, on the other hand, are as much as 50 percent 
higher than the corresponding isothermal values. 

The nonisothermal factor data for ethylene glycol are presented 
in Fig. 11 as a ratio of ff/fo versus Ra/. The ratio ff/fo increases 
with increasing Rayleigh number as a result of increasing secon
dary flow intensity. The type of tube wall does not seem to have a 
pronounced effect on the friction factor data. A correlation expres
sion, which satisfies the lower limit value of the ratio ff/fo, is given 

by 

f' = {l 
.h 

(0.195 Ra / - 1 5 ) 1 5 } 0. IS-v tS l l / IS (5) 

Analytical predictions applicable to the ranges of Ra and Pr 
characterizing the experimental data are not available. Neverthe
less, Fig. 11 shows that the present friction factor data are con
tained within the IC and ZC predictions of Newell and Bergles 
[10] for Pr = 4.5. The present data, however, do not reflect the 
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Fig. 9 Comparison of present correlation with available data 
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large difference in friction factor between the two boundary condi
tions of [10]. At low Ra, the present experimental results seem to 
approach the boundary vorticity prediction [9] for Pr = 10. 

Conc lus ions 
Experimental results for horizontal electrically heated tubes 

show that the heat transfer coefficients deviate by up to a factor of 
six from the traditional analytical predictions, mainly due to the 
inadequacy of the constant property assumptions. The data indi
cate that the Nusselt number is affected by the Rayleigh number, 
variations in the physical properties of the working fluid, and the 
circumferential conductance of the tube wall. 

Fluid property effects are correlated by evaluating all fluid 
properties at the film temperature and by using Prandtl number as 
an additional correlation parameter. The tube wall parameter, Pw 
= (hdi/kw)(fli/t), successfully .reconciles the data for glass and 
metal tubes. The final heat transfer correlation, which includes 
both Prandtl number and the tube wall correlation parameters, is 
in good agreement with most of the available data from previous 
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Fig. 10 Frict ion factor data for ethylene glycol wi th glass tube 

investigations for various fluids and tube wall materials. Further 
tests should be conducted at large Rayleigh numbers where the 
correlation does not agree with reported data. 

The pressure drop data indicate that the friction factor in
creases with increasing Rayleigh numbers. However, the type of 
tube wall has less effect on the friction factor than on the heat 
transfer coefficient. Within the range of Rayleigh and Prandtl 
numbers considered in this study, no data are available for com
parison. However, the present data are within the lower and upper 
bounds established by analysis. 
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Heat Transfer Augmentation in 
Laminar Fully Developed Channe 
Flow by Means of Heating 
From Below 
Results are reported of an experimental investigation of fully developed forced convec
tion between two horizontal plates when the lower plate is heated and the upper one is 
cooled. The experiments covered a range of Rayleigh numbers between 100 and 13,500 
and Reynolds numbers less than 100 using air. The heat transfer measurements show a 
sharp increase of heat transfer coefficient when longitudinal vortex rolls appear in the 
passage which indicates the considerable heat-transfer augmentation obtained in this 
way. Comparison of heat transfer coefficients for fully developed cases and those for con
fined cases indicates that there is no appreciable difference between them. Periodic 
spanwise temperature distributions created by vortex rolls are distorted by a second 
type of vortex rolls as the Rayleigh number increases. Because of the interaction the reg
ular vortex structure disappears around Rayleigh number 8000. 

1 I n t r o d u c t i o n 

It is well known that a horizontal layer of fluid, when heated 
from below and cooled above, becomes unstable when the temper
ature difference is increased above a critical value. Above the criti
cal value several forms of fluid motion have been observed [l].1 In 
the case of a superposed fully developed flow between two horizon
tal flat plates where the lower plate is heated and the upper one is 
cooled, longitudinal vortex rolls appear in the passage when the 
temperature difference becomes larger than a critical value [2]. In 
either case, below the critical point heat is transported from the 
lower plate to the upper one by conduction through the fluid, and 
the temperature changes linearly in the fluid. Above the critical 
point the heat transfer rate is increased by the thermal instability 
and the temperature field is strongly influenced by the motion of 
vortex rolls. 

There are several works available concerning the change of heat 
transfer rate due to the thermal instability for a confined horizon
tal layer of fluid. Mull and Reiher (reported by Jacob [3]) mea
sured the heat transfer rate in the range of Ra = 1500-6.3 X 106 in 
air. Malkus [4] conducted experiments using distilled water and 

1 Number in brackets designate References at end of paper. 
Contributed bv the Heat Transfer Division for publication in the JOUR

NAL OF HEAT TRANSFER. Manuscript received by the Heat Transfer 
Division January 27,1975. Paper No. 75-HT-SS. 

acetone in the range of Ra = 10-1010. The work of Silveston [5] was 
done on several fluids and covered Ra = 350-3.8 X 105. Globe and 
Dropkin [6] used several fluids to investigate the effect of Prandtl 
number on heat transfer rate in the range of Ra between 1.51 X 105 

and 6.76 X 108. Plows [7] studied the problem numerically, and 
calculated the change of heat transfer rate due to two-dimensional 
vortex rolls. 

As for heat transfer with a superposed fully developed flow on a 
thermal instability between two horizontal plates only a few pa
pers are available. Mori and Uchida [2] solved the governing non
linear equations of the problem approximately using the energy in
tegral method. They also reported experimental data taken mainly 
at Ra = 8000, Re 4= 520 to compare with their theoretical results. 
Ogura and Yagihashi [8] and Hwang and Cheng [9] solved the 
problem by numerical methods. As noted by Hwang and Cheng [9], 
the governing equations for the fully developed case are identical 
to those for the confined case with two-dimensional vortex rolls 
studied by Plows [7]. Nakayama, et al. [10] studied theoretically 
the onset of instability when both lower and upper plates were 
subjected to identical uniform axial temperature gradients, and 
Akiyama, et al. [11] verified the results experimentally. 

In the present experiments the heat transfer rate was measured 
for a fully developed flow of air in the range Ra = 100-13,500. 
Temperature distributions were investigated more extensively and 
for a wider range of Rayleigh number in the present work than in 
Mori and Uchida's experiments in order to study the effects of vor
tex rolls on the temperature field in more detail. 
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2 E x p e r i m e n t a l A p p a r a t u s a n d P r o c e d u r e 

A sketch of the test apparatus is shown in Pig. 1. The test sec
tion was 26.7 cm wide and 26.7 cm long. The lower plate of the test 
section was made of a 6.35 mm thick aluminum plate whose sur
face was polished, and the flatness was carefully checked. Two 
electrical heating mats were bonded to the back of the aluminum 
plate to ensure uniform heating. One heater covered the entire up
stream half of the plate, and the other covered the downstream 
half. The input to each heater was controlled individually by a 
voltage controller. The upper plate of the test section was made of 
a 6.35 mm thick plexiglas plate. The plate was reinforced by alumi
num beams to keep it flat. The upper plate was cooled by water 
flowing above it. The cooling water was circulated by a constant 
temperature circulator which controlled the temperature of the 
water within ± 0.01 °C. The surface temperatures of the lower and 
upper plates were measured by several copper-constantan thermo
couples embedded in both plates. 

The side walls of the test section were made of 3.2 mm thick in
sulating boards to minimize heat conduction through them. The 
height of the test section was adjusted by the height of the side 
walls. 

Air from a compressor passed through a channel diffuser and a 
45.7 cm long rectangular channel before entering into the test sec
tion. The volume flow rate of air was measured by a flowmeter. 
The flow rate was controlled by a flowrate controller. The mean air 
speed at the test section was calculated from the total flow rate. To 
obtain fully developed velocity and temperature profiles over a 
large part of the test section, the Reynolds number (based on the 
mean speed and the height of the test section) was kept below 100. 

The heat transfer rate was calculated from the net heat input to 
the air in the test section. The net heat input is given by 

TEST SECTION 

<?N = Qi QL QL QL 

QTOTAL is the total input to the downstream heater. QL.C is the 
heat loss to the back of the heater by conduction. QL.C was calcu
lated from the amount of heat passing through a 1.90 cm thick 
plexiglas plate which was placed underneath the heater. QL.C was 
found to be about 14 percent of QTOTAL- QL.R is the heat loss by 
radiation, and is calculated from the equation 

QL.R = e a ( y i 4 - Ti) x=(Area) 
QL.R was about 5 percent of QTOTAL- QL is the heat loss not ac
counted for by the previous two, such as conduction loss through 
the side walls and the heat loss to the surrounding air. QL cannot 
be measured directly. When the flow is fully developed, and the 
temperature difference is below the critical value, heat is trans-
fered from the lower plate to the upper one by conduction. Thus, 
since the thermal conductivity of air is known QNET can be calcu
lated. Then QL was calculated using the measured values of QTO
TAL QL.C, and QL,R- In this way the value of QL was checked 

3-WAY 
TRAVERSING 

DEVICE 

HEATING MAT 

Fig. 1 Sketch of test apparatus 

under various experimental conditions. QL was found to be about 
10 percent of QTOTAL-

Since the surface temperature of the bottom plate was kept very 
uniform (the deviation was within the accuracy of thermocouples 
which was about ±1 percent) throughout the experiments, the 
edge effect was neglected. 

The heat transfer coefficient and Nusselt number are defined as 

Qn 
A r e a 

= h(Tl - T2) 

hD 

NU = -— 

The error due to all factors in the value of Nu was estimated to be 
±10 percent. 

To measure velocity and temperature distributions in the test 
section, a probe was inserted from the open end of the test section. 
The probe was supported by a three-way traversing device. Tem
perature was measured by a copper-constantan thermocouple 
probe. Velocity and temperature fluctuations were measured by a 
hot wire probe (5 micron dia platinum wire) which was operated by 
a constant current anemometer. 

3 E x p e r i m e n t a l R e s u l t s 

3.1 Pre l iminary Investigation of Flow Field. The flow 
field was observed visually by slowly introducing cigarette smoke 
into the test section. Photographs were taken through the trans-

- N o m e n c l a t u r e . 

h 
Nu 

QTOTAL 

Q N E T 

QL.C 

QL.H 

QL 

Ra 
Re 

D = height of the passage 
Gr = Grashof number, gjj A TO3/"2 

g = acceleration of gravity 
= heat transfer coefficient 
= Nusselt number, hD/k 
= total input to the heater 
= net energy input 
= total energy lost to the back of 

the heater 
= total energy lost by radiation 
= total energy loss minus QL.c 

and Qi,« 
= Rayleigh number, g(3ATDs/vK 
= Reynolds number, UD/v 

T = 
Ti = 

T» = 

AT = 

Tm = 

u 

temperature 
surface temperature of the 

heated plate 
surface temperature of the 

cooled plate 
temperature difference, Tt — 

Ta 

mean temperature in the pas
sage, % (Tt + T2) 

average temperature at a given 
z 

temperature fluctuation 
volume averaged speed of the 

main flow 

x = coordinate parallel to the main 
flow direction 

y = coordinate in spanwise direc
tion 

z = coordinate normal to horizontal 
plates 

ji = coefficient of volumetric ex
pansion 

t = emissivity 
K = thermal diffusivity of air at Tm 
A = wavelength (pitch) of vortex 

rolls 
v — kinematic viscosity of air at T,„ 
a = Stefan-Boltzman constant 
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Fig. 3 together with the parabolic profile for fully developed chan
nel flow. Since hot wires cannot measure small speeds, the speed [j
was set higher (20cm/s) for this measurement than the value used
for the present experiments. Fig. 3 confirms that the velocity pro
file is fully developed at the measuring location.

Similarly, transverse temperature distributions were measured
at the same location with through flow when there was a tempera
ture difference which did not exceed the critical value. The data
given in Fig. 4 show that the temperature distribution is linear as
in a fully developed flow.

Thus, in the range of Reynolds number studied here, both veloc
ity and temperature distributions were found to be fully developed
over the downstream half of the test section where the heat trans
fer measurements were made.

3.2 Heat Transfer Rate. In Fig. 5 Nusselt numbers versus
Rayleigh numbers are plotted for both the fully developed ease
(7.5 mm < D < 15 mm, 10 < Re < 100) and the confined case. The
present data are compared with the empirical curve obtained by
Silveston [5] for the confined case, and with the experimental data
and the theoretical curve given by Mori and Uchida for the fully
developed case which is written as

parent upper wall for both the confined (no through flow) cases
and the fully developed cases. For the confined cases both up
stream and downstream ends of the test section were closed. Sam
ple photographs are shown in Fig. 2.

For the confined cases the flow structure above the critical Ray
leigh number changes with the gap between two plates as observed
by Chandra [1]. At D *9 mm so-called Benard cells were clearly
observed. For D > 10 mm hexagonal cells appeared only sporadi
cally, and the flow field was dominated by longitudinal cells. Such
variation of the flow structure with D is probably due to the varia
tion of physical parameters (e.g., viscosity) with temperature
(SchlUter, et a!. [12], Segel and Stuart [13]). As D becomes smaller,
the critical temperature difference rapidly increases (proportional
ly to [)-:l) for a fixed Ra so that the nonuniformity of physical pa
rameters in the flow field becomes important.

When the fluid in the test section is moving at a constant speed,
longitudinal vortex rolls aligned to the flow direction are predomi
nant. However, when the speed is very small, the flow structure re
sembles that of the enclosed cases. For Re > 10 (in all cases stud
ied herein) we observed well defined longitudinal vortex rolls in
the range of temperature difference and passage height studied
herein.

Transverse (z-direction) velocity distributions were measured at
the location halfway from the beginning of the test section when
both walls were at equal temperature. The data are presented in

Fig. 3 Fully developed velocity distrlbulion
The present results are also compared with the numerical re

sults obtained by Hwang and Cheng [9].
As can be seen in Fig. 5 there is a sharp increase of Nusselt num

ber across the critical Rayleigh number, and there is no apprecia
ble difference in heat transfer rate between the fully developed
case and the confined case. Both sets of the present data agree
very well with Silveston's curve. Nu calculated from equation (1) is
smaller than the present data, and the difference increases as Ha
increases. Considering the approximation method adopted by
Mori and Uchida, their results are expected to be good for Ray
leigh number not very much larger than the critical value. In their
experiments Mori and Uchida calculated the Nusselt number from
the temperature gradient at the surface of the heated plate. Such a
procedure is not very reliable when the temperature field is com-

(1)

1600012000

---

SILVESTON

HWANG & CHENG (NUMERICAL SOLUTION I
MORI & UCHIDA (ANALYTICAL SOLUTION)

A MORI &: UCHlDA (EXPERIMENTAL DATA)

Ra
BODO4000

Nu = 1 + 1.413(1 _ Ract )

Ra

PRESENT DATA

• FULLY DEVELOPED CASE
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Fig. 5 Nusselt number versus Rayleigh number
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Fig. 6 (b) Spanwise temperature distribution 

plicated as in the present problem. Moreover, as explained in the 
next section, for Ra > 8000 regular vortex rolls disappear, and the 
fluid motion becomes irregular, which makes it almost impossible 
to calculate with reasonable accuracy the overall heat transfer rate 
from temperature distributions. For those reasons, the data taken 
by Mori and Uchida differ from the present data by as much as 20 
percent, and the difference is largest for Ra > 8000. Numerical re
sults of Hwang and Cheng show slightly larger Nu than the present 
data. The difference is about 10 percent, which is within the error 
of the present experiments. 

For large Ra (> 8000) Nu changes proportionaly to Ra I /3 . Not
ing the definition of Ra and Nu, this means that the heat transfer 
rate becomes independent of D. 

The data also showed that as long as the flow in the test section 
was fully developed the heat transfer was independent of Reynolds 
number in the range of Reynolds number studied herein (Re < 
100), which agrees with equation (1). 

The parameter which shows the importance of buoyancy forces 
in a forced flow problem is called the Froude number (=Re2 /Gr). 
Body forces become significant when the Froude number is of unit 
order of magnitude or smaller. In the present experiments the 
Froude number ranged from 0.04 to 10. However, if longitudinal 
vortex rolls are fully developed, the temperature distribution is in
dependent of the axial distance and the axial velocity. Conse
quently, the heat transfer rate does not depend on Reynolds num
ber. On the other hand, when the flow field is turbulent, a part of 
the main stream kinetic energy is converted into turbulent kinetic 
energy through the interaction of Reynolds stresses and the main 
shear flow. Such a process depends on the Reynolds number. 
Therefore, when the Rayleigh number is very large (much greater 
than 8000) the transfer rate is expected to depend on the Reynolds 
number and, thus, the Froude number becomes an important fac
tor. 

It may be useful for practical purposes to correlate the experi
mental data by a single equation. The method used for the correla
tion was developed by Churchill and Usagi [14]. 

Near the critical Ra, a Taylor's series expansion of equation (1) 
gives 

1 413 
Nu —>- 1 + - ^ (Ra - Ra c r) as (Ra - Rac r) —*- 0 

and from the results obtained by Globe and Dropkin [6] for corn-
fined cases, we have 

Nu —-> 0.069 ( R a ) 1 / 3 for 1.51 x 105 < Ra < 6.86 x 10 s 

Then using the method of Churchill and Usagi, one obtains the fol
lowing expression: 

Nu = 1 + 
8.30 x 10-"(Ra - R a j 

/ 1 + T 4 5 x 10-4(Ra - Ra„ r )
4 / 3 

(2) 

Equation (2) is plotted in Fig. 5. It correlated the experimental 
data very well. 

3.3 Temperature Distribution. Spanwise temperature dis
tributions were measured for several Rayleigh numbers at z/D = 
0.5. The results are shown in Fig. 6. At Ra = 1530 and Re = 14 
(slightly below the critical value), the temperature distribution, 
which is uniform at lower Ra, is slightly disturbed (note the scale 
of the ordinate). The disturbance is very small, but it already 
shows the trace of periodicity, which indicates weak vertical fluid 
motion. Chandra [1] also observed the vertical motion of fluid at 
Ra < Racr in the flow visualization experiments for confined cases. 
At Ra = 1960 and Re = 14, the spanwise temperature distribution 
has very regular sinusoidal shape, which indicates the appearance 
of longitudinal vortex rolls. The temperature is high in the region 
where the fluid is moving upward and low where it is moving 
downward. For Ra up to about 8000, the spanwise temperature 
distribution in the midplane remains very similar. The similarity is 
shown in Fig. 7, in which the data taken under various conditions 
are plotted. Scaling the spanwise length by the average pitch of 
vortex rolls the spanwise temperature distribution in the midplane 
is expressed as 

T ' J * = 0.20 cos {2-nh for 1900 < Ra < 8000 
AY A 

where Tm = 1/2 (1\ + T2) 
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From the spanwise temperature measurements, the pitch of vor
tex rolls averaged over several wavelengths was calculated. In Fig. 
8 the average pitch is plotted against the height of the test section. 
The pitch was found to be equal to 2D, as predicted by the linear
ized theory [2]. Measurements showed that the pitch remains con
stant with Ra. As plotted in Fig. 8, the data taken by Mori and 
Uchida show that the pitch becomes constant for D > 15 mm. No 
such behavior was observed in the present experiment. The data 
by Mori and Uchida seem to contradict the smoke photographs 
taken by Akiyama, et al. [11] which show very regular square cells 
at D = 25.4 mm. 

For Ra > 8000, the spanwise temperature distribution becomes 
irregular (Fig. 6), which suggests the disappearance of regular vor
tex rolls. At the same time fluctuations of the temperature begins 
to be noticeable. Fig. 9 shows the temperature fluctuation level 
measured by a hot wire located at the midplane. The temperature 
fluctuation remains nearly zero up to Ra = 8000, but for Ra > 8000 
it increases sharply with increasing Ra. This behavior was ob
served for both the fully developed case and the confined case. The 
frequency of the fluctuation was rather low, mostly under 150 cy-
cles/s. No jump of heat transfer rate was observed in this range of 
Ra. As mentioned in the previous section, Nu becomes proportion
al to Ra1/3 from about Ra = 8000. 

These fluctuations are caused by what Mori and Uchida called 
"second type vortex rolls." These rolls have half the size of "first 
type vortex rolls" (Fig. 10). They are associated with a second in
stability which is predicted to occur at Ra = 18,352 by the linear
ized theory [2] assuming the theory holds at such high Ra. How
ever, as Mori and Uchida noted, the second type of vortex rolls can 
exist below the critical value deriving their energy not from 

r!%) 

• CONFINED CASE 

o FULLY DEVELOPED CASE 

4 6 8 10 12 14 

Ro x I 0 " 3 

Fig. 9 Temperature fluctuation level 
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• 
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Fig. 7 Similarity of spanwise temperature distribution 
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Fig. 8 

D(mm) 

Pitch of vortex rolls 

SECOND TYPE VORTEX ROLLS 

Fig. 10 First and second type vortex rolls 

buoyancy but from Reynolds stress. As the second type of vortex 
rolls grow stronger, they destroy the orderly vortex structure of 
first type vortex rolls. Whether this eventually leads to turbulent 
flow or to another stable state was not studied in the present ex
periment. 

Fig. 11 shows temperature distributions in z-direction. Each 
point represents the average value over several wavelengths at a 
given 2, that is 

T{z) =\p*LT{y,z)dy 

The vortex motion associated with the thermal instability and 
superposed flow induces the mixing of hot and cold fluid. Conse
quently, as Ra increases the temperature becomes uniform in the 
region near the midplane. At Ra = 7500 the temperature gradient 
changes sign near the midplane, as was predicted by Mori and 
Uchida's analysis. In such a region the direction of heat flux is op
posite to that of conduction, which means that the amount of heat 
convected is larger than the amount of heat transferred from the 
lower plate to the upper one. Beyond Ra = 8000 the temperature 
distribution becomes uniform again near the midplane because of 
random mixing. 

Whereas the mean temperature distribution reflects the overall 
mixing of cold and hot fluid, another aspect of the effect of vortex 
rolls on the temperature distribution can be seen from the distri-
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bution of disturbance temperature which is defined as the differ
ence between the local temperature and the mean temperature. 
Fig. 12 shows contours of constant dimensionless disturbance tem
perature 0. 8 is positive in the region where the fluid is moving up
ward, and negative where it is moving down. As can be seen in Fig. 
12, contours of 0 are not symmetric with respect to the midplane 
(z/D = 0.5). The centers of contours are below the midplane in the 
positive 0 region, and above in the negative 0 region. Such asymme
try was found to become more noticeable as Ra increases. This 
asymmetry is due to nonsinusoidal spanwise temperature distribu
tions off the midplane caused by second type vortex rolls. The 
temperature distribution is distorted by second type vortex rolls in 
such a way that 0 decreases in the upper half of the passage (0.5 < 
z/D < 1), and increases in the lower half (0 < z/D < 0.5), resulting 
in the asymmetry of the contours. 

4 C o n c l u s i o n s 
Experiments were carried out to investigate the effects of longi

tudinal vortex rolls in fully developed laminar flow between two 
horizontal plates on the heat transfer rate and the temperature 
field. The following conclusions were obtained from the experi
ments. 

1 Appreciable heat transfer augmentation (Nu greater than 
2.5) is obtained by superposing a fully developed flow on the cellu
lar flow generated by heating a horizontal fluid layer from below. 

2 There is no appreciable difference between the heat transfer 
rate for the fully developed flow and that for the stationary hori
zontal layer of fluid despite the fact that forms of fluid motion are 
different in two cases. 

3 The first type of vortex rolls create periodic spanwise tem
perature distributions whose wavelength is exactly equal to twice 
the height of the passage. However, second type of vortex rolls 
which are found to exist even at low Rayleigh numbers distort the 
temperature distribution. Such distortion increases as Ra in
creases, and eventually the flow becomes unstable at around Ra = 
8000. For Ra > 8000 no stable vortex rolls are observed. 
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An Analytical Investigation of Forced 

Convection Heat Transfer to Fluids 

Near the Thermodynamic Critical 

Point1 

A numerical solution is carried out for heat transfer to fluids near the thermodynamic 
critical point for turbulent flow through a circular tube with constant wall heat flux. An 
adaptation of the Patankar-Spalding implicit finite difference marching procedure is 
used. Agreement of the results with experimental data for water and carbon dioxide 
show the solution to be quite accurate very near the critical point provided the wall tem
perature at inlet is less than the pseudocritical temperature of the fluid. 

I n t r o d u c t i o n 

Forced convection heat transfer to supercritical and near critical 
fluids is of great interest because of the large number of practical 
applications. These include uses of supercritical water in electric 
generating power plants, supercritical hydrogen as a working fluid 
for both chemical and nuclear rockets, and near-critical helium as 
a coolant for the coils of superconducting magnets and supercon
ducting electronic and power equipment. Although a significant 
amount of research has been carried out in this area over the past 
two decades [I],2 the information necessary for practical design 
and even the understanding of the heat transfer mechanism is still 
somewhat inadequate. 

Most of the studies of near critical forced convection reported to 
date have been experimental. The working fluids which have been 
used include water [2-5], carbon dioxide [6-9], hydrogen [10—12], 
oxygen [13], and nitrogen tetroxide [14]. In several of these studies 
a correlation of the type 

Nu = aRe»Pr c 
(1) 

was used where a, b, and c are constants. In some cases [4, 5] equa
tion (1) was multiplied by ratios of various properties evaluated at 

1 Based on a PhD dissertation submitted to the Mechanical Engineering 
Faculty of Vanderbilt University by V. S. Sastry, 1974. 

2 Numbers in brackets designate References at end of paper. 
Contributed by the Heat Transfer Division and presented at the Winter 

Annual Meeting, New York, N. Y., November 17-22, 1974, of THE AMERI
CAN SOCIETY OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS. Journal manuscript re
ceived by the Heat Transfer Division February 18, 1975. Paper No. 74-VVA/ 
HT-29. 

wall and bulk conditions raised to some power. In others [6, 8], the 
fluid properties used in equation (1) were evaluated at a reference 
temperature which was a function of Tw, Tb, and the pseudocriti
cal temperature T,„. Other investigators [11] have postulated the 
existence of a "boiling-like" phenomenon as the dominant heat 
transfer mechanism and attempted correlations based on the Mar-
tinelli two-phase parameter. No general correlation applying to a 
variety of fluids over a very wide range of test conditions has been 
achieved. 

Analytical approaches to the problem have been presented by 
Deissler [15], Goldmann [16], and Skiralkar and Griffith [9], All 
used some type of numerical integration in the cross stream direc
tion. This eliminated the effects of upstream conditions. The axial 
momentum term was, therefore, implicitly assumed negligible 
compared to the shear stress. While this assumption is valid for 
fully developed constant property flow, it is questionable in re
gions where the fluid properties vary rapidly, i.e., near the critical 
point. 

The analyses of Goldmann and Deissler were completed two 
decades ago and were based on fluid property data and eddy diffu-
sivity formulations less accurate than those available today. Shir-
alkar and Griffith had to make several simplifying assumptions 
(such as negligible axial momentum and linear radial variation of 
heat flux) in order to achieve computational efficiency. Neverthe
less, reasonable agreement with experimental data was obtained 
by these analytical methods. This indicates that a numerical solu
tion of the governing differential equations might yield an accurate 
prediction of heat transfer to near critical fluids. 

The purpose of the work reported here was to develop a numeri
cal method for predicting forced convection heat transfer to super
critical and near critical fluids, to determine the ranges of condi
tions for which this procedure is valid, and to correlate results in a 
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form which may be used in design and analysis of heat transfer 
equipment. 

S t a t e m e n t of t h e P r o b l e m 
The problem to be analyzed is heat transfer to a near critical 

fluid flowing through a smooth walled circular tube having a uni
form wall heat flux. The flow is assumed steady and axisymmetric. 
Viscous dissipation of energy, axial conduction, and free convec
tion effects are assumed negligible. 

The applicable equations for conservation of mass, momentum, 
and energy are 

~ — (rpvr) + 
r 3r 

du du 
pu — + pVr — + 

dx dr 
and 

where 

and 

U 
pu — + pvr— -
' dx ' rdr 

,JL(pM ) = 0 

dP 1 9 du 
dx ~ rdr (rfXetf dr1 

1 9 ,, 3T 
rdr{e"dr' ~ U 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

Kit = Pc(^n + °>) 

A crucial assumption is that of neglecting buoyancy effects. An 
approximate stability analysis by Shiralkar and Griffith [17] pre
dicts that this assumption will be valid if the free convection pa
rameter, defined as (Gr/Re2) is much less than 0.004 for water or 
0.02 for CO2. Note that as the fluid state approaches the critical 
point, Gr approaches infinity and this assumption will fail. The 
free convection parameter was therefore computed for all runs to 
make sure that it did not exceed the values listed in the foregoing. 
The ultimate test, however, is the comparison of the numerical re
sults to experimental data. 

N u m e r i c a l M e t h o d 
Since equations (2), (3), and (4) are coupled and the fluid prop

erties are tabulated functions of both pressure and temperature, a 
numerical method must be used. The approach used here is an ad
aptation of the Patankar-Spalding method [18]. Their method is 
an implicit marching procedure applicable to boundary layer3 type 

3 "Boundary layer" includes any flow in which the derivatives of the de
pendent variables in the cross stream direction are much larger than those 
in the streamwise direction. 

flows. It has a number of unique features which make it an ex
tremely rapid method without the sacrifice of accuracy. It is a two-
dimensional method so that upstream conditions are accounted for 
and the axial momentum term is included. Since a detailed discus
sion and complete statement listing is available elsewhere [19] only 
the details directly applicable to this work will be discussed. 

The effective viscosity formulation used here is the Van Driest 
[20] hypothesis 

Metf = M + PV2y{l ~ exp(-
-y 1 8M 1 

where A+ = 26 a n d r; = 0.4 

The turbulent Prandtl number 6M/W is assumed to be unity. This 
is a good assumption as long as the Prandtl number is close to 
unity which is the case here. Property subroutines were developed 
which effectively stored tables of viscosity, specific heat, thermal 
conductivity, density, and enthalpy as functions of temperature 
and pressure. A double interpolation scheme was used to obtain 
the correct value of these properties at any given state. 

The analysis is begun at a particular cross section where the en
thalpy and velocity profiles, and the tube diameter and fluid pres
sure, are specified. The initial profiles selected here were % power 
law profiles. Although any thermaLboundary condition at the tube 
wall may be handled including variable wall temperature or heat 
flux, the condition used here was constant wall heat flux. The solu
tion proceeds by calculating new velocity and enthalpy profiles 
and values of heat transfer coefficient, wall temperature, and pres
sure at successive downstream locations. This is done by effective
ly solving equations (2), (3), and (4) simultaneously in finite differ
ence form using a successive substitution technique. This process 
continues until some termination condition such as a specified 
fluid bulk temperature is reached. A more detailed discussion of 
this method and complete statement listing are available in refer
ence [21]. 

R e s u l t s for S u p e r c r i t i c a l Wa ter 
The first fluid investigated was water. The conditions at the 

critical point are Tc = 374.1°C and Pc = 22.1 X 106 N/m2 . A series 
of runs was made for comparison with the experimental data of 
Swenson, et al. [4]. Their data were selected since they covered a 
fairly wide range of pressures and the test section length and heat 
flux were of sufficient magnitude to produce large changes in fluid 
bulk temperature and film coefficient. Their data showed little 
scatter which implies good accuracy and reproducibility. 

Results of a pressure of 22.8 X 106 N/m2 (PR = 1.029) and a heat 

. N o m e n c l a t u r e _ 

A + 

C 
D 

8 = 
G 

Gr 

constant in van Driest's expression 
for effective viscosity 

local specific heat, J/kg-K 
diameter of tube, mm 
acceleration of gravity, m/s2 

mass velocity kg/m2s 

Grashoff number = 

(^><&)V* 
local heat transfer coefficient, 

W/m2C 
i = specific enthalpy, J/kg 

ih = bulk enthalpy, J /kg 
k = thermal conductivity, W/m-C 

keSr = effective conductivity (in turbulent 
flows), W/m-C 

Nusselt number = hl)/k 
pressure, N / m 2 

critical pressure, N /m 2 

reduced pressure = P/P,. 
Prandtl number = nC/k 

h = 

Nu 
P 

P , 
P« 
Pr 

Q = wall heat flux, W/m 2 

r = local radius, m 
R = radius of wall, m 

Re = Reynolds number = GD/ii 
T = local temperature, °C 

Ti, = bulk temperature, °C 
T,. = critical temperature, °C 
Tf = film temperature = (T„ + T,„)/2, 

°C 
T,n = pseudocritical temperature (tem

perature at which specific heat is 
a maximum for that pressure), 
°C 

T„, = wall temperature, °C 
u = local velocity in the X-direction, 

m/s 
7\ = reference temperature, °C 
vr = local velocity in the radial direc

tion, m/s 
X = distance from entrance, m 
Z = (Tz - T„)/(TW - T„) 

t,M = 

X = 

1 = 

M = 

Meff = 

If 

0 
p 

= thermal diffusivity = k/pC, m2 /s 
= eddy diffusivity of heat, m 2 / s 
= eddy diffusivity of momentum, 

m 2 / s 
constant in expression for eddy 

diffusivity 
= constant = 0.09 
= absolute viscosity, kg/s-m 
= effective viscosity for turbulent 

flow, kg/s-m 
= kinematic viscosity = m 2 / s 
= (T,„ - T„)[{TW - T„) 
= mass density, kg/m3 

= shear stress, N/m 2 

Subscripts 

b = denotes bulk conditions 
w = denotes wall conditions 
Z = properties evaluated at the refer

ence temperature, Tz 
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flux of 7.88 X 105 W/m2 are shown in Fig. 1. Note that the heat 
transfer coefficient peaks sharply at a bulk enthalpy of 1.78 X 106 

J/kg. This occurs when the wall temperature is almost exactly 
equal to the pseudocritical temperature of 376°C and the bulk 
temperature is somewhat lower. Additional heating causes a rapid 
deterioration in h with a minimum occurring when Tw > Tm and 
Tb x Tm. The heat transfer coefficient then increases, attains an
other peak, and then decreases in the low density region. 

A comparison of these results with those of reference [4] is 
shown in Fig. 2. Note that h is plotted as a function of a film tem
perature defined by Tf = 0.5 (Tw + 7 y . This is a somewhat poor 
choice (according to the numerical predictions) since h is a multi
valued function of Tf for 400 < Tf < 500°C. Agreement is amazing
ly good considering the proximity to the critical point. The only 
lack of agreement may occur in the region where h is predicted to 
be a multivalued function of Tf. No wall temperature or film tem
perature profiles are given in reference [5] so it is not possible to 
determine if the unusual behavior predicted by the analysis may 
actually occur and be overlooked due to the method of plotting re
sults. This would seem to be unlikely since the data points corre
sponding to the curve in Fig. 2 show little scatter. The most likely 
conclusion is that the analysis underpredicts h when T/, ~ Tm. 
There is some speculation that the usual formulations for eddy dif
fusivity are inaccurate in this region due to the extremely large 
density differences. Shiralkar and Griffith [17] discuss this in some 
detail and suggest various modifications which might be used to 
predict an augmentation of eddy diffusivity. Since these methods 
are somewhat questionable and lead to inaccuracies very near the 
wall they were not used here. Further study is necessary to deter
mine whether the unusual behavior predicted in this analysis may 
actually occur. It is possible that its occurance may depend on 
other conditions which effect the stability of the flow. Resolution 
of this problem is beyond the scope of this paper. 

The next case considered was at P = 31.0 X 106 N/m 2 (PR = 
1.40) and Q = 7.88 X 105. Results are compared to those of refer
ence [4] in Fig. 3. At this higher pressure, the variations of specific 
heat and density with temperature are not nearly so steep. In this 

case the film temperature increases monotonically with heating 
and the sharp minimum in h at T& » Tm does not occur. Again, 
agreement with the data of reference [4] is excellent. 

Also shown in Fig. 3 are results for a case having P — 31.0 X 106 

N/m2 and Q = 1,73 X 106 W/m2. In this case the analysis predicts a 
peak in h more than 50 percent higher than that of reference [4], 
As a further check the results for both values of heat flux shown in 
Fig. 3 were compared to the correlation of Gunsen and Kellogg [5]. 
Their equation correlated over 400 data points covering the fol
lowing range of conditions: 

P = 22.7 x 10G - 27.5 X 1 0 e N / m 2 

Q = 3.15 x 105 - 3.46 X 10 6 W/m 2 

G = 6 7 8 - 3 6 6 1 k g / m 2 s 

Although the pressure of 31.0 X 106 N/m2 is above those consid
ered in their correlation their equation might be expected to give 
reasonably accurate results at this slightly higher pressure. The 
heat transfer coefficients predicted by their correlation were with
in ±15 percent of the values predicted analytically. 

It appears that the discrepancy for the high heat flux case may 
be due to the effect of inlet enthalpy on downstream values of h. 
This is discussed in more detail in the next section. 

Finally an attempt was made to obtain a correlation of analyti
cal results over the entire range of variables investigated. One 
method which showed some promise was a correlation using equa
tion (1) and a variable reference temperature. The best correlation 
obtained was of the form 

Nu„ = 0.0225 R e , P r . (5) 

where all fluid properties are evaluated at Tz = Tj + Z(TW - Tb). 
The parameter Z is a function of 9 = (Tm - Tb)/(TW - Tb). This 
functional relationship is shown in Fig. 4. It was possible to obtain 
a single correlation at a fixed pressure. For PR = 1.40 for example 
the correlation includes heat fluxes of 7.88 X 105 to 9.45 X 106 WV 
m2 and flow rates of 2150-4070 kg/m2s. Different curves must be 
used at different pressures, however. It should also be noted that 
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Fig. 3 Comparison of numerical results to experimental data of reference 
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this correlation could not be used at PR = 1.028 since there were 
some regions for which no reference temperature between Tw and 
Tf, gave a correlation. 

Although attempts at obtaining a general correlation were not 
entirely successful the results showed some promise and indicated 
that some type of general correlation may be possible. 

Results for Supercritical Carbon Dioxide 
The second fluid studied was carbon dioxide. It was selected be

cause a large amount of experimental data is available for heat 
transfer to near critical CO2. The conditions at the critical point 
are Tc = 31.0°C and Pc = 7.38 X 106 N/m2. 

The first series of runs was made for D = 4.57 mm and P = 8.27 
X 106 N/m2 (PR = 1.12). These conditions are identical to the test 
conditions of Bringer and Smith [6]. The ranges of heat fluxes and 
mass velocities considered were Q = 3.15 X 104 to 2.36 X 105 W/m2 

and G = 378-2577 kg/m2s. The data of reference [6] were correlat
ed by using equation (1) with Nu and Re evaluated at a reference 
temperature, T2, and Pr evaluated at the wall temperature. The 
reference temperature is defined in Table 1. 

Bringer and Smith chose to retain the Re exponent, b, which De-
issler had used for water. The coefficient, a, had to be increased to 
give a better fit. The resulting equation was 

Nu2 = 0.0375 R e / - " P r , / - 5 5 

It was found however, that a better correlation could be achieved 
for their data by using a larger exponent on Reynolds number. The 
application of a least-squares curve fit subroutine to their data 
gave the equation 

Nuz = 0.0092 R e / - 8 8 5 P r , / - 5 5 (6) 

The best correlating equation for the analytical results calculat
ed in this investigation is 

Nu„ = 0.0105 R e / - 8 7 5 P r / - 5 5 (7) 

For the range of Reynolds numbers considered, the maximum de
viation between equations (6) and (7) is 2.5 percent. It is inter
esting to note that for both the experimental and analytical re-

B- (VTb)/(Tw-Tb) 

Fig. 4 Variation of Z with 8 for use with equation (5); water 

Table 1 
(Tm - Tb)/{TW ~ Tb) Tz 

< 0 T„ 
0 - 1 . 0 T,„ 

> 1 . 0 Tw 

suits, the scatter in the data from the best-fit correlations is ap
proximately ±30 percent. One may conclude that the deviations of 
experimental data from the correlating equation is due less to ex
perimental error than to the failure of that equation to accurately 
describe the physical process. 

A final comparison was made to the experimental data and ana
lytical predictions of Shiralkar and Griffith [17]. A comparison for 
one selected set of conditions is shown in Fig. 5 in the form of the 
wall temperature profile.4 Although the trends predicted are accu
rate, the peaks in the curves are shifted somewhat. The predictions 
for h are particularly poor in the low enthalpy (i.e., upstream) re
gion. There are several possible causes for this discrepancy. The 
most important is related to entrance effects. Shiralkar and Grif
fith point out that the downstream heat transfer coefficient and 
wall temperatures are strongly influenced by inlet enthalpy. Since 
they are primarily interested in the region past the peak in H, their 
inlet conditions are at wall temperatures above Tm and bulk tem
peratures slightly below Tm. These effects would presumably be 
eliminated if both Tb and Tw at inlet were below Tm. They have no 
data for these conditions, however. 

An additional source of difficulty in the near critical region is 
the lack of sufficiently accurate property data. The extremely high 
peak in specific heat is a major source of error. There are signifcant 
differences in the thermal conductivity and viscosity data found in 
the literature. Calculations of heat transfer were made using vari
ous combinations of properties from different sources and signifi
cantly different results were found. The question of whether the 
analysis gives accurate results very close to the critical point is, 
therefore, left unanswered. 

A correlation of the type used for H 2 0 was also obtained for 
C0 2 . The plot of Z versus 0 is given in Fig. 6. Note that these 
curves are quite similar to those shown in Fig. 4. This indicates 
that there is some hope of obtaining a single correlation which may 
be applicable to various fluids. 

4 The calculated curve for Q = 1.89 X 105 W/m2 is truncated since the wall 
temperature exceeded the limits of the fluid property subroutines. 
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C o n c l u s i o n s 

A numer ica l m e t h o d has been deve loped for p red ic t ing h e a t 

t r ans fe r to n e a r crit ical fluids in t u r b u l e n t flow t h r o u g h circular 

t u b e s wi th c o n s t a n t wall h e a t flux. Agreemen t wi th e x p e r i m e n t a l 

d a t a is very good for wa te r a t r educed p ressures down to 1.028 ex

cep t for a na r row range of bu lk t e m p e r a t u r e s very nea r t h e p seudo-

cri t ical t e m p e r a t u r e . A g r e e m e n t is also good for CO2 a t PR > 1.12 

b u t is in ques t ion for PR = 1.027. T h e analysis does no t give resu l t s 

which agree well wi th expe r imen ta l d a t a , however , for cases where 

t h e wall t e m p e r a t u r e a t inlet is above the t r ansposed crit ical t e m 

p e r a t u r e . 

Corre la t ions using fluid p roper t i es eva lua ted a t a reference t e m 

p e r a t u r e which is a function of Tb, Tm, and Tm have been ob ta ined . 

T h e i r use should be res t r ic ted to the range of variables covered by 

the analysis and to cases where T,„ a t inlet is less t h a n Tm. 

T h e unusua l behavior of t h e film coefficient in t h e nea r crit ical 

region is p red ic ted qu i te well by the analysis . I t is therefore con

c luded t h a t free convect ion effects and boiling-like p h e n o m e n a are 

n o t s ignif icant for t h e range of condi t ions inves t iga ted here . In l e t 

cond i t ions do a p p e a r to have a significant effect on d o w n s t r e a m 

h e a t t ransfer coefficients and wall t e m p e r a t u r e s . F u r t h e r ana ly t i 

cal a n d e x p e r i m e n t a l s tud ies should be m a d e to s t udy th i s effect. 
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A Phenomenologicai Turbulence Model 
and its Application to Heat Transport 
in Infinite Rod Arrays With Axial 
Turbulent Flow 
The "turbulence-model" approach has been applied to solve the Reynolds equations of 
momentum and energy for an incompressible, steady-state, one-directional, hydrody-
mimically fully developed, turbulent internal flow. To close the turbulence equations, a 
p/ienomenological model of turbulent motion and energy transport has been developed 
which includes anisotropy effects. Predictions made for the turbulent diffusivities of 
heat in turbulent flow in a plain tube are found to be in good agreement with the experi
mental data over a wide range of Reynolds and Prandtl numbers. Corresponding results 
for infinite rod arrays with in-line flow also compare favorably with the few reliable data 
available. 

I n t r o d u c t i o n 

In recent years, a large volume of work on aspects of hydrody
namics and heat transfer has been devoted to noncireular ducts 
with axial forced convection because of their increasing technical 
importance in heat exchanger design. For laminar flow conditions, 
the momentum and heat transport processes in these channel 
geometries may be treated theoretically by analytical or numerical 
solution of the conservation equations with the appropriate 
boundary conditions. In principle, similar methods may also be 
used to investigate the turbulent flow case; however, additional in
formation on the turbulent transport characteristics of the flow is 
required. At present, sufficiently complete and accurate knowledge 
of turbulence properties exists only for axially symmetric ducts of 
constant cross section (circular tube, plane duct, concentric annu
lar duct). This unsatisfactory situation has led to the development 
of a considerable number of engineering approaches which make 
use of certain known turbulence characteristics of these simple 
flows, e.g., expressions for the eddy diffusivity of momentum in the 
radial direction of an annular flow, to predict momentum and heat 
transfer in noncireular channels. One of the disadvantages of all 
these methods is that further assumptions on turbulent momen-

Contributed by the Heat Transfer Division for publication in the Journal 
of Heat Transfer. Manuscript received by the Heat Transfer Division, Janu
ary 15,1974. Paper No. 75-HT-MM. 

turn and heat transport have to be implied which require adjust
ment at almost any particular channel geometry to be investigated 
and/or are limited to certain ranges of the independent variables 
such as Reynolds and Prandtl number. 

In principle, the indispensible knowledge on turbulent charac
teristics of noncireular channel flow and heat transfer could either 
be furnished by experimental investigations or supplied by theo
retical studies based on statistical turbulence theory. The theoreti
cal approach usually concentrates on a few of the statistical prop
erties of turbulence which are supposed to obey simple laws of gen
eration, dissipation and transport. These "models" consist of a set 
of differential equations and associated algebraic ones, the solu
tions of which simulate the real behavior of turbulent flows in im
portant respects. Certainly, these theoretical approaches cannot 
get by without thorough empirical verification; however, if general 
enough, they may be able to significantly reduce the large efforts 
spent in experimental studies. 

In the present paper, a phenomenologicai turbulence model is 
proposed which has been especially tailored to fluid flow and heat 
transfer in channels of axially constant cross section when the flow 
field is fully established. Its principal usefulness over a wide range 
of Reynolds and Prandtl numbers is first demonstrated by com
paring results obtained for the eddy diffusivity for heat and tem
perature distributions in a circular tube with the available empiri
cal data. Emphasis is then devoted to its application to predict 
momentum and heat transport in infinite rod arrays of regular ar
rangement. Special attention is given to the turbulent thermal 
transport properties at low Prandtl numbers characteristic for liq
uid metals where empirical information is still lacking. 
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The Model 
The "turbulence-model" approach has been applied to solve the 

Reynolds equations of momentum and energy for an incompress
ible, steady-state, one-directional, hydrodynamically fully devel
oped, turbulent internal flow. With the usual assumptions of con
stant fluid properties and negligible axial energy transport and 
dissipation, the time-averaged momentum and energy equations in 
cylindrical coordinates become 

1 9 , 9« 
TT-irvp 

r 9r 

and 

9r 
1 9 , -7—;. 1 9 , du 
r or rloq> dtp 

1 9 / — \ dP (l) 

r or 
dT 1 9 
^)--^-(rCtpv'T') + - , ^-(k~) 
dr r or F rz dcp dcp 

7 ^ ( c , P ^ r ) = c,p«g , (2) 

To describe the Reynolds shear stresses and turbulent heat flux
es in these equations, a phenomenological turbulence model has 
been formulated which is based on the principal ideas of Buleev's 
theoretical model of turbulent transfer in three-dimensional fluid 
flow [1, 2].1 

Developing a phenomenological model rather than applying one 
of the more complex multiequation turbulence models [3] has been 
preferred in view of the greater potential for adjustment which a 
phenomenological model offers when restricted to the simple kind 
of flow under consideration. 

Applying the usual suffix notation, where i, j , or k can be 1, 2, or 
3, denoting components of velocity u in the r, <p, 2 directions, re
spectively, the general defining equations of the Reynolds shear 
stresses, —pui'u/, and turbulent heat fluxes, Cppu{T', may be writ
ten as 

-pit i'u/ = Urn - / {-piii'u/ )rfi? 

and 
1 r« CpOiti'T' = lim j-J Cpput"I •dr, 

1 Numbers in brackets designate References at end of paper. 

(3) 

(4) 

The phenomenological turbulence model is based on the as
sumption that the time integration in equations (3) and (4) may be 
replaced by a volume integration. Obviously, this assumption is 
valid for a steady-state, homogeneous flow only. For a shear flow, 
an importance function * , similar to the Bulerian space correla
tion function, has to be introduced such that 

P"i'"/ = I CfiPUi'u'VdT, 
Vol 

and 

Cppu('T' = J Cppu('T'^dT 

(5) 

(6) 

To conveniently describe the momentum and heat transfer 
caused by random motion of fluid portions inside transient eddies 
it is supposed that fluid lumps depart in all directions with equal 
probability from the vicinity of every point M in the flow. Point M 
is considered in the coordinate system moving with the velocity of 
the average flow at point M0. For the initial velocity V of these 
fluid lumps occurring in the vicinity of point M, an assumption 
similar to Prandtl's mixing length hypothesis is introduced, 

V" = /fL„ i»yt dV, 
dn 

(7) 

where Lm\n is the minimum macrolength. Generally, the minimum 
macrolength follows from 

J i j . f t = / Ri^l>; (8) 

when evaluated for the direction of minimum wall distance. Only 
those fluid lumps will contribute to the statistical quantities at the 
considered point Mo, which arrive there and have not already lost 
all their momemtum and energy due to interaction with the sur
rounding on their path s from M to Mo. In analogy to Taylor's hy
pothesis, the interaction with the surrounding may mathematically 
be described in terms of attenuation functions, /„. These "decay" 
functions are different for momentum and energy and may be 
found in the Appendix. 

Assuming that the macroscales depend on locus and direction 
only, the following expressions for the Reynolds shear stresses and 
turbulent heat fluxes in the radial and tangential directions may 
be derived [4] 

pu , ^ V = -Kp^f LrJ ( ^ ) 7 o / i * * cos2 (s, r) dr (9) 

.Nomencla ture . 

D = 
de„ = 

dr= 
/ o , / l , / 2 = 

L = 
P = 

Pr = 
p = 

q" = 

R = 

RIJ = 

Re 
s 
T 

T+ 

constant 
specific heat at constant pres

sure 
rod diameter, (2fl) 
equivalent hydraulic diameter 
differential volume element 
attenuation functions 
turbulent macrolength 
pitch 
Prandtl number 
mean pressure 
wall heat flux 
rod radius 
Eulerian time-space correla

tion function 
radial coordinate 
Reynolds number, {udeajv) 
path of a turbulent eddy 
fluid temperature 
dimensionless fluid tempera

ture, [\T - Tw\/(q"l 

pCpU*)] 
t = time 
u = axial velocity component 

u+ = dimensionless axial velocity 
component, (u/u*) 

u* = axial shear stress velocity, 

(rw/f>)li2 

V = relative velocity of a turbulent 
eddy 

v = velocity component normal to 
the wall 

m = velocity component tangential 
to the wall 

y = distance from rod surface, 
(r - R) 

y+ = dimensionless wall distance 
(yu*/v) 

z = axial coordinate 
a = thermal diffusivity 
e = eddy diffusivity 
?) = dummy variable 

K = constant 
v = kinematic viscosity 
p = fluid density 
r = wall shear stress 

= u*y/i> 
= angular coordinate 
= importance function 
= angular coordinate, cf. Fig. 4 

Superscripts and Subscripts 

H = heat 
M = momentum 

max = maximum value of character
istic symmetry segment 

min = minimum 
r = radial direction 

<f = circumferential direction 
w = wall 
" = spatial or time average 
' = fluctuating component 

= maximum distance (cf. Fig. 1) 
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pit'w' = -KP--£- f i » ; / ( T - ) / " 0 / , s * cos2(s,<p)dT (10) 
' a(r "vol V " " 

cpP?r = -KCpP^f ,J 
° ' Vol 

( ^ - ) /0 /2S * c o s 2 ( s , r )rfr 

(11) 

Cppw'T' = 

w h e r e 

'KC> r ^ { , L V ( *F } /o / jS * COs2 (s' v)dT 

(12) 

- ./£> £ 9w 
(13) 

(14) 

dn ~ V v 8r ' ' V 9<p' 
In equations (9)-(12), the macrolength is taken to be a function 

of both the space coordinates and direction. The macrolength in 
the radial direction is identical to _Lm;„ as introduced in equation 
(7). If the turbulence-energy equation is approximated neglecting 
all terms except those for production and dissipation, the macro-
length may be determined from purely geometrical conditions. Bu-
leev [1, 2] proposed the formula 

_L _ 1 r2" _J_ 

where I is defined as the distance of the point Mo from the sur
rounding wall(s) and a is constant (a = 0.42). In the present 
model, I is taken as the distance of the point Mo from the bounda
ries of that surrounding flow area which is assumed to contribute 
to the turbulent properties prevailing at Mo [5, 4]. Obviously, this 
"effective" flow area will be different for each channel geometry 
and, in general, limited by both channel walls and hypothetical 
surfaces. The construction of this effective area is merely based on 
intuitive grounds supported by physical considerations [4]. Only 
for the circular tube and the square duct, equation (14) has been 
applied directly, i.e., with l{\p) being the wall distance. For evalu
ating the macrolength in the tangential direction, a different pro
cedure is applied which is also outlined in reference [4]. It is based 
on the principal assumption that, in view of equation (8), the ma
crolength in the tangential direction is primarily affected by the 
distance of point Mo from the wall in this direction unless Mo ap
proaches the channel wall where the turbulent fluctuations are at
tenuated causing the macrolength to vanish with decreasing wall 
distance. 

Having defined the macrolengths, the expressions (9)-(12) for 
the Reynolds shear stresses and turbulent heat fluxes may be in
troduced into the time-averaged momentum and energy equations 
(1) and (2), respectively. The resultant integro-differential equa
tions of the velocity and temperature fields may then be solved nu
merically for a given set of boundary conditions. 

In pertinent engineering approaches to evaluate heat transfer in 
turbulent channel flow, the Reynolds equation of energy transport 
is simplified by relating the turbulent energy flux terms to time-
averaged temperature gradients thus defining turbulent diffusivi-
ties of heat in the various directions. In the radial and tangential 
direction these relations are written as 

v'T' 

and 

1 rpr i _ a r 
r Sep 

(15) 

(16) 

respectively. Introducing these definitions into equations (11) and 
(12), respectively, the following expressions for the turbulent ther
mal diffusivities are obtained 

,dV, • 

These relations may immediately be evaluated when the gradi
ents of the velocity field in the various directions are known. It 
seems interesting to note that according to these equations the tur
bulent diffusivities are assumed to be independent of thermal 
boundary conditions but related to the space variables, macroscop
ic flow parameters, and molecular transport properties. 

R e s u l t s fo r H e a t T r a n s f e r i n U n i f o r m C h a n n e l s 
For heat transfer of ordinary fluids in uniform channels, a suffi

cient amount of data is available for a comparison with theoretical 
results. Very satisfactory agreement between experimental results 
and predictions has already been demonstrated in previous papers 
[4, 6, 7, 8, 9] which places some confidence in the feasibility of the 
theoretical model developed. As an example, Fig. 1 compares the 
predicted eddy diffusivity for heat in the wall region of a circular 
tube with empirical data by several investigators which have been 
compiled by Hughmark [10,11]. 

Reliable empirical knowledge on e# in liquid metals which might 
be used to also verify the applicability of the present prediction 
method at low Prandtl numbers (Pr « 1 ) is rather scarce. Compari
son with recent data on tnrloi for turbulent pipe flow of sodium, 
however, indicates that apparently very satisfactory agreement in 
both trend with Reynolds number and absolute values is obtained 
(Fig. 2). Note that data by Fuchs and Faesch [12] and Curve A of 
present results represent spatial averages over the entire cross sec
tion, while the experimental result by Sheriff, et al. [13] and Curve 
B results are for the pipe central region (0 < T/R < 0.5) only. It 
should be pointed out that there also was good agreement between 
Curve B and further experimental results by Sheriff, et al. [14]. At 
a given Reynolds number, tHrlct in the center region is higher than 
the spatial average. 

In Fig. 3, temperature distributions for various turbulent Rey
nolds numbers are plotted in terms of the dimensionless coordi
nates T + and y + P r and compared to Fuchs' [15] recent empirical 
data for sodium heat transfer in a pipe. Despite the fact that the 
data and predictions slightly differ in the quantities used for nor
malization—Fuchs [15] used Reichardt's data [16] while we ap
plied our velocity field predictions—the agreement between pre
diction and data may be considered satisfactory. Note that T + is 
not a "universal" function of the dimensionless variable y + P r as 
assumed, for example, by Kirillov [17] and Taccoen [18] whose 
data are also plotted in Fig. 3. 

-:Hr = K f Lr / (iLl) f0f2s * cos 2 (s, r)dr (17) 
• VoJ V CiH 

1 1—1—1—i—T-r-rr— 
o Johnk/Hanratty, Pr = 0.7 1 „ 
f. Gowen, Pr = 5.7 > , , n ] 

v Gowen. Pr = 14.3 J l ' 
a Quarmby/Quirk, Pr = 0.71 1 after 
v Quarmby/Quirk, Sc= 0.77/(111 

— Re = 40000 "I 
- - -Re = 426 600 J 

Present 
results 

l\ \ 1 1 1 

100 

,dV, KS L» / b7> / O M * . C O S 2 ( S , <p)dr (18) dn 
Fig. 1 Comparison of eddy diffusivities of heat and mass transfer for tur

bulent pipe flow 
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Application to Infinite, Bare Rod Arrays 
Considering typical infinite rod arrays of equilateral triangular 

and square arrangement with in-line flow as schematically repre
sented in Fig. 4, we may apply symmetry arguments and focus our 
attention to the cross-hatched characteristic areas. To apply the 
proposed turbulence model for predicting fluid flow and heat 
transfer in a channel of this nonuniform cross section, first the 
local behavior of macroscales in the radial and tangential direc
tions has to be specified. 

Estimation of Macrolengths. Measurements of the relevant 
space correlation functions Rij in rod arrays that would permit 
evaluation of the macrolengths Lr and Lv by use of equation (8) 
seem not to exist yet. Thus the present procedure to estimate the 
macrolengths in rod arrays is without any direct empirical justifi
cation. It rather has been derived on plausible physical consider
ations properly extrapolated from previous investigations of the 
less complex axisymmetric channel geometries where at least some 

I 1.4 

la 1.2 

1.0 

0.8 

0.6 

0.4 

0.2 

0 

$ Sheriff et al. [131, center region 

| Fuchs and Faesch [121 

10 12 14 16 

Re/104 UK-

Fig. 2 Eddy dlffusivity of heat in radial direction for turbulent sodium pipe 
flow 

useful empirical information on relevant turbulence properties is 
available. It is important to note, however, that the available data 
are still very limited and by far too inaccurate to permit any reli
able conclusions with respect to the absolute magnitude of the ma
crolengths and their dependence on the relevant variables [4], 
Thus, even in these comparatively simple cases, the principal 
soundness of the proposed procedure to estimate the macrolengths 
could be sufficiently proved only by demonstrating satisfactory 
agreement of model predictions and experimental results with re
spect to macroscopic quantities (velocities, temperatures, etc.) 
over a wide range of parameter values [4, 7, 8j. A similar indirect 
proof for the equilateral triangular and square rod arrays has also 
been very satisfactory. These results seem to indicate that the 
principal functional dependences are reasonably estimated by the 
procedure used. Nevertheless, the concept also requires direct em
pirical verification, and thus accurate measurements of turbulence 
properties in any type of channel geometry are highly desirable. 

Macrolength in the Radial Direction. The macrolength in the 
radial direction, Lr, within a characteristic flow area of the infinite 
rod arrays (Fig. 4) is determined from equation (14). The length ( 
is defined as the distance of Mo from the boundaries of an effective 
flow area whose construction at an arbitrary angle tp is shown in 
Fig. 5 for each array. It may be noted that for <p = 0 the effective 
area reduces to that previously assumed for the plane duct [4]. 

Macrolength in the Tangential Direction. Estimating the ma
crolength L& it is convenient to distinguish between the wall near 
region of the flow area where viscous forces prevail and the central 
region which is considered first. In the center of the circular tube, 
Lv is equal to Lr for reason of symmetry. As measurements by 
Laufer [20] and Compte-Bellot [21] seem to indicate, this equality 
approximately exists at the center line of the plane duct as well. 
With regard to the rod array, one is completely left with his intu
ition. One might start his considerations from the fact that, in a 
regular square rod array, symmetry requires Lv being equal to Lr 

at the subchannel centroid (point A in Fig. 4). In first approxima
tion, this may be assumed to also hold for the triangular array. 
Further, considering the possible behavior of Lv along the symme
try line AB of the characteristic flow area (Fig. 4), it seems almost 
equally reasonable to assume that either (A) the ratio hJLr = 
constant, or (B) Lv = Lr (y, <p = 30 deg) = constant along this line. 
Option A presupposes that the turbulent behavior of the flow 
along line AB is similar to that along the center line of the plane 
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Fig. 3 Temperature profiles for turbulent sodium pipe flow in "universal" presentation 
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Triangular Array Square Array 

Fig. 4 Cross section of rod arrays having equilateral triangular and square 
arrangement 

duct. Option B may be deduced from the fact that all points along 
the line AB are rather far from any neighboring wall in the tangen
tial direction and, thus, the relevant correlation function in that 
direction remains almost unaffected by the distance from the wall. 
Accordingly, the macrolength Lv may be assumed constant along 
AB. This assumption as well applies for the entire flow region ex
cept very close to the wall. In this region, one may postulate that 
the turbulent fluctuations are attenuated causing the macro-
lengths to vanish with decreasing wall distance. From purely theo
retical considerations, it further follows that the ratio UMJCMT) 

lim will approach infinity provided that '™ (aw'/ay) and lim [aw1/ay) 
attain finite but nonzero values.2 To estimate the limiting behavior 
of the macrolengths in the near wall region required to satisfy 
these postulates for Lw Lr, and (MJ^MT at the wall, one may apply 
Prandtl's mixing length hypothesis. The result is: 

jj™ (sLv/oy) = ».s 

These considerations have been combined in the following rela
tions to approximately describe the tangential macrolength in an 
infinite rod array: 

Option A: 

Option B: 

w h e r e 

Lv = Lr{y, w)(y/y)m 

L
v = Lr(y, <Pmix)b'/y)" 

(19) 

(20) 

2 In previous publications by the authors [6, 5, 7, 8], theoretical results for 
the eddy diffusivity ratios tM<J*Mr and tnJtHr have been presented which 
revealed a sharp maximum very close to the wall iy+ «*4). This incorrect be
havior was a consequence of an obviously erroneous assumption for L^JLr in 
the near wall region. Fortunately, the present changes have virtually no ef
fect on other results which thus are valid as previously presented (cf. also 
[22]). . , i m 

:1 This implies that y—n (^rhy) = 0 and y-»o (o2Lr/ay2) = finite as sug
gested by van Driest's [23] mixing length formula. 

AB = 

Fig. 5(a) Effective flow area of an infinite triangular rod array for estimat
ing the macrolength in the tangential direction 

AE = EC = ED = 

Fig. 5(b) Effective flow area of an Infinite square rod array for estimating 
the macrolength in the tangential direction 

w = 0.0.1/ln (4>/25) 

Unless indicated otherwise all results presented in this paper have 
been obtained using Option A for it gives conservative heat trans
fer results (see the following). 

Results for Turbulent Transport Properties. The only pub
lished empirical data on local turbulent transport properties in rod 
arrays seem to be those by Kjellstrom [18, 19], who investigated 
turbulent flow of air in a triangular rod configuration of P/D = 
1.22. A Reynolds number range from 1.5 • 105 to 3.7 • 105 was cov
ered. The results obtained for the turbulent diffusivity of momen-
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turn in the radial direction are reproduced from reference [18] in 
Fig. 6 and compared to corresponding predictions. The distribu
tions of (Mr as well as tM& if made dimensionless by division with 
u*y, have been assumed by Kjellstrom to be independent of mac
roscopic turbulent flow parameters, and thus data points have 
been reported without identification with respect to Reynolds 
number of test run. Though scatter of data is considerable, the 
agreement of theory and experiment is satisfactory. The diffusivity 
first increases with distance from the wall, then passes through a 
maximum, and decreases as the local maximum velocity is ap
proached. From the additional theoretical results for different P/D 
and Re presented in Fig. 6, it may be deduced that in fact, at high
ly turbulent conditions, the dimensionless ratio (MrM*y primarily 
depends on dimensionless wall distance only and is rather inde
pendent of Re number and angle <p. This behavior is not found 
with respect to tangential diffusivity, and hence plotting data in 
terms of (Mju*y versus yly without stating the corresponding 
Reynolds number seems inadequate. Regarding Kjellstrom's data 
for iMvl

u*y, however, this negligence certainly is of rather minor 
importance in view of their very large scatter which questions their 
statistical significance. Moreover, these results seem to be strongly 
affected by systematic errors connected with the test channel used 
(overall asymmetry, geometrical inaccuracies, flow disturbances 
and maldistribution from the inlet). Hence, no conclusions relative 
to the quality of model predictions can be expected from a com
parison. 

In Fig. 7, the eddy diffusivity for heat in both the radial and tan
gential direction is plotted versus relative wall distance yly at the 
angles <p - 0 deg and 30 deg for a given set of the parameters P/D, 
Re, and Pr. The functional dependence of «# with wall distance is 
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very similar to that experienced for (Mr (Fig- 6)- As expected, the 
diffusivity is lowest in the gap region (ip = 0 deg) and increases 
toward the center of the subchannel. Curves A and B represent re
sults which have been obtained using Option B to estimate the ma-
crolength Lp. It becomes evident that taking Lv « Lr($>, 30 deg) 
almost across the entire flow area results in a substantial increase 
of the tangential eddy diffusivity in the gap region while the effect 
on the radial diffusivity is rather moderate. The differences be
tween predictions according to Options A and B decrease with 
angle and are almost zero at ip = 30 deg. It further is observed that 
the diffusivity is strongly anisotropic. Plotting the ratio wJtHr 
versus yly reveals that the anisotropy continuously increases as 
the wall is approached. When using Option A to estimate L„ the 
ratio is almost unaffected by changes in <p and P/D, while Option B 
would yield a considerable increase of (H^/(Hr when <p and P/D de-
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Fig. 6 Radial eddy diffusivity of momentum for In-line flow through trian
gular rod bundles 

Fig. 7 Radial and tangential eddy diffusivity of heat for In-line flow 
through triangular rod bundles 

Table 1 Predictions for average Nusselt numbers and maximum circum
ferential surface temperature variations for fully developed in-line flow 
through bare triangular rod arrays with two different thermal boundary con
ditions using different options to evaluate Lv. Re = 50,410 

Option A 

Option B 

P r 

0. 007 

0.7 

3 .0 

0. 007 

0 .7 

, o 

Nu 
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9 .31 
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crease. The latter trend seems to be supported by current mea
surements; however, it cannot be excluded that, to a considerable 
extent, this result is due to net crossflow through the gap which 
has been observed in the test section. 

The quantitative effect of the different options on heat transfer 
results is demonstrated in Table 1 for a triangular array of P/D = 
1.1. In this table, calculated values are presented for the asymptot
ic Nusselt numbers and the maximum circumferential variation of 
the rod surface temperature, Tw (<p = 0 deg) — Tw (ip = 30 deg), 
normalized by the average temperature difference between the rod 
surface and the flowing fluid, tw — T. Two sets of thermal bound
ary conditions, relative to the rod surface were used: (a) uniform 
temperature in the circumferential direction, with uniform heat 
flux in the axial direction, and (b) uniform wall heat flux in all di
rections. The Prandtl numbers studied are 0.007, 0.7, and 3, and 
the Reynolds number is 50,410. As expected, Nusselt numbers 
evaluated by use of Option B are generally significantly higher 
than those for Option A due to the increased circumferential 
transport assumed which leads to a flatter temperature field. For 
the same reason, Option B results for the boundary condition (b) 
come closer to those for boundary condition (a). It is interesting to 
note that the corresponding reduction in the normalized circum
ferential wall temperature variation is rather pronounced for ordi
nary fluids, while it amounts only to about 7.5 percent for the low 
Prandtl number case. This is the result of the minor contribution 
of turbulent transport to the overall heat transfer. Since absolute 
values for the Nusselt numbers lie well within the range of experi
mental uncertainty definite conclusions relative to the validity of 
either option cannot be drawn. Hence, improvement of the present 
turbulence model as well as that of other ones heavily relies on fut
ure experimental investigations of high accuracy and rather bacic 
nature. 
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APPENDIX 
Model Functions. Importance function, introduced in eqs. (5) 

and (6): 

* = ^M!L e x p ( _ o - 5 (S/Lmln)i) (A. 1) 

Attenuation functions, introduced in equations (9)-(12): 

/o = exp (-£,<;) (A. 2) 

/ i = — U-exp(-£,s)) 

h = / i ' 
l + / o 

l + / o ' 

(A. 3) 

(A. 4) 
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(Q-exp(-O.04(y ,-7)) fo rv*>7 

Q = 6.33 + 1.8(log(u*deq/2v) - 2 . 1 7 6 ) . 
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Prediction of Local and Integral 

Turbulent Transport Properties for 

Liquid-Metal Heat Transfer in 

Equilateral Triangular Rod Arrays 
A theoretical method based on a phenomenological turbulence model has been applied 
to evaluate turbulent transport properties for liquid-metal heat transfer in bare equilat
eral triangular rod bundles. Results obtained for local distributions of thermal eddy dif-
fusivity in the various directions are presented in terms of correlations. From a subse
quent solution of the three-dimensional heat transfer problem between two characteris
tic interior subchannels under conditions characteristic for tracer-type mixing experi
ments, integral thermal mixing coefficients and thermal length scales have been evalu
ated. Results demonstrate that the basic concept of subchannel analysis treating molec
ular conduction and turbulent transport independently of each other tends to underesti
mate inter subchannel transport. The uncertainties which are involved in principal as
sumptions of the turbulence-model as well as in the available empirical results are dis
cussed in some detail. 

Introduction 

Present designs for liquid-metal cooled fast breeder reactors 
(LMFBR) involve parallel flow past tightly packed cylindrical fuel 
pins arranged in symmetrical triangular arrays within hexagonal 
channels. The design of such fuel elements for optimum perfor
mance and safe operation under steady and transient conditions 
requires prediction of their thermal and hydraulic characteristics 
to a degree of accuracy which is far beyond what can be achieved 
by customary prediction methods using an equivalent diameter 
concept to arrive at bundle average parameters. Thus, better 
methods which are able to predict local flows and enthalpies (or 
temperatures) have been developed. Two basically different types 
of approaches may be distinguished: lumped parameter and dis
tributed parameter methods. 

In the lumped parameter methods, often referred to as subchan
nel analyses, the rod bundle is divided into a number of subchan
nels, whose boundaries are defined arbitrarily by appropriate fuel 
rod and duct surfaces and by imaginary lines drawn between rod 
centers. Then average subchannel parameters are evaluated solv
ing the equations of continuity, momentum, and energy for each 

Contributed by the Heat Transfer Division for publication in the JOUR
NAL OF HEAT TRANSFER. Manuscript received by the Heat Transfer 
Division January 15,1974. Paper No. 75-HT-NN. 

subchannel. The equations for each subchannel are coupled with 
those of its neighbors by intersubchannel transport of mass, mo
mentum, and energy which is treated in terms of global (integral) 
transport coefficients ("mixing coefficients"). The main advantage 
of this concept is that large systems of complicated geometry can 
be treated, even in three dimensions and under transient condi
tions. However, the description of the system is rather rough due 
to the limited number and size of subchannels which can be in
cluded. Also, temperatures of fuel rods cannot be determined un
less correlations for the "film heat transfer coefficient" are intro
duced as input data. 

Distributed parameter methods essentially consist of solving the 
time-averaged Reynolds equations of momentum and energy 
transport for velocity and temperature distributions. Principally, 
these results may then be used to also evaluate integral parameters 
to feed into lumped parameter analyses. Application of these 
methods has been rather restricted, however, due to numerical and 
computer problems as well as lack of knowledge on local Reynolds 
shear stresses and turbulent heat fluxes in the various directions. 
These difficulties primarily arise from the complexity of general 
bundle geometry. Most of the effort has thus been to investigate 
bare rod assemblies applying different levels of sophistication with 
respect to input information on turbulent transport properties. 
Nevertheless, the geometrically simplified analyses may be consid
ered as indispensible base technology, since significant further 
progress on local descriptions of rod bundles with grid-type and 
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wire-wrap spacers can only be expected when the physical behav
ior of the more simple bare rod bundle is well understood and can 
be predicted with sufficient reliability. For instance, from special 
investigations of the effect of grid-spacers on fluid flow and heat 
transfer in otherwise bare rod bundles, one might be able to elabo
rate correction functions which, when applied to three-dimension
al bare rod bundle predictions, will yield adequate results for bun
dles with grids. Considering the rather extensive number of local 
investigations on bare rod bundles in the last years and, especially, 
those by Eifler and Nijsing [1, 2],x it may be concluded that the 
mathematical procedures to locally predict turbulent flow and 
heat transfer in a finite bundle are in principle available. The 
problems are now concentrated in supplying the input information 
required to be fed into the mathematical procedures. In the most 
advanced approaches in turbulent fluid flow, this is information on 
turbulent transport properties for momentum and on secondary 
flow. The recent results of Eifler and Nijsing [1, 3], who have been 
successful in predicting fully developed turbulent velocity distri
butions, indicate that the status achieved at present can be consid
ered satisfactory. In this context, it seems worth noting that intro
ducing rather simple assumptions on secondary flow has proved 
sufficient to yield excellent results, while Rowe [4] estimated a sur
prisingly complex secondary flow pattern from his recent experi
mental investigations on turbulence structure in bare rod bundle 
arrangements. However, these estimates have merely been de
duced from distortions of axial velocity and turbulence intensity 
maps measured by laser-Doppler anemometer. In view of the con
siderable uncertainty which presently still exists on the causes of 
secondary flow of second kind, this procedure seems somewhat 
premature. Moreover, it seems very unlikely that physical reasons 
could be found to explain why a fully developed, completely stabi
lized flow should assume such an extremely complex flow pattern. 

For predicting turbulent heat transfer, knowledge of the velocity 
field including secondary flow as well as local turbulent diffusivi-
ties for heat is required. In liquid-metal heat transfer, secondary 
flow has a rather minor effect on temperature distribution com
pared to transport by molecular and turbulent diffusion as both 
our calculations and those of others [2, 3] have shown. Thus, at 
this time, specifying the thermal turbulent transport properties 
seems to be the bottleneck. Unfortunately, very little reliable in
formation exists thus far. In view of the considerable difficulties to 
obtain this information from appropriate liquid-metal heat trans
fer experiments, we have emphasized developing a theoretical 

method to evaluate both local and integral thermal transport prop
erties. This method, which has been described and discussed in a 
previous paper [5], consists in solving the Reynolds equations of 
momentum and energy for an incompressible, steady-state, one-
directional, hydrodynamically fully developed, turbulent internal 
flow. The Reynolds equations are closed by a phenomenological 
turbulence model which has been especially adjusted to this rather 
simple kind of flow. 

In this paper, results of this analysis are presented for liquid-
metal in-line flow through bare equilateral triangular rod arrays of 
infinite extent (Fig. I).2 These results might particularly be useful 
to better understand the relevant transport processes in liquid-
metal cooled rod bundles. This seems essential for achieving a 
physically sound description of transport in the near wall region of 
finite rod bundles where limiting design conditions usually occur. 

Loca l T u r b u l e n t T r a n s p o r t P r o p e r t i e s for H e a t 
The functional dependence of the eddy diffusivity for heat in 

both the radial and tangential direction with wall distance is very 
similar to that experienced for circular channels as demonstrated 
in Fig. 7 of reference [5]. Thus we may concentrate in this paper on 
results which typically exhibit the effect of pitch-to-diameter 
ratio, Reynolds number, and Prandtl number. The parameter 
ranges studied have been selected such that the operating condi
tions characteristic for liquid-metal cooled fast reactors are cov
ered. 

In heat transfer analyses, specification of turbulent thermal dif-
fusivities is customarily being done by applying separate assump
tions on turh and appropriate diffusivity ratios, e. g., 

£jfr(£flr)pr 

• (£j te)( ! t t*L)p r 

(1) 

(2) 

whereby, due to lack of sufficient knowledge, the spatial variation 
of the latter is usually neglected and spatial averages are intro
duced. For two Prandtl numbers characteristic for liquid metals 
and different P/D ratios, Fig. 2 shows results for the average ratio 
of the radial turbulent diffusivities of heat and momentum as a 
function of Reynolds number. The ratio (tHrltMr) for rod bundle 
configuration behaves very similarly to that experienced in tube 

L Numbers in brackets designate References at end of paper. 

2 Unless indicated otherwise, all results presented in this paper have been 
obtained using Option A to describe the maerolength in the tangential direc
tion (i.e., equation (19) of [5]) for it gives conservative results. 

B = correction function 

Cp = specific heat at constant pressure 

c = thermal conduction coefficient 
D = rod diameter, (2R) 

det, = equivalent hydraulic diameter 
h = fluid enthalpy 
L = mixing length scale or turbulent 

maerolength 
m = flow rate 

P = pitch 

Pe = Peclet number 

Pr = Prandtl number 
<j,' = heat addition per unit length of 

rod i 

R = rod radius 
r = radial coordinate 

Re 
T 
LI 

U* 

W 

Yu 
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y+ 
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a 
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P 
Tw 

Reynolds number, (ude(l/v) 
fluid temperature 
axial velocity component 
axial shear stress velocity, 

2 
(W 

p 

mixing flowrate or velocity compo
nent tangential to the wall 

centroid distance 
distance from rod surface, (r - R) 
dimensionless wall distance, 

iyu*/v) 
axial coordinate 
thermal diffusivity 
eddy diffusivity 
dynamic viscosity 
kinematic viscosity 
density 
wall shear stress 

<1> = u*y /v 

Superscripts and Subscripts 

H = heat 
M = momentum 

max = maximum value of characteristic 
symmetry segment 

(', j = subchannel identification number 
ij = subchannel connection i toy 
r = radial direction 

ifi = circumferential direction 
~ = spatial average 
' = turbulent transport compo

nent 
= maximum distance (cf. Fig. 1) 

°° = asymptotic value 
* = simultaneous molecular and 

bulent transport 
tur-
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Subchannel 

Re —§». 

Fig. 2 Spatially averaged ratio of radial eddy diffusivity of heat to that of 
momentum 

Characteristic flow area {see detail A) 

Detail A 

Fig. 1 Cross section of a five-rod portion of rod array having equilateral 
triangular arrangement Fig. 3 Spatially averaged ratio of eddy diffusivity in tangential direction to 

that In radial direction 

flow, absolute values being always less at given Re and Pr num
bers. The differences increase with P/D ratio. Corresponding re
sults for tu in the tangential direction are very similar in trends 
with relevant parameters, but less (up to about 10 percent) at a 
given set of P/D, Re, and Pr. The predicted effect of the same pa
rameters on the anisotropy of momentum and heat transport in 
liquid metals becomes evident from Fig. 3. At constant P/D and 
Re, the anisotropy of turbulent momentum transport seems to be 
slightly greater than that of liquid-metal heat transport. The aver
aged ratio of mJ^Hr increases with Reynolds and Prandtl number 
while changes in P/D ratio have the opposite effect. 

To facilitate possible further use of the model, predictions corre
lations describing the behavior of £H/« in the low Prandtl number 
range have been developed. For fully developed turbulent longitu
dinal flow through infinite regular rod arrays, the eddy diffusivity 
for heat may be represented as a function of the following parame
ters: 

^ =f{y/y,<p,P/D,Re,Vv) (3) 

Examining the functional dependences of e///a which briefly 
have been discussed in the previous paragraph, it is found that 
equation (3) for the various directions can be represented very sat
isfactorily by 

and 

^ f = gi(y/y, * , * m „)5- 3
r (Re , P r , P/D) P r (4) 

= gib/9, * , <f>™*)g2(y/y, ®)g3"(B.e, P r , P/D) Pr (5) 

respectively. Note that the variable $ = u*y/v is a function of Re, 
<fi, and P/D. <S> attains its maximum value * m a x at <p = 30 deg (cf. 
Fig. 1). For the parameter ranges P/D > 1.04, 104 < Re < 2 • 106, 
and 0.003 < Pr < 0.03, the following expressions for the functions 
§i, g2, and gs have been found to well correlate the theoretical re
sults for infinite triangular rod arrays: 

S't (#/* raax)"(S^m„1(M')2m"1*-i?) 
m-l 

(6) 

w h e r e 

and 

At= 0.27920 
A3= -0 .64217 
As = 0.68053 

A7 = -0 .26073 
A9 = An = Als = 0 
A, 5 = 0.004653 

n = 3 .29(Re/1000r°- 8 6 M 1 

The function B(y+ , Re) represents a correction for the wall re
gion which reverts, practically speaking, to zero when y+ §; 70 (Re 
i l O 4 ) 

B(y*, Re) = (0.424 - 0 . 0 1 1 8 In Re)(j.+)°°342+0-0704 ln E8 

x exp{(0.0844 - 0.01376 ln Re)y*} 

g2 = b/yf (7) 

w h e r e 

q = -0 .0923(8 .393 - a r c t g [ e x p ( - * / 7 6 8 . 6 - 2.8)] 1 8 0 / 4 

a R e ' P r 0 

S3 aReb Pr° 
(8) 

w h e r e 

a - P{ + Pi exp (P 3 (P /£>- l ) ) 
b = Ri + R2 exp(R3(P/D-l)) 
c = 0.941254 

The coefficients P and R for the r- and ^-direction to give the 
corresponding functions g3r and ga^, respectively, are 

r- d i r ec t i on 
Ri = 0.0068 
R2 = -0 .37638 
iJ3 = -31 .01 Pi 

0.003988 
0.0654 
-34 .873 
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^-direction: 

Rt = 0.7444 
R2 = -0.23416 
R3 = -18.664 

Pi = 0.015423 
P 2 = 0.170915 
P3 = -25.77 

It should be pointed out that the structure of correlations (4) 
and (5) is similar to that of equations (1) and (2), respectively, gz 
represents the ratio tujtur while gar and gav are identical to the 
spatially averaged ratios (mrUtAr) and (mvUMv), respectively. 
Note that spatial averages of diffusitity ratios rather than ratios of 
averages have been correlated since, by this procedure, better rep
resentation of «H in the wall near region is obtained. 

Integral Transport Properties 
Results . Applying the usual assumptions of subchannel analy

sis to a bare rod bundle and assuming that pressure gradients be
tween subchannels do not exist, the steady-state energy equation 
for subchannel i adjacent to N other subchannels may be written 
as [6] 

dh{ 

' dz 
= q,'- - E (h, - hf) wu'

H - £ (Ti - Tj) i (9) 
i't 

where the quantities m, h, q', and T represent subchannel aver
ages. The right-hand terms account for heat transfer from the fuel 
rod and thermal energy transfer between adjacent subchannels by 
turbulent diffusion and molecular conduction. Note that in equa
tion (9) the different transport phenomena are assumed to act in
dependently of each other. This assumption, however, is justified 
only if the competing effects are significantly different in magni
tude which is not the case with respect to molecular and turbulent 
transport in liquid metals. As a result, the corresponding integral 
transport coefficients, wi/^ and cy, cannot be determined sepa
rately from liquid-metal_heat transfer experiments. Rather, only a 
combined coefficient, Wij*H, can be determined. The appropriate 
energy equation to be used reads 

dh, 
li dz 

•h,) u>u* (10) 

All integral quantities of interest for characterization of thermal 
transport between subchannels as mixing flowrate and length scale 
may be evaluated from results of three-dimensional distributed 
parameter analyses [7]. 

Accordingly, 

* f f 

\ lPr + (£fe) ][ 
1 8T-, 

r/R d(p 

4(P/D 

1 / = 
£ + (£**-) 

YJD 

d(r/R) 

(11) 

(12) 

To simulate typical tracer-type mixing experiments, calculations 
have been performed assuming the rods to be unheated and the 
flow of subchannels i and j initially at different but uniform tem
peratures. Under these conditions and for low Prandtl number 
fluids, the entrance region is rather short as demonstrated by Fig. 
4. Here, characteristic results for the axial development of Wij*H 

are plotted. Note that the entrance length required to establish 
thermally fully developed flow increases with increasing Reynolds 
and Prandtl numbers and decreasing geometric spacing. As far as 
the behavior of the entrance length with variation in Reynolds and 
Prandtl number is concerned, the same trends have recently been 
found to occur when the slug flow approximation is employed for 
solving the problem [8]. Caution should be used in applying the 
present theoretical results for wij*H to study entrance heat trans
fer in a liquid-metal cooled reactor fuel-rod bundle by use of a 
lumped-parameter analysis code. It is important to keep in mind 
that for practical reactor conditions, boundary conditions are quite 
different from those applied here. Hence the behavior of wij*H in 

the entrance region will also be different from that shown in Pig. 4. 
In contrast to present conditions ("plane source" of heated fluid), 
rods i and j of an actual fuel rod bundle generate heat at different 
rates while initial fluid temperatures of both subchannels are iden
tical. As a result, the thermal mixing flowrate Wij*H increases with 
axial distance from zero to an asymptotic value, while, in the plane 
source case, wtj*H decreases from positive infinity to an asymptotic 

Fig. 4 Axial development of thermal mixing flowrate in infinite triangular 
rod array 
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value [2, 7, 8]. Asymptotic values, however, are not much different 
in magnitude [8]. Results for the asymptotic values of the thermal 
mixing flowrate and length scale are presented in Figs. 5 and 6. 
They clearly demonstrate that, for liquid metals, turbulent diffu
sion affects energy transfer between subchannels at medium and 
high Reynolds numbers only. Note the typical gradual increase of 
u>ij<e*H and decrease of Lij„*H, respectively, with increasing Reyn
olds number. 

To prove the validity of the basic assumption of subchannel 
analysis, namely that different modes of intersubchannel transport 
may be treated separately and summed up to give the overall 
transfer rate, special calculations at turbulent flow conditions have 
been performed for the cases of molecular conduction only and 
turbulent transport only. The procedure to follow simply is solving 
the Reynolds equation of turbulent energy transport (i. e., equa
tion (2)'of reference [5]) for the three dimensions of the subchan
nel i and substituting the result into equation (11) under the as
sumption that either the tubulent heat fluxes (or en) or the molec
ular thermal conductivity is equal to zero. The resultant normal
ized transport coefficients obtained for a set of the parameters Pr, 
Re, and P/D are those for pure molecular conduction, Cij/ixCp, and 
pure turbulent transport, wi/"/ix. A sample result for Pr = '0.03 
and P/D = 1.3 is included in Fig. 5. The molecular conduction 
coefficient ciJZ/Cp is almost, i.e., within one percent, independent 
of Reynolds number and thus practically not affected by changes 
of the velocity field. The sum of cijZ/Cp and WijJH is always less 
than the mixing flowrate evaluated for simultaneous molecular 
and turbulent transport (wij„*H), thus indicating that the proce
dure applied in subchannel analysis treating different transport 
processes independently of each other tends to underestimate in
tersubchannel transport, at least for low Prandtl number fluids. 

The results of a parametrical study for the asymptotic thermal 
mixing flow rate Wijv,*11 (plane source case) have been correlated in 
terms of Peclet number, Prandtl number, and PID ratio. In view of 
possible application to LMFBR situations, the following range of 
these parameters has been considered: 1.10 < PID < 1.30, 0.003 < 
PR < 0.03, Re < 350,000. The approximate formula with constants 
which resulted from a least-square fit is given by: 

• P r [At "'D J 

2 

+ [(B1 + 5 2 | ) ( ^ 0 ) 1 ] (13) 

Ax = -1.5 
A2 = 1.617 
Bi = -0.097879 
Bs = 0.106061 

Cj = 1.411353 
C2 = -40.0644 
C3 = 1006.44 

It may be noted that the first right-hand term of equation (13) 
represents the contribution of molecular conduction to intersub
channel transport which is taken to be independent of Reynolds 
number. The second term, representing the effect of turbulent 
transport, depends on all three parameters (P/D, Pr, and Re) as 
expected in view of the results obtained for the local turbulent dif-
fusivities for heat. 

Discussion. The most striking feature of the results presented 
is probably the rather strong dependence of the mixing flowrate on 
the geometric spacing, P/D, as shown in Fig. 7 for Pr = 0.03 and 
1.0. Changing P/D from 1.1 to 1.3 results in an increase of i«;;„*w 

by a factor of more than two. As far as the contribution of turbu
lent transport is concerned, this seems to be in contradiction to 
previous experimental results on turbulent mixing in water and air 
flows where wij„*H has been observed to be weakly dependent on 
P/D only. In a previous paper [7], we have attributed this diver
gence to both experimental errors, which tend to considerably in
crease the observed mixing flowrate, preferably at low values of 
P/D and Reynolds number, and the negligence of secondary flow 
in the theoretical model used for the predictions. 

The accuracy of experimentally determined mixing flowrates, 
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which shall be representative for infinite regular rod arrays, is 
probably most affected by intersubchannel cross-flow phenomena 
caused by flow disturbances at the entrance, undeveloped flow, or 
geometric asymmetry of the rod array with respect to the bounda
ry between subchannels under consideration. Since geometric in
accuracies causing asymmetry will always be present in practice, it 
can be concluded that small secondary flows crossing the subchan
nel boundary will exist leading to a substantial increase of the in
tersubchannel transport observed. Kjellstrom [9] estimated that 
(for his geometry P/D ~ 1.22) crossflow of 0.3 percent of the axial 
bulk velocity would suffice to give a convective momentum trans
port of the same magnitude as the turbulent transport. Since 
crossflow velocities required to balance the turbulent transport de
crease with decreasing P/D, only slightly imperfect test conditions 
will excessively increase the magnitude of the mixing flow rate ob
served at small P/D ratios. Increased incorrect convective trans
port thus counterbalances the actually reduced turbulent trans
port at low P/D and, as a result, only a weak dependence of wrf on 
P/D is experienced in the experiments. 

On the other hand, present predictions of mixing flowrates can 
be expected to assume higher values in the low P/D range (P/D < 
1.4, hence, to show less dependence on P/D) when secondary flows 
within the subchannel are included in the model and Option B is 
used to evaluate the tangential macrolengths, L (see reference 
[5]). This leads to higher predictions for w, especially in the gap 
region. The effect of secondary flow within a symmetry element 
has been estimated by incorporating the method proposed by Nij-
sing and Eifler [1, 10] to predict secondary flow within the present 
model. For the empirical constant Cs in the relation proposed for 
the tangential velocity component w, a value of 0.415 rather than 
0.57 has been applied. Sample calculations for a Reynolds number 
of 5 • 104 clearly revealed that, for infinite regular triangular rod 
arrays with P/D ratios above 1.10, the contribution of secondary 
flow to intersubchannel transport (plane source) is absolutely in
significant for both liquid metals and ordinary fluids. Only at P/D 
ratios less than 1.10 does secondary flow have some minor effect on 
intersubchannel transport which increases with the Prandtl num
ber of the fluid. 

On the contrary, applying Option B for estimating the tangen
tial macrolengths in the turbulence model leads to a substantial in
crease of the thermal mixing flowrates calculated. According to 
equation (11), this is essentially due to the direct effect ofincreas-
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ing (Hv in the gap region rather than to changes in the resultant 
velocity and temperature fields. In line with expectations, the mix
ing flow rate is most increased at low P/D ratios and high Prandtl 
number. Nevertheless, even at Pr = 1.0, Wij«,*H still depends to 
quite an extent on the P/D ratio. Since Option B is certainly not 
very far from being an upper limit for Lv, it seems to be very likely 
that, up to now, experimental errors have prevented the proper 
empirical verification of the dependence of Wij«,*H on P/D. 

C o n c l u d i n g R e m a r k s 
The main purpose of this theoretical study was to investigate 

the principal functional dependences of both local and integral 
turbulent transport properties for heat on the geometric and phys
ical parameters which are characteristic for liquid-metal in-line 
flow through infinite bare rod arrays of regular triangular arrange
ment. It has been found [5] that the prediction of the eddy diffu-
sivity in the lateral direction severely depends on the estimate for 
the tangential macrolength applied in the turbulence model. In an 
infinitely extended array, however, the temperature distribution is 
relatively invariant in the laterial direction and, thus, rather insen
sitive to changes of the transport properties in this direction. For 
practical applications, where results for infinite rod arrays are ap
plied to study heat transport in the central region of fuel rod bun
dles, the present range of uncertainty in both tangential eddy dif-
fusivity for heat as well as the thermal mixing flowrate can be tol
erated. 

Unfortunately, this does not hold for the periphery of finite 
(fuel) rod bundles where rather large lateral variations of fluid 
temperature may occur. Hence, it would be very desirable to re
duce the margin of uncertainty (or the inherent conversatism) of 
the present model before extending its application to the peripher
al bundle area. For this aim, however, extremely accurate measure
ments of the structure of turbulence in rod arrays or other noncir-
cular ducts are indispensible. 
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Graeb Problem in Curved Square 

Channels 
Thermal entrance region heat transfer problem in curved square channels is solved by a 
numerical method for the two basic thermal boundary conditions of constant wall tem
perature and uniform wall heat flux by including the curvature ratio effect in the formu
lation as an independent parameter. Solutions are obtained for Pr = 0.1, 0.7, 5, 10.05 and 
500 and Dean numbers ranging from 0-488. Local Nusselt number results are qualita
tively similar to those reported in the literature for the case of curved circular pipes. The 
numerical results for the asymptotic Nusselt number agree well with the only experi
mental data available for the case of uniform wall heat flux. A correlation equation for 
the asymptotic Nusselt number is proposed. 

Introduction 

The problem of laminar forced convection heat transfer in the 
thermal entrance region of curved pipes or channels represents an 
extension of the classical Graetz problem and is one of the basic 
problems in convective heat transfer. However, it is only recently 
that the problem has been studied for the case of curved circular 
pipes [1, 2, 3, 4].1 For the equally important case of curved rectan
gular channels, heat transfer results are reported so far only for the 
limiting conditions corresponding to the hydrodynamically and 
thermally fully developed flow fields [5, 6] under the thermal 
boundary condition of constant wall temperature gradient. Within 
the assumption of constant physical properties, the momentum 
and energy equations are uncoupled and the Navier-Stokes equa
tions governing a steady fully developed laminar flow can be 
solved independently. For the fully developed laminar forced con
vection in curved rectangular channels, the theoretical solutions 
have previously been reported for the low Dean number regime [6] 
using numerical method and for the high Dean number regime [5] 
using boundary-layer approximation. Furthermore, the analyses 
reported so far are based on Dean's original formulation with the 
curvature ratio R/d » 1. As a result, the curvature ratio does not 
appear as an independent parameter in the formulation. 

Recently, a numerical analysis on the fully developed laminar 
flow in curved rectangular channels with the curvature ratio effect 
was reported for the aspect ratios (vertical height over horizontal 
width) 1,2,5 and 0.5 [7, 8]. For the case of a curved square channel, 

1 Numbers in brackets designate References at end of paper. 
Contributed by the Heat Transfer Division for publication in the JOUR

NAL OF HEAT TRANSFER. Manuscript received by the Heat Transfer 
Division, May 29, 1974. Paper No. 75-HT-EE. 

the numerical solution covers the Dean numbers ranging from 0 to 
about 700. It was found that an additional pair of counter-rotating 
vortex rolls appears near the central outer region of the channel in 
addition to the familiar secondary flow at a certain higher Dean 
number depending on the aspect ratio (see Fig. 1). This phenome
non appears to be consistent with Dean's centrifugal instability 
problem in a curved parallel-plate channel flow [9] where the flow 
is known to be unstable near the outer wall and stable near the 
inner wall. The numerical analysis and flow results are presented 
elsewhere [7]. 

In view of the occurrence of the two pairs of counter-rotating 
vortex rolls for some range of Dean numbers, it is desirable to 

Fig. 1 Coordinate system for curved square channel and secondary flow 
pattern at K = 488 and r = 4 
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study the Graetz problem in curved rectangular channels based on 
an accurate flow field obtained from the numerical solution of the 
full Navier-Stokes equations considering the curvature ratio effect. 

The purpose of this paper is to present heat transfer results for 
the Graetz problem in curved square channels for the two basic 
thermal boundary conditions of constant wall temperature and 
uniform wall heat flux. An effort is made to study the heat transfer 
mechanism in the thermal entrance region and the results of the 
present analysis are compared against the available theoretical and 
experimental results for the limiting asymptotic case. 

A n a l y s i s F o r G r a e t z P r o b l e m 
Consideration is given to a steady fully developed laminar flow 

of viscous incompressible fluid in a curved square channel. The 
following assumptions are introduced to limit the scope of the 
analysis: 

1 The physical properties are constant and free convection ef
fect is negligible. 

2 Axial conduction term is negligible compared with radial 
conduction term in the energy equation (Pe S; 50). 

3 Viscous dissipation is negligible and no other heat sources 
exist. 

Using the toroidal coordinate system shown in Fig. 1, the gov
erning equations for the steady fully developed laminar incom
pressible flow can be shown to be [7, 8]: 
Continuity equation 

3X 9 7 

Equations of motion 

a c /
+ ^ + [ i / ( i + M = o 

R'SR (1) 

W1 
usJL+v

&JL 
ax ay R{i + x/R) 

dU 

lap 
pax 
u 4. I9'*1 I ^ U | 1 

P LaX2 8 Y2 R(l + X/R) 8X R2(l + X/R)2 J 

ax ay 
l a p 
p a y 

,d2V d2V 
v ^ax5 Wr R(i + X/R) axJ 

1 SV-, 

(2) 

(3) 

ax ay R{1 + x/R) 

ta
2w a2w d\V 

1 l a p 
(1 + X/R)pdZ 

w 
aX2 BY2 R(l+X/R)dX R2(l + X/R) ] (4) 

The boundary conditions for the flow problem are 

U = V = W = 0 at wal l (5) 

V = a [ / / ay = a w / a y = 0 along line of s y m m e t r y Y = 0 

The numerical solution of the foregoing set of equations for 
curved rectangular channels is presented elsewhere [7, 8] and the 
flow equations are given here for reference purpose. 

The energy equation for the Graetz problem in a curved square 
channel is 

W dT 

ar 

rr^l + vHI. + 
ax BY (l + x/R)az 

~ "Lax2 ay2 R(i + x/fi)ax 
The two wall boundary conditions to be considered are: 

1 Constant wall temperature 

T = T0 at t h e r m a l e n t r a n c e (Z < 0) and T 

(6) 

Tw at wall (Z > 0) (7) 

2 Uniform wall heat flux 

T = T0 at t h e r m a l e n t r a n c e (Z < 0) and gw 

= k(&r/dN)w for Z > 0 (8) 

The other common boundary condition oT/aY = 0 results from the 
symmetry about the plane of curvature ( y = 0). 

After using the nondimensional variables as defined in Nomen
clature, the energy equation and the boundary conditions become 

„ , ae , ae. , iv ae 

a2o , a2e l ae 
(9) a*2 a_v2 r(l + x/r) ax 

1 0 = 1 at z < 0 and 6 = 0 at wal l for z > 0 (10) 

2 9 = 0 at z < 0 and dO/dn = 1 at wall for z > 0 

It is noted that Dean's original formulation corresponds to the case 
with 1/r = 0. For the Graetz problem, the local Nusselt number 
variation in the thermal entrance region is of primary interest. It is 
useful to employ two means of evaluating the local Nusselt number 
Nu = hd/k by considering either the local wall temperature gradi
ent or the local axial overall energy balance. The results are given 
as 

1 Constant wall temperature case 

Nu, = (ae~/an)w/el), Nu2 
ae, 

1 + x/r dz ) (11) 

• N o m e n c l a t u r e . 

d = width or height of a curved 
square channel 

h = average heat transfer coeffi
cient 

K = Dean number, Re(d/fl)1 / 2 

k = thermal conductivity 
M, N = number of divisions in X and 

y-directions, or inward-
drawn normal for N 

Nu = local Nusselt number, hd/k 
n = dimensionless inward-drawn 

normal, N/d, or nth axial 
step 

P = fluid pressure 
Pr = Prandtl number, v/cc 
qw = uniform wall heat flux 

R = radius of curvature of a 

curved square channel 
Re = Reynolds number, dW/i> 

r = dimensionless radius of cur
vature, R/d 

T, Tw, To = fluid temperature, constant 
wall temperature and uni
form fluid temperature at 
thermal entrance Z = 0, 
respectively 

U, V, W = velocity components in X, y 
and Z-directions 

u, v, w = dimensionless velocity com
ponents, [(U, V)/(v/d), 
W/W] 

W = average velocity 
X, y, Z = Cartesian coordinates 

x, y, z = dimensionless coordinates, 
[(X, Y)/d, Z/d{PrRe)] 

e = 
thermal diffusivity 
dimensionless temperature 

difference, (T - TW)/{T0-
Tw) for constant wall tem
perature case and (T -
TQ)/(qwd/k) for uniform 
wall heat flux case 

9b, 0w = bulk temperature, 
j j A0wdxdy / j j Awdxdy, 
and local wall temperature 

I' = kinematic viscosity 
P = density 
•i = dimensionless stream func 

tion [7, 8] 

Subscript and Superscript 

w = value at wall 
— = average value 
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2 Uniform wall heat flux case 

Nu, = l/(em- 9„), Nu2 
96. 

•) (12) 

where the bar indicates an average value. For the case of uniform 
wall heat flux, one obtains also the following relationship by con
sidering the energy balance over an axial length dZ. 

ae. 
1 + x/r dz :

) = 4 o r s imp ly d0b/dz = 4 for x/r < < 1 

(13) 

The two separate methods of calculating Nu together with equa
tion (13) provide a means of assessing the accuracy of the numeri
cal solution. 

N u m e r i c a l S o l u t i o n 
The velocity components, u, u, and w are available from the nu

merical solution of the fully developed flow problem [7, 8]. Conse
quently, the finite-difference grid-size M X N used for the energy 
equation is identical with that used in [7, 8]. With u = v = 0 and 
1/r «* 0, the present Graetz problem is seen to be analogous to the 
unsteady state two-dimensional heat conduction problem. How
ever, the convective terms due to secondary flow become increas
ingly important in equation (9) as the Dean or Prandtl number in
creases. The alternating direction implicit (ADI) method due to 
Peaceman and Rachford [10] is employed to transform equation 
(9) into a set of algebraic equations. By using the second order cen
tral difference approximations for all derivatives, a "tridiagonal" 
system of algebraic equations results at each of the half and full 
axial steps and can be solved by a Gaussian elimination method 
such as the Thomas algorithm. 

The stability of the numerical solution depends on the grid-size 
(M X N) and the axial step size (Az). For the flow problem in 
curved square channel, the grid-size of 20 X 10 or occasionally 40 X 
20 was found to be satisfactory from the viewpoint of the accuracy 
and computing time [7, 8]. For the present problem, the following 
scheme of axial step variation obtained by a trial and error method 
leads to a stable and convergent solution. 

bdal step, n 

1 ~ 100 
101 ~ 450 
451 ~ 650 
651 ~ 850 

n > 851 

Step size, Az 

5X 10- 5 

io-* 
2X 1 0 ' 4 

5 X 10"4 

10-3 

The solution is terminated when the asymptotic solution is 
reached. 

A discussion on the convergence of the numerical solution and 
the accuracy of the numerical result such as Nusselt number is 
now in order. The average quantities appearing in equations (11) 
to (13) are evaluated numerically using the Simpson's rule. A 
three-point finite-difference formula is used for (aw/an)w and a 
first order backward difference approximation is employed for 
aO/az. The accuracy of the numerical result can be assessed by not
ing the known asymptotic Nusselt numbers of 2.988 and 3.091 for 
the constant wall temperature and uniform wall heat flux cases, re
spectively, for the straight tube Graetz problem. The present cal
culations agree very well with the foregoing values. For the case of 
constant wall temperature, the difference in the values for Nui and 
Nu2 from equation (11) is found to be relatively large when the 
Prandtl or Dean number is large. For example, the asymptotic 
Nusselt number Nu! or Nu2 deviates from the average value of 
Nui and Nu2 by 7 percent with Pr = 0.7, K = 368 and M X N = 40 
X 20. A similar observation is also noted in [2] for the case of 
curved circular pipes. By a further reduction in the mesh size and 
axial step, it is confirmed that the value from Nui is a reasonably 
accurate one and consequently the numerical value from Nui is 
used in presenting the result. It is suspected that the numerical 

5.5 xlO"3 

Fig. 2 Development of isothermals with Pr = 5, K = 100, r = 100 for con
stant wall temperature case 

evaluation for aO/oz is a source of difficulty for Nu2. For the case of 
uniform wall heat flux, Nui and Nu2 are seen to be identical if the 
relationship represented by equation (13) is used. It is also clear 
that the numerical evaluation of Nui is easier and is thus expected 
to be more accurate than Nu2. In contrast to the case of constant 
wall temperature, however, the two values from Nui and Nu2 are 
found to agree with each other very well. At a high Dean number K 
= 488, the deviation from the average value of Nui and Nu2 is 
found to be 3 percent with Pr = 0.1 and M X J V = 2 0 X 1 0 . The nu
merical result also checks well with equation (13). 

From the foregoing discussion, it is concluded that the numeri
cal values from Nui are sufficiently accurate for both thermal 
boundary conditions and the accuracy is considered to be within 
about 2 percent. The computing time required in obtaining a com
plete numerical result for each Dean number is approximately 3 
min with M X TV = 20 X 10 and 9 min with M X N = 40 X 20 on 
IBM360/67 system. All details of the numerical analysis are pre
sented in [8]. 

R e s u l t s f o r C o n s t a n t W a l l T e m p e r a t u r e C a s e 
Tempera tu re Field Development. In this study, the effect of 

the Dean number on the development of the temperature field in 
the thermal entrance region is of special interest in interpreting 
the Nusselt number behavior. The temperature profile develop
ments along the central vertical and horizontal axes are presented 
in [8] for Dean numbers K = 14, 100, 368 and 488, respectively, 
with Pr = 0.7. It is pointed out that at K = 368 and 488 two pairs 
of counter-rotating vortex rolls already appear and the detailed 
secondary flow patterns are shown in [7, 8]. The development of 
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Fig. 3 Dean number effect on local Nusselt number variation with Pr 
0.1 and 0.7 for constant wall temperature case 
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Fig. 4 Dean number effect on local Nusselt number variation with Pr = 5 
and 500 for constant wall temperature case 

isothermals at several axial locations for Pr = 5 and K = 100 is il
lustrated in Fig. 2. The development of the plume-like behavior in 
the form of warm current penetrating into the cold fluid core re
gion and the appearance of the two eyes for the isothermals are 
noteworthy. The phenomenon is similar to that observed in curved 
circular pipes [1, 3, 4]. 

Heat Transfer Result . The variation of the local Nusselt 
number in the thermal entrance region is of practical importance 
and the results for Pr = 0.1, 0.7, 5, and 500 are shown in Figs. 3 and 
4. At Pr = 0.1, the general feature of the local Nusselt number 
variation is similar to that of the classical Graetz solution (K = 0). 
The behavior for Nu can be explained from equation (9). At a 
small Prandtl number, the axial convective term dominates over 
the convective terms due to secondary flow. Consequently, the 
curves for the different Dean numbers are nearly parallel and 
straight in the Leveque solution region near the thermal entrance 
(z = 0) and the difference in Nusselt number values is caused by 
the different degree of the axial velocity profile distortion for w 
due to Dean number effect. For small Prandtl numbers, the role of 
the axial convective term in the energy equation is important. 

At Pr = 0.7, one can clearly see the existence of a minimum Nus
selt number value at some downstream location depending on 
Dean number. At this particular location, apparently the axial con
vective term and the convective terms due to secondary flow are 
equally important and one may conclude that the entrance effect 
due to the axial convective term in equation (9) and the secondary 
flow effect are in balance. After passing the minimum Nusselt 
number point, the secondary flow effect dominates over the en
trance effect and the local Nusselt number continues to increase 
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Fig. 6 Dean number effect on local Nusselt number variation with Pr = 
0.1 and 0.7 for uniform wall heat flux case 

until the local maximum value is reached. Eventually, the Nusselt 
number value remains constant further downstream and one may 
conclude that the limiting asymptotic value corresponding to the 
fully developed temperature field is approached. It is clear that the 
thermal entrance length decreases with the increase of the Dean 
number. 

A characteristically different kind of the Nusselt number behav
ior appears when the Prandtl number is large. For example, at Pr ' 
= 500 and a relatively low Dean number K = 14, the secondary 
flow is rather weak and the Nusselt number variation in the Leve
que solution region is quite close to the case with K = 0. However, 
at some downstream position the secondary flow effect appears 
and the deviation begins. After reaching the local maximum value 
for Nu, an oscillatory phenomenon appears before a stationary 
value is reached further downstream. The present oscillatory Nus
selt number phenomenon is similar to that reported in the earlier 
numerical studies [1, 2] for the case of curved circular pipes. It 
should be pointed out that a numerical difficulty was encountered 
for K > 14 with Pr = 500. From the foregoing discussion, one can 
also understand the Nusselt number behavior for Pr = 5 as shown 
in Fig. 4. 

Results for Uniform Wall Heat Flux Case 
The typical temperature profile developments are shown in [8]. 

The development of the isothermals and heat transfer results are 
shown in Figs. 5-7. For the case of uniform wall heat flux, the left-
hand corner is found to be a hot spot and the wall temperature is 
highest there. When the temperature field becomes fully devel
oped, the axial distributions for 8m and <?{, become parallel to each 
other [8] and correspondingly, the local Nusselt number approach
es a constant value which depends on the Prandtl and Dean num
bers. The thermal entrance length is of practical interest and can 
be determined by noting the above fact. The local Nusselt number 
result shows that for a given Prandtl number, the thermal entrance 
length decreases with the increase of the Dean number and the 
Prandtl number effect is also seen to be similar for a given Dean 
number. The roles of the Dean and Prandtl numers on heat trans
fer result are thus seen to be similar and this observation can also • 

7.0*10 

Fig. 5 Development of isothermals with Pr = 5, K = 100 for uniform wall Fig. 7 Dean number effect on local Nusselt number variation with Pr = 5 
heat flux case and 500 for uniform wall heat flux case 
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Fig. 8 Asymptotic Nusselt number results and comparison with experi
mental data 

be seen from energy equation (9) where the relative magnitude of 
the convective terms due to secondary flow, Pr -(uaO/ox + v aO/ay), 
increases with the increase of the Prandtl or Dean number. 

The behavior of the local Nusselt number in the Leveque solu
tion region and the occurrence of the minimum and local maxi
mum Nusselt numbers can be explained. However, the oscillatory 
Nusselt number phenomenon before approaching an asymptotic 
value as shown in Pig. 7 cannot be explained readily. The reported 
numerical results [1, 2, 12] and the present work show qualitative 
agreement regarding the above mentioned oscillatory Nusselt 
number phenomenon. Apparently, the oscillatory phenomenon is 
caused by the convective terms due to secondary flow in the energy 
equation (9). Considering the fact that a numerical difficulty also 
arises when the Prandtl or Dean number is very large, one cannot 
rule out entirely the possibility that the phenomenon is caused by 
the numerical instability [3, 4]. At present it is not clear why the 
local Nusselt number in the case with the oscillatory phenomenon 
decreases faster along the axial direction than the case of a straight 
channel. Perhaps the question can only be answered by very pre
cise and accurate experimental measurements. However, the oscil
latory phenomenon is perhaps of theoretical interest only and in 
practical applications the asymptotic Nusselt number is important 
when Prandtl or Dean number is large. 

Asymptotic Nusselt Number Results 
The asymptotic Nusselt number is of practical importance and 

the numerical results for the two thermal boundary conditions are 
listed in [8] and are plotted in Fig. 8. The experimental data [5] for 
the case of uniform wall heat flux with Pr = 0.71 are also shown 
there for comparison. The agreement with the present analysis is 
seen to be reasonable confirming the good accuracy of the numeri
cal analysis noted earlier. The difference between the two thermal 
boundary conditions is seen to be relatively small for Pr = 0.7 and 
5. In view of this fact, the numerical results for the two boundary 
conditions were correlated by the following equation within a max
imum deviation of 12 percent using the least-squares method. 

Nu = 0.152 

+ 0.627(# 1 / 2Pr 1 / 4) , 0.7 =s P r < 5, 14 s K 500 (14) 

The parameter (KPr1/2) is based on the earlier study [11] for 
curved circular pipes and may be justified for the present simple 
correlation. 

Concluding Bemarks 
1 The present analysis includes the curvature ratio effect in 

the formulation. However, the recent work [13] for the fully devel
oped laminar forced convection in curved circular tubes with the 
thermal boundary condition of axially uniform wall heat flux and 
peripherally uniform wall temperature concludes that the curva
ture ratio parameter has a negligible effect on the average Nusselt 
number in the range of R/a = 10-100. For the present problem in
volving curved square channels, the curvature ratio effect on Nu is 
also expected to be negligible for r > 10. 

2 The present numerical results reveal an oscillatory or cyclic 
Nusselt number behavior before reaching an asymptotic value 
when the Prandtl or Dean number is large. The phenomenon is 
similar to that observed in curved circular pipes [1, 2, 12]. An at
tempt was made to clarify the heat transfer mechanism particular
ly the Prandtl and Dean number effects in the thermal entrance 
region of curved square channels. 

3 In order to limit the scope of the investigation, the aspect 
ratio effect on the present convective heat transfer problem in 
curved rectangular channels was not studied. However, the analy
sis can be made by using the flow fields reported in [7, 8]. 
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An Elementary Analysis for 
Predicting the Momentum- and 
Heat Transfer Characteristics of a 
Hydraulicaily Rough Surface 

A simple model is presented which approximates the turbulent shear flow over a well-
defined rough surface as a series of attached and separated flow regions. An elementary 
analysis applied to the model provides values for the well-known momentum- and heat-
transfer roughness functions R(h+) and g(h+, Pr), respectively. In order to use the calcu
lation method the exact shape^ and distribution of the roughness elements are required 
together with a form drag coefficient and a characteristic separation length. These may 
be found in the literature for many roughness shapes of interest. 

Introduction 

The purpose of this paper is to present an analytical model for 
the flow over a rough surface. This model complements the work of 
Kays [I],1 Kacker [2], Lavalee and Popovitch [3], and Perry, et al. 
[4]. It fills the gap between the wholly empirical treatment of 
rough surfaces [5, 6] and the extensive investigations on single ele
ments [7]. The analysis provides a quick and simple means of eval
uating or optimizing rough surfaces [8], it should help to avoid un
necessary and costly experiments [9], and it will provide a frame
work for more sophisticated methods. 

A simple surface—equally spaced, rectangular ribs—is consid
ered and the flow is represented by a series of attached and sepa
rated flow regions. For widely spaced roughness the flow reattach
es between the elements, but for closely spaced roughness the flow 
does not reattach in the gaps and each element shields the one 
downstream. Wall shear stresses for the attached flows are deter
mined from an assumed velocity profile, a logarithmic law-of-the-
wall [10] for a smooth surface, which also provides the dynamic 
pressure for the form drag [11] of each element. This dynamic 
pressure is reduced by the shielding effect of closely spaced ele
ments. A modified Reynolds analogy [10], which restricts the heat-
transfer analysis to fluids with Pr (see Nomenclature) of order 

1 Numbers in brackets designate References at end of paper. 
Contributed by the Heat Transfer Division for publication in the JOUR

NAL OF HEAT TRANSFER. Manuscript received by the Heat Transfer 
Division May 29,1974. Paper No. 75-HT-JJ. 

unity or greater, provides local heat transfer coefficients in the at
tached flow regions. Empirical information from cavities and steps 
[12-16] supplies coefficients in the separated flow areas. 

Attention is restricted to the steady, incompressible, turbulent 
flow of a constant property, single-phase, Newtonian fluid in a 
channel of constant cross section with rough walls. Any curvature 
of the channel is small and a constant mean heat-flux is applied at 
the surfaces. Extensions of the simple model to other roughness 
shapes and to other flow situations, and a fuller development of 
the equations presented here, may be found elsewhere [17]. 

The Physical Nature of the Flow Over a Rough 
Surface and an Approximate Flow Model 

We consider a fully developed channel flow and ribs with h « D. 
The flow may be divided into two layers; one of thickness 5, which 
is of order h and which envelopes the roughness elements, and the 
other the core between the roughness elements and the channel 
center line. We are concerned solely with the former layer. The 
basic pattern of the flow over the ribs is illustrated by Pig. 1(a). 
The channel Reynolds number is assumed to be high enough and 
the ribs widely spaced such that the separated flow regions shown 
are formed. Separation and reattachment imply that the shear 
stress, wall temperature, and velocity profiles are cyclic functions 
of z in the vicinity of the roughness. 

To simplify the problem the physical flow in Fig. 1(a) is re
placed by the model of Fig. 1(b), where four regions 1, 2, 3, and 4 
are indicated. The separation "bubble" on top of each rib in region 
1 is now completely ignored. Separated flow regions are specified 
by characteristic separation lengths C3 and e4. The flow is assumed 
to remain attached to the top of the rib giving a mean wall stress 
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Fig. i(a) Physical flow over roughness elements, not to scale—HP 
High Pressure, LP = Low Pressure 

Fig. 1(b) Approximate model p - b > ca + c4 

TI, over b. Similarly T2 is defined for region 2. Both TI and r<i are 
smaller than the total average wall shear stress rw which contains 
contributions from the form drag of each element. 

As the pitch of the ribs is reduced the flow will no longer reat
tach between the ribs and a cavity will be formed. This occurs 
when p — 6 5 C3 + C4. The dynamic pressure acting on the front-
face of each element is reduced, as well as the area over which this 
pressure acts, by the shielding from each upstream element. Flow 
in the cavity is approximated by the model of Fig. lfcj where re
gion 2 is now lost altogether. A solution of the Navier Stokes equa
tions for the separated flows would provide the dimensions C3 and 
c4 as well as the cavity flow. Here we specify these regions and lin
early approximate the flow dipping into the cavity by the dimen
sion k which is assumed to be directly related to C3 and c4 as indi
cated. 

Basic Analysis, p - b > c3 + c4. A force balance over a length 
L of channel of unit width containing a large number of ribs gives 

A„rw = S ^ i n + 2 ^ 2 T 2 + S2), (1) 

where Aw, defined as Aw = L X 1, is an overall mean surface area 
X indicates a sum over L, and the drag, caused by any change in 
the channel flow static pressure across each element, is assumed 

; u ( 6 ) i ^ 

8 ! +y 
!© © 

777Y. bmjraa^ 

Fig. 1 (c) Approximate model p — b < 03 + c4 

small compared with Df. Contributions to TW from the shear stress
es in the separated flow regions are assumed to be incorporated in 

We need to relate Df and the shear stresses to characteristic ve
locities and dimensions of the flow field in each region. We define 
a form drag coefficient CD through Df = Copu2Apl/2. The dy
namic pressure term arises naturally from momentum balance 
considerations over a control volume enclosing a roughness ele
ment: 
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surface area, or constant (2.5) 
in log-laws 

width of roughness element 
constant in log-laws 
C3 + d, characteristic separa

tion length 
specific heat 
form drag coefficient 
p - b for p - b < c3 + c4 and 

c otherwise 
hydraulic diameter 
form drag 
heat-transfer roughness func

tion 
height of roughness element 
hu-rw/i>, roughness Reynolds 

number 
conductivity coefficient, or 

length characterizing the 
flow dipping into the cavity 

viscous or laminar sublayer 
thickness 

liir/v dimensionless sublayer 
thickness 

L 
m 
n 
P 

Pr 
Pr, 
q" 

R 

T 
T+ 

u 
UT 

u + 

u 
£/» 

W 
X 

y 
y+ 

z 
a 
5 

length of channel 
exponent 
exponent 
pitch of roughness elements 
Prandtl number 
turbulent Prandtl number 
heat flux per unit area 
momentum transfer roughness 

function 
temperature 
(T„, - T)pCu,w/qw", dimen

sionless temperature 
velocity 
(r /p)1 '2 , friction velocity 
u/u r,dimensionless velocity 
average velocity 
velocity upstream of cavity 
empirical function 
characteristic length 
distance from surface 
y UTW jv, dimensionless y 
flow direction 
heat transfer coefficient 
characteristic displacement 

thickness of rough surface 
v = kinematic viscosity 
P = density 
T = mean surface shear stress 
2 = sum over L 

Subscripts 

1, 2, 3, 4 = regions 1, 2, 3, 4, mean quan
tities 

a = adiabatic wall 
c = cavity empirical information 
e = effective 
F = projected frontal area 
i = 1, 2, 3, 4, R, or S 

R = mean over rear of element 
S = mean over effective front of 

element 
SA = perturbed hydraulically smooth 

wall 
SM = unperturbed hydraulically 

smooth wall 
w = overall mean surface quantity 
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The definition of shear velocity ur = ir/p)l/2 enables us to rewrite 
equation (1), for uniformly distributed elements, as 

u\ = n\ b/p + u\\p - b - (c3 + c,)]/p + CDpW2h/2p 

(3) 
The layer adjacent to the wall, which encloses the roughness ele
ments, is of thickness 5 with a mean velocity u(5) at its edge. It is 
not possible to define the origin for y and <5, Fig. 2, but we can as
sume that, in the physical flow over the elements, Fig. 1, u(<5) is 
also, to a first approximation, the velocity at ,yi = y 2 = &. This 
gives the coupling between the physical flow and overall surface 
quantities. 

Defining the velocity u+ = u/uT and dividing equation (3) by 
[u(<5)]2 gives 

k ( 6 ) ] " 2 = k * ( 6 ) ] - V / > + l V ( 5 ) H / > - b - (c-3 + ct)]/p 

+ CDp[it/u{S)fh/2p (4) 

We see that u+(5) is a velocity in a dimensionless form suitable for 
characterizing the average properties of the whole surface, while 
u i + and u 2

+ are velocities for the smooth wall regions 1 and 2. 
u+(S) may be related to the well-known roughness function R(h+) 
[18]. 

A heat balance over the length L may be written 

Ajlu," = S A r f ! " + S A ^ z " + S A t f 3 " + W / 4 " 
+ T,AFqs" + ^AFqR" (5) 

where q{' are mean wall heat transfer rates per unit area in regions 
1, 2, 3, 4, and over the front S and rear R faces. Defining the tem
perature T+(6) = [T,„ - T(S)]pCurJqw", where Tw - T(S) is the 
temperature difference a t y i = <5 andy 2 = <5, and introducing T+(<5) 
into equation (5) gives 

pCuT /T+(5) = afi/p + ot2(p - 6 - c 3 - cA)/p + a,c3//> 

+ afjp + ciji/p + aRh/p (6) 

where m is an average heat-transfer coefficient for each region, de
fined by at = qi"l[Tw - T(<5)], and the convective transport 
through the ends of the control volume is neglected. 

T+(<5) is a parameter suitable for characterizing the average 
heat-transfer properties of the whole rough surface and may readi
ly be related to the roughness function g(h+, Pr) [18]. The a; are 
determined from empirical relations for cavities and steps. 

M o d i f i c a t i o n s fo r p - b < c3 + c4 

We extend the foregoing equations to this case by simply assum
ing that each element shields its downstream neighbor, reducing 
its effective frontal area. Also, because the flow outside the sepa
rated flow region 3 is a shear layer, the dynamic pressure acting on 
the effective area is reduced. For the flow field of Fig. 1(c), the ef
fective height he of each element is he = (h - k), and u now takes 
the form: 

(/, - k)u 2 = / ' " Vrfj-3 (7) 

where y3 is measured from the base of the cavity and uz is the pro
file in region 3. Strictly, a separated flow profile should be em
ployed for U3, but we retain simplicity by assuming us = u% with 
U3 = 0 for 0 < yz < k. Equations (4) and (6) now take the form: 

[H*(5)]-2 = [«,+(6)]-V/> + CDp\uVu(6)]Vij2p (8) 

and 

pCuryT*(5) = afi/p + a3c3he/hp + otiCihe/hp 

+ ashjp + aRh/p (9) 

with he = (h - k) = hip - fe)/(c3 + c4). The contribution to the 
heat transfer of the frontal area between 0 < y3 ^ k is assumed 
negligible. 

FLOW. 

7Y? 

/, 
7f77/, V7777/-

Fig. 2 A rough wall and its origin uncertainly 

V e l o c i t y P r o f i l e s 

To evaluate the integrals in equation (2) and (7) and to deter
mine the surface mean parameter u+(<5) from equations (4) or (8), 
velocity profiles u i + , u 2

+ , and it3
+ are required. An assymptotic 

profile, for very widely or closely spaced elements, is a smooth wall 
one, typically [10] 

/ = Alny* + B s (10) 

Subscript SM indicates that we are referring to a smooth wall in 
the presence of a turbulent shear flow in which no artificial distur
bances are introduced, for example, by upstream separated flows. 
We assume that equation (10) remains representative for regions 1, 
2, and 3 (for y3 > k) except that BSM is modified because of turbu
lence generated by the separated flows. Thus a representative ve
locity USA+ is introduced as 

uSA* = Alny* + BSA = ufiyi) = u2*(y2) = u3%y3) (11) 

with the origin for u3 taken from y 3 = k. 
To determine BSA we recall that BSM is defined in terms of a 

laminar sublayer thickness ISM^ i~ 11.63) 

Bstt - ^sti Alnlsil ~ 5,5 (12) 

and, by analogy, 

BSA = lSA*-AlnlSA* (13) 

where ISA+ is representative of the laminar sublayer thickness in 
regions 1 and 2. We assume that any increase in local turbulence 
intensity, generated by the separated flows, is reflected by a de
crease in ISA+ and that this decrease is given by 

hA* = hn\SA/Urw = W « W « s / ( 5 ) (14) 

T h e H e a t T r a n s f e r C o e f f i c i e n t s «,• 
Employing the modified Reynolds analogy [10] to the layer be

tween ISA+ and 8 in each region 1 and 2, we obtain 

a , = a2 =pCuT u*(5)/{Pvt[us/{5)f 
IV 

+ Z s / M s / ( 6 ) [ P r M ~ P r t ] } (15) 

For regions 3, 4, and for R and S, we use Seban's [12-14] experi
mental information for rectangular cavities, which is summarized 
in Fig. 3. The variation of etc in the cavity is given by 

«c
 s

 Q«"/{T« - Ta) = iu„x/vnm/X)iPr/o.nr (ie) 
where, following Presser [16], the Prandtl number is introduced to 
generalize Seban's results in air. [/», X, and Ta define a flat plate 
heat-transfer coefficient upstream of the cavity itself, and the vari
ation of ac is determined from the given variation of W. From Se
ban's information it is difficult to estimate the effect on ac of the 
cavity length d = (p — b). We infer this effect from the results of 
Charwat, et al. [15], where a linear approximation gives ac a (0.5 + 
0.5d/c) until the flow reattaches in the cavity, that is, until p — b> 
C3 + C4. We have anticipated the result that ac is a maximum when 
d = c. This, in fact, contradicts Charwat's measurements for d > c 
and is a weakness of the present model in which region 2 is sud
denly introduced. Combining Charwat's and Seban's results gives 
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ac = (£/= oX/t/)"(Pr/0.71)'"(W£/X)(0.5 + 0.5d/c) (17) 

where d = c for p — b > c. 
We make the transformation from the single cavity experiments 

to the present rough surface model by assuming that the heat-
transfer coefficient distribution is the same in both cases when £/«,, 
X, and Ta are replaced by u(d), 5, and T(8), respectively. Then, 
taking the average values for W from Fig. 3, we obtain 

a3= Ui = 0.025(fe/o)(M(6)6/i;]"(Pr/0.71)" ,(0.5 + 0 .5d/e) 
(18) 

with cvR = 0.8«3 and as = 2a3, and d = c for p — b > c. Equation 
(18) may be written with more convenient variables as 

a^pCiir 0.025[«+(6)ln(0.5 
W 

+ 0.5d/c)/[0.'llmPrUm(h+&/h)1-*] (19) 

again, d = c for p — b > c. 

R o u g h n e s s F u n c t i o n s 
The fundamental parameters controlling the momentum- and 

heat-transfer properties of a rough surface are R(h+) and g(h+, 
Pr), respectively [18]. We have expressions for surface average pa
rameters u+(&) and T+(<5), at some mean distance & from an unde
fined mean origin for the surface. We need to relate these to the 
roughness functions. The mathematical representation of a rough 
surface in terms of R(h+) and a log-law 

: Alny/h + R(h*\ (20) 

does not allow us to specify the origin for y. We avoid the origin 
problem by assuming that R(h+) is a mean velocity found by inte
grating equation (20) over the surface mean control volume of 
thickness <5. This gives <5 the character of a displacement thickness 
for a rough surface. Integration gives 

u*(S) = R(h*) + A and AlnS/ft = A (21) 

It immediately follows from the modified Reynolds analogy that 

T*(6) = g{h+, P r ) + PrtA (22) 

Our solution procedure for p — b > a + c± is to substitute equa
tion (11) into (2). Equation (4), after substituting for u and multi
plying by [us,i+(i5)]2, becomes 

[ « S J 1 * ( 6 ) / M + ( O ) ] J = l - c / p + CD[(USA*(5) - 2A)2 + A2]h/2p 

(23) 
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From equation (11), after substituting for S/h from (21), USA+(&) is 
given by 

« s / ( 6 ) =Alnh*a*(8)/uSA*(6) + A + Bs (24) 

Fig. 3 Heat transfer distribution in a shallow rectangular cavity 2 < d/h < 
5, after Seban, ei al. [12-14] 

with BSA evaluated from equations (13) and (14). For a given ge
ometry, Co and c, equations (23) and (24) may be solved for u+(S), 
then equations (15) and (19) for the <*;, giving T+(S) from equation 
(6). R and g are readily evaluated from equations (21) and (22). 

When p - 6 < C3 + c4, equations (7) and (8) give, after substi
tuting for u from equation (11) and integrating, 

[uSA*(6)/u*(6)Y = b/p + C D [ { M S A * ( 6 ) - 2A 

+ Alnip - b)/cf + A2]h(p - b)/2pc (25) 

which, together with equations (13), (14), and (24), may be solved 
for u+(6). Equation (19) is solved for 0:3. The remaining a; are de
termined as above and T+(6) is given by equation (9). R and g 
readily follow from equations (21) and (22). 

Comparison With Experiments and Discussion 
When the geometry p, h, and 6 of the ribs is given, values of R 

and g may be determined as functions of h+, from the equations 
presented, provided Pr(, m, n, c/h, and Co are known. We follow 
Seban and choose n = 0.8. A mean value of Presser's measure
ments gives m = 0.5. An acceptable mean value for Pr ( is 0.9 [10]. 
Hoerner [11] gives Co = 1.2 for rectangular ribs with sharp edges. 
From Abbott and Kline [19] we estimate C3//1 » 7.5 and from Lu-
zhanskiy and Solntsev [20] cjh « 1.0. These and the cavity mea
surements suggest that c/h = 8.5 is a representative value. Both 
CD and c/h are expected to be functions of some local Reynolds 
number and, possibly, of the rib width [10], but we assume here 
that they are constants. The constants A, BSM, and ISM+ are cho
sen 2.5, 5.5, and 11.63, respectively. 

Predicted values of R are compared with some representative 
measurements [21] from an annulus test rig in Fig. 4. This compar
ison is typical of the discrepancy between theory and experiment 
with good agreement at high values of h+, but too high values of R 
at lower values of h+. Correct trends are shown: R increasing with 
decreasing h+ for closely spaced elements but decreasing with h+ 

for widely spaced elements. The reason for this behavior is not 
clear. To give some idea of the discrepancies over a very wide range 
of roughness shapes a comparison is made in Fig. 5 between pre
dicted values of R and a correlation of experimental information 
[22]. Considering the approximations in the theory and the wide 
scatter (not indicated on the correlation) in the experiments the 
agreement is very reasonable. The theory indicates R ^ R(b) for p 
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— b > c and this appears to be qualified by the experiments. Fur
thermore, both theory and experiment suggest that R ^ R(D), al
though Baumann [23] has shown that this is true only when h « 
D. 

Most measurements of R and g have been performed in annuli, 
which has introduced unknown errors when transformations are 
employed [18]. Consistency of results [24] has indicated that trans
formation errors in R are small, so that experimental results in 
Figs. 4 and 5 may be considered representative of both circular 
tube and annulus measurements. However, significant errors [24] 
are indicated in transformed values of g. Therefore predicted 
values of g are compared only with those measured in circular 
tubes. Representative results [25] are given in Figs. 6 and 7. The 
agreement is very reasonable at Prandtl numbers of order unity 
but discrepancies occur at higher Prandtl numbers, probably be
cause of the very simple power law used for the Prandtl number 
dependency. 

Some idea of why discrepancies occur may be obtained from Fig. 
8, where a comparison is made between the measured [26] and pre
dicted local heat-transfer coefficient a;. The a distribution was re
covered from the average values of W by scaling Fig. 3. There is 
evidence that by taking average values some discrepancies cancel. 
The greatest discrepancy occurs over the top of the rib DA which 
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corresponds to region 1. The experiments indicate that a separa
tion bubble forms near D and after this bubble reattachment oc
curs. Not only will such separated flows influence the separated 
flow regions 3 and 4, but high heat-transfer rates may be associ
ated with the reattachment. These mechanisms are not considered 
in the theory. 

The minimum in g that occurs for high values of Pr and at h+ ~ 
20, Fig. 7, is not predicted by the theory. This is because Seban's 
correlation is for a fully turbulent separated flow. As the local 
Reynolds number is reduced the separated flow probably becomes 
transitional then laminar and corresponding changes in the heat 
transfer mechanism occur. A transition from a turbulent to a lami
nar separated flow, with decreasing h+, offers a possible explana
tion for a rough wall acting like a thermally smooth wall before it 
becomes hydraulically smooth. The concept of a low local Reyn
olds number also leads to the suggestion that a hydraulically 
smooth wall is one at which the flow at the surface is a Stokes flow. 
This is also supported by the work of Richardson [27]. 

Improvements to the model can be envisaged. The attached flow 
regions need not be treated as regions of constant shear stress, al
though the type of boundary layer formed in the turbulent shear 
flow is not clearly understood. Better velocity profiles could be em
ployed for the attached and separated flow regions. A region 5 
could be introduced to encompass the separation bubble at the 
front of the sharp edged elements, but all turbulent separated 
flows [28] are extremely difficult to analyze. The influence of up
stream and downstream separated flows on the attached flow re
gions is not clearly understood—it was very crudely included in 
the analysis. Solution of the turbulence energy equation will pro
vide useful information on these influences. Significant progress 
will only follow detailed local measurements of the basic phenome
na. 
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C o n c l u d i n g R e m a r k s 

The main purpose of this paper has been to lay some founda

tions for analyzing the momentum- and heat-transfer characteris

tics of rough surfaces. Simple equations have been developed to 

account, in a rather crude fashion perhaps, for the separated flows 

and turbulence phenomena found on rough surfaces. Although the 

present analysis is for evenly spaced rectangular-ribs, its extension 

to nonrectangular ribs has been carried out [17]. Further exten

sions to unevenly spaced elements, to three dimensional elements, 

to flow situations other than fully developed pipe flows [29], and to 

variable property situations [30] are readily envisaged. The pres

ent model cannot be used where large adverse static pressure gra

dients are imposed which might cause overall flow separation with

out reattachment. 
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Frost Formation With Varying 
Environmental Parameters 
In practical applications frost formation often takes place with varying environmental 
parameters (air velocity, temperature, and humidity). Most correlations that have been 
developed are for constant parameters. Since the frost formation process is dependent 
on both time and on the history of the frost layer, the correlations for constant environ
mental parameters will not work when the parameters vary. For this reason, a study was 
made to develop a method to predict frost formations with varying parameters. 

A theoretical model of frost growth based on molecular diffusion of water vapor at the 
frost surface and using energy and mass balances was developed. The model can incor
porate varying environmental parameters. The model uses functions relating heat and 
mass transfer coefficients at the frost surface to the environmental parameters. 

The model was first tested and calibrated using data taken by previous investigators. 
A facility was then built to test the validity of the model for varying environmental pa
rameters. Tests were made for changes in humidity and air velocity. 

The model showed good agreement with the basic trends observed for varying parame
ters. The qualitative results were generally within 25 percent of the predicted values for 
time periods up to 3 hr. 

Introduction 

Frost formation is a problem often encountered in the refrigera
tion industry. The formation of frost on heat exchanger surfaces 
can be extremely detrimental to their efficient operation. The frost 
acts as a thermal insulator, reducing the ability of the surface to 
transfer heat. Also, accumulations of frost often become thick 
enough to restrict airflow. In extreme cases the frost will complete
ly block the flow of air. Usually the frost is removed periodically to 
improve the efficiency of operation. This normally involves heat
ing the surface to melt the frost, a costly operation since energy is 
required to melt the frost and the heat exchanger is out of opera
tion during the process. 

When a surface below 273°K (32°F) comes into contact with 
moist air having a dew point temperature greater than the temper
ature of the surface, frost will form. The nature of the frost forma
tion process makes it difficult to predict such factors as rate of for
mation and density of the frost. The process is accumulative in na
ture, creating a continually changing situation. This prevents any 
steady-state analysis. The effect of the frost depends on its density 
as well as its thickness. The frost density depends on how it was 

formed. This causes characteristics of frost at any given time to be 
dependent on the history of its formation. 

Model Development 
Because of the history dependent nature of frost formation, the 

common types of correlations used in other heat and mass transfer 
problems do not apply. Instead, a diffusional model similar to the 
one developed by Brian, Reid, and Branzinsky is used to describe 
the process [ l j .1 The model treats the frost layer as a porous sub
stance. Water vapor is considered to be transported to the frost 
surface in the same- manner as for any other surface. This allows 
correlations of mass transfer coefficients developed for nonfrosting 
conditions to be used. The vapor transported to the frost surface is 
divided into two parts. Part of it diffuses into the existing frost 
layer and increases the density of the frost. The rest goes to in
crease the thickness of the frost layer. 

An important assumption is made to simplify the development 
of the model. There is assumed to be no spatial variation of frost 
density even though it varies with time. Although this assumption 
has not been proven valid on a theoretical basis, other studies have 
shown this to be the case in many instances [2]. 
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(1) 

If the diffusion of water vapor into the frost is assumed to be by 
molecular diffusion at the frost surface, equation (1) describes the 
process of densification. Derivations appear in the Appendix. 

dPf _ MVDS (1 - P/ZPice) 
dl ~ RTSTSXS 

Using the assumption of spatially constant frost density the rate 
at which the thickness increases can be found. 

'hAPva -Pvs>- j^r^ l dT h \lxls 

rlP rIT 

\lTh\lx)s 

dxs 

dt Pf 
(2) 

In order to solve equations (1) and (2) it is necessary to know Ts 

and (dT/dx)s. In addition some of the parameters in the equations 
are functions of Ts. Both Ts and (dT/dx)s are found by setting up 
an energy balance on the frost layer as described in the Appendix. 
This energy balance results in a second degree polynomial for the 
temperature profile. This is characteristic of the temperature pro
files measured by Brian, et al. [1]. 

The equation for T, is implicit and is solved with a Newton-
Rhapson iteration technique. (dPu/dT)s is found by assuming the 
water vapor is near thermodynamic equilibrium within the frost. 
Steam tables and the Clapeyron equation can then be used to de
termine its value as a function of temperature. The density of the 
water vapor at the surface is found using the same assumption and 
steam tables. Kf is determined by the correlation used by Brian, 
Reid, and Shah [2]. Iin and HM are determined using the Colburn 
equation. An empirical equation for Ds given by Eckert and Drake 
[10] is used. Tortuosity was assumed to be 1.1, a value used by 
Brian, et al. [1]. These were used to solve equations (1) and (2) nu
merically. 

A problem immediately arises in trying to integrate the equa
tions. Initial values of frost thickness and density are required to 
start the integration. For most practical applications it is desired 
to start the prediction from the time the frost starts forming so no 
initial values are available. Zero values cannot be used since the 
equations are discontinuous for both zero thickness and zero den
sity. 

A number of initial conditions were tried to see what effect they 
had on later predictions. It was found that the initial thickness 
could be made to approach zero (~ 2 X 10"5 m) without causing 
problems in the numerical solutions. Using such an initial value for 
thickness, the initial frost density was varied over a wide range of 
values. It was found that as long as the value was significantly 
lower than the densities that would be expected later on there was 
very little difference resulting from further reductions in initial 
density. Under these conditions the density converged to the same 
value within a few minutes regardless of the starting value. This 
resulted in essentially identical predictions by the model as shown 
in Fig. 1. This indicated that the model could be used starting at 
zero time by using sufficiently small initial values for thickness 
and density. 
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Fig. 1 Effect of initial frost density on model predict ion 

R e s u l t s 

The model does a good job of predicting the general trends in 
frost formation. It has been known for some time that frost tends 
to keep getting denser with time. For extremely long time periods 
it will approach the density of ice. This is commonly called aging of 
frost. The reason for this can be seen by looking at equation (1). 
All of the terms in the equation are positive at all times except for 
(dT/dx)s. Equation (13A) shows that (dT/dx)s will be positive as 
long as the term [hn(Ta — Ts) + hfdipua ~ Pus) AH] is positive. 
There are very few circumstances where this will not be positive. 
This explains why frost always seems to grow denser. Situations 
can even arise where the frost is getting denser but the thickness of 
the frost is decreasing. 

A lot of data have been taken of frost thickness changes with 
time for constant environmental parameters [2-6]. The general 
trend is for very rapid growth at first and then the rate goes down 
to a much lower level, which slowly decreases with time. The 
growth rate is high at first since the frost is forming at a low densi
ty and a small amount of water vapor will make a large increase in 
the frost thickness. As the density increases it takes more and 
more water vapor to make the same increase in thickness so the 
growth rate goes down. 

To check the validity of the quantitative predictions given by 
the model it was programmed onto the IBM 360 computer and the 
results compared to data taken by Yonko and Sepsy [4]. These are 
the only frost data that could be found, in which the correlations 

. N o m e n c l a t u r e . 

D = molecular diffusivity 
hH = heat transfer coefficient 
hM = mass transfer coefficient 
AH = heat of sublimation 

K = thermal conductivity 
m = mass flux per unit area 
M = molecular weight 
P = partial pressure 
q = heat flux 
R = universal gas constant 

t = time 
T = temperature 
x = distance from wall 
p = density 
p = avg. density 
T = tortuosity 
a) = specific humidity 

Subscripts 
a = in the airstream 

f 
fi 

ice 
s 

sd 
t 
V 

w 

frost 
that part of the newly formed frost 

that goes to increase the thickness 
solid ice 
frost surface 
at frost surface and diffusing inward 
total to frost 
water vapor 
wall 
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used in the model would be valid. The results are fairly consistent, 
showing the same trends as the data, Fig. 2. 

It appears the slopes of the curves do not decrease as rapidly for 
the model as the data do. The reason for this may be that during 
the first few minutes of frost formation the frost is not a continu
ous porous material but individual crystals. This would cause high
er heat and mass transfer coefficients. The effect of increased heat 
and mass transfer coefficients is to increase the density of the 
frost. An increased density will cause a lower growth rate later on. 

For a great number of practical situations the environmental pa
rameters—air temperature, wall temperature, air velocity, and air 
humidity will not remain constant. There seems to be no informa
tion available in the literature to indicate how to handle varying 
parameters. The form of the diffusion model makes the incorpora
tion of varying parameters a simple matter. 

Since no data existed to test the model for varying parameters, a 
test facility was constructed to get the necessary data. A flow loop 
used for other work was converted for use under frosting condi
tions. A 0.152 m square copper plate was installed on one wall of a 
0.152 m by 0.102 m rectangular duct. The plate was cooled by re
frigeration coils soldered to the back side. 

The method used in taking the data was to introduce large step 
changes in one parameter. It was felt that if the model could pre
dict behavior for these changes it would also make good predic
tions for more gradual changes. Comparisons of data and predic
tions are shown in Figs. 4, 5, 6, and 7. Since the humidity was the 
most easily controlled parameter, most of the data were taken for 
changes in it. 

C o n c l u s i o n s 

The trends predicted by the model are in good agreement with 
the data. For most of the predictions there is only about 30 percent 
difference between the data and the model's predictions. This is 
not considered too bad for this type of work. These data are not 
complete in that all possible parameter variations were not consid
ered. It does indicate that variable parameters are no problem for 
the diffusional model. 

A literature review indicated there exist no other correlations or 
methods of prediction for frost formation that can incorporate un
steady environmental parameters. 

Also, since the frost surface temperature is known, the calcula
tions for heat transfer should be more accurate than methods 
which do not solve for it. However, if at any time the surface tem
perature reaches 273°K, melting will occur, and the model will not 
be valid since the assumption of molecular diffusion is obviously 
invalid. 
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APPENDIX 
Consider the water vapor being transported to a surface during 

the process of frost formation. Part of this water vapor will be dif
fused into the existing layer of frost before it freezes, which serves 
to increase the frost density. The rest of this water vapor freezes 
out at the frost surface, which serves to increase the frost thick
ness. 
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dx • • 

-jfPfi = mt~ msd 

The water vapor being transported to the frost is described by: 
m - hM(pva - pj (3A) 

Molecular diffusion is assumed to be the primary process by 
which the water vapor is carried into the frost layer at the surface. 
It is also assumed that the variation in density of the water vapor 
is much greater perpendicular to the wall than parallel to the wall. 

For this case molecular diffusion is described by: 

= _D<& + ( " 
dx l + co 

)(mv + ma) 

ma = 0 for frost formation so this reduces to: 

-B 
dx 

1 + a) 

However, in the air-water vapor systems considered in frost for
mation the term u>/(l + w) is usually much smaller than one. This 
allows the equation to be reduced to: 

m.„ = -B d£v 
dx 
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Fig. 6 Comparison of data and model for variable humidity 

Diffusion in frost must also allow for the decreased effective 
cross-sectional area for diffusion and the increased path length the 
molecules must travel (tortuosity). This can be accounted for by 
multiplying the above equation by (1 — p//pice)/T-

The transport of water vapor into the frost layer is then given 
by: 

= D. 
(1 P/s/Piee) (dPm 

T„ ydxh 

Using ideal gas relationships this can be put in terms of the 
water vapor partial pressure. 

(1 
= B, • P/s/Pice) MJI_ .dJP^ 

T„ K 2 V dx's (4A) 

(dPu/dx)s can be expanded by the chain rule. 

{dx's ~ KdT!s\lx's 

This allows equation (4A) to be rewritten. 

w„ 
Dc ^ " "P / s /P ice ) Mv AP, 

rs RTS
 KdT 's'dx' 

If one final assumption is made then the growth rate and densif-
ication rates can be computed. This assumption requires that the 
density of the frost not vary with x, however it may still vary with 
time. Dropping the average notation on the density, 

dpf 

dt 

MVBS(1 - pf/pioe) dp dT_ 

RTSTSXS
 {dT)s{dxs 

dxs 

dt 

h („ _ „ X - M»D*V- ~ Pf/PiJ (dPjn / « \ 
>lM\Pva Pvs> ,57? ^rlT'^~JZ> dT's'dx 

Pf 

(5A) 

(6A) 

Since the frost temperature is involved in these equations and 
since some of the parameters are functions of the frost surface 
temperature an energy balance must be set up to determine this 
temperature. Fig. Al shows both a heat and mass balance on the 
frost. For a layer inside the front, ignoring sensible energy storage, 
the energy balance gives: 

K^dx)xHx 

This can be rewritten as: 

Kf(-
d2T 
"dx1' 

-b.H[mxtdx - n\) (7A) 

- * * < $ • ) , (8A). 

Since it has been assumed that the frost density does not vary 
with x, then the amount of water vapor being frozen must be the 
same at all locations in the frost layer. This results in: 

dm 
dx (9A) 

Combining equations (8A) and (9A) gives a simple second order 
differential equation for the frost temperature profile. If we as
sume that thermal conductivity does not change significantly over 
the temperature range within a given frost layer, then: 

d^T _ -mMb.H 

dx2 ~ Kfx„ 
(10A) 

Equation (10A) can be integrated, using the boundary condi
tions T = T,„ at x = 0 and the fact that the heat transfer is equal to 
the heat convected to the frost surface plus the heat from the 
freezing of water vapor. The second boundary condition can be 
written in terms of the temperature gradient. 

At x = 0: 

CI1 _ M r o - Ts) + ?»tA g 

dx K< 

Integrating once and applying the second boundary condition 
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gives: 

dT 
dx 

-m^Hx { hH(Ta-TJ + mti,H 
Kfxs Kt 

(HA) 

Integrating a second time and applying the first boundary condi
tion gives: 

-X1- + 
h„(Ta T,) + mtAH 

K X + 1 „, (12A) 

In order to solve equations (5A) and (6A) both (dT/dx)s and Ts 

must be found. (dT/dx)s can be found by substituting x = xs into 
equation (11A). ms(i is a function of (dT/dx)s, but since it is a sim
ple function, (dT/dx)s can be solved for explicitly. 

tctt mt 

i-msd 

|dx iqx+dx |mx+dx 

T ?qx friix 

Fig. A1 Energy and mass balance for frost layer 

(d!\ h^Ta - T«) + hMJP,,a ~ P,J*H M O M 
dx K + M»Ds{1 ~ P'/Pi"] ffi) A # 

/ RTSTS
 KdT s 

Ts can be found by substituting x = xs into equation (12A). 
However, a very complicated implicit equation results. 

T - -fMvsDs^ - Pf/Pioe) (dPv) 
1 RTSTS

 KdT'* 

hH(Ta-Tx) + f c J , ( p , j a - p , „ ) A g ^ H 

MVDS{1 - p , / P l J dP, J 2Kf 
Kf RTj< (dT>^H 

, h„(Ta-Tx) + h„{pva- p j A f f 
K( 

xs + Tw (14A) 

It would be impossible to solve (14A) explicitly for T3 since in 
addition to the use of Ts on the right-hand side of the equation 
many of the parameters are also functions of Ts. It can be solved 
by trial and error, however. 
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An Experimental Investigation of 
Boundary Layer and Heat Transfer 
in the Region of Separated Flow 
Downstream of Normal Injection Slots 
An experimental investigation was conducted to determine the flow characteristics, heat 
transfer coefficients, and film cooling effectiveness in the region immediately down
stream of flush, normal injection slots. Air was injected through these slots into a turbu
lent primary flow produced by a small wind tunnel. Velocity measurements and tuft 
studies indicated that there was a significant region of separated flow immediately 
downstream of the slot. The heat transfer coefficients were appreciably increased as a 
result of this flow separation, and the film cooling effectiveness was decreased in com
parison to previous studies involving no flow separation. 

Introduction 

Film cooling describes a situation in which a cool secondary 
fluid is injected into the boundary layer of a hot primary fluid 
flowing along a surface. The secondary flow is injected into the pri
mary flow through a variety of configurations, such as tangential 
slots, angled slots, multiple louvers, porous materials and, more re
cently, rows of holes. An extensive review of the subject of film 
cooling is provided by Goldstein [l] .1 

Some of the earliest work in this field is that of Wieghardt [2], 
who measured surface temperatures on an adiabatic plate (adia
batic wall temperature) resulting from injection through a near 
tangential slot. Later, various investigators, including Scesa [3], 
Hartnett, et al. [4], Samuel and Joubert [5], and Goldstein, et al. 
[6], sought to define surface heat transfer rates downstream of the 
injection location from measurement of adiabatic wall temperature 
distributions and primary stream heat transfer coefficients. 

Heat transfer rates, however, cannot be predicted in the region 
immediately downstream of the injection location from primary 
stream heat transfer coefficients and adiabatic wall temperatures. 
Therefore, measurement of heat transfer coefficients and the de
scription of flow patterns in this region are very important. Metz-
ger, et al. [7] and Metzger and Fletcher [8] investigated heat trans-

1 Numbers in brackets designate References at end of paper. 
Contributed by the Heat Transfer Division for publication in the JOUR

NAL OF HEAT TRANSFER. Journal manuscript received by the Heat 
Transfer Division August 8,1974. 

fer coefficients in this region resulting from injection through in
clined slots, and an inclined row of holes, respectively. Metzger, et 
al. [9] measured velocity and temperature profiles upstream and 
downstream of flush angled slots, together with heat transfer rates 
on the downstream surface. 

This paper presents an experimental investigation of the extent 
of the separated flow region resulting from injection through flush, 
normal slots. Slot widths of 1.58 mm, 3.17 mm, and 6.35 mm were 
employed, and three different blowing rates were investigated for 
each slot. The effect of pressure gradient was also examined for the 
1.58-mm slot. Further, the influence of this separated region on 
heat transfer coefficients and effectiveness in the region immedi
ately downstream of the slot was determined. 

Apparatus and Procedure 
The primary flow is provided by a variable speed wind tunnel 

with an inlet section measuring 0.914 m X 0.914 m. This inlet is 
followed by a converging section containing multiple rows of hon
eycomb screening for straightening the flow. The test section is 
shown schematically in Fig. 1. A diffuser section is located immedi
ately downstream of the test section and the fan is located near the 
end of this diffuser section. Tunnel pressure gradient is provided 
by varying the geometry of the test section through the use of a 
flexible plexiglas sheet. Additional information concerning the pri
mary flow system is given by Welty [10]. 

The secondary flow is supplied by a compressor. The air passes 
from the compressor through a pressure regulator, a venturi, and a 
distribution plenum, and finally exits in the tunnel through a flush 
slot oriented perpendicular to the tunnel floor. The secondary flow 
system is shown in Fig. 1. The flow is measured by the venturi, 
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Fig. 1 Primary and secondary flow system schematic 

which has an inlet diameter of 2.144 cm and a throat diameter of 
1.072 cm. The venturi is calibrated by placing it downstream of a 
critical flow nozzle with an accurately known throat area. The dis
tribution plenum serves as a point of attachment for the slot plates 
and as a housing for flow baffles. Plow baffles are necessary to pro
vide a uniform flow velocity in the slot. These baffles are made by 
constructing a labyrinth-type construction of small wood strips 
followed by approximately 2.54 cm of air-conditioning filter mate
rial. The uniformity of the slot velocity is checked by measuring 
the velocity along the length of the slot. These measurements indi
cate that the maximum nonuniformity in velocity is ±2 percent 
along the length of the slot. The floor of the tunnel immediately 
above the plenum is recessed 3.17 mm to provide for various slot 
plates. These plates are made from plexiglas and each has dimen
sions of 2.54 cm X 3.94 cm X 0.317 cm. Three such plates are used 
to provide for slot widths of 1.58 mm, 3.17 mm, and 6.35 mm, with 
each plate having an individual slot. The secondary air was heated 
for the film cooling effectiveness tests by a belt type resistance 
heating element which provides for secondary air outlet tempera
tures ranging from approximately 54.4° C for the lowest mass flow 
rate, to 40.5°C for the highest mass flow rate. 

A row of 1.19-mm dia holes is drilled along the center line of the 
tunnel floor at distances from the slot equal to 1.14, 2.41, 3.68, 
4.95, 6.22, 13.84, and 18.79 cm. These holes serve both as static 
pressure ports and as access ports for the velocity probe. Velocity 
profiles are obtained using a pitot tube velocity probe. The veloci
ty probe is made from 0.889 mm OD stainless steel tubing having a 
wall thickness of 0.1587 mm. The tip of the probe is flattened to a 
height of 0.584 mm and the bottom of a length of tube near the tip 
is polished to provide a flat surface. The probe is traversed into the 
boundary layer with a precision micrometer which provides for in
crements of travel equal to 0.0254 mm. Velocity profiles and static 

pressure distributions are measured downstream of the slot for 
various combinations of slot width and blowing parameter. These 
velocity measurements and static pressure distributions are con
ducted for a maximum and a zero pressure gradient condition (de
fined in Fig. 3). The probe is connected to one side of a Meriam in
clined tube manometer, the other side of which is connected to the 
static pressure ports located in the floor of the wind tunnel. The-
point of zero velocity is identified as the point at which the ma
nometer deflection is observed to be zero. Some error may be in
herent in the velocity measurement system due to the variation of 
static pressure normal to the wall, but no satisfactory method of 
accounting for this variation could be found. It should also be 
noted that the probe measures only the component of velocity par
allel to the tunnel floor (^-component), and that no attempt is 
made to orient the probe with the velocity vector. Corrections are 
applied to the velocity data obtained at the locations nearest to the 
wall [11]. Repeatability of velocity measurements is established 
through reruns of data at several locations. 

A 20.7 cm X 15.2 cm heater section is installed (Pig. 2) immedi
ately downstream of the injection location after completion of the 
velocity profile measurements. The heating element is made from 
18-gauge nichrome wire having a resistance of 0.42 ohms per ft. 
This wire is set in 1.58-mm grooves, on 6.35-mm centers, which 
were milled in the 9.52-mm textolite plate to yield a continuous 
circuit with a resistance of 7.5 ohms. The actual heater surface is a 
4.76-mm thick aluminum plate which is placed on top of the tex
tolite plate containing the heating element. The aluminum plate 
has 1.58-mm slots, milled on 2.54-cm centers, which divide the sur
face into six equal parts with each part covering four strands of the 
nichrome heating element. These slots in the aluminum plate are 
filled with balsa wood to insulate each section. Copper-constantan 
thermocouples are made from 30B and S-gauge wire and are in-

a N o m e n c l a t u r e i . 

" s t r i p 

# 1 2 

h 

surface area of heater 

boundary layer shape factor, — 

average heat transfer coefficient 
over element of heater surface 

P2U2 
M = blowing parameter, . . 

Pa U„ 
Tp = surface temperature of plate 

T = temperature 
= ambient pressure 

Ps = tunnel static pressure 

Res = slot Reynolds number, i ^ i 
v2 

s = slot width 
U = velocity 
u = boundary layer velocity 
x = distance from slot 

X* = distance from slot to end of re
versed flow region 

y = distance perpendicular to wall 
<5 = boundary layer thickness 

Si = displacement thickness, J"0 (1 

u 

momentum 
u 

= effectiveness. 

(1 -

)dy 

thickness, 

)]dy 

Taw - T„ 

J o [• 
L7„ 

T, - T„ 

Subscripts 

2 = secondary flow 
°° = primary flow 

aw = adiabatic wall 
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stalled in the aluminum plate to record surface temperatures. A 
total of twelve thermocouples are installed in the plate, each sec
tion having one thermocouple at its center and the three sections 
nearest the slot having two additional thermocouples. The addi
tional thermocouples are placed 2.54 cm from the plate center line, 
with one thermocouple on each side. One thermocouple is located 
between the inner surface of the insulation and the textolite plate 
for the purpose of computing the heat loss through the insulation. 
The tunnel air temperature is monitored by a thermocouple locat
ed directly over the heater section. The thermocouple leads are 
connected to a multi-position selector switch which incorporates a 
single ice bath reference junction into the circuit, and the voltage 
output of the thermocouples is measured by a Dana Model 5403 
Digital Voltmeter having a readability of 0.001 mV. The thermo
couples are calibrated using a Rosemont Model 910 a-c variable 
temperature bath, a Leeds and Northrup Model 8167-25-B plati
num resistance thermometer, and a Leeds and Northrup 7556-A-
12 type K-6 guarded potentiometer facility. Test temperatures are 
then determined from recorded voltage outputs and calibration 
data showing temperatures versus voltage output. Electrical power 
is supplied to the heater section by an auto-transformer and the 
power input is determined by a Westinghouse Wattmeter (a-c) 
with a readability of one W. 

Heat transfer measurements are conducted for various combina
tions of slot width and blowing parameter. Each combination is 
tested using 100, 125, and 150 W power inputs. These measure
ments are made with a zero and a maximum pressure gradient 
(pressure gradient conditions are defined in Fig. 3). The primary 
flow velocity is adjusted to a value of 31.7 m/s and the desired 
power input delivered to the heater. The heater surface is allowed 
to reach an equilibrium temperature and the thermocouple out
puts are recorded after equilibrium is established. The plate reach

es this equilibrium temperature in approximately one and one-half 
hr. Secondary air, at ambient temperature, is then introduced 
through the slot. The plate is again allowed to approach equilib
rium—usually requiring a time period of some 40 min—and the 
thermocouple output is recorded. The energy lost by convection 
from the heater surface to the primary air flow is 

(1) Qc = P o w e r Input — Qlos 

where the losses are composed of radiation losses from the surface 
of the plate and conduction losses (approximately 1 percent of 
power input) through the insulation. Since each strip receives an 
equal amount of energy from the nichrome heating element, the 
energy lost by convection for each strip is 

Qs = <?c n/6 (2) 

and the average heat transfer coefficient, h, over the one-in. strip 
is defined by, 

tyconvection/ ^ h 
A, (T, - TJ (3) 

The heat transfer coefficient, h, is calculated from surface temper
ature data at various distances downstream of the slot. 

Film cooling effectiveness, rj, measurements are conducted for 
various combinations of slot width and blowing parameter. These 
measurements are made with a zero and a maximum pressure gra
dient (pressure gradient conditions are shown in Fig. 3). An adia-
batic surface is obtained for these tests by disconnecting the trans
former and wattmeter from the heater section. The secondary in
jection air is heated for these measurements and the air tempera
ture monitored by a thermocouple located just upstream of the slot 
exit in the distribution plenum. The primary flow velocity is set at 
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Fig. 3 Pressure distribution, s = 1.58 mm 
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31.7 m/s and the desired secondary flow rate obtained. Both the 
secondary air and the plate temperature are allowed to reach an 
equilibrium temperature. Initially, a time period of approximately 
one hour is required to reach equilibrium, but tests following im
mediately require a time period of 30 min to reach equilibrium. 
The heater plate temperature, as well as the primary and secon
dary air temperatures, are recorded after equilibrium is estab
lished. These temperatures are then used to find the effectiveness 
as defined by 

V = T,-T« 
(4) 

Values of effectiveness are determined in this manner at selected 
distances from the slot. 

Tunnel flow conditions are studied by utilizing the calculation of 
a boundary layer shape factor, H12, to determine the nature, lami
nar or turbulent, of the primary flow. The velocity data is plotted 
and values for the momentum thickness, 62, and displacement 

thickness, <5i, are determined by graphical integration. These data, 
in turn, are used to calculate the boundary layer shape factor, H12, 
which has a very nearly constant value of 1.47 over the length of 
the plate. This is in agreement with a value of 1.40 recommended 
by Schlichting [12] and establishes that the primary flow down
stream of the slot is turbulent for the value 31.7 m/s of the primary 
flow free stream velocity utilized in all tests. 

R e s u l t s a n d D i s c u s s i o n 
Stat ic P ressure Distributions. The static pressure distribu

tions for the 1.58-mm slot, under the influence of the maximum 
pressure gradient, are shown in Pig. 3. These distributions indicate 
that the static pressure is appreciably lowered in the region imme
diately downstream of the injection location for a blowing parame
ter, M, equal to 1.14. They also indicate a decrease in static pres
sure, though not as large, for the lower values of blowing parame
ter. The extent of this region of decreased pressure in the down
stream direction is approximately 6.35 cm for the maximum blow-
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ing parameter, M = 1.14. The distributions obtained for the 3.17-
mm and 6.35-mm slots indicate a similar trend, with a reduction in 
magnitude in each case. 

Velocity Profiles. Velocity profiles are shown in Pig. 4 for the 
1.58-mm slot, M = 1.14, under the influence of maximum pressure 
gradient at distances from the slot equal to 1.14, 2.41, 4.95, and 
6.09 cm. The velocity profile at the location x = 1.14 cm indicates a 
velocity equal to zero at a distance from the wall equal to 5.08 mm, 
and therefore defines the outer edge of the reversed flow region at 
this location. The velocity then increases quite rapidly and attains 
a value somewhat greater than the free stream value obtained 
without secondary injection. This increase may be attributed to 
the presence of the secondary injection jet in the region very near 
the slot. The outer edge of the reversed flow region, or the point at 
which the velocity is equal to zero, is observed to decrease in 
height to 4.57 mm at a distance equal to 4.95 cm from the slot. The 
existence of a near-zero velocity gradient at a distance of 6.09 cm 
indicates that flow reversal may be ending at this location. Addi
tional velocity data for the 3.17-mm and 6.35-mm slots may be ob
tained from reference [11]. 

Tuft studies were also conducted for the 1.58-mm slot, M = 1.14, 
under the influence of maximum pressure gradient. Photographs 
[11] of the tufts, under this condition, confirm the existence of a 
region of reversed flow immediately downstream of the injection 

location, but do not conclusively verify the length of the reversed 
flow region as indicated by the velocity probe. 

Extent of Reversed Plow Region. A nondimensional repre
sentation of the extent of the reversed flow region is obtained by 
plotting X*/s versus AfRes as shown in Fig. 5. The parameter X*/s 
is observed to increase in a linear fashion for increasing values of 
the parameter MRes. This correlation also suggests that the extent 
X* would approach zero (no reversed flow) for small, but finite, 
values of the blowing parameter, M. 

Heat Transfer . Local values of convective heat transfer coeffi
cient, as determined from equation (3), are presented as a function 
of distance from the slot in Pig. 6. The experimental values of heat 
transfer coefficient without secondary injection and the results' 
from an analytical expression [13] for turbulent flow over a flat 
plate (unheated for some distance from the leading edge) are ob
served to be in satisfactory agreement. The heat transfer coeffi
cient, for M = 1.14, is appreciably increased (power input main
tained at the same value used in tests without injection) in the re
gion immediately downstream of the slot and decays to the value 
obtained with primary flow and no secondary injection at approxi
mately 8.89 cm from the slot. The reversed flow region for these 
same conditions was observed to extend approximately 6.09 cm 
downstream of the slot, and therefore this increase in heat transfer 
coefficients may be attributed to flow separation in this region. 
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Fig. 8 Comparison of effectiveness results 

The same trend is noted for the cases of M = 0.89 and 0.60, but the 
separation in the downstream direction is somewhat diminished in 
each case. The tests conducted with the 3.17-mm and 6.35-mm 
slots also exhibited similar behavior, with the heat transfer coeffi
cient and separation in the downstream direction being less in 
each case. Experimental uncertainties were estimated using the 
method of Kline and McClintock [14], and an uncertainty of ±3 
percent in the determination of the heat flux leads to an estimated 
uncertainty of ±4 percent in the value of the heat transfer coeffi
cient, h = 209 W/m2 °K. The value of heat transfer coefficient was 
not influenced by a variation in the wall heating rate or by the 
small pressure gradient employed. A reasonable dimensionless cor
relation of heat transfer results is achieved by plotting the ratio, 
(h/h„), versus (x/Ms) (Re sM)"1 /2 as shown in Fig. 7. The data are 
well correlated in this manner with the greatest deviation occur
ring immediately downstream of the slot, i.e., near x = 1.72 cm. 
The heat transfer coefficient obtained with secondary injection is 
observed to approach the value of the heat transfer coefficient ob
tained without secondary injection for a value of the parameter 
(x/Ms) (Re sM)-1 / 2 equal to 1.10. 

Film Cooling Effectiveness. The film cooling effectiveness is 
presented in terms of a dimensionless parameter, x/Ms, in Fig. 8. A 
comparison between the experimental data obtained in the present 
investigation and an effectiveness correlation from reference [3] is 
also shown in Fig. 8. The agreement between the two is satisfacto
ry except for distances very near the end of the plate where the in
accuracy of the experimental data is thought to be high. The ex
perimental uncertainty, using the method of Kline and McClin
tock, is estimated to be ±1 percent for a value of effectiveness rj = 
0.63 and ±3 percent for a value of effectiveness r\ = 0.23. A com
parison between the experimental data obtained in the present in
vestigation and an effectiveness correlation from reference [15] is 
also presented in Fig. 8. This correlation was derived from experi
mental data for normal injection through porous materials, and 
the range of blowing parameter, M, utilized to obtain this correla
tion was not large enough to produce any separated flow. The ex
perimental values for the effectiveness obtained in the present in
vestigation are significantly lower than those expressed by this 
correlation in all cases. This difference may be attributed to the 
greater mixing efficiency achieved between the secondary and pri
mary flow resulting from flow separation downstream of the slot. 

Conclusions 
A region of separated flow exists immediately downstream of the 

slot for normal secondary injection into a primary flow. The re
versed flow associated with this flow separation was observed with 
velocity measurements and confirmed by tuft studies. This region, 
for the 1.58-mm slot, was quite extensive for a blowing rate, M, of 
1.14. This reversed flow region was diminished for a blowing rate 
of 0.89 and was not observed for M = 0.60. This region, for the 
3.17-mm slot, was observed to exist for blowing rates of 0.57 and 
0.45. 

The effect of an increase in pressure in the direction of the pri
mary flow is to increase the extent of the separated region down
stream of the slot. 

The heat transfer coefficients in the region immediately down
stream of the slot are increased as a result of this flow separation. 
No appreciable change in coefficients was indicated by variation of 
the wall heating rate or the pressure gradient. 

The ratio of the heat transfer coefficient with secondary injec
tion to the heat transfer coefficient with only primary flow, h/h„, 
is well correlated in terms of a parameter defined by (x/Ms) 
(ResM)-i/2 . 

The effectiveness values obtained for the blowing parameters, 
M, sufficient to produce flow separation downstream of the slot 
are significantly lower than the effectiveness values previously re
ported for flows without separation. 
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Effects of a Transverse Magnetic 
Field on a Constricted Electric Arc 
The interaction of a constricted electric arc (argon at 1 atm) with an applied perpendic
ular magnetic field has been investigated analytically. The resulting (two-dimensional) 
flow and temperature fields, conductive and radiative wall heat transfer, and voltage-
current characteristics of the arc are predicted. Three characteristic parameters are iso
lated: (I/a = current/tube radius), (Re = Lorentz and viscous force parameter), (RT = 
radiation parameter). When radiation is negligible, the first two are sufficient to scale 
the effects of any combination of current, tube radius, and applied magnetic field 
strength. A twin vortex flow pattern is predicted, with the displacement of the vortex 
"eyes" greatest for high applied magnetic fields and low currents. Comparisons with ex
perimental results from the literature are good to satisfactory. 

I n t r o d u c t i o n 

The purpose of this study is to analytically investigate the 
steady-state effects of a transverse magnetic field on an electric arc 
which is constricted by a cooled tube. In addition to its scientific 
significance, this subject is expected to be pertinent to technically 
important constricted arc applications such as plasma torch design 
and plasma transport property measurement, to magnetically pro
pelled arc situations in circuit breakers, arc heaters, and new weld
ing techniques, and to potential applications in centrifugal separa
tion of gas mixtures, magnetically variable electrical resistors and 
possibly rock boring. The specific objectives are to: 

1 Develop a realistic physical and analytical model which pre
dicts the arc behavior and identifies the important parameters. 

2 Obtain information on the power requirement of the arc as a 
function of the applied magnetic field and arc current. 

3 Obtain information about the heat flux variation around the 
periphery of the arc at the tube wall. 

4 Determine details of the flow field and temperature distribu
tion in the arc. 
Numerical results relating to items 2-4 are restricted to argon arcs 
at atmospheric pressure. For simplicity, only arcs of large length-
to-diameter ratio (LID) are considered, and the applied magnetic 
field is taken to be uniform. As a consequence of L/D » 1, it is as
sumed that variation of conditions with axial position is negligible 
over the major portion of the arc column. It is this two-dimension
al region that is studied here. In the work by Sauter [l]2 on argon 

1 Presently: Research Engineer, Whirlpool Corp., Research Center, Ben
ton Harbor, Mich. 

2 Numbers in brackets designate References at end of paper. 
Contributed by the Heat Transfer Division for publication in the JOUR
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arcs, an arc L/D of 12 was sufficient to establish such conditions 
experimentally. 

The experimental results which are available [1, 2] indicate that: 
1 A double vortex flow pattern exists in the arc cross section. 
2 The peak temperature is deflected in the Lorentz force direc

tion. 
3 The magnetic field effects are relatively less pronounced for 

high current arcs than for low current ones. 
These characteristics have also been shown by previous analytical 
investigations [3-6], but their limitations make it unlikely that 
they can give adequate quantitative predictions over a range of arc 
operation. Furthermore, information on arc phenomena such as 
the wall heat flux distribution, the effects of tube radius, of radia
tive energy loss, etc., have not been adequately studied previously, 
and simultaneous inclusion of all effects expected to be influential 
has not been attempted heretofore. 

Analysis 
The physical model for the constricted arc is characterized as 

follows. A direct current arc is operating with current, /, in a tube 
of radius, a. The wall is assumed to have a uniform temperature, 
Tw. The tube wall is electrically nonconducting in the axial direc
tion. Since positions near the electrodes are not considered, the ap
plied electric field (axial voltage gradient) has a uniform value E, 
over the arc cross section. It is taken to act in the negative z-direc
tion (see Fig. 1 for coordinate systems employed). The uniform 
magnetic field, B, is transverse to the tube axis, in the y-direction. 

The following assumptions are made: 
1 Local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) prevails over the 

entire arc cross section. 
2 The induced electric field caused by motion of the plasma 

across magnetic field lines is negligible compared to the applied 
electric field. 

3 Effects of the self-induced magnetic field are negligible rela-
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j = Current Density 

E= Electric Field 

Tube Wall = 
' Temperature,Tw 

B = Applied Magnetic 
Field 

j x B= Lorentz Force 
j is out of the Plane 

Fig. 1 Coordinate systems and system configuration 

tive to those of the applied field. 
4 Hall effects and dependence of plasma properties on the 

magnetic field are negligible. 
5 For the purpose of considering energy losses by thermal ra

diation, the arc plasma may be regarded as emission-dominated [7] 
and the tube wall may be considered black. 

6 Buoyancy forces are negligible relative to the Lorentz forces. 
7 The flow is laminar. 
8 Viscous dissipation is negligible. 
The LTE assumption is not uniformly valid [8], but Sauter [1], 

who studied this same arc problem experimentally, found that his 
measurements were internally consistent when tested with equilib
rium properties. Considering arc conditions typical of Sauter's ex
periments, assumptions 2 and 4 are readily supported by estimates 
using results from the present analysis. Typically, the induced 

. electric field is less than one percent of the applied field and the 
Hall parameter is less than 0.05, when the magnetic field is below 
500 gauss. With regard to assumption 3, it may be shown for the 
arc model considered here that the self-induced part of the Lo
rentz force distribution is irrotational and consequently does not 
influence the flow field. All the assumptions are discussed in more 
detail elsewhere [8]. Since the pressure variations are expected to 

be a small fraction of the nominal operating pressure, it is suffi
cient to consider the plasma thermophysical properties to be de
pendent on temperature only. 

With the foregoing assumptions the total current is given by 
Ohm's law: 

I=Ej f ardrdO (1) 

The motivating force of all flow effects is the Lorentz force; for 
the j and B-direction shown in Fig. 1, the local Lorentz force den
sity is: j X B = aEBx, where x is the x -direction unit vector. The 
momentum equation representing the balance of forces on a fluid 
element is thus: 

pv -v.v =-Vp- V( - nV-v) + V- jn(def v) + aEBx (2) 

The deformation tensor, defTj, is defined by defT) = (Vy) + (V0) r. 
Any fluid motion must also satisfy the familiar continuity equa

tion: 

V-pv = 0 (3) 

The thermal energy equation, including Joule heating and radia
tion terms, but neglecting the work term o-'Vp, is 

pv-Vh = V- kVT + aE2- U (4) 

where, h is the enthalpy, k the equilibrium thermal conductivity, 
and U the volumetric radiative power loss. The work term, y-Vp, 
may be shown to be negligible compared to the Joule heating term 
if the induced electric field is negligible, as assumed. 

Since the problem as defined requires a numerical solution tech
nique, it is convenient to replace the continuity and momentum 
equations by the following more readily solved stream function 
and vorticity equations [8]: 

V2i/i = - pu> - - ^ x [ V x (ijiz)] • z (5) 

[V x (i/i2)]- Vu + Vp x VeK'"z = u.V2co + EB[V x (ax)]' z 

(6) 

where ejc = |V X (\pz)\2/2p2 = local fluid kinetic energy and z is a 
unit vector in the axial direction. Equations (5) and (6) may be 
considered as elliptic partial differential equations for \p and u. For 
the simpler case of incompressible, constant property flow without 

a = 

~B = 
Cp = 

eK = 
E~ = 
h = 
H = 

L= 

j = 
k = 
p = 

Pr = 

JT = 
TR = 

Qwc = 

Qwo = 

QwR = 

r = 

tube radius 
applied magnetic field strength 
specific heat at constant pressure 
kinetic energy per unit mass 
applied electric field 
specific enthalpy 
a heat flux potential (equation 

(7)) 
arc current 
current density 
thermal conductivity 
pressure 
Prandtl number 
conduction heat flux 
radiation heat flux 
conduction heat flux at wall 
reference heat flux 
radiation heat flux at wall 
radial coordinate 

RT 

Re 
T 
U 
V 
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e 
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p 
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<t>R 

4> 

= 

= 
= 
= 
= 
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= 
= 
= 
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thermal radiation parameter 
(equation (15)) 

Reynolds number 
temperature 
volumetric radiative power 
velocity in x-y plane 
Lorentz force direction coordi

nate 
coordinate normal to both the 

Lorentz force direction and the 
tube axis 

coordinate in direction of tube 
axis 

azimuthal angular coordinate 
viscosity 
mass density 
electrical conductivity 
viscous stress tensor 
radiation heat-flux potential 
compressible stream function 

co = vorticity (= V X v) 

Subscripts 
c = conduction 
r = radial 

R = radiation; reference value 
w = wall 
6 = azimuthal 
0 = reference value 

Superscripts 

(~~) = dimensionless quantity 

Operators 
def = deformation 

V = gradient 
(Vu)T = transpose of velocity gradient 

tensor 
V2 = Laplacian 
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coupling to the energy equation, numerical methods for solving 
stream function and vorticity equations are well-established [9]. 
Also, for computational convenience, temperature and enthalpy 
are replaced as variables in the energy equation by the introduc
tion of a "modified heat flux potential" defined as: 

dh' (7) 

where (cp/k)w and hw are evaluated at the wall temperature. This 
simplifies the heat conduction term, establishing an elliptic form 
for the energy equation: 

(7-) -T tV x ' ^ • VH = &»v2H + aE 

Cb to k Cb 

u (8) 

For a given p and Tw, H is a function of T only. Therefore, the 
fluid properties used in solving the governing equations may alter
natively be expressed as functions of H, tending to cause smoother 
variations than with T. 

The source term for the radiative heat transfer to the wall is the 
distribution of volumetric radiation rate, U. It has been noticed 
previously [8, 10, 11] that, for emission-dominated radiation, the 
heat flux is proportional to the gradient of a scalar potential, 0H, 

qR = -A<t>R (9) 

so that an energy balance for the radiation gives 

V'd>D = • U (10) 

The correct boundary condition on 4>R is that it becomes indepen
dent of azimuthal position, 0, as the distance from the source be
comes infinite. However, as an approximation in this study, tj>R is 
assumed to be uniform (at an arbitrary value of zero) at the tube 
radius. 

Equations (1) and (5-10) together with the property relations 
k(T), a(T), n(T), h(T), p(T), and U(T), and the conditions at the 
wall (T = Tw, 4>R = 0, and 0 = 0), embody a mathematical descrip
tion of a constricted arc interacting with a transverse magnetic field 
as a function of the following parameters: tube radius, kind of gas, 
pressure, arc current, applied magnetic field strength, and tube 
wall temperature. It should be noted that with the absence of axial 
temperature gradients the analysis would not be altered by the 
possible existence of a fully developed axial flow component. 

Noting that a symmetry of flow and thermal patterns about the 
plane y = 0 exists, the boundary conditions may be stated as 

0 s r < a: 
0 < « < i : 

0 s r < a: 

)p{r, 0) = ip(r, if) = 0 

ilia, e) = 0 

w(r, 0) = u(r, 7r) = 0 

(11a) 

(116) 
(He) 

0 s r < a: 

0 < e < i r : 

0 s r < a: 

(with vB(a, 6) = - - ! ^ ( a , 0 ) = 0 
p or 

^ ( r ) 0 ) = - ( r ! r r ) = 0 ; - ( 0 , 1 ) = 0 ( l i e ) 

H(a, 9) = 0 

M ^ ( r 0) = ^ < r * = 0- ̂ ( 0 ^) - 0 

(11/) 

0 

It is desirable to nondimensionalize the basic equations in order 
to ascertain what groupings of parameters are influential in deter
mining the arc behavior. The dimensionless variables are designat
ed with an overbar, e.g., a = OIHR in which the reference value is 
designated with the subscript R. The characteristic length is taken 
to be the tube radius, a. Thus, V = aV. To avoid the occurrence of 
trivial dimensionless groups in the basic equations, the following 
relationships among reference parameters are specified. (The ref
erence wall heat flux is given the subscript "0" to avoid confusion 

with the designation for radiation heat flux.) 

**=P*«V*, E* = tozz; and <7„. = — 
H„ 

When the dimensionless variables and foregoing definitions are 
used in the governing equations, five dimensionless groups appear. 
The first and second parameters are the familiar Reynolds and 
Prandtl numbers, evaluated with reference state values: 

Re PRVR"- . p r = "R 
MR 

MJ 

The third, rearranged as 

IB 
2irjiBvR 

(pRIBa)/(2it nR?) = Gr 

\pRvRa/ii.R) Re 
(12) 

is the ratio of a Grashof number (Gr) based on Lorentz force to the 
Reynolds number: Gr/Re. To define the reference velocity, VR, let 
the body forces and viscous forces be in balance (i.e., take Gr/Re = 
1) giving 

vB ~ IB/2-niiR (13) 

The fourth parameter represents a ratio of heat production by 
Joule heating to heat transfer to the tube wall by conduction: 
CpJ2/4ir2kwHR<rRa2. On physical grounds, this ratio should be of 
magnitude unity provided the reference values of OR and HR are 
realistically chosen. Making this definition gives 

(c^/^kj'd/a)* (14) 

because <r(T) is a monotonic function of T and H - H(T), equa
tion (14) effectively specifies a reference TR value in relation to the 
wall temperature and the ratio of arc current to tube radius, I la. It 
is consistent to use this TR (or HR) in evaluating the other fluid 
reference properties, OR, PR, HR, fe/;, CPR, and of course, Re and Pr. 
As a practical matter, it is inconvenient to evaluate UR at TR be
cause at typical values of TR (often below 104 °K) the radiant en
ergy emission rate is exceedingly small, so a constant (arbitrary) 
value of 1000 W/cm3 is used. 

The fifth dimensionless group is basically a thermal radiation 
parameter, termed RT: 

RT = {Cptlla
2UR)/(kwHR) (15) 

It is seen that RT represents a ratio of radiative to conductive heat 
loss. It is interesting to note from the form of RT that the impor
tance of radiation changes rapidly with a, for a given I/a. 

Having specified all the reference quantities and dimensionless 
groups, the governing equations become: 

V2i/i = -pco - ~ X [V X (ipz)]- z 
P 

R e . [ [ V x ( ^ ) ] . V u + V p x V l V x ^ z ) l 2 . | ] 

(16) 

2(02 

=- „T72. jiV2u) + EV x (ax)' z (17) 

P r Re£*-[V x Q)~z)]> VH = VlH + oE2- RTU (18) 
k 

E f„ f„ ordrdd = n 
J 0 •> 0 ' 0 J 0 

72rf>_ = • v 2^B RTU 

(19) 

(20) 

The boundary conditions on these equations are simply the dimen
sionless analogs of equations ( l l a ) - ( l l g ) . 

Based on the foregoing formulation, a solution of the governing 
equations for a given gas and wall temperature depends, in effect, 
on the values of the three parameters: I la, Re, and RT, noting that 
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Fig. 2 The modified heat (lux potential (H) as a function of T for atmo
spheric pressure argon with a T„= 1000°K 

I/a is dimensional. Furthermore, from their definitions, it may be 
seen that Re is a function of I/a and Ba2 and that RT is a function 
of I la and a2. Thus, one must specify /, B, and a to achieve a solu
tion, and no general dimensionless solutions exist. However, it 
should be noted that some degree of generality of solutions does 
appear if the radiative energy loss can be neglected (RT -* 0). This 
is a good approximation for either small diameter arcs or low maxi
mum temperature arcs (i.e., low I/a values). For a given arc gas, 
wall temperature, nominal pressure and for RT -*• 0, the same di
mensionless solution applies for any combinations of I, B, and a 
for which both Ba2 and I/a remain constant; this limiting behavior 
justifies the retention of the dimensionless equations in obtaining 
and presenting numerical results. 

Numerical Solution Procedure 
The numerical solution of the dimensionless governing equa

tions may be achieved by an iterative method for solving the corre
sponding finite difference equations in cylindrical coordinates. In 
this study, the angular and radial grid point spacings were uni
form. As a compromise between cost and accuracy, a 21 by 21 grid 
point array was used. A detailed description of the finite difference 
equations, the iterative numerical solution method, the fluid prop
erty functions, and the computer program is available elsewhere 
[8]. 

R e s u l t s a n d D i s c u s s i o n 
The numerical results summarized here are for constricted 

argon arcs operating at atmospheric pressure with a wall tempera
ture of 1000°K and for three values of I/a (10, 80, and 200 amps/ 
cm). A much more extensive compilation of results at these I/a 
values is available in [8]. 

Space does not allow a detailed discussion of the plasma proper
ty values used in this study. Approximate curve fits of functions 
synthesized from published data [1, 12-18] were employed; the in
terested reader is referred to [8]. Fig. 2 gives the basic H(T) rela
tion to 13,000°K at 1 atm. The steep rise in H at high T reflects 
the rapidly increasing degree of ionization. Table 1 gives various 
reference parameters, for use in converting dimensionless results 

Table 1 Reference pa rame te r s 
I/a 

( a m p / 
cm) 

10 
80 

200 

(K) 

6100 
8250 

10800 

a 2 B / R e 
(cm2 -

0 .30 
0 .095 
0 .063 

RT/a2 

( c m - 2 ) 

175 
8 5 . 2 
3 4 . 7 

aER 

(V) 

3 .54 
0 .94 
0 .90 

aqw0 

( W / c m ) 

5 .7 
1 1 . 5 
2 8 . 7 

I /a = 10 amps/cm 
R e - 0 
R T = 0 

j x B Direction 

f/'i' 
T = 6 0 0 0 K, bounding high current region 

Fig. 3 Example streamlines (constant \p) and Isotherms (constant H), 
with ^m.» — 1-25 X 10 - 4 Re (gm/cm-s) and rmax = 8000°K 

I / a =IOamps/cm 
Re = 5 0 0 

<|/ArW = 0 - " ' ^ H / H m a x = 0 

• • •T= 6 0 0 0 K,bounding high current region 

Fig. 4 Example streamlines and Isotherms with ^ma» = 8.6 X 10 3 gm/ 
cm-s and Tmex = 7650°K 

into physical quantities, for the three I/a values considered. 
Examples of the detailed streamline patterns (constant if/ lines) 

and isotherms (constant H lines) are shown in Figs. 3-6. A dotted 
isotherm is included along which the temperature is 6000°K. Be
cause the electrical conductivity is extremely low below this iso
therm, it may be considered as the approximate boundary of the 
current-carrying region (arc core). There is much contrast in the 
results: The arc core is confined to a small region when I/a = 10 
amps/cm, while at higher I/a the core nearly fills the tube. Because 
of the small size of the arc core at I la = 10 amps/cm, it is easily de
flected by the magnetic field, which causes the temperature distri
bution to become very distorted and the core size to shrink due to 
more intense cooling (Figs. 3 and 4). Because of the strong cou
pling between the fluid vortex motion and the electrical conductiv-
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I/a = 80 amps/cm 
Re = I 0 3 f j x B Direction 

RT =21.3 

(a = 

f f m a x = 0 - ^ ~ ~ — J ~ ^ ~ H / H m a x =0 

T = 6 0 0 0 K, bounding high current region 
j - io4 K, bounding high radiation region 

Fig. 5 Example streamlines and Isotherms with i^ra„ = 1.56 X 10 - 2 

gm/cm-s and rm,» = 10,500°K 

ity (and, hence, temperature) distribution, there is a tendency for 
the vortex centers to move in the direction of the deflected arc core 
for low and moderate I/a (Figs. 4 and 5). At higher I/a, however, 
this does not occur (Pig. 6), probably due to the counteracting in
fluence of expansion effects and the smaller deflection of the larger 
arc core. 

The high power dissipation typically occurring in a constricted 
arc causes the heat transfer rate to the tube to be large. For exam
ple, with zero magnetic field, and a tube radius of % cm, the 
power dissipation per unit tube length (EI) is calculated to be 190 
W/cm for / = 40 amps and 540 W/cm for / = 100 amps, giving uni
form wall heat fluxes of 60 and 172 W/cm, respectively. The iso-

I/a 
Re = 
RT = 
(c 

2 0 0 a m p s / c m 
2 x l 0 3 j x B Direction 

W, 
• T = 6 0 0 0 K, bounding high current region 

T = I0 K,bounding high radiation region 

16 

14 

12 

10 

o 8 
* O" 

6 

4 

2 

" V 

"Re 

- R e = 5 0 0 

--Re = 2 5 0 

jL-Re=50 

= 0 ^ S s ^ 

7T/2 
AZIMUTHAL POSITION,© 

Fig. 7 Dimensionless wall heat flux by conduction (q„c) for I/a 
amps/cm and RT = 0 

10 

therm patterns presented in the foregoing have indicated that 
when a magnetic field is applied (Re 9^ 0) there will be an appre
ciable asymmetry in the distribution of heat flux to the tube wall. 
This fact, combined with an increased power dissipation caused by 
the magnetic field (described in the following), implies that the 
maximum wall heat fluxes will be very large. A knowledge of the 
heat flux to be expected is, therefore, of importance in the thermal 
design of a constricted arc device. Predicted dimensionless wall 
heat flux distributions are shown in Figs. 7 and 8. It is clear that 
the effect of an applied magnetic field is very strong at low I/a: for 
I/a = 10 amps/cm and Re = 500, the maximum heat flux is 12 
times the heat flux for Re - • 0. Since radiation energy losses are 
negligible at this I/a value, only the heat transfer by conduction is 
given. Heat transfer results for a case in which radiation losses are 
considered (a = % cm, / = 100 amps) are shown in Fig. 8. The con
tribution of radiation is nearly half that of conduction at zero mag
netic field (Re = 0), but becomes relatively unimportant at high 
Re, where convective effects are large. 

The electric field is an important arc parameter, since it deter
mines the power required in operating at a given current and arc 

Re = 2000 

7T/2 

AZIMUTHAL P0SITI0N.f i 

Fig. 6 Example streamlines and Isotherms with \j/m 

gm/cm-s and rma, = 11,S00°K 
1.94 X 10~2* Fig. 8 Dimensionless wall heat fluxes by conduction (qWc) and radiation 

(qWR) for / = 100 amps and a = % cm (Rr = 8.68) 
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column length. Furthermore, the shape of the E — I characteristic, 
in relation to that of the power supply, has a direct bearing on 
whether operation at a given condition is stable. The applied mag
netic field can affect both the magnitude and the shape of the arc 
characteristic (see Pig. 9). These results are crossplotted from plots 
of E versus Re at the three I/a values considered in the numerical 
solutions. It is seen that the effect of Re is profound for I/a = 10 
amps/cm. The value of E nearly triples as Re is increased from 
zero to 500. For a 10 amp arc in a tube of 1 cm radius, the actual B 
field causing this increase in only 150 gauss. When I/a = 200 
amps/cm there is little variation of E with Re. In this case, the ra
diation effects (dependent on tube radius) cause the dominant 
variation. This representation is particularly enlightening with re
gard to the E field behavior in the high and low I/a regions. It is 
seen that at low I/a (<25) the E field becomes independent of Rr, 
while at high I/a (>300) it becomes nearly independent of Re. 

Self-absorption of the ultraviolet component of the emitted ra
diation has been found to become increasingly important as argon 
arc axis temperatures exceed 12,000°K [19] (i.e., for high I/a). Due 
to the flattening of the temperature profile which results, the Re 
(magnetic field) effects would be somewhat further diminished at 
high I/a, while the reduced heat loss would cause some reduction 
in the E field. These changes should be minor for the arc condi
tions discussed in this paper. 

The major test of the validity of the analytical model which can 
be made at this time is to determine how it compares with the ex
perimental results obtained by Sauter [1], One significant area of 
comparison is in regard to the thermal field. The only qualitatively 
noticeable difference is that Sauter's isotherms appear to be more 
deflected by a given B field than the calculated ones are. The mea
sured values of peak temperature are within 100°K of the theoreti
cal values [8], 

Another primary area for comparing theoretical predictions with 
measured data is the effect of an applied magnetic field on the 
electric field. The predicted variation, as well as Sauter's measured 
values, are shown in Fig. 10 for a 40 amp arc in a tube of xk cm ra
dius. It is seen that in this case the agreement is quite good, the 
theoretical predictions being about 20 percent above the measured 
values at all magnetic field strengths. A similar comparison is 
shown for a calculated 100 amp arc and a measured 120 amp arc. 
The calculations correctly predict that the electric field is rather 
insensitive to B in this current range. However, the relative varia
tion of the experimental data with B is greater than is theoretically 
predicted. This difference may be due to the greater deflection of 
the hot arc core toward the wall exhibited by the actual arcs, caus
ing greater heat losses. 

It has been suggested by Maecker [20] that better agreement be
tween Sauter's results [1] and those predicted by the present ana-

; Sauter I = 120 amps 
a= 1/2 cm 

^Calculated'-1 = 100 amps 
a = 1/2 cm 

^Calculation11 = 4 0 amps 
a = 1/2 cm 

100 150 
B,gauss 

2 5 0 

Fig. 10 Comparison of measured and calculated electric field variation 
with applied magnetic field 

lytical model would be likely if more accurate property values are 
employed. This could resolve minor discrepancies which exist in 
flow pattern and core deflection effects, but would not significant
ly alter the major results or conclusions of this study. 

C o n c l u s i o n s 

The analytical model developed here gives reasonable quantita
tive agreement with the findings of the previous principal experi
mental study by Sauter. This gives confidence in the new informa
tion presented on the nonuniform heat flux to the wall, the magni
tude and nature of the effects of radiation and the effect of a B 
field on the E field. The study also provides a rational basis for se
lection of reference properties. 

The most significant features of the constricted arc-magnetic 
field interaction are 

(a) The applied i3-field influences the arc performance by in
ducing a dual-vortex flow, which displaces the hot core toward the 
wall, giving rise to a very nonuniform distribution of heat transfer 
to the wall and also increasing the E field necessary for steady op
eration. 

(b) The above effects are most pronounced when the arc core 
is small in relation to the tube size (low I/a). 

(c) At high I/a, the electric field is influenced more by the ra
diation parameter, reflecting tube size effects, than by'the Reyn
olds number, reflecting the B field effects; at low I/a, all radiation 
effects are negligible. 

(d) When radiation is negligible the dimensionless arc behav
ior is specified by only two parameters. 
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E R R A T A 

An e r r a t a on C. C. Lin a n d S. H . C h a n , " A n Analy t ica l Solu t ion for a P l a n a r Nongray M e d i u m in R a d i a t i v e E q u i l i b r i u m , " pub l i shed in 

the F e b . 1975 issue of t h e J O U R N A L O F H E A T T R A N S F E R , p p . 29-34. 

C. C. Lin is t h e G r a d u a t e S t u d e n t 

S. H . C h a n is the Assoc. Professor 

Page 30, r igh t -hand co lumn , line th ree should read: 

w h e r e A ' = dA/d T, T 0 = CtL/Cs, 0 ( r ) = e M 0 ( r ) /e w O (7 1 i ) , M = ea0(T2)/ea0(T1), 

E q u a t i o n (33) should read: 

0(0) = {na^fT^ - ^a^fa[ - (M + l)]/(7r«0VT^- 4 o 0 v ^ - 2) 
(33) 
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ERRATA 

An errata on C. C. Lin and S. H. Chan, "An Analytical Solution for a Planar Nongray Medium in Radiative Equilibrium," published in 
the Feb. 1975 issue ofthe JOURNAL OF HEAT TRANSFER, pp. 29-34. 

C. C. Lin is the Graduate Student 
S. H. Chan is the Assoc. Professor 
Page 30, right-hand column, line three should read: 

whereA' = dA/d T, TO = C1L/Ca, ,b(T) = ewo(T)/ewo(Tl ), M = ewo(T2)/cwo(Tl l. 

Equation (33) should read: 

Journal of Heat Transfer 

CP(O) = [1Ta o!T; - 4ao-/a;" - (ivI + 1) ]/(1Ta o!T; 4ao-/a;" - 2) 
(33) 
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An Experimental Study of Vertical 
Buoyant Jets Discharged Into 
Water of Finite Depth 
This paper presents an experimental study of turbulent buoyant jets discharged verti
cally through a single circular submerged pipe into a large body of stagnant nonstrati-
fied water of finite depth. The experiments were carried out in laboratory facilities con
sisting of a closed system capable of maintaining steady-state conditions. The tempera
ture characteristics of a hot rising plume were obtained, for numerous flows, as a func
tion of discharge Froude number and discharge depth. The governing equations to pre
dict jet characteristics are also presented, using an integral approach. A computer was 
used for reduction of experimental data and the numerical solution to the governing 
equations. The experimental and theoretical results compared favorably. 

Introduction 

The enormous quantities of waste heat discharged into seas and 
lakes by existing and planned thermal power plants of coasti.1 
cities, throughout the world, create serious environmental prob
lems. Although the primary concern of this so-called "thermal pol
lution" is its ecological impact, it is necessary, as a first step, to as
sess the resultant receiving water temperature alterations. 

At present, there exist several prediction methods, depending on 
the center-line trajectory, to analyze buoyant jet thermal and ve
locity fields. Very general analytical formulations based on the in
tegral conservation equations were presented by Hirst [1, 2]1 and 
Fan [3]. The methods of Rouse, Yih, and, Humphreys [4] and 
Schmidt [5], based on integral equations, predict the development 
of vertically discharged buoyant jets. Abraham [6], in his analysis, 
also considered the effect of buoyancy in the zone of flow estab
lishment. 

A very important parameter used in analysis of buoyant jets is 
the so-called entrainment rate, which is the rate of influx of mass, 
momentum, and energy from outside of the plume. This ingestion 
of free stream fluid is primarily determined by the turbulent struc
ture within the jet, particularly near the edge of the plume. The 
expression for the entrainment function was developed by com
bined effort of many researchers [7], and is presented here in the 
form given by Hirst [1, 2]: 

E = [ai + p7^fy2 sin02J[&U(c - it a s inSj c o s 6 2 | ] 

+ [a3 + g T f S i s i n0 2 ]«a&^T~ (siae^co^B^ (1)2 

Of the large number of articles treating the interaction of a 
buoyant jet with a free surface only those few of dominant influ
ence will be discussed.3 Robideau [8] used an integral approach to 
analyze a submerged, turbulent, buoyant jet discharging into water 
of finite depth. He predicted the maximum surface temperature 
for such a discharge as a function of discharge angle, Froude num
ber, and water depth. Shirazi and Davis [9] compared experiments 
and theory for vertical discharge, from numerous sources, and de
veloped (nomographical) computational procedures for predictions 
of physical properties of thermal waste discharge into large bodies 
of water. Trent [10] used a finite difference method in analyzing 
the dispersion of thermal effluents issuing from large single-port 
vertical outfalls in shallow coastal receiving water. 

Bains and Turner [11], Frankel and d imming [12], and Hart 
[13] conducted experimental studies with buoyant jets discharging 
into a nonoverflowing tank which resulted in transient conditions. 
Mahajan and John [14] achieved steady-state conditions in their 
experiments with buoyant jets, but the effect of discharge Froude 
number on flow characteristics was not specifically investigated. 
Jirka and Harleman [15] in their recent study have investigated 
the general case of a diffuser in arbitrary depth of water with un-

1 Numbers in brackets designate References at end of paper. 
Contributed by the Heat Transfer Division for publication in the JOUR

NAL OF HEAT TRANSFER. Manuscript received by the Heat Transfer 
Division Sept. 16, 1974. Paper No. 75-HT-RR. 

2 Definitions of all of the symbols appear in the Nomenclature. 
3 More detailed literature survey can be found in [7]. 
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specified buoyancy. The particular emphasis, however, was put on 
a diffuser in shallow receiving water with low buoyancy. 

VERTICAL JET 
DISCHARGED FROM A SUBMERGED DIFFUSER 

Vertical Plume Theory 
The buoyant jet issuing from a submerged port can be divided 

into several flow regimes, see Fig. 1, each of them possessing its 
own characteristics, namely: 

1 the zone of flow establishment, ZFE; 
2 the zone of established,flow, ZEF; 
3 the zone of transition from established to drift flow; and 
4 the zone of drift flow. 

The results of analysis of the ZFE are used as the initial conditions 
for analysis of the ZEF. At present, there are two theories for ob
taining these conditions: one, neglecting buoyancy effects within 
the ZFE, and the other, taking these effects into account. Although 
neither of these theories has been fully investigated experimental
ly, an analytical study has been carried out by several investiga
tors. The initial conditions obtained using the first theory state 
that the length of the ZFE is the same for all flows, regardless of 
discharge Fourde number, and equal to 6.2 discharge diameters, 
(Ze* = 6.2); the jet half-width at the beginning of the ZEF is equal 
to 1/V2 discharge diameters, (be* = 1V2); and finally the center-
line velocity, uc, and local Froude number, FL, within the potential 
core, see Fig. 1, are constant and equal to u0 and Fo, respectively. 
The analytical solutions of the governing equations (equations 
(8)-(10)) using these initial conditions did not compare favorably 
with the experimental results obtained in this study. The second 
theory was presented in a very general form by Hist [2], whose 
analysis of the ZFE was primarily directed toward the effect of the 
current; these results also did not supply all the required initial 
conditions for this study. Robideau [8] modified Hirst's formula
tions and determined at what point buoyancy effects must be con
sidered in specifying these initial conditions. According to [8] the 
ratio of the Froude number at the beginning of the ZEF and the 
discharge Froude number, i.e., Fi/Fo, is highly dependent on F 0 

and varies from 1.47 for F 0 = 1.0 to 1.08 for F 0 » 30.0. Robideau 
also determined the length of the ZFE, Ze*, and the half width, 
be*, of the plume at the beginning of the ZEF, both as functions of 
Fo- These initial conditions, given by Robideau [8], were used to 
initialize solutions of the governing equations. 

An excellent analytical method for prediction of jet characteris-

X ^ h - ^ D I S C H A R G E NOZZLE 

Fig. 1 Vertical Jet discharged from a submerged diffuser 

tics has recently been developed by Hirst [1]. Hirst's method was 
closely followed, [7], to develop a degenerate form of this solution— 
a form suitable for the analysis of vertical jets. 

According to [7] the basic equations for conservation of mass, 

"Nomenclature" 

PjouoDo 

HjO 
ai = 0.057 = shear similarity parameter Re: 

a2 = 2X2 -
(3X2/(X2 + 1)) = similarity parameter 

03; ii = parameters, equation (1) 
fe = local jet half-width 

be = jet half-width at the begin
ning of the zone of es- 2 
tablished flow 

Do = discharge nozzle diameter ^( 
E = entrainment rate 

= nozzle Reynold's number 

Jl 
U0 

Dog 
PaO ~ PjO 

ftiO 

UcL 

V2b~M 

= discharge Froude number 

= local Froude number 

g = gravitational acceleration 
r = radial coordinate, Fig. 1 

H = discharge depth, below 
free surface, Fig. 1 

T = 

Ox = 

02 = 

temperature 

axial velocity component 
within plume 

vertical coordinate, Fig. 1 

length of the zone of flow 
establishment, Fig. 1 

( ) - ( )0 

angle between projection of 
jet center line onto x-y 
plane and .t-axis, equa
tion (1); 0i = 0 deg for 
vertical jet 

angle between jet center 
line and x-y plane, equa
tion (1); 02 = 90 deg for 
vertical jet 

spreading ratio between 
temperature (density) 
and velocity profiles 

P = density 
H = water viscosity 

( ) = dimensional quantities 
( )* = dimensionless quantities, 

with respect to discharge 
conditions 

( ) = average with respect to 
time 

( )„ = ambient (free stream) 
value 

( )ao = ambient characteristics at 
the discharge depth, 
2 = 0 

( )c = value at the jet center line, 
r = 0 

( )(.;, = local value at the jet center 
line, r = 0, z > 0 

( )j0 = jet characteristics at the 
discharge depth, 2 = 0 

( )o = discharge characteristics 
( )s = measured at the free sur

face 
V = free surface of water 
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energy, and momentum can be written as 

j ^ [ / « 2 r r f r ] = £ (2) 

j;[f"u(T-Tjrdr) = 0 (3) 

~[f^rdr}= f'g&LZArdr (4) 

In order to solve equations (2)-(4), the velocity, temperature, and 
density profiles normal to the plume axis must be assumed. Rouse, 
Yih, and Humphreys [4] in their work with round and slot plumes 
have verified the similarity assumptions. Their measurements 
were closely approximated by Gaussian profiles such that 

u = uc e x p H j ) 2 ] (5) 

AT = ATC exp[-(~)2] (6) 

Ap = APc exp[-(^)2 ] (7) 

where the spreading ratio, X, is related to the turbulent Schmidt 
number, Sc, by Sc = 1/X2. Forstal and Gaylord [16], among others, 
have shown experimentally that the turbulent Schmidt number 
lies in the range 0.75 < Sc < 0.85, for which 1.08 < X < 1.16. The 
higher value, X = 1.16, is commonly used in analyzing round buoy
ant jets. Using the value of X > 1 implies that the temperature 
(density) profiles are slightly "flatter" than the velocity profiles. 
From equation (5) it is seen that for a Gaussian profile, b is the ra
dial distance at which a falls off to 1/e of its center-line value. 

Substituting the similarity assumptions into equations (2)-(4), 
combining with equation (1), and performing indicated integra
tions, the equations can be written in the dimensionless form as 

j& [(&*) V I = 2 k + 2(^y5]6*«c* (8) 

^ J ( & * ) V A T C * ] = O W 

^*[(&*) 2(« 0*)Z] = 2 ~ j (&*)2ATC* (10) 

Equations (8)-(10) are the governing equations for the buoyant jet 
flow through a stagnant, nonstratified ambient and together with 
Robideau's initial conditions, discussed previously, were used for 
prediction of temperature along the jet axis. Solutions to the gov
erning equations were obtained on the IBM 360 using standard nu
merical techniques [7]. 

Experimental Apparatus and Procedure 
The experiments were performed in laboratory facilities shown 

schematically in Fig. 2; all symbols used in this section will be with 
reference to this figure. 

The test tank4 of total capacity of about 2200 gal and dimen
sions shown in Fig. 2 consisted of an outer tank and of an inner 
cylinder, and was filled with ordinary water taken from city sup
ply, SW, after it passed through the filter, F. The upper edge of the 
outer tank was reinforced and made as smooth as possible to allow 
free sliding of an I-beam instrument suppbrt carrying platforms 
with thermistor rake and nozzle holder. The inner cylinder was 
provided with an adjustable sluice gate to control the amount and 
rate of overflow of warm water coming from the hot jet discharged 
into the test tank. This water was collected in an overflow reservoir 
and then was removed, from there, by means of ten equally spaced 
siphons equipped with inserts. The siphon inserts were used to de
crease the nonuniformity of head losses within siphons, caused by 
their different lengths. Siphoned water was cooled to a preset tem
perature of 70°F in a cooling reservoir, CR, and then some of it was 

4 For more detailed description of the test facilities see [7], 

pumped, P, to the constant-head-overflow-tank, COT. In order to 
satisfy the original assumption of steady-state condition, the re
maining water was returned back to the tank by means of six 
tubes, also equipped with inserts, equally spaced within the return 
reservoir—space between inner cylinder and outer tank. The water 
from COT was heated to a temperature of about 170°F in the heat
ers, MH and AH. Flow rate of hot water discharging through a 
nozzle was measured by means of a Fisher Flowmeter. The nozzle 
was an exchangeable piece of straight, thin-walled stainless steel 
tubing of various diameters so that different flow conditions could 
be obtained [7]. The nozzle could easily be positioned anywhere 
within the tank. The deaerator tubes, DAT, and the constant-
head-overflow-bubble-separator, BS, were provided to facilitate 
removal of air that was separating from heated water. 

The thermal characteristics of the rising plume were determined 
by measuring temperatures, within the area of interest, by means 
of thermistors [7] manufactured by Fenwal Electronics of Fram-
ingham, Massachusetts. There were 16 thermistors used for mea
surements. A multichannel switch allowed the placement of the 
thermistors, one at a time, into the arm of a Wheatstone bridge. As 
a result of temperature variations within the vicinity of the therm
istor, its resistance changed causing an unbalance of bridge which, 
in turn, resulted in a signal that was averaged in the integrator and 
then read on Hewlett-Packard digital voltmeter. 

The length of time over which the reading was averaged in the 
integrator was precisely measured with a stop watch. Three con
secutive readings were taken at a point. Then the point arithmetic 
average for these readings was corrected using error curves [7]. 
These were obtained during calibration of the test facilities to give 
true temperature in the immediate environment of the thermistor. 
The temperatures were nondimensionalized with respect to the jet 
temperature at the discharge depth and the ambient water tem
peratures using the following formula: 

T - T 
AT* =—-=*- (11) 

1 id l aO 

The location of the particular point under consideration was 
also nondimensionalized with respect to the discharge nozzle di
ameter, Do- The data are presented in nondimensional form. 

D i s c u s s i o n of E x p e r i m e n t a l R e s u l t s 
The prime purpose of this research was to obtain the center-line 

and surface excess temperatures as functions of discharge Froude 
number, Fo, ranging from 1 to 50, and discharge depth, H/D0, with 
the range of 10-80 discharge diameters. Discharge parameters 
were chosen in such a way that a nozzle flow Reynold's number, 
Re, was over 2500, i.e., the flow was turbulent. In addition to the 
foregoing, it was also attempted to investigate experimentally the 
influence of the discharge nozzle size and discharge temperature 
on the flow characteristics developed at the same discharge Froude 
number. Certain assumptions (similarity of flow profiles, axisym-
metricity of flow, etc.) used in derivation of the governing equa
tions were also investigated experimentally. 

Numerous experiments have shown that the temperature distri
bution profiles within the ZEF are truly similar and are closely ap
proximated by Gaussian function, equation (6), regardless of dis
charge nozzle diameter. Examining these experimental data for 
shallow discharges, H/Do = 10, it was found that for the Z/Do ^ 
8.0 the agreement with theoretical predictions was excellent. The 
experiments also showed that for Z/Do > 8.0 the temperature mea
sured at R/DQ > 1.0 was slightly higher than that obtained theoret
ically, as for example shown in Fig. 3. This discrepancy increased 
with the increasing discharge Froude number. Nevertheless, the 
experimental and theoretical results showed better and better 
agreement as the discharge depth increased. Furthermore, it was 
shown experimentally that: (a) vertical plume boundary is 
straight-edged; (b) plume half-width decreases—at a given axial 
location—as the discharge Froude number, Fo, increases; (c) the 
potential core length, Ze, is constant for a given Fo, regardless of 
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HYDRAULIC SYSTEM OF THE TEST TANK FACILITES 

OVERFLOW Lire-COLD pgjCOT 

-9'DIA-

£5 —ADJUSTABLE VALVE 
® — SIPHON SHUT-OFF-VALVE 
« -FILTER BYPASS VALVE 

AIR BUBBLE PURGE SYSTEM 
FLOW METER BYPASS LINE 

AH — AUXILARY WATER HEATER 
BS —CONSTANT HEAD OVERFLOW TANK 

AND AIR BUBBLE SEPARATOR 
C —COOLING UNIT 
COT —CONSTANT HEAD OVERFLOW TANK 

CR —COOLING RESERVOIR 
DAT — DEAERATOR TUBE 
F —FILTER 
FM —FLOW METER 
MH —MAIN WATER HEATER 
P —PUMP 
RT —RETURN (MAKE UP) WATER TUBES 
S — SIPHONS 
SW —SUPPLY WATER (CITY LINE) 
TCS —TANK CLEANING SYSTEM (VACUUM) 
Th —THERMOSTAT 
V —RHEOSTAT (VARIAC) 

Fig. 2 Hydraulic system of the test tank faci l i t ies 

DEPENDENCE OF SIMILARITY OF TEMPERATURE PROFILES 
ON DISCHARGE NOZZLE DIAMETER 
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Fig. 3 Dependence of similarity of temperature profi les on discharge 
nozzle diameter (ver t ical Jet, F0 = 2.0, H/Do = 10.0) 

H/Do; and (d) the Ze increases, for a given H/Do, as the Fo in
creases. All of the foregoing statements agree with the theoretical 
assumptions. Another series of experiments proved that the cen
ter-line and surface excess temperatures are independent of the jet 
discharge temperature, providing the same Fo was obtained. 

The second phase of experiments was designed to obtain infor
mation on the center-line and surface excess temperatures as func
tions of discharge Froude number and discharge depth. Figs. 4 and 
55 show that for a given H/Do there is a significant decrease in cen
ter-line excess temperature for decreasing Fo. It can be easily 
shown that the rate of change of center-line excess temperature is 
relatively independent of the discharge depth, except at higher 
Froude numbers, F 0 > 16, and also, the discrepancy between the 
experimental and theoretical results, Fig. 3, can be explained. 

5 A more detailed presentation of experimental results is given in [7], 

Clearly, for shallow discharge at high Froude number the jet im
pinges on a surface with a force much greater than if it were dis
charged at large H/Do- Because of this proximity of the free sur-
face of water, acting as a constant pressure boundary, the jet 
"turned back" and there was an extremely active turbulent mixing 
reaching down to 5-10 dia as measured from the free surface. Be
cause of this phenomenon, the jet was discharging into ambient 
water of much higher temperature. This was not taken into ac
count in the theoretical assumptions and, therefore, resulted in se
rious disagreement. 

Figs. 6 and 7 present the experimental results on surface excess 
temperature for a given H/Do as a function of Fo. Obviously, the 
final temperature, measured at any radial position, lowers for the 
decreasing Fo. Again, it can be shown that for H/Do > 40 the sur
face excess temperature remained nearly uniform in the radial di
rection. Results displayed in Fig. 8 show, as expected, that the 
greatest influence of discharge Froude number on maximum sur-
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DEPENDENCE OF CENTERLINE EXCESS TEMPERATURE 
ON DISCHARGE FROUDE NUMBER 

(VERTICAL JET, H/D.=IO.O) 
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Fig. 4 Dependence of center- l ine excess temperature on discharge 

Froude number (vert ical jet, H/Do = 10.0) 

DEPENDENCE OF CENTERLINE EXCESS TEMPERATURE 
ON DISCHARGE FROUDE NUMBER 

(VERTICAL JET, H/DD=40.0) 
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Fig. 5 Dependence of center- l ine excess temperature on discharge 

Froude number (vert ical jet, H/Da = 40.0) 

DEPENDENCE OF SURFACE EXCESS TEMPERATURE 
ON DISCHARGE FROUDE NUMBER 

(VERTICAL JET, H/D.= K).0) 
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Fig. 6 Dependence of surface excess temperature on discharge Froude 
number (vert ical jet, H/Da = 10.0) 
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DEPENDENCE OF SURFACE EXCESS TEMPERATURE 
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Fig. 7 Dependence of surface excess temperature on discharge Froude 
number (vert ical ]et, H/Do = 40.0) 
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Fig. 8 Dependence of max imum surface excess temperature on dis
charge depth and discharge Froude number (ver t ica l je t ) 

face temperature is for H/Do = 10 and that this influence is de
creasing with increasing discharge depth and is practically van
ishing at H/D0 = 80. 

To complete this study the experimental results were compared 
with two theoretical methods for prediction of plume develop
ment—one, developed by Trent [10], and the other, presented in 
this paper, equation (8)-(10), and based on Hirst's method [1]. 
Figs. 9 and 10 show comparison of the theoretical and experimen
tal results for the center-line excess temperature as a function of 
discharge Froude number for various discharge depths. In general, 
solutions to equations (8)-(10) agree more favorably with the ex
perimental results than Trent 's solutions.' 

The computer model of thermal discharge was tested for various 
initial conditions at the beginning of the established flow regime. 
Comparison of these results showed that the model is very sensi
tive to the initial conditions imposed upon it. The best agreement 
with experiments was obtained with the initial conditions which 
included the buoyancy effects in the ZFE. 

Figs. 9 and 10 show that the agreement of theoretical and exper

imental results is satisfactory, except within a short distance from 
the discharge nozzle, where the initial conditions used in the ana
lytical solutions have the greatest effect on flow development. Fig. 
11 shows the comparison of the experimental and theoretical re
sults for the maximum surface excess temperature as a function of 
Fo. The experimentally measured temperature at large Fo is higher 
than that predicted theoretically, which again can be explained by 
proximity of the free surface acting as a constant pressure bounda
ry-

Another source of the discrepancies between the experimental 
and theoretical results, presented in Figs. 9-11, may have its origin 
in the entrainment function itself. Even the most advanced one 
postulated by Hirst [1] and including the effects of local conditions 
within the jet, buoyancy, jet orientation, and free stream velocity 
has certain coefficients that have to be determined experimentally, 
and various investigators give different values for them. The re
sults obtained vising this entrainment function depend greatly on 
the values assigned to these coefficients. It should be stressed 
that the entrainment coefficients have been kept constant and 
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COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL RESULTS 
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Fig. 9 Comparison of experimental and theoretical results (vertical Jet, 
H/Do = 10.0) 
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Fig. 10 Comparison of experimental and theoretical results (vertical Jet, 
H/Do = 40.0) 
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Fig. 11 Comparison of experimental and theoretical results (vertical Jet, 
H/Do = 10.0) 
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equa l to t h e m o s t genera l ly used values , for all t h e flows s tud ied 

here analyt ical ly . 

I t shou ld also be po in t ed out t h a t th i s expe r imen ta l s t u d y h a s 

been car r ied ou t in t h e l abora to ry facilities consis t ing of a closed 

sys tem capab le of m a i n t a i n i n g s t eady- s t a t e cond i t ions con t inuous 

ly t h r o u g h o u t all of t h e expe r imen t s , whereas o the r s tud ies , t o t h e 

p r e s e n t knowledge of t h e au tho r s , were no t carr ied ou t in facilities 

wi th such capabi l i t ies . 
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ERRATA 

An e r r a t a on H . Q . Oliviera and R. P . Fors lund , " T h e Effect of T h e r m a l Cons t r ic t ion Res i s t ance in the Design of C h a n n e l - P l a t e H e a t Ex

c h a n g e r s , " pub l i shed in the Aug . 1974 issue of the J O U R N A L O F H E A T T R A N S F E R , p p . 292-295. 

T h e word Cons t ruc t ion in t h e t i t le should be Cons t r i c t ion . 

E q u a t i o n (17) should read: 

7J0 = -Qt/bk (17) 

E q u a t i o n (22) should read: 

Dt = o f { [ - A T + D 0 ( - l - 1 / V v ) ] [ ( s i n \,a)/\{a] 

S*0( i )S„D i} (22) 
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ERRATA 

An errata on H. Q. Oliviera and R. P. Forslund, "The Effect of Thermal Constriction Resistance in the Design of Channel-Plate Heat Ex
changers," published in the Aug. 1974 issue of the JOURNAL OF HEAT TRANSFER, pp. 292-295. 

Journal of Heat Transfer 

The word Construction in the title should be Constriction. 

Equation (17) should read: 

Do = -Qt/bl? (17) 

Equation (22) should read: 

D j = O'j{[-AT + Do(-1 -1/tPot)][(sin Aja)/A/a] 

ro 

+ 6'l'o(j)B/jDj } (22) 
j=l 
j~/ 
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Transient Convective Heat Transfer 
During and After Gas Injection Into 
Containers 
This paper presents experimental data correlations for the spatially averaged convective 
heat transfer coefficient for thin-walled closed containers during and after gas injection. 
The different modes of heat transfer are identified, and correlations are presented for 
each. Correlations are presented for the injection period, post-top injection, post-bottom 
injection, post-tangential injection, post-radial injection, and post-ejection heat trans
fer for various tank geometries. Of special significance are the very high heat transfer 
rates that are shown to be present in some cases immediately after injection. Heat trans
fer rates are shown to be, for a short period, up to almost two orders of magnitude higher 
than natural convection predictions would indicate. 

I n t r o d u c t i o n 

Background Information. Many physical systems involve gas 
injection into or ejection from otherwise closed flolitainers. Impor
tant examples of these two processes are injectioii to monopropel-
lant gas generators, blow-down from high-pressure air storage 
tanks into wind tunnels, and inside closed piston-cylinders, like 
those used in a Stirling cycle engine. These processes result in an 
upset of the state of the gas in the closed contaijper, which in turn 
results in transfer of heat either to or from f| | j |container until 
thermodynamic equilibrium occurs between thel|f>ntainer and its 
surroundings. This heat loss or gain is sometimes of considerable 
importance, necessitating a good means of prediction. This paper 
is concerned with providing a method for predicting heat transfer 
from, or to, closed containers during and after gas injection or ejec
tion. 

Survey of L i te ra ture . A survey of literature revealed several 
papers which were useful in the evaluation and guidance of this 
work. Ring [ l ] 3 suggested that the heat transfer in closed contain
ers is best predicted by turbulent natural convection. 

Reynolds [2, 3] noted the increase in heat transfer coefficient 
immediately after injection is probably due to the stirring effect of 
the inlet jet during injection, but states that the decreased effec
tiveness of the natural convection on the top and bottom of the 

1 Formerly a graduate student at Brigham Young University. 
2 Presently on leave to U. S. Naval Weapons Center, China Lake, Calif. 
3 Numbers in brackets designate References at end of paper. 
Contributed by the Heat Transfer Division for publication in the JOUR

NAL OF HEAT TRANSFER. Manuscript received by the Heat Transfer 
Division May 10,1974. Paper No. 75-HT-KK. 

tank should offset the stirring effect. He therefore suggested 
McAdam's [4] natural convection correlation for vertical flat plates 
as a reasonable analysis of the heat transfer during injection. 

The most pertinent work related to this paper was by Ulrich, et 
al. [5, 6], wherein a procedure was outlined for determining a spa
tially averaged heat transfer coefficient after mass injection into a 
closed container. 

These were the only references found which contained informa
tion about the transient state between the end of the injection pe
riod and the start of free convection. Limited data agreed with 
data presented herein as they identified two very distinct modes of 
heat transfer after gas was injected into a tank. Immediately fol
lowing injection there existed a rapidly decaying period character
ized by very high heat transfer rates which changed after a few sec
onds, rather abruptly, into another mode which agreed very well 
with vertical flat plate natural convection predictions. 

An analytical work of significance to this effort was made by 
Lighthill [7], who conducted a study of heat transfer in cylindrical 
tubes closed on one end and open to an infinite reservoir on the 
other end. One of the significant contributions of this work was the 
prediction of the growth of a stagnation region, starting at the bot
tom of the tube and working upward with time. 

Steiger [8] and Lyons [9] obtained experimental data for heat 
transfer during injection through small inlets into containers. 
Their data indicated that, following an initial transient, the heat 
transfer coefficient was essentially constant when the mass addi
tion rate was constant. 

Based on this survey there appear to be at least five different 
periods of heat transfer in a closed container during and after in
jection: (1) injection period, during which heat is transferred by 
forced convection; (2) transient period, between the end of injec
tion and the beginning of natural convection; (3) turbulent natural 
convection period; (4) laminar natural convection period; and (5) 
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Table 1 Receiver tank geometry 

T a n k 
no. 

1 
2 

3 

4 
5 

Dia 
in. 
12 
12 

12 

6 
6 

L e n g t h 
in. 

12 
24 

43 

24 
43 

Volume 
ft3 

0.524 
1.236 

2 .550 

0 .445 
0 .790 

Surface 
area 
ft2 

3.142 
5 .991 

11 .26 

3 .590 
6 .600 

R e m a r k s 

Spherical t a n k 
T y p e G- l Spec 94-40321 
oxygen t a n k 
T y p e G- l Spec 94-40321 
wi th added length 
S C U B A oxygen t a n k 
S C U B A t a n k wi th added 
leng th 

the tailoff period, during which the internal flow begins to stagnate 
from the bottom upward. 

Objectives. The objectives are to: (1) present a system from 
which representative experimental data were obtained for the heat 
transferred from, or to, a closed container during and after gas in
jection, or ejection; (2) identify the various modes of heat transfer 
present in the system; and (3) show correlations of the heat trans
fer data obtained during the various modes by which heat transfer 
coefficients may be predicted. 

D e s c r i p t i o n of E q u i p m e n t 
To obtain experimental data relative to this problem the appa

ratus illustrated in Fig. 1 was assembled. A thin-wall cylindrical 
tank with hemispherical ends was suspended vertically inside an 
ice water-filled tank, equipped with a circulation pump. The sus
pended tank was connected to a much larger air storage tank so 
that high-pressure air (300 psig) could be injected into the receiver 
tank. Several receiver tanks were used for geometry variations as 
listed in Table 1. Provision was made for evacuation of the receiver 
tank and injection control was provided by a quick-operating hand 
valve. All pressurized systems, including this valve, were made leak 
proof, so that any change in tank pressure was due solely to 
changes in the thermodynamic state and/or controlled mass addi
tion. 

Air was injected sonically into the tank by using choked nozzles 
at the tank entrance. The throat diameters used were 0.045, 0.100, 
0.150, 0.250, and 0.450 in. 

Instrumentation. Low thermal-mass iron-constantan thermo
couples were installed inside the receiver tank to measure air tem
perature, in the inlet line to measure the stagnation temperature of 
the air entering the tank, and in the ice water bath. The thermo
couple outputs were recorded on a Speedmax-H strip chart record
er of sensitivity 1°F. Digital temperature measurements were also 

recorded on the system used to record pressure. Pressure transduc
ers were installed to measure receiver tank pressure and injection 
stagnation pressure. The pressure transducers were strain-gage 
type with excitation and output signal provided and conditioned 
by a Martin signal-conditioning system. Amplification was by 
Electro-Incorporated solid state amplifiers. Sensitivity of this sys
tem was 1 mV of a 10 V range. The output signals from the ampli
fiers were digitized by a Dynamec Model 2401C digital voltmeter 
and recorded on a Hewlett-Packard Model 5245L counter set at 
one ms intervals, and printed simultaneously with the DVM out
put. 

Time zero, the starting point of each run was obtained by means 
of a pressure switch installed downstream of the inlet valve, and 
set to operate at less than 1 psi differential. This switch triggered 
the counter so that zero time on the counter was the same as the 
starting time of injection. Further details of the test hardware and -
instrumentation are given in [10]. 

Test P rocedure . As each configuration was assembled, checks 
were made to assure a leak-proof condition. Initially, and periodi
cally during the tests, the transducers were calibrated using a dead 
weight standard. Prior to each series of tests, electrical calibrations 
were made to assure accurate data. On a typical data run, the fol
lowing sequence of events occurred: 

1 The test tank was evacuated. 
2 The digital printer and strip chart recorder were started. 
3 The ball valve was quickly opened while observing the tank 

pressure on a bourdon-tube gage. 
4 The ball valve was closed when the desired pressure was 

reached. 
5 The subsequent data printout was monitored, and when 

steady state was reached, the data acquisition system was stopped. 
6 Steady-state air temperature and pressure in the tank, and 

barometric pressure were recorded. 

, N o m e n c l a t u r e . 

An = nozzle throat area, ft2 

A = inside surface of tank, ft2 

cp = gas specific heat at constant pres
sure, B/lbm-°F 

cv = gas specific heat at constant vol
ume, B/lbm-°F 

d - diameter of inlet flow nozzle 
throat, ft 

D = diameter of tank, ft 
Fo = Fourier number, at/Dz 

Gr = Grashof number, gDs(T ~ TV)/ 
TV2 

h - instantaneous spatial-average con-
vective heat transfer coefficient, 
B/ft2-hr-°F 

k = thermal conductivity, B/ft-hr-°F 

L = tank length, ft 
m = gas mass in the test tank at any 

particular time, Ibm 
m = gas flow rate, lbm/s 

Nu = Nusselt number, hi)fk 
P = instantaneous gas pressure, psia 
P = pressure-time derivative, psf/s 

Pf = final gas pressure, psia 
Pn = injection nozzle throat pressure, 

psia 
Po = stagnation pressure upstream of 

inlet flow nozzle, psia 
AP = pressure rise in tank during injec

tion, psi 
Pr = Prandtl number, cpn/k 
Ra = Rayleigh number, Gr'Pr 

Re = Reynolds number, pDun/n 
T = instantaneous gas temperature, °R 

Tf = final gas temperature, °R 
T0 = upstream stagnation temperature, 

°R 
Tw = wall temperature, °R 

t = time, s 
vn = gas velocity at injection nozzle 

throat, ft/s 
V = tank volume, ft3 

a = thermal diffusivity, ft2/s 
7 = ratio of specific heats, cp/cv 

fi = dynamic viscosity, lbm/ft-s 
v = kinematic viscosity, ft2/s 
p = gas density, lbm/ft3 
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VACUUM PUMP TOP INJECTION 

SIGNAL 
CONDITIONING 

AND 
RECORDING 

ICE-WATER 

Fig. 1 Schematic sketch of experimental equipment 

Analysis 
Heat Transfer Coefficients. The heat transfer coefficient 

during injection may be determined from measured physical pa
rameters by considering an energy balance on the system. Consider 
the energy equation during injection into a system with not outlet. 

liA(T- TJ (1) 
d(mcvT) 
— ^ - = mct 

Equation (1) is sufficient to determine the heat transfer coeffi
cient from experimental measurements of the parameters in
volved, provided that reliable experimental data can be obtained. 
Because of the difficulties involved in obtaining reliable gas tem
perature data and its time derivative, one can obtain better results 
by applying the Equation-of-State, PV = mRT, to convert temper
ature variables to pressure variables. Therefore, one may rearrange 
equation (1) as follows: 

"p^d 
PV 

A^TR T»} 

(2) 

The reason for changing from temperature to pressure parameters 
is that instantaneous pressure and pressure derivatives are easier 
to measure accurately than instantaneous temperature and tem
perature derivatives. Furthermore, pressure is uniform over the 
tank, while temperature may vary locally. Pressure integrates and 
averages all the local temperature effects. Heat transfer coeffi
cients for the post-injection period may be calculated in a similar 
manner to the injection period calculations, but leaving out the 
mass flow term and using the final mass. The resulting equation is 

* = # < T ^ : ) (3) 

Data Correlation and Discussion 
Injection Period. Nondimensionalizing equation (2) using the 

dimensionless variables: T = at/D2, p = P/Pc, <& = T/Tc, assuming 
Pn = Pc, and substituting A/An = 4(L/D) (Did)2 yields 

Nu = 

V dp. 
yADdr 

RePr(Pn/Pu) l 
~4(L/D){D/d)'' 
* - * „ 

(4) 

This equation suggests a correlation of Nusselt number with the 
dimensionless ratio RePr/fL/DJ (Did)2 with V/ADy as a parame
ter. In these tests P„/Po was constant. Data were correlated during 
injection by plotting Nu versus RePr/fD/dJ2 (LID). Typical data 
for top injection are presented in Fig. 2. The results for radial and 
tangential injection were similar. Equation (4) indicates possible 
significant parameters VIAD and PJPa- These data, however, in-

100,000 

10,000 

5 1.000 r 

100 

Re-Pr/lD/d) .(L/D) 

Fig. 2 Top Injection period data correlation 

dicate that VIAD is insignificant within the range tested. Since 
these data are for sonic injection velocities, the parameter P„/Po 
was not experimentally explored. Means [10] describes a method 
whereby they may be adjusted for subsonic inlet velocity. 

Note that in determining Nusselt number the value of y was 
evaluated at the gas average temperature. All other gas properties 
were evaluated at a gas film temperature, assumed to be the aver
age of the average gas temperature and wall temperature. The wall 
temperature was assumed to be the same as the temperature of the 
ice water bath. The characteristic length used was the tank diame
ter. The correlation of injection data taken from all configurations 
fit the equation 

Nu = 22[RePr/ (Z/-D)( iyrf ) 2 ] 0 , 6 3 5 (5) 
The mean error was 10 percent with standard deviation of 8 per
cent. These data show excellent correlation, considering that L/D 
varied from 1 to 6.62, Did varied from 43 to 279 and VIAD varied 
from 0.167 to 0.237, where the entire range for hemisphere-cylin
ders is % < VIAD < y4. 

Post Top or Bottom Injection Period. Correlation of heat 
transfer data after top injection required two different types of 
data plots. The transient period immediately following injection 
may be correlated on a Fourier number-Nusselt number plot. A 
typical plot is presented in Fig. 3. The natural convection portion 
may be correlated by Rayleigh number-Nusselt number and a typ
ical plot is shown in Fig. 4. The break point between the two types 
of regions is rather abrupt, and the breakaway point for the Fouri
er correlation corresponds to the attachment point of the Rayleigh 
correlation. 

In Fig. 4 the solid symbols represent the last point of the injec
tion portion of each run, thus beginning the post-injection period. 
They were computed from Fig. 2, based on the final gas density. 
When the Rayleigh number was about 108, the slope changed from 
about % to about xk, indicating that turbulent to laminar transition 
occurs and may be noted in Fig. 4. 

Summary plots of data correlations following top injection are 
presented in Figs. 5 and 6. Fig. 5 correlates the data immediately 
Allowing injection, while Fig. 6 correlates the data during the nat-
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Fig. 3 Fourier number ( t ime) correlat ion fol lowing top Inject ion 

ural convection period which follows the initial transient condi
tion. Data from Fig. 5 may be fitted within 25 percent by the equa
tion 
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Nu = 0.284 Fo .0.739 (6) 

Data from Fig. 6 may be fitted within 10 percent by the equation 
for turbulent flow 

Nu = 0.12 Ra0-333 

( R a > 108) 

or by the equation for laminar flow 

Nu = 0.53 Ra 0 ' 2 5 

( R a < 108) 

(7) 

(8) 

One should use equation (6) until the Nusselt number calculated 
by equation (6) is as low as the Nusselt number calculated by 
equation (7) or (8), from which time the latter Nusselt number 

10 " 10 

FOURIER NUMBER 

Fig. S Summary correlat ion fol lowing top Inject ion—transient period 

should be used in estimating the heat transfer coefficient. 
Equations (6), (7), and (8) may also be used for post-bottom in

jection, as there appeared to be no significant difference in data 
from the two configurations. 

Post-Tangential Injection Period. Heat transfer after tan
gential injection may be correlated on Nu-Fo plots. Fig. 7 shows 
typical data recorded after tangential injection. The natural con
vection forces were not sufficient to overpower the vortex estab
lished by the tangential injection, as was the case in top injection. 
However, the Lighthill "tailoff could be noted after sufficient 
time. Fig. 8 is a summary data correlation for post-tangential injec
tion heat transfer. These data may be fitted within 30 percent by 
the equation 

Nu = 0.89 Fo" 0 , 7 1 0) 
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Fig. 8 Fourier number summary correlation for post-tangential Injection-
transient period 

Unlike post-top injection data, only one correlation was needed 
for post-tangential injection data. Again, these data correlated well 
enough that within the geometric parameters tested there was no. 
particular effect of geometry. 

Post-Radial Injection Period. Post-radial injection data are 
very similar in character to post-tangential injection data, though 
the values are slightly different as shown in Pig. 9. 

Smoke flow pattern studies by Kilpack [11] indicated that radial 
injection (on a two-dimensional model) induced two vortices while 
tangential injection induced one large vortex. One would expect 
three-dimensional models to be somewhat similar. Also, since both 
types of injection develop large vortices which persist for a consid
erable time, one would expect similar heat transfer patterns. And, 
since radial injection has two vortices (or its three-dimensional 
equivalent) and tangential injection only one vortex, the values of 
the heat transfer coefficients are somewhat different. 

Fig. 9 is a summary data correlation for post-radial injection 
heat transfer. These data may be fitted within 25 percent by the 
equation 

Nu = 1.49 F o - ° - s " (10) 

This equation is similar to equation (9) but it has slightly lower 
sensitivity to time, i.e., the vortex pattern seems to decay a little 
more slowly. 

Post-Ejection. Equations (7) and (8) may be used for post-
ejection calculations for any ejection geometry, as the heat transfer 
data always correlated with the natural convection after an ejec
tion. Apparently this was due to the absence of a jet stirring the in
ternal gas. No ejection data were taken, but a reasonable conclu
sion is that natural.convection existed during ejection, since post-
ejection always started in this mode. 

Conclusions 
The following conclusions may be drawn from this work: 
1 Post-ejection heat transfer may always be predicted by a 

natural convective correlation, with no discernible differences due 
to ejection geometry. 

2 Heat transfer from a closed container after gas injection may 
or may not be predictable by natural convection correlations, as 
suggested by Ring [1], depending on injection geometry and time. 

3 Post-injection heat transfer always has a forced convection 
transient immediately after injection, which is correlatable with 
Fourier number. This time correlatable transient mode may or 
may not transist to a natural convection mode, depending upon in
jection geometry. For example, post-top or -bottom injection 
transists to natural convection, while post-radial or post-tangential 
injection does not. 

4 There was no discernible difference between data from top 
and bottom injection runs. 

POST RADIAL INJECTION SUMMARY CORRELATION 
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5 H e a t t ransfer du r ing injection (for sonic injection velocit ies) 

was n o t a funct ion of t h e geomet r ic var iab les t e s ted . 

6 T h e L igh th i l l [7] s t a g n a t i o n tailoff a p p e a r s t o occur as equi 

l ib r ium cond i t ions a re a p p r o a c h e d . 
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Heat Transfer in Rotary Combustion 
Engines 
In the first part of this study, a one-dimensional quasi-steady-state heat transfer model 
is developed for an axial forced flow system in rotary combustion engines. This computer 
model is useful in optimizing the cooling system in accordance with the heat input from 
the combustion chambers. In the second part of this study, a two-dimensional quasi
steady-state heat transfer model is developed for an axial forced flow cooling system in a 
rotor housing in an effort to minimize the thermal stresses and the thermal distortions of 
the trochoidal surfaces. In the third part of this study, a two-dimensional transient heat 
transfer model is developed for an axial forced flow cooling system in a critical portion of 
the rotor housing in order to determine the critical thermal loads that occur in the 
through-bolts during the sudden acceleration of a cold rotating combustion engine. 

Introduction 

This paper deals with the heat transfer problems of rotary com
bustion engines whi ich have successfully demonstrated a high level 
of durability, perfO! 'mance, environmental emission standards, and 
a wider application range than any other engine in use today. The 
automotive industr y around the world has been developing the ro
tary combustion en gine with intense concentration in the last dec
ade. 

There are three parts of this work. In the first part, a general 
one-dimensional qllasi-steady-state heat transfer computer model 
is developed for a. multi-pass, axial, forced flow cooling system 
where the coolant flows axially, namely parallel to the mainshaft 
9xis, through the I:otor housings from one end cover to the other, 
md back again. T he distribution of the flow rates are directed by 
internal ribbings -of the end covers. The computer model follows 
the coolant and cBtlculates iteratively the wall and the coolant tem
peratures and the heat that is transferred to the coolant through
out the entire engine at every 5 deg increment. The local and in
stantaneous fuel- side heat transfer coefficients are obtained from 
the modified empirical equation proposed by Almand [IP for re
cil,rocating intermal combustion engines. The empirical constants 
of A.nnand's empirical equation are adjusted to give the local and 
imtantaneous fuel-side heat transfer coefficients by the help of 
classified experil:nental data taken from marketed rotary comb us
tiOl engines. ThiS water-side heat transfer coefficients are obtained 

I Numbers in brackets designate References at end of paper. 
Co 1t ributed b" the Heat Transfer Division for publication in the JOUR

NAL OF HEAT- TRANSFER. Manuscript received by the Heat Transfer 
Division June 18,1974. Paper No. 75-HT-FF. 
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from the empirical Colburnj-factor equation in which all the phys
ical properties are evaluated at the average fluid bulk temperature 
and the variations in physical properties caused by the tempera
ture differences are accounted for by a viscosity correction factor. 
Also the entrance effects on the heat transfer coefficients in turbu
lent flows are accounted for. At every incremented location in the 
engine, the wall temperatures and the coolant bulk temperatures 
are not directly available, and an iteration solution becomes neces
sary. The one-dimensional heat transfer computer model helps to 
optimize the cooling system while the fluid mechanics properties, 
namely the passage flow rates, passage hydraulic diameters, are in
puts to the program. Several different cooling systems are tested to 
minimize the temperature differences throughout the engine in 
order to avoid excessive thermal stress concentration spots and to 
avoid excessive thermal distortions which cause deterioration in 
the gas, oil, and water seals. A multipass axial cooling system with 
five spark-plug-side inlet and nine inlet and exhaust ports side 
outlet passages permits the best cooling with a desirable circum
ferential heat balance in a two-rotor rotary combustion engine. 

In the second part of this paper, a two-dimensional quasi
steady-state heat transfer computer model is developed for the 
rotor housing. This model gives the steady-state temperatures at 
1366 nodal points on the rotor housing and calculates the amount 
of heat that is transferred to and from each coolant passage. The 
same expression of the previous model along with the appropriate 
empirical equation for the laminar forced convection heat transfer 
to lubricating oil are used for evaluating the necessary heat trans
fer coefficients. This computer model is particularly useful in de
termining high thermal stress concentration locations and thermal 
distortions in the rotor housing, especially around the spark plug 
and the exhaust port, which are taken into consideration in deter
mining the rotor housing materials, cooling requirements, and also 
in determining the cold rotor housing dimensions versus the hot 
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rotor housing dimensions. 
In the third part of this paper, a two-dimensional transient heat 

transfer model is developed for a segment of the rotor housing at 
the expansion phase including a through-bolt. Same expressions of 
the previous models for the heat transfer coefficients are used in 
evaluating the temperature rise during a sudden acceleration of a 
cold engine. The rotor housing walls and the through-bolts are ex
posed to critical thermal and distortion loads, respectively, be
cause of excessive temperature differences in the entire engine. 

These heat transfer models contribute significantly to the design 
and development of rotary combustion engines. The present calcu
lations are used for the design of a two-rotor, 70 hp axially-cooled 
rotary combustion engine with a 9.2:1 compression ratio, namely 
TRM-102. 

The work reported here is a part of the research and develop
ment program for rotary combustion engines that has been under
taken at KOC HOLDING Research and Development Center in 
Istanbul, Turkey. The computer models are written in FORTRAN 
IV and run on IBM-360. 

0,40 

V, ft/sec. 

Fig. 1 Mean fuel-air mixiure velocity and local characteristic length of the 
combustion chamber versus angular position a si 5000 rpm for TRM-102 

Theory 
In all the computer models, local and instantaneous fuel-side 

heat transfer coefficients are necessary for the incremental heat 
transfer analysis of a rotary combustion engine. The procedure 
starts with finding the indicator diagram of the design in question 
with a known compression ratio. The indicator diagram follows the 
theoretical Otto-cycle except that during the combustion process 
the heat release versus time diagram is assumed to be triangular. 
The instantaneous fuel-air mixture temperatures are obtained 
with the help of the indicator diagram and the thermodynamic 
property charts for unburned and for burned mixture of fuel and 
air at a ratio of 0.0782 for reciprocating combustion engines. The 
instantaneous fuel-air mixture properties are evaluated at the in
stantaneous fuel-air mixture temperatures, which are assumed to 
be uniform throughout the chamber, by using known polynomial 
approximations. Working fluid compositions after combustion in a 
typical reciprocation combustion engine are used because of the 
lack of published information in rotary combustion engines. The 
combustion process in a rotary engine can also be investigated in 
detail by solving the appropriate conservation equations, i.e., see 
Bracco and Sirignano [2]. 

The instantaneous fuel-side heat transfer coefficient is due to 
the turbulent motion of the fuel-air mixture relative to the walls. 

Accordingly the characteristic velocity is the local and instanta
neous fuel-air mixture velocity relative to the housing, and the 
characteristic length is the local and instantaneous hydraulic di
ameter. The local and the instantaneous fuel-air mixture velocity 
relative to the housing is made up of three components. The first 
component is due to the motion of the chamber relative to the 
housing. The second one is the squishing velocity due to the chang
ing chamber geometry. The third one is the velocity induced by 
the expanding combustion products in between the two flame 
fronts. The relative magnitudes of the three components change 
with time and position, but the first two can be of the same order 
while the third one can be considerably larger than the other two. 

By knowing the local and instantaneous working fluid proper
ties, velocities, and the chamber characteristic lengths, one can ob
tain the local and instantaneous fuel-side heat transfer coefficients 
by using the McAdams correlation, 

, 0.023 K 
(1) 

because intuitively, in a rotary engine, the motion of the working 
fluid with respect to the housing is like the motion of a parcel of 
gas in a pipe. However, the squishing and the flame front velocities 
have to be estimated in order to find the effective fuel-air mixture 
velocities. Equation (1) gives as expected low fuel-side heat trans
fer coefficients, shown in Fig. 2, using only the known component 

• N o m e n c l a t u r e . 

A = heat transfer area ( t 2 ) 
a, b, c = Annand's [1] empirical constants 

in equation (1) 
hydraulic diameter of flow pas

sage (L) 
local and instantaneous hydraul

ic diameter of the combustion 
chamber (L) 

heat transfer coefficient (LFj 
tL2T) 

thermal conductivity (LF/tLT) 
hydraulic length of flow passage 

a> 
heat transfer (LF/t) 
mass flow rate (L3/t) 
temperature (T) 
tangential rotor velocity (L/t) 

VEFF = local and instantaneous gas ve
locity (L/t) 

a = angular position on the epi-

D 

DH = 

h = 

k = 
L = 

T 
V 

trochoid surface where a = 0 is 
the major axis 

iteration convergence criteria on 
q/A (LF/tJJ) 

time (t) 
absolute viscosity (M/Lt) 
stress (F/L2) 
angular velocity 

Subscripts 

cl = 

D = 

/ = 

refers to bulk temperature 
refers to convective heat transfer 

coefficient for an infinitely 
long tube 

refers to convective heat transfer 
coefficient for a finite length 
tube 

refers to the characteristic length 
used in dimensionless groups 

refers to fuel side 

s = refers to surface or wall 
w = refers to wall 

Superscripts 

- = refers to a time-averaged value 

Dimensionless Groups 

Gr = Grashof number, p*gfi VTD3/n2, 
a natural convection heat 
transfer parameter that repre
sents the ratio of buoyant to 
viscous forces 

Nu = Nusselt number, hr/k, a heat 
transfer parameter 

Pr = molecular Prandtl number, nc/ 
k, fluid property group 

Re = Reynolds number, Vr/v, the fluid 
dynamical parameter 

St = Stanton number, Nu/RePr, a 
heat transfer parameter 
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Fig. 2 Local and time-averaged fuel-side heat transfer coefficients versus 
angular position « at 5000 rpm for TRM-102 

of the fuel-air mixture velocity, namely the motion of the chamber 
relative to the housing for a fixed engine geometry and rotor rota
tion. 

Rather than going into a detailed analysis of the unknown fuel-
air mixture velocity components, it is decided to evaluate the local 
and instantaneous fuel-side heat transfer coefficients by making 
improvements on the Annand's [1] empirical formula for recipro
cating combustion engines. 

i r 
(7V4 - Tj) 
(Tf-Tw) 

(2) 

where 6 = 0.7 is assumed, namely the slope of Nu versus Re func
tional relationship is assumed to be the same for the local and in
stantaneous fuel-side heat transfer coefficients and for the aver
aged ones over the heat transfer surface. Annand [1] suggests the 
value for the empirical constant a to be between 0.35 < a < 0.8 for 
the reciprocating combustion engines. Later, Millar, and Hutchin
son [4] suggest the value for the empirical constant a to be between 
0.5 a 0.7 for the rotary combustion engines. These values of the 
empirical constant a are high for the local and instantaneous fuel-
side heat transfer coefficients. The localized value of the empirical 
constant a is determined by the help of classified experimental 
local heat transfer data taken from a marketed two-rotor rotary 
combustion engine. The value of a is found to be 0.25 for the local 
and instantaneous fuel-side heat transfer coefficient of a two-rotor 
rotary combustion engine. During the combustion and the expan
sion phases the radiative heat transfer constant c = 1.30 X 10~10 

Btu/hr ft2 R4 and otherwise c = 0. 

The average local' fuel-air mixture velocity in the combustion 
chamber at a rotor position is taken as the average surface tangen
tial velocity of the rotor at that particular position which is known 
for a fixed engine geometry and rotor rotation. The local charac
teristic length of the rotating combustion chamber for a rotor posi
tion is taken as the radius at which the chamber is rotating with a 
constant angular velocity, &>, and has the average surface tangen
tial velocity of the rotor surface, namely V(a) = wr(a). 

The local characteristic lengths and the local fuel-air mixture 
velocities are shown in Fig. 1 for the TRM-102 rotary combustion 
engine at 5000 rpm. The local and time-averaged fuel-side heat 
transfer coefficients that are obtained from equation (2) are shown 
in Fig. 2 for the TRM-102 two-rotor rotary combustion engine at 
5000 rpm. Fig. 2 also shows that the effective fuel-air mixture ve
locity to be used in the McAdams correlation is three times the ve
locity of the chamber relative to the housing which should give an 
idea about the magnitudes of the squishing plus the flame front 

Dirt film resistance 

Metal wall 

Elnisil 

Cooling 
water 

Fig. 3 One-dimensional quasi-sieady-staie heat transfer model for the 
rotor housing 

velocities. 
For the water-side heat transfer coefficients the following Col-

burn ^-factor equation, reference [3], is used. 

StPr2 / 3 = 0.023 Re"0-2 (3) 

The physical properties in equation (3) are evaluated at the av
erage film temperature of water. The variations in physical proper
ties caused by the temperature gradients are accounted for by a 
viscosity correction factor namely (MS/V&)0"36- The entrance effects 
on the heat transfer coefficients are represented approximately by 
the equation, 

Ticl=Tic[l + (D/L)0-<] (4) 

Also a dirt film resistance of 0.0001 hr ft2/Btu is taken into consid
eration on the water side. 

In the one-dimensional heat transfer model, each housing is di
vided into seventy-two epitrochoidal increments where heat is 
transferred only in the normal direction to the incremented sur
face between the fuel and the water as shown in Fig. 3. The water 
jacket is assumed to enclose completely the housing inner walls. 
The inputs to the program are the water inlet temperature, the 
housing wall and the epitrochoid coating thickness, the thermal 
conductivities of metals that are in use; the fuel-air mixture tem
peratures, densities, velocities, and the combustion chamber char
acteristic lengths at each five degree increment; the heat transfer 
surface areas, water flow mean velocities, water passage hydraulic 
diameters and hydraulic lengths at each five degree increment of 
every housing. 
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Experiment 
_ Theory 

' J _ C < •• \ 
Fig. 4 Comparison of experimental and theoretical wall temperature dis
tributions 

The housing wall temperatures and the heat that is transferred 
to water at each increment are calculated iteratively in order to in
clude the radiation heat transfer effects and the property varia
tions. It takes four or five iterations for the convergence of the cal
culated temperature and the heat flux values with a convergence 
criteria of tq/A < 100. It takes thirty minutes to run this program 
on an IBM-360 digital computer. 

Fig. 3 also shows the one-dimensional heat transfer simulation 
model for a rotor housing. Fig. 4 shows the comparison of the wall 
temperature distribution data taken from a marketed two-rotor 
rotary combustion engine and the present theoretical model. In the 
experimental marketed rotary engine the cool side of the engine is 
heated by bleeding exhaust gases in order to minimize the circum
ferential temperature differences. In the theoretical wall tempera
ture calculations that are shown in Fig. 4, the exhaust gas bleeding 
process is not accounted for. Fig. 5 shows an optimized inlet and 

Fig. 6 Front, first rotor, intermediate, second rotor, and rear housing wall 
temperatures of TRM-102 at 5000 rpm 

outlet passage combination for an axial cooling system of a two-
rotor rotary combustion engine. The temperature and the heat flux 
distributions of the designed engine, namely TRM-102, are shown, 
respectively, in Figs. 6 and 7. The TRM-102 engine loses 17 per
cent heat to cooling water and the difference of the inlet and outlet 
water temperature is 10 deg F at 5000 rpm. 

In the second part of this study, the two-dimensional quasi-
steady-state heat transfer problem is solved for a rotor housing on 
a digital computer by using the numerical network shown in Fig. 8. 
The temperatures at 1366 nodal points are evaluated by solving 
the appropriate partial-differential equation by the relaxation 
method. The heat transfer coefficients mentioned previously and 
the equation 

NuD = 0.53 (Grz Pr) 1/4 (5) 

for the average heat transfer coefficient from a sphere in free con
vection are used in the numerical solutions. Also the empirical re
lationship suggested by Sieder and Tate [3] has been used for lami
nar oil flow in the lubrication passages. 

mD = 1.86 (Re i ,PrD/I,)0 ' ! 1 ! l(ju,/M,)0 , 1 4 (6) 

The computer program inputs are the same as the previous ones 
in the one-dimensional heat transfer model except that they corre
spond only to the rotor housing. It takes 26 min to run this pro-

Rear Housing 

Second Rotor Housing 

Intermediate Housing 

First Rotor Housing 

Front Housing 

Fig. 5 An optimized inlet and outlet passage combination for an axial 
cooling system of a two-rotor rotary combustion engine 
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Fig. 7 Heat flux distribution In the rotor housing of TRM-102 at 5000 rpm 

Fig. 8 Two-dimensional quasi-steady-state heat transfer model network 
for the rotor housing 

gram on an IBM-360 digital computer for 300 iterations in order to 
reduce all the residues to less than 0.1. 

The isotherms on a rotor housing are shown in Pig. 9 which is 

200 B0 B0 80 180 200 B0 200 

Fig. 9 The isotherms on the rotor housing of TRM-102 at 5000 rpm 

very useful in seeing the thermal loads at the critical regions 
around the spark plugs and the exhaust port. Also the epitrochoid 
wall temperature distributions of the TRM-102 rotor housing 
which are evaluated by the one-dimensional and by the two-di-
mentional heat transfer models, are compared in Fig. 10. The total 
heat loss to water in a rotor housing as calculated from the two-
dimensional heat transfer model is 10.5 percent larger than the 
value calculated from the one-dimensional heat transfer model. 
This increase in heat transfer is caused by taking into account the 
entire surface area of each water passage in the two-dimensional 
heat transfer model. Prom the rotor housing fuel-side and water
side surface temperature distributions, Fig. 9, the steady-state 
thermal stresses on both surfaces are obtained by assuming two 
different thermal stress models. The time variation of the wall 
temperatures are neglected because as time changes, the local fuel-
air mixture temperature changes considerably while the corre
sponding wall temperature changes negligibly and this is due to 
the gas relaxation time being considerably shorter than the solid 
one. In the first thermal stress model, a thin-walled cylinder with a 
concentric circular hole and a radial variation of temperature are 
assumed [5]. In the second thermal stress model, a thin-walled cyl-
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Fig. 10 Fuel-side wall temperature distribution In the first rotor housing of 
TRM-102 at 5000 rpm 
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Fig. 11 Thermal stresses at the fuel-side and at the water-side of the 
rotor housing for TRM-102 at 5000 rpm 
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Fig. 12 Two-dimensional transient heat transfer model numerical network 

inder with a concentric hole is assumed, and the fuel-side and the 
water-side temperatures which vary circumferentially, are repre
sented by the Fourier series to account for both radial and tangen
tial temperature variations [5]. The compressive thermal stresses 
for the fuel-side and the tensile thermal stresses for the water-side 
that are obtained from the previously cited models are shown in 
Fig. 11. 

In the third section of this study a two-dimensional transient 
heat transfer model is developed for a section in expansion sector 
of the rotor housing. The rotor housing section is divided into 115 
nodal points and the symmetry conditions are considered as shown 
in Fig. 12. The appropriate partial differential equations are re
placed by the finite-difference equations. All the 115 time-depen
dent central difference approximation equations are tested for sta
bility conditions, and the time increment is chosen to be 0.01 s. for 
the calculations. The computer program inputs are the same as the 
previous ones as in the other models except that they correspond 
only to the above mentioned expansion sector of the rotor housing. 
It takes 167 min to run this program on an IBM-360 digital com
puter. The calculations start initially from the cold engine condi
tions and go up to 235 s of actual engine running time. 

The temperature rise in a cold rotary engine acceleration is seen 
in Fig. 13 as a function of time for two different housing materials. 
There is a large temperature difference between the through-bolt 
and the housing materials. This temperature difference adds extra 
stress on the through-bolts as shown also in Fig. 13. The transient 
heat transfer section simulation that is presented here can be ap
plied appropriately to any critical part or parts in a rotary combus
tion engine. 

The three heat transfer digital computer models that are de
scribed in this paper, can be, obtained from the author with a com
plete description of program variables. 

C o n c l u s i o n s 
1 The local and instantaneous fuel-side heat transfer coeffi

cients for the rotary combustion engines are obtained from the 
modified empirical equation (2) of Annand for the reciprocating 
combustion engines. The local fuel-side heat transfer coefficients 
are calculated by using the appropriate local characteristic lengths 

T. F 

130 

Fig. 13 Transient temperature distribution and through-bolt stress at the 
expansion section of rotor housing 

and the local fuel-air mixture mean velocities. The plausible values 
for the empirical constants of the modified equation (2) are: 

a = 0.25 
b = 0.7 
c = 1.30 x 10-10-

Btu 

hrWR' 
during combustion and expansion 
phases. 

2 The one-dimensional quasi-steady-state heat transfer simu
lation helps to design optimumly the complete cooling system of a 
rotary combustion engine as shown in Fig. 5 for a two-rotor TRM-
102 engine. 

3 The two-dimensional quasi-steady-state heat transfer simu
lation helps to determine the range of local thermal stresses and 
distortions in the critical sections of a rotary combustion engine. 

4 The two-dimensional transient heat transfer simulation 
helps to determine the critical thermal stresses and distortions in 
the through-bolts in the expansion sector of the rotor housing dur
ing a sudden acceleration with a cold engine. 

5 A similar local heat transfer analysis can be made by using 
McAdams correlation, equation (1), for the local and instanta
neous fuel-side heat transfer coefficients after determining the ef
fective fuel-air mixture velocities. 

6 The local and instantaneous gas properties can be obtained 
from the solutions of appropriate conservation equations [2] and 
be inputed to the present heat transfer simulations. 
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Local Similarity Solutions for 
Free Convection Boundary 
L a y e r F l o w s 

B. T. Chao1 and F. N. Lin2 

Nomenclature 

a = positive constant having the dimension of acceleration 
Gr = Grashof number, af}\Tw - T„ |L 3 /" 2 

k = thermal conductivity 
L = reference length 

Nu = Nusselt number, qwL/(Tw - T„ )k 
Pr = Prandtl number 
qw = wall heat flux 

r = radial distance from axis of symmetry to a surface element; 
r = r/L 

T = temperature; Tw and T„ refer to surface and undisturbed 
ambient temperature, respectively 

x = streamwise coordinate;.x = xjL 
y = coordinate normal to x; y = Gr 1 / 4 y/L 
j3 = thermal expansion coefficient 
v = kinematic viscosity 
tji = dimensionless function of x, a<j> is the x -component of body 

force per unit mass (in gravitational field, <j> = sine of the 
angle between gravitational acceleration vector and the 
outdrawn normal to body surface) 

•p = stream function in (x,y) coordinates 

I n t r o d u c t i o n 

In a recent paper by the authors [l] ,3 a fairly general computa
tional scheme was described for the prediction of heat transfer in 
laminar free convection over isothermal objects submerged in a 
quiescent fluid of large extent. The body shape is arbitrary, the es
sential restriction being that the flow is of the boundary layer 
character, either two-dimensional or axisymmetrical, and does not 

1 University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Urbana, 111. Fellow ASME. 
2 Northrop Services, Inc., Huntsville, Aia. 
Contributed by the Heat Transfer Division of THE AMERICAN SOCI

ETY OF MECHANICAL ENGINEER. Manuscript received by the Heat 
Transfer Division December 6,1974. 

3 Numbers in brackets designate references at end of technical brief. 

separate. The analysis employs a suitable coordinate transforma
tion and the solutions of the governing momentum and energy 
equations are expressed in terms of a sequence of universal func
tions which depend on the Prandtl number and a configuration 
function A. In general, the latter depends on the streamwise coor
dinate. It was there noted that the first terms of the series solu
tions, /o and do, are, respectively, the local similarity solution for 
the stream function and for the temperature. If the body contour is 
such that the free convection flow is similar, then A is a constant 
and only the first term is retained in the series. When the special 
case of a vertical flat plate is examined, the governing equations 
differ in appearance from those earlier given by Schmidt and 
Beckmann [2] and by Ostrach [3], However, if the dimensionless 
coordinate i) and the stream function /(£,•>)) defined in [1] were re
written, respectively, as (2/9)1/4 r, and (1/3) (9/2)1/4 /, then these 
equations become identical to those reported in [2, 3].4 

It is the purpose of this note to demonstrate that by using a dif
ferent coordinate transformation, one is led to a set of momentum 
and energy boundary layer equations which, if specialized for a 
vertical plate, reduce naturally to those given in [2, 3], In addition, 
their solutions can likewise be expressed in terms of a sequence of 
universal functions and the first terms are again the local similari
ty solutions. However, these local similarity solutions are associ
ated with a different configuration function X. In similar flows, X is 
also a constant as it must be. For nonsimilar flows, the ratio X/A 
varies with streamwise location and the local similarity solutions 
associated with the two coordinate systems differ. Hence, it is only 
meaningful to speak of local similarity solutions with respect to a 
specified coordinate system. 

Analysis, Results, and Discussion 
The governing conservation equations for the problem under 

consideration were presented and discussed in [1]. For convenient 
reference, the essential steps are reiterated as follows. 

Upon introducing a hypothetical outer stream velocity function: 

C/ = ( 2 / (p dx) 1/2 

the Gortler-Meksyn coordinates: 

$ = / r2Udx, v = r ( / ( 2 0 - 1 / 2 v 

(1) 

(2a, 1>? 

4 The authors are indebted to the reviewer for pointing out the existence 
of this simple affine transformation. 

5 Here and in other expressions which follow, set r = 1 for two-dimension
al flows. 
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T a b l e 1 V a r i a t i o n of A a n d A i n s t r e a m w i s e 
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!? is measured from the forward s tagna t ion point . 

a stream function /(£,)?) = (2£)~1/2 4/(x,y) and a temperature func
tion 0(£,i/) - (T — T„)/(TW — T*,), the momentum and energy 
boundary layer equation become, respectively, 

/ ' " + / / " + A [ e - ( / ' ) 2 ] = 2^ Hf,f) 

and 

P r " )' = 2£ He,/} 

(3) 

(4) 
'8(1,7?) 

with boundary conditions: 

/ ( £ , ( » = / ' ( ! , 0) = 0, 6 (^ ,0 ) = 1 (5a, 6, c) 

/ ' ( ? , » ) — * 0, 6 ( | , « ) — * 0 (6a ,6) 

In the foregoing expressions, the prime denotes ala-q and 
s( , )M?>'?) is the Jacobian. The configuration function A is 
given by 

A=ai^=2_*« U dt, r2r/3 

/U.7,) =/0(A,7,) + ^ / , ( A , ^ ) + l 2 ~ / 2 ( A > ' ) ) 

(7) 

(8) 

Series solutions for (3) and (4) have been reported in [1]. They are: 

e(«,7j) = e„(A,tj) + ^ e 1 ( A , „ ) + |2 |^e 2 (A,^) 

dA. 2 + (^ V ) 2 e 3 (A , r ) ) + . . . (9) 

wherein the functions /,(A,i/) and 0;(A,ri), i = 0, 1, 2, etc., are uni
versal and have been tabulated for wide ranges of A and Prandtl 
number. 

An alternative series solution follows from the use of a different 

coordinate transformation: 

« = 4 j 1/3^1/3 dx, 7; = ( rA) 1 / 3 l - 1 / 4 y (10a, 6) 

Upon introducing a stream function /(£,ij) = £~3/4 *K*,;W and a 
temperature function 0(£,f/), identically defined as 0(£,)/), the re
sulting conservation equations read: 

'8(7',/) / " ' + 3ff"-\(fr +8 = H 
ro(t,v) 

and 

P r ' V ' +3f6' = 4 ? He,f) 

''a(t,v) 

(11) 

(12) 

where the prime denotes a/ai"; and the configuration function A is 
given by 

A •• 2+1 
3 r 

VW!S {(t> dx rdx] 
i (13) 

The boundary conditions are the same as those prescribed by (5) 
and (6). Series solutions analogous to (8) and (9) have been con
structed for (11) and (12) and the two zeroth order functions 
7o(A,i)) and 80(\,ij) are found to satisfy the following coupled equa
tions. 

U" + 3 / 0 / 0 ' ' - A ( / 0 ' ) 2 + l = O (14) 

Pr -in " °o' + 3/ 0 fy = 0 (15) 

For similar flows, X is a constant and hence, J = Jo and 0 = 9o- In 
particular, A = 2 for a vertical flat plate and, in this instance, the 
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MK n) A°1/4/0(A, ?)), e0(A, 7j) = e„(A, TJ) (16a, b) 
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puting additional terms in the series and examining their conver
gence behavior. Accordingly, a comparison study was made for 
both the cylinder and the sphere. Table 2 summarizes the local 
heat transfer results around the cylinder. The reader may recall 
that the first term of the series represents the local similarity solu
tion. Data fenced in rectangular boundaries are evaluated from the 
convergent part of the series, i.e., from the first two terms only. An 
alternative is to use Euler's method for ascertaining the sum. How
ever, in view of the small number of terms available, it is uncertain 
that a definite improvement would result. Included in the table are 
data computed from the Blasius type series due to Chiang and 
Kaye [4] and from the Gortler type series due to Saville and Chur
chill [5j, both based on two terms. For 0 < i? £ 90 deg, all dis
crepancies are small. When t) reaches 140 deg and beyond, the se
ries associated with (£,ij) coordinates entails unacceptable error 
while the series associated with (£,);) remains useful. These results 
and others on the details of velocity and temperature profiles 
which we obtained in this study attest to the relative superiority of 
the latter series and its associated local similarity solution. They 

Free Convection Flow Patterns 
Between a Body and Its 
Spherical Enclosure 

R. E. Powe,1 R. C. Baughman,2 J. A. Scanlan,3 

and J. T, Teng4 

I n t r o d u c t i o n 

The purpose of this note is to present flow visualization results 
for natural convection in somewhat more complicated geometries 
than have been studied in the past. These geometries include heat
ed vertically eccentric spheres and concentric vertical cylinders 
with hemispherical end caps, all located within a cooled spherical 
enclosure. Air (Pr =* 0.7), water (Pr =* 3-10), 20 cs silicone oil (Pr 
=* 150-300), and 350 cs silicone oil (Pr ^ 2000-5000) were used as 
the working fluid. With air as the test fluid, cigar smoke was used 
to 'make the flow visible, and a detergent technique [ l ] s was used 
to provide tracer particles in water. For the oils, tracer particles 
were obtained by spraying fluorescent paint over a free surface of 
the oil. This paint would separate into small particles which would 
diffuse throughout the fluid and remain in suspension indefinitely. 

Eccentric Sphere Results 
Air and 350 fluid were tested for diameter ratios, D, of 1.40 and 

2.17 for Rayleigh numbers ranging from 6.4 X 103 to 3.2 X 106. Ec
centricity ratios (ratio of eccentricity to difference between radii of 
outer and inner spheres, e/L) of from —0.75 to +0.75 were utilized. 
The previously observed steady crescent eddy pattern [2, 3] was 
the basic flow obtained for all diameter ratios and all eccentricities 
at low Rayleigh numbers with air as the working fluid. For D = 
2.17, a second steady pattern, the kidney shaped eddy pattern, oc
curred for moderate Rayleigh numbers for all except the largest 
positive and negative eccentricities when the inner and outer 
spheres are in close proximity. When the Rayleigh number exceed-
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also imply that the configuration function A provides a better 
characterization of local similarity for the category of free convec
tion flows considered in [1]. 
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ed some transition value, shown in Fig. 1, the flow was observed to 
become unsteady. 

For D = 1.40, the unsteady flow was of the three-dimensional 
spiral type [2] for all eccentricities. No effect on the transition 
Rayleigh number was noted for negative eccentricities, while posi
tive eccentricities resulted in slightly increased values, in agree
ment with temperature field results [4j. In contrast, the unsteady 
flow pattern observed for D = 2.17 was distinctly dependent on ec
centricity. The spiral flow existed only for the largest positive ec
centricity, and for all other cases the unsteadiness was limited to 
the central low speed flow region resulting in a constant, and much 
larger, transition Rayleigh number. This is in accordance with con
centric cylinder results [3] where it was found that the transition 
Rayleigh number for the onset of the spiral flow pattern is much 
lower than for other unsteady patterns. 

With the 350 fluid the crescent eddy pattern was also observed 
at low Rayleigh numbers, and an unsteady pattern was observed at 
high Rayleigh numbers (see Fig. 1). In all cases the unsteadiness 
was comprised basically of multiple vortices in the upper portion 
of the gap as illustrated in Fig. 2. Increasing the eccentricity led to 
an increase in the transition Rayleigh number, and this tends to 
confirm the results of temperature field studies [4] where it was 
concluded that positive eccentricities tend to stabilize the flow 
field while negative eccentricities enhance the convective activity. 

Cylinder-Sphere Results 
Air, water, 20 fluid, and 350 fluid were all tested for diameter ra

tios of 1.29 and 2.17 for Rayleigh numbers ranging from 2.0 X 104 

to 7.0 X 108. Aspect ratios, a, (ratio of difference between cylinder 
height and. inner sphere diameter to difference between outer 
sphere and inner sphere diameters) ranging from 0'to 0.8 were uti
lized. 

The crescent eddy pattern was the basic steady pattern ob
served for the 350 fluid. This pattern was observed at low Rayleigh 
numbers for aspect ratios of 0.380 and 0.759 for D = 2.17. With a 
= 0.380, this pattern persisted until a Rayleigh number of about 
1.3 X 106 was attained, at which point secondary vortices were 
formed immediately adjacent to the chimney. When the Rayleigh 
number exceeded 2.6 X 106, these secondary vortices became very 
unsteady and were periodically dissipated. For a = 0.759, the flow 
became unsteady at a smaller Rayleigh number, 1.0 X 106, due to 
the fact that the high speed flow layer adjacent to the inner body 
separated from the surface near the intersection of the cylindrical 
section and the hemispherical end. This resulted in numerous 
small eddies which were formed and dissipated in a rather random 
fashion in the upper portion of the gap. D = 1.29 and a = 0.8 yield
ed a small spacing between the cylinder and the sphere in the 
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both the cylinder and the sphere. Table 2 summarizes the local 
heat transfer results around the cylinder. The reader may recall 
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ed some transition value, shown in Fig. 1, the flow was observed to 
become unsteady. 

For D = 1.40, the unsteady flow was of the three-dimensional 
spiral type [2] for all eccentricities. No effect on the transition 
Rayleigh number was noted for negative eccentricities, while posi
tive eccentricities resulted in slightly increased values, in agree
ment with temperature field results [4j. In contrast, the unsteady 
flow pattern observed for D = 2.17 was distinctly dependent on ec
centricity. The spiral flow existed only for the largest positive ec
centricity, and for all other cases the unsteadiness was limited to 
the central low speed flow region resulting in a constant, and much 
larger, transition Rayleigh number. This is in accordance with con
centric cylinder results [3] where it was found that the transition 
Rayleigh number for the onset of the spiral flow pattern is much 
lower than for other unsteady patterns. 

With the 350 fluid the crescent eddy pattern was also observed 
at low Rayleigh numbers, and an unsteady pattern was observed at 
high Rayleigh numbers (see Fig. 1). In all cases the unsteadiness 
was comprised basically of multiple vortices in the upper portion 
of the gap as illustrated in Fig. 2. Increasing the eccentricity led to 
an increase in the transition Rayleigh number, and this tends to 
confirm the results of temperature field studies [4] where it was 
concluded that positive eccentricities tend to stabilize the flow 
field while negative eccentricities enhance the convective activity. 

Cylinder-Sphere Results 
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to 7.0 X 108. Aspect ratios, a, (ratio of difference between cylinder 
height and. inner sphere diameter to difference between outer 
sphere and inner sphere diameters) ranging from 0'to 0.8 were uti
lized. 

The crescent eddy pattern was the basic steady pattern ob
served for the 350 fluid. This pattern was observed at low Rayleigh 
numbers for aspect ratios of 0.380 and 0.759 for D = 2.17. With a 
= 0.380, this pattern persisted until a Rayleigh number of about 
1.3 X 106 was attained, at which point secondary vortices were 
formed immediately adjacent to the chimney. When the Rayleigh 
number exceeded 2.6 X 106, these secondary vortices became very 
unsteady and were periodically dissipated. For a = 0.759, the flow 
became unsteady at a smaller Rayleigh number, 1.0 X 106, due to 
the fact that the high speed flow layer adjacent to the inner body 
separated from the surface near the intersection of the cylindrical 
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Fig. 1 Effect of eccentricity on transition Rayleigh number

upper region of the'flow field. As a result, for all Rayleigh numbers
above the minimum observed value of 2.6 X 104, separation oc
curred near the top of the inner body, and the flow did not pene
trate the upper gap region.

For the 20 fluid a crescent eddy pattern was again observed for
the larger diameter ratio for Rayleigh numbers below about 2.6 X
107• For larger values, secondary vortices were formed, and these
vortices became increasingly unsteady as the Rayleigh number was
increased. For D == 1.29 a completely different flow pattern was
observed for all Rayleigh numbers considered (7.3 X 105 to 1.5 X
107). This pattern, shown in Fig. 3, consisted of multiple vortices
throughout the entire flow field. As the Rayleigh number was in
creased these vortices generally tended to become smaller in size
and larger in number. For Rayleigh numbers below about 1.3 X 1()6
the main flow extended completely into the upper portion of the
gap, but for larger Rayleigh numbers flow separation occurred
leaving the typical three-dimensional vortices in the upper region
of the flow field. Although this pattern is very unusual, a certain
degree of similarity with results for natural convection in a vertical
slot [5] is noted.

Using water as the test fluid, the typical steady flow pattern pre
viously reported [2J was observed for aspect ratios of 0.380 and
0.759 at low Rayleigh numbers for D == 2.17. For a = 0.380 the un
steady pattern was characterized by the periodic disappearance of
the upper secondary cell in the flow field. A periodic falling vorti
ces pattern, reflecting the smaller gap width near the upper verti
cal axis, was observed as the unsteady pattern for a == 0.759. For D
== 1.29 the high speed flow layer separated from the inner body
leaving the three-dimensional vortices in the upper gap region
throughout the range of observed Rayleigh numbers.

For air as the gap fluid, the crescent eddy pattern occurred at
low Rayleigh numbers for diameter ratios of 2.17 and 1.29, and the
kidney shaped eddy pattern also occurred for moderate Rayleigh
numbers for D = 2.17. For this diameter ratio an unsteady pattern
consisting of irregular expansion and contraction of the interior
flow· region was observed for Rayleigh numbers above 4.6 X 105.

For D == 1.29, the unsteady pattern consisted of numerous small
vortices in the upper portion of the gap. This pattern occurred for
Rayleigh numbers in excess of 3.8 X 104•

It should be noted that the foregoing flow visualization results

.' ~';".-'.::•..~.~~ ...

".

Flg.3 Flow paltern for 20 fluid, 0 = 1.29, ex = 0.8, RaL = 1.5 X 107 , Pr
= 140

are in excellent agreement with available temperature field results
for natural convection from a vertical cylinder to its spherical en
closure [6]. In that paper, the temperature profile results for the
upper gap region were explained by hypothesizing that, in most in
stances, the high speed flow layer near the inner body does not ex
tend completely into the upper portion of the gap but separates
from the inner surface near the junction of the cylinder and its
hemispherical end. From the current results this is observed to be
the case. Also, for small diameter ratios the existence of a multicel
lular flow pattern was postulated to explain the temperature field,
and this was also confirmed by the current results.
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Effect of Uniform Rotation on 
Streamlines In Benard 
Convection Cells Induced by 
Surface Tension and Buoj'ancy 

C. V. Gopalakrishnan Nair1 

The work of Nield [I]2 is extended to include the effect of uni
form rotation about a vertical axis. As the rate of rotation in
creases the velocity perturbation vector becomes more and more 
symmetrical with the midlayer for buoyancy driven convection, 
and asymmetrical for surface tension driven convection. The re
sult which shows that the rotation weakens the coupling of the 
buoyancy and surface tension forces is confirmed. 

A n a l y s i s 
The eigen function W(z), giving the z dependence of the vertical 

component of the perturbation velocity is given by (cf. p. 1343. 
equation (4.15) in [2]) 
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I n t r o d u c t i o n 
The coupling of buoyancy and surface tension forces in Benard 

convection cells formed in a horizontal layer of fluid heated from 
below when it is uniformly rotated, has been discussed by Namika-
wa, Takashima, and Matsushita [2]. They found that the degree of 
coupling between the two agencies depends on the magnitude of 
the Taylor number T and the Biot number L. In other words, as T 
becomes large the coupling becomes less tight and this tendency is 
more pronounced as the Biot number becomes larger. The stream
line pattern in the vertical plane of symmetry within a cell has not 
been discussed. Nield [1] has considered this problem when the ro
tational effect is absent. In the present brief the problem is dis
cussed for the case when the effect of the rotation is included. The 
analysis of the problem is done by the method described in [1], 
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R = the Rayleigh number, T = the Taylor number, M = the Mar-
angoni number, L = the Biot number, a = the wavenumber. The 
temperature perturbation H (z) may be obtained in a similar fash-

R e s u l t s a n d D i s c u s s i o n 
The vertical velocity perturbation eigen function W(z) has been 

calculated for several cases. In Figs. 1(a) and Kb) the values of W, 
normalised by its maximum value are plotted for different values 
of T for two chosen cases, when the convection is induced by 
buoyancy alone and when the convection is induced by surface 
tension forces alone. It is found that all the curves are similar in 
shape except for a variable skewness which signifies the difference 
in the values of z at which W reaches a maximum value. As it was 
pointed out in [1] after drawing the streamline patterns for one 
particular physical case we can get a qualitative picture of any 
other case from the knowledge of the horizontal wavenumber o 
and the eigen function W(z). So the main factor of interest is the 
value of z, at which W(z) has the maximum value. 

In Tables 1, 2, and 3 zw values are given for different cases. In 
the buoyancy driven convection, as the rate of rotation is increased 
the eigenfunction W(z) becomes more symmetrical about the mid
dle of the layer, z = %. Nield [3] has observed a similar behavior of 
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Streamlines In Benard 
Convection Cells Induced by 
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normalised by its maximum value are plotted for different values 
of T for two chosen cases, when the convection is induced by 
buoyancy alone and when the convection is induced by surface 
tension forces alone. It is found that all the curves are similar in 
shape except for a variable skewness which signifies the difference 
in the values of z at which W reaches a maximum value. As it was 
pointed out in [1] after drawing the streamline patterns for one 
particular physical case we can get a qualitative picture of any 
other case from the knowledge of the horizontal wavenumber o 
and the eigen function W(z). So the main factor of interest is the 
value of z, at which W(z) has the maximum value. 
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W(Z) NORMALISED TO UNIT MAXIMUM 

Fig. 1(a) The dependence of the vertical component of the velocity on 
the height above the lower boundary surface is expressed for purely 
buoyancy driven convection, upper boundary insulated—TO, T3, T4, T5, T6 
denote curves corresponding to T = 1, 103, 104, 10s, 106, respectively 

the eigenfunction W(z) with increase in Q (the nondimensional 
number which relates to the magnetic effect). However, the value 
of zw was found to be always greater than % jn his case. In the 
present case, W(z) becomes maximum at z = % for a certain value 
of T; as T is increased further, z,„ reaches a steady value, slightly 
less than V2 (cf. Table 1). It is expected that in the magneto-hydro-
dynamic case, the same tendency should be observed for Q greater 
than 2500, which is the maximum value given for Q in [3]. How
ever, for surface tension driven convection, W(z) become more 
asymmetrical about the middle of the layer as T is increased.. 
Hence the streamlines are buckled nearer to the upper surface for 
larger values, of T provided the surface is free and the surface ten
sion effect is considered. 

Thus our numerical calculations are in conformity with the ex-
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Fig. 1(b) The same as Fig. (1a) but for purely surface tension driven 
convection 

perimental observations of Vidal and Acrivos [4]; "Convective sub
layer becomes smaller as the speed of rotation was increased." Also 
from Tables 1 and 2 it can be noted that when R = 0, and for all 
values of T > 103, 1 - z2 =* 1.3 T"1/4. This result is found to be 
valid for all finite L. Hence in the absence of buoyancy forces, the 
thickness of the surface boundary layer is proportional to T~l/4 

when T is large. This result is in qualitative agreement with the re
sults of Vidal and Acrivos [4]. They have shown that the tempera
ture and velocity fluctuations are confined to an Ekman layer, 
whose thickness is proportional to T~1/4, as T approaches infinity. 

As mentioned in [1], for R = Rc (Rc
 — critical Rayleigh number 

when M = 0), zw becomes greater as the value of L increases, and 
for R = 0, zw is smaller for larger values of L. The same tendency is 
observed for all considered values of T (cf. Table 2), but for very 
large values of T, there is no appreciable change in zw with a 
change in L. For T = 107, z,„ remains almost constant as L is in
creased. 

Table 1 The numerical values of zw 
the upper boundary is insulated 

for various values of T when 

T = 
, for R = Rc 
, for R = 0 
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0.585 
0.689 

10 
0.585 
0.691 

102 

0.584 
0.707 

103 

0.569 
0.782 

104 

0.512 
0.873 

105 

0.469 
0.928 

106 

0.458 
0.959 

107 

0.456 
0.977 

Table 2 The numerical values of zw for various values of L, when 
the rotational effect is included 
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0.569 
0.469 
0.456 

0.581 
0.563 
0.468 
0.456 

0.570 
0.548 
0.465 
0.456 

0.565 
0.541 
0.462 
0.456 

0.689 
0.782 
0.928 
0.977 

0.696 
0.784 
0.928 
0.977 

0.712 
0.792 
0.929 
0.977 

0.720 
0.799 
0.931 
0.978 

Table 3 Values of z,„ for various combinations of the critical Ray
leigh number and critical Marangeni number 

T 

T = 

L = 
L = 

' £ : 

= 0 
= 100 
= 0 
= 100 

R = 0 
z„ 

0.689 
0.720 
0.977 
0.978 

R = 1/4RC 
Zw 

0.664 
0.678 
0.977 
0.978 

R = 1/2R„ 
•2- w 

0.637 
0.642 
0.977 
0.977 

R = 3/4Rc 
Zw 

0.610 
0.601 
0.977 
0.977 

R = R 
Zw 

0.585 
0.565 
0.456 
0.456 
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Finally we discuss the coupling between buoyancy and surface 
tension forces. It is found that as the rate of rotation increases the 
coupling becomes weaker (cf. [2]). In Table 3, zw is given for differ
ent combinations of the critical Rayleigh number and critical Mar-
angoni number. When T = 0, the value of zw decreases monotoni
cally as R/Rc increases from 0 to 1. When T is large (T = 107), zw 

remains almost constant for increasing value of R/Rc until R/Rc is 
approximately one; at the later stage zm suddenly falls to a very 
low value. In other words, for large T, the depth of the convective 
sublayer remains almost the same for increasing Rayleigh number. 
This phenomenon changes abruptly when R =* Rc at which stage 
the depth of the sublayer increases suddenly. However, the result 
discussed in [2], that the coupling is weakened with increase in T is 
confirmed with the present analysis. Also the coupling between 
surface tension and buoyancy forces decreases monotonically as T 
increases. 
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Subscripts 

a = ambient 
b = fin base 

I n t r o d u c t i o n 

The effect of variable thermal properties on the performance of 
fins (convecting, radiating, or both) has been studied by several 
workers and shown to be quite significant particularly when large 
temperature differences exist. Stockman and Kramer [l]3 discuss 
the effects of linearly varying thermal conductivity and surface 
emissivity on heat transfer in purely radiating fins. Hung and Appl 
[2] analyze fins with simultaneous surface convection and radia
tion and present the temperature distributions for variable ther
mal properties and internal heat generation. More recently, Kosar-
ev and Nevrovskii [3] have considered purely convecting fin with 
temperature dependent thermal conductivity and given the meth
od of predicting the tip temperature and heat transfer rate. Be
cause of the nonlinear nature of these problems, most approaches 
inevitably involve numerical procedures. 

This note, however, presents a regular perturbation solution for 
a straight convecting fin with temperature dependent thermal con
ductivity and demonstrates that for usual fin materials and oper
ating variables, the perturbation solution provides a rapid and ac
curate means of predicting the performance of the fin. To check 
the accuracy of the perturbation solution, the problem has also 
been solved numerically. The closed form of the perturbation solu
tion has enabled the dependence of optimum fin parameter on 
thermal conductivity-temperature variation to be established. 

Perturbation Solution for 
Convecting Fin With Variable 
Thermal Conductivity 

A. Aziz1 and S. M. Enamul Huq2 

Nomenc la ture 

h = heat transfer coefficient 
k = thermal conductivity 
L = fin length 
N = nondimensional fin parameter = [2hL2/kaw]1/2 

q = heat transfer rate per unit depth 
T = temperature 
w = fin thicknes 
X = nondimensional coordinate = x/L 
x = axial distance measured from fin tip 
/8 = slope of the thermal conductivity-temperature 

divided by the intercept ka 

( = thermal conductivity parameter = (fe6 — k0)/ka 

T) = fin efficiency 
6 = nondimensional temperature = (T - Ta)/(T„ - Ta) 
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A n a l y s i s 
The analysis considers a straight fin of length L and thickness w 

exposed on both faces to a convective environment at temperature 
Ta and with heat transfer coefficient h. A sketch of the fin geome
try is shown as insert in Fig. 2, the axial distance x being measured 
from fin tip. The usual boundary conditions of constant base tem
perature Tb and adiabatic tip are assumed. The thermal conduc
tivity of the fin material, k, is assumed to vary linearly with tem
perature according to 

k = ka[l + PIT- Ta)} (1) 

where ka is the thermal conductivity at temperature T„ and fi is 
the slope of the thermal conductivity-temperature curve divided 
by the intercept ka. Assuming one-dimensional conduction, the en
ergy equation with the aforesaid boundary conditions is 
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K 
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For e « 1, a first order asymptotic expansion for 6 in the pertur
bation parameter e may be assumed which gives 

6 = e0 + €0! (5) 

Substituting (5) into (2) and equating the coefficients of zero and 
unit powers of t to zero, equations for 9$ and (?i with the appropri
ate boundary conditions are obtained as 
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Finally we discuss the coupling between buoyancy and surface 
tension forces. It is found that as the rate of rotation increases the 
coupling becomes weaker (cf. [2]). In Table 3, zw is given for differ
ent combinations of the critical Rayleigh number and critical Mar-
angoni number. When T = 0, the value of zw decreases monotoni
cally as R/Rc increases from 0 to 1. When T is large (T = 107), zw 

remains almost constant for increasing value of R/Rc until R/Rc is 
approximately one; at the later stage zm suddenly falls to a very 
low value. In other words, for large T, the depth of the convective 
sublayer remains almost the same for increasing Rayleigh number. 
This phenomenon changes abruptly when R =* Rc at which stage 
the depth of the sublayer increases suddenly. However, the result 
discussed in [2], that the coupling is weakened with increase in T is 
confirmed with the present analysis. Also the coupling between 
surface tension and buoyancy forces decreases monotonically as T 
increases. 
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The effect of variable thermal properties on the performance of 
fins (convecting, radiating, or both) has been studied by several 
workers and shown to be quite significant particularly when large 
temperature differences exist. Stockman and Kramer [l]3 discuss 
the effects of linearly varying thermal conductivity and surface 
emissivity on heat transfer in purely radiating fins. Hung and Appl 
[2] analyze fins with simultaneous surface convection and radia
tion and present the temperature distributions for variable ther
mal properties and internal heat generation. More recently, Kosar-
ev and Nevrovskii [3] have considered purely convecting fin with 
temperature dependent thermal conductivity and given the meth
od of predicting the tip temperature and heat transfer rate. Be
cause of the nonlinear nature of these problems, most approaches 
inevitably involve numerical procedures. 

This note, however, presents a regular perturbation solution for 
a straight convecting fin with temperature dependent thermal con
ductivity and demonstrates that for usual fin materials and oper
ating variables, the perturbation solution provides a rapid and ac
curate means of predicting the performance of the fin. To check 
the accuracy of the perturbation solution, the problem has also 
been solved numerically. The closed form of the perturbation solu
tion has enabled the dependence of optimum fin parameter on 
thermal conductivity-temperature variation to be established. 

Perturbation Solution for 
Convecting Fin With Variable 
Thermal Conductivity 

A. Aziz1 and S. M. Enamul Huq2 

Nomenc la ture 

h = heat transfer coefficient 
k = thermal conductivity 
L = fin length 
N = nondimensional fin parameter = [2hL2/kaw]1/2 

q = heat transfer rate per unit depth 
T = temperature 
w = fin thicknes 
X = nondimensional coordinate = x/L 
x = axial distance measured from fin tip 
/8 = slope of the thermal conductivity-temperature 

divided by the intercept ka 

( = thermal conductivity parameter = (fe6 — k0)/ka 

T) = fin efficiency 
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A n a l y s i s 
The analysis considers a straight fin of length L and thickness w 

exposed on both faces to a convective environment at temperature 
Ta and with heat transfer coefficient h. A sketch of the fin geome
try is shown as insert in Fig. 2, the axial distance x being measured 
from fin tip. The usual boundary conditions of constant base tem
perature Tb and adiabatic tip are assumed. The thermal conduc
tivity of the fin material, k, is assumed to vary linearly with tem
perature according to 

k = ka[l + PIT- Ta)} (1) 

where ka is the thermal conductivity at temperature T„ and fi is 
the slope of the thermal conductivity-temperature curve divided 
by the intercept ka. Assuming one-dimensional conduction, the en
ergy equation with the aforesaid boundary conditions is 
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Substituting (5) into (2) and equating the coefficients of zero and 
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The zero-order problem, equations (6) and (7) corresponds to a fin 
of constant thermal conductivity and its solution is 

80 = sh JV cosh N X (10) 

The first-order problem, equations (8) and (9) has the solution 

01 = •£ sh N [(1 + tan/;2 JV) cosh N X 

- sh Ncosh 2 NX] (11) 

The complete solution is 

9 - sh N cosh JV X + | €sh JV [(1 + tan/*2 JV) cosh JV X 

- sh N cosh 2 N X] (12) 

The heat transfer rate q per unit depth is readily obtained from 
(12) as 
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- JV tan/z JV [(1 - e2) + -r c ( l 

+ e)tanft2JV] (13) 
The efficiency of the fin -q defined as the ratio of actual heat 

transfer to the ideal heat transfer for a fin of infinite thermal con
ductivity thus becomes 

0.2-
Numerical solution 
Perturbation solution 

0.2 0.4 0.6 
X 

0.8 1.0 

Fig. 1 Temperature distribution in a convecting fin with variable thermal 
conductivity 

-0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 

e 
Fig. 2 Relationship between optimum N and t 

V = ~ ^ [(1 - e2) + | e ( l + €) tan/*2 N] (14) 

Equations (2) and (3) were also solved numerically to check the 
accuracy of the perturbation solution. Fig. 1 compares the pertur
bation solution with the numerical solution for t = 0.2, 0.4, and 0.6 
for three values of JV namely, JV = 1.0, 1.5, and 2.0. The perturba
tion solution matches almost exactly with the numerical solution 
for ( up to 0.4 for all values of JV. The accuracy of the solution, 
however, decreases as e increases particularly at low values of JV 
where the temperature distribution is relatively more sensitive to 
thermal conductivity variation. For the sake of clarity, results are 
shown for positive values of e only but the same accuracy is appli
cable for negative values of e. Since for the usual fin materials and 
operating temperatures c lies in the range of —0.5 to +0.5, the per
turbation solution can predict quite accurately the performance of 
the fin with variable thermal conductivity. 

The optimum fin dimensions are usually based on the criterion 
of maximum heat transfer per unit volume for a fixed profile area, 
w L. From equation (13) the condition d q/d w = 0 gives 

6JV[(1 - e2) + e ( l + <•) tan/;2 JV] = (1 - e2) sinfe 2JV 

+ f £ ( l + e) tan& JV sin/z2 JV (15) 

The optimum values of JV obtained by solving equation (15) for a 
range of values of e for which the perturbation solution is valid are 
shown plotted in Fig. 2. The use of Fig. 2 permits the optimum di
mensions of a convecting fin to be established with allowance for 
thermal conductivity variation. 
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Periodic Heat Transfer In 
Annular Fins 

A. Aziz1 

I n t r o d u c t i o n 

In a recent paper, Yang2 presented an analysis of heat transfer 
in a straight rectangular fin with periodic variation of base temper
ature and discussed the effect of amplitude and frequency of base 
temperature oscillation on the performance of the fin. This note 
extends the analysis to an annular fin and provides representative 
results for temperature distribution, heat flux, and time-average 
fin efficiency. The results are discussed and compared with those 
for a rectangular fin. 

A n a l y s i s 
The insert in Fig. 3 shows the geometry of an annular fin of base 

radius rb, tip radius rt, and thickness b, exposed on both sides to 
convective environment at temperature Ta with heat transfer coef
ficient h. The fin material has thermal conductivity k and thermal 
diffusivity a. The tip is assumed to be adiabatic while the base 
temperature Tb is assumed to vary periodically around the mean 
temperature Tm with frequency w. Assuming one-dimensional con
duction and constant thermal properties the energy equation and 
the boundary conditions can be written in nondimensional form as 

t l + i _ . - w2e = — 
dR2 R dR 9 T 

R=R„ dR 

R = Rb, 0 = 1 + A cos BT 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

where 0 = (T - TJ/(Tm - TJ; R = r/(rt - rb); Rb = rb/(rt - rb); 
Rt = rt/(rt - rb); T = at/(rt - rb)

2; N2 = 2 h (rt - rb)
2/b k; B = 

">(rt - rb)
2/a; A = (Tbm - Tnl)/(Tm - TJ; t denotes time and Tbm 

denotes the maximum temperature of the fin base. 
The temperature 8 is assumed to be the sum of steady compo

nent 0\(R) and an oscillatory component 6i(R, T), the latter being 
of the form 

Re[AeiBr(t>(R)] (4) 

Equations (l)-(3) thus become equivalent to the following system 
of equations 

dze t 

dR2 
1 UV 1 j . ! ? / ! 

+ RM~Nei 
0 

d 2 

dR*+1Rm-{Ni+im = Q 

R ^ i R" dR 

R = -R„ 

d<b „ 
TR=° 

= 4 = 1 

The solutions for Oi and tp are readily obtained as 

_Il){NR)Kl(NRt) +K0(NR)I1(NRt) 
1 -I^NR^K^NR,) + / ^ ( A W ^ N R j 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 
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I0{i<R + ivR)Kx(uRt + ivRt) 

+ K0(uR + ivR)lx{uRt + ivRt) 

Ia{uRb + ivRb)Kx{uRt + ivRt) 

+ K0(uRb + ivRb)I{(uRt + ivRt) 

(10) 

where /o, h, and KQ, KI are the modified Bessel functions of the 
first and second kind, respectively, and 

fN
2 +(W4 +B2)i/ 

. ] " * , v = r - ^ + ^ + f i ' ) 1 ' 2 ] ! / 

(11) 

Equations (4), (9), and (10) were programmed to give direct nu
merical results for the temperature distribution. 

The rate of heat transfer from the fin surface can be evaluated 
in terms of temperature gradient at the base. In nondimensional 
form it becomes 

<7 = N 
I^NRAK^NR,,) - I^NRJK^NR,) 

2irRbbk(Tm - T„) " I^NRjKiiNR,) -KK^NRJI^NR,) 

3fl2 I 
+ 9 f l " V (12) 

The efficiency of the fin defined as the ratio of actual heat trans
fer to ideal heat transfer for a fin of infinite thermal conductivity 
can be obtained as 

2fi„ = i • 7It{ffRt)K,{NRb) - I^RjK^NR,) 
'' W^T + A cos BT) l I^NRb)Kx{NRt) + I^NRAK^NR,,) 

+ | f * l ] (13) 
a K R = Rb 

where Ni — 2 h (r2 — rb
2)/bk. Finally, the time average efficiency 

over a cycle may be obtained from 

1 r2' 
77 = ~ - J vd(Br) 

'2ir 
(14) 

Fig. 1 Effect of parameters N and B on temperature-time variation in an 
annular fin 
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Fig. 2 Effect of parameters N and B on heat flux variation in an annular 
fin 

Equations (12), (13), and (14) were also programmed to give nu-
mericabresults for the heat flux and time-average fin efficiency. 

R e s u l t s a n d D i s c u s s i o n 
The foregoing analysis shows that the performance of the fin de

pends on the amplitude parameter A, frequency parameter B, 
steady-state fin parameter iV, and the geometrical parameters ft/, 
and Rt. Because of space limitations, the presentation of numerical 
results is restricted to few representative cases. The effect of am
plitude parameter A on time-wise temperature distribution is evi
dent from equation (4) which shows that the oscillatory compo
nent 02 is directly proportional to A. Fig. 1 shows the effect of pa
rameters N and B on time-wise temperature patterns in a typical 
fin with Rt = 1, Rt = 2 and with A = 0.1. Temperature variations 
at midpoint (ft = 1.5) and tip (ft = 2.0) are shown together with 
the imposed temperature at base (ft = 1.0). At any radial position, 
the temperature oscillates periodically around the corresponding 
steady-state temperature. To avoid congestion, the steady-state 
temperature has not been indicated. At low values of B the tem
perature at every radial position is almost in phase with the base 
temperature for all three values of N considered but the amplitude 
of oscillation decreases with increase of N. As the value of B in
creases, the effect of N on amplitude of oscillation becomes less 
pronounced and at B = 5 and 10, it is negligibly small. 

For a given N, the variation of frequency parameter B affects 
both the amplitude and phase of temperature variation at every 
radial position. As B increases, the amplitude decreases but the 
phase difference increases. Also, at high values of B, the fin tip (ft 
= 2.0) ceases to respond to base temperature variation and its tem
perature remains practically at steady-state value. This is in con
trast to the behavior of a straight rectangular fin for which signifi
cant oscillations of tip temperature have been reported by Yang. 
Indeed, for a location situated at a fixed distance from the base, 
the amplitude of oscillation in an annular fin is smaller than that 

fjl I I 1 L_ 
0 Q2 0.4 K, 0.6 0.8 1.0 

Fig. 3 Effect of parameters B and A on time-average efficiency of an an
nular fin 

in a straight rectangular fin. This appears to be due to the fact that 
in a straight fin the heat capacity is constant whereas for an 
annular fin it increases as one proceeds from base to the tip. 

The heat flux patterns corresponding to Fig. 1 are shown in Fig. 
2. The heat flux oscillates periodically around the steady-state 
value which increases with N in accordance with known steady-
state behavior. At low values of B (say 0.01), which imply low fre
quency of base temperature variation or high thermal diffusivity of 
fin material, the amplitude is primarily governed by N and in
creases with N. Also, the heat flux remains in phase with base tem
perature. As the value of B increases, the amplitude increases and 
becomes relatively insensitive to changes in N. For N = 0.5 and 0.2 
the heat flux becomes negative as B increases and the effect is 
more pronounced at N = 0.2. This as noted previously by Yang is 
due to thermal inertia of the fin causing back heat flow from the 
fin to the base. For the fin geometry under consideration and for A 
= 0.1, the limiting value of N below which back heat flow occurs 
are 0.2, 0.47, and 0.52 for B = 1, 5, 10, respectively. For higher 
values of B, the limiting value of N was found to increase but only 
slightly. The increase in A may, however, lead to significant in
crease in the limiting value of N. It is also worth noting that as B 
increases the heat flux leads the base temperature variation. For 
example, for B = 5, the heat flux leads the base temperature by 
time interval of about ir/5 for all three values of N. 

In Fig. 3, the time-average efficiency is plotted against N for 
parameteric values of B. In so far as the temperature and heat flux 
are concerned, equations (4) and (12) show that their oscillatory 
components are directly proportional to amplitude parameter A. 
The effect of A on the time-average efficiency (equations (13) and 
(14)) however is not so obvious. To display the effect of A, two sets 
of curves are shown in Fig. 3, one for A = 0.1 and the other for A = 
0.2. The effect of B is to reduce the efficiency. The reduction in ef
ficiency compared to steady-state efficiency (A = 0) is noticeable 
for N < 1 and becomes quite significant at low values of N. Fur
ther reduction occurs as the parameter A is increased. These find
ings are consistent with the results of Yang for a straight fin of rec
tangular profile. 
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Application of In tegra l Method 
to Heat Conduction in 
Nonhomogeiieous Media 

S. Hameed1 and S. A. Lebedeff2 

Introduction 

The integral method has proved useful in the study of heat 
transfer in composite regions consisting of several layers (see, e.g., 
Goodman [l],3 Ozisik [2], and Yang [3]). Here we apply this meth
od to heat conduction in a medium in which the thermal conduc
tivity k and specific heat c vary continuously with distance. Con
sider the semi-infinite region extending over positive x with a uni
form and constant heat flux at the surface x = 0: 

k{x) 
dT 
dx <r, o ( i ) 

The initial condition is T(x,t) = 0 and it is assumed that T as well 
as the heat flux are zero at x — <». The problem is to find the tem
perature T at the surface x = 0. 

The approach of the integral method is to assume that x depen
dence of the solution can be described by a simple form, such as a 
polynomial. The problem considered here indicates how one may 
anticipate conditions under which this assumption fails to work. It 
turns out that, since we are interested in the value of the solution 
at the surface x = 0 it is important to have a profile with the cor
rect behavior in the immediate neighborhood of the surface, and 
that the correct profile is very sensitive to the analytic behavior of 
k(x) and c(x) in this neighborhood. To study the applicability of 
the integral method we, therefore, expand c and k at x = 0 and 
represent them near the surface by 

c{x) = c0x
a, k(x) = /<•„*» (2) 

A n a l y s i s a n d S o l u t i o n s 
Integration of the heat conduction equation gives the Heat Bal

ance Integral (HBI): 

M 
dt = v " 

dT 

11F = <7 (3) 

w h e r e 

6 = f pc(x)T(x,t)dx 

and it is assumed, as usual, that heat is not transferred beyond x = 
S(t). p is the density of the medium. The HBI involves the value of 
k(x) only at the two boundaries and the solution obtained is there
fore insensitive to the variation of k between the boundaries. This 
difficulty may be avoided by transforming to a new space variable 
a) in terms of which the conductivity becomes constant: 

r dx 
W = • % ) 

The boundary condition (1) now becomes 

dT 
9d) 

(4) 

q; a) 0 

and the initial condition is T(a>,t) = 0. When k(x) is given by the 
power law of equation (2), the transformation variable is w = 

1 Institute for Space Studies, NASA, New York, N. Y. 
2 G.T.E., Programming Methods Inc., New York, N. Y. 
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ETY OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS. Manuscript received by the Heat 
Transfer Division September 3, 1974. 

-0/ko(l - ft) and the HBI becomes 

dt 
8JT 
3u> = q 

9 = af iOlxT{u),t)duJ 

(5) 

(6) 

where 

V lwVo(l ft" and fi = (a + /3)/(l - ft 

If one follows the conventional procedure of the integral meth
od, a quadratic profile for T may be chosen: 

Vd 5 
r \ 2 (7) 

where TA° is the required temperature at the surface ai = 0. Appli
cation of the boundary condition (1) gives TA° = q 8/2. Substitu
tion of the 7'A profile into equation (6) and the further substitu
tion of (6) into the HBI, equation (5), gives 

1 A — o L 2laB(l + ii,3) 
if (8) 

where v = (1 - /?)/(2 + a ~ /3) and B is the beta function. The exact 
solution of the problem, when specialized to x = 0, yields 

-ErV (9) <0 vT(l - v) 'pc0 

The comparison between the exact solution and equation (8) is 
shown in Fig. 1, where we plot the precent error in TA° against M 
(curve A). As \i increases from zero the error at first decreases, be
coming nearly zero near n = 0.51. It then becomes negative, being 
—6.1 percent at n = 1. For larger ii the error increases rapidly in 
magnitude so that the quadratic profile cannot be regarded as a 
good assumption for )i » 1. 

One reason for the difficulty with this profile for large n can be 
seen by considering equation (1), the flux condition, at x = 0, 

2 , (2 - 2/3) 
*Mi7 = 3 V H + * Q ( i " j3)25z (10) 

The right-hand side of equation (10) is infinite at x = 0 when /3 > 1 

Fig. 1 Percent error = /(7° - TE°) / TE°j X 100 in the predicted surface 
temperature 7° for the three profiles TA, equation (7), TB, equation (12), 
and rc, equation ( 1 4 ) — ^ gives small errors for small values of /x(/3 « 1) 
and errors in TB are small for large jt(/3 ~ 1) 
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and the flux condition cannot be satisfied. Because of this one may 
expect this profile to become a poor approximation as /S approach
es 1, i.e., as n becomes infinite. It may also be observed that for 
large n the weighting function w^ in equation (6) becomes very 
small for w < 1. This makes the value of the integral 6 insensitive 
to the behavior of the profile TA(W) near the surface. 

The question therefore arises as to what kind of profile would be 
appropriate in the case of large M- An indication may be obtained 
from the work of Lardner and Pohle [5] who considered heat con
duction in cylindrical geometry, that is, with a = 0 = 1. They 
noted that a profile parabolic in x is inadequate and showed that a 
good solution is obtained if the profile is taken to be of the form 

( 1 - | ) 2 In ( | ) (11) 

The logarithmic multiplier of the usual quadratic profile is neces
sary to satisfy the flux boundary condition, equation (1). In the 
general case discussed here, the same is accomplished by the trans
formation w = fdx/k(x). In terms of a>, which is proportional to 
x 1 - " , the profile (11) may be written as 

TB = TB°{l-$&)Hl-j) (12) 

The usual procedure of the integral method then gives 

TB° = ̂ a(l - P)[B(l + a, 3) - B(2 + a - 0, 3)] ^ ( 1 3 ) 

The error in this solution is shown as curve B in Fig. 1. We find 
that the solution gives good results for large values of ii, the error 
being less than 10 percent for n > 10. For small M the errors are 
very large, however, being more than 50 percent for u < 1. This 
profile is constructed to represent the singular behavior of the 
equation at /J = 1. Its inadequacy for ft « 1 may be seen also by 
noting that its derivative (aT/daj)„=o, is discontinuous at /3 = 0. 

Thus, we find that near 0 = 0 the quadratic profile satisfies the 
flux boundary condition, has the correct asymptotic form, and 
therefore gives accurate solutions. The same is true of the Lardner 
and Pohle profile at /? = 1. We may therefore expect that a profile 
which incorporates the correct behavior in the two limits would 
give small errors for all values of 0 and /i. One such profile, which 
reduces to equation (7) for 0 = 0 and to equation (12) for /3 = 1, is 

Tc = r0°[ i-f][ i -( i -<-/3(f)^] d4) 
It gives, for the surface temperature 

T o <L_ r 1 ff 
c ~ (2 - 0)la(l - 0)B J 

where 

B ~ (1 + a) (2 + a - fi) (2+ a) (3 + a - 0) 

( 1 - / 3 ) ( 1 - / 3 ) 
(2 + a - 0) (3 + a - 2/3) 

As may be seen in curve C of Fig. 1, this solution gives a good 
approximation to the exact solution for all values of 0 and u. The 
profile (14) would therefore give accurate results if the conductivi
ty k(x) and the specific heat c(x) are represented by functions 
which can be approximated near the surface by the power laws of 
equation (2). 
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Extrapolation Errors in 
Thermal Contact Resistance 
Measurements 

T. R. Thomas1 

In the classic split-bar determination of thermal contact resis
tance the temperature drop across the interface is estimated by 
extrapolating a temperature gradient measured remotely. It is 
shown that this can give rise to substantial errors which cannot 
greatly be reduced by increasing the number of measurements. It 
is suggested that due to extrapolation errors few interface tem
perature drops have ever been determined to better than 'k °K, 
and that this may account for some of the discrepancies between 
published contact resistances, particularly those measured at 
high loads. 

Nomenc la ture 

o = thermocouple separation 
n - number of thermocouples in a bar 
R = bar radius 

AT = extrapolated interface temperature drop 
x = distance along bar from arbitrary origin 
£ = distance of interface from origin 
a = standard deviation 

Professor Rohsenow has drawn my attention to a paper by Wil
cox and himself [ l]2 which points out a source of error inherent in 
wall-temperature measurements in condensation experiments, 
arising from the fact that the wall temperature is not measured di
rectly but is inferred by linear extrapolation from a set of tempera
tures measured by thermocouples buried in the condensing block. 
According to Wilcox and Rohsenow the principal uncertainty in a 
given temperature measurement is due to uncertainty in the posi
tion of the thermocouple, and the effect of the combined uncer
tainties is magnified by extrapolation. 

If this source of error is serious in condensation experiments it is 
still more so in determinations of thermal contact resistance, 
where two extrapolations are involved. In the classic split-bar ar
rangement (Fig. 1) the desired parameter, the temperature drop 
across the interface, is deduced from extrapolation of temperature 
distributions in each bar measured remotely from the interface. If 
there are n thermocouples in a bar at distances x from some arbi
trary origin, then the variance of the error due to extrapolation at a 
point £ is [2] 
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and the flux condition cannot be satisfied. Because of this one may 
expect this profile to become a poor approximation as /S approach
es 1, i.e., as n becomes infinite. It may also be observed that for 
large n the weighting function w^ in equation (6) becomes very 
small for w < 1. This makes the value of the integral 6 insensitive 
to the behavior of the profile TA(W) near the surface. 

The question therefore arises as to what kind of profile would be 
appropriate in the case of large M- An indication may be obtained 
from the work of Lardner and Pohle [5] who considered heat con
duction in cylindrical geometry, that is, with a = 0 = 1. They 
noted that a profile parabolic in x is inadequate and showed that a 
good solution is obtained if the profile is taken to be of the form 

( 1 - | ) 2 In ( | ) (11) 

The logarithmic multiplier of the usual quadratic profile is neces
sary to satisfy the flux boundary condition, equation (1). In the 
general case discussed here, the same is accomplished by the trans
formation w = fdx/k(x). In terms of a>, which is proportional to 
x 1 - " , the profile (11) may be written as 

TB = TB°{l-$&)Hl-j) (12) 

The usual procedure of the integral method then gives 

TB° = ̂ a(l - P)[B(l + a, 3) - B(2 + a - 0, 3)] ^ ( 1 3 ) 

The error in this solution is shown as curve B in Fig. 1. We find 
that the solution gives good results for large values of ii, the error 
being less than 10 percent for n > 10. For small M the errors are 
very large, however, being more than 50 percent for u < 1. This 
profile is constructed to represent the singular behavior of the 
equation at /J = 1. Its inadequacy for ft « 1 may be seen also by 
noting that its derivative (aT/daj)„=o, is discontinuous at /3 = 0. 

Thus, we find that near 0 = 0 the quadratic profile satisfies the 
flux boundary condition, has the correct asymptotic form, and 
therefore gives accurate solutions. The same is true of the Lardner 
and Pohle profile at /? = 1. We may therefore expect that a profile 
which incorporates the correct behavior in the two limits would 
give small errors for all values of 0 and /i. One such profile, which 
reduces to equation (7) for 0 = 0 and to equation (12) for /3 = 1, is 

Tc = r0°[ i-f][ i -( i -<-/3(f)^] d4) 
It gives, for the surface temperature 

T o <L_ r 1 ff 
c ~ (2 - 0)la(l - 0)B J 

where 

B ~ (1 + a) (2 + a - fi) (2+ a) (3 + a - 0) 

( 1 - / 3 ) ( 1 - / 3 ) 
(2 + a - 0) (3 + a - 2/3) 

As may be seen in curve C of Fig. 1, this solution gives a good 
approximation to the exact solution for all values of 0 and u. The 
profile (14) would therefore give accurate results if the conductivi
ty k(x) and the specific heat c(x) are represented by functions 
which can be approximated near the surface by the power laws of 
equation (2). 
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Extrapolation Errors in 
Thermal Contact Resistance 
Measurements 

T. R. Thomas1 

In the classic split-bar determination of thermal contact resis
tance the temperature drop across the interface is estimated by 
extrapolating a temperature gradient measured remotely. It is 
shown that this can give rise to substantial errors which cannot 
greatly be reduced by increasing the number of measurements. It 
is suggested that due to extrapolation errors few interface tem
perature drops have ever been determined to better than 'k °K, 
and that this may account for some of the discrepancies between 
published contact resistances, particularly those measured at 
high loads. 

Nomenc la ture 

o = thermocouple separation 
n - number of thermocouples in a bar 
R = bar radius 

AT = extrapolated interface temperature drop 
x = distance along bar from arbitrary origin 
£ = distance of interface from origin 
a = standard deviation 

Professor Rohsenow has drawn my attention to a paper by Wil
cox and himself [ l]2 which points out a source of error inherent in 
wall-temperature measurements in condensation experiments, 
arising from the fact that the wall temperature is not measured di
rectly but is inferred by linear extrapolation from a set of tempera
tures measured by thermocouples buried in the condensing block. 
According to Wilcox and Rohsenow the principal uncertainty in a 
given temperature measurement is due to uncertainty in the posi
tion of the thermocouple, and the effect of the combined uncer
tainties is magnified by extrapolation. 

If this source of error is serious in condensation experiments it is 
still more so in determinations of thermal contact resistance, 
where two extrapolations are involved. In the classic split-bar ar
rangement (Fig. 1) the desired parameter, the temperature drop 
across the interface, is deduced from extrapolation of temperature 
distributions in each bar measured remotely from the interface. If 
there are n thermocouples in a bar at distances x from some arbi
trary origin, then the variance of the error due to extrapolation at a 
point £ is [2] 
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S ( x - g ) 2 

nSx 2 - (S.r)2 
(1) 

where a r is related to the standard deviation o> of the temperature 
residuals i.e., the differences between the observed temperatures 
and the corresponding temperatures predicted from a least-mean-
squares straight line through the observations. 

fff2 is a minimum at the centroid 2x/n of the observations and 
increases nearly linearly at points remote from the centroid. Sup
pose for simplicity that there are an odd number of thermocouples 
in a bar, spaced at equal intervals a. If £ is measured from the cen
troid a little manipulation of equation (1) will yield 

o> 
12(|/«)2 

u(n2 -1) 

ar is itself dependent on the number of thermocouples: 

(aT/arf = n/(n - 2) 

where o> is the standard deviation of the residuals. Hence 

(2) 

\WjaY 
{n - 2)(»2 - 1) 

(3) 

Clearly the magnification of error due to extrapolation can be 
large (Fig. 2). Increasing the number of thermocouples is not quite 
as helpful in reducing the extrapolation error as it appears at first 
sight, for the absolute separation of the interface from the nearest 
thermocouple is fixed by the constraint that the isotherms still be 
parallel at this point. This condition depends on a number of fac
tors, including the geometry of the bar; in practice few experiment
ers care to set their nearest thermocouple less than one bar radius 
R from the interface. For example, in the arrangement shown in 
Fig. 1, n = 3, a = R and <j( = 2.65 a>. If the number of thermocou
ples were increased to 5 in the same overall length, then a = R/2, £ 
= 4a and a^ = 1.72 ar; similarly for n = 7, o-j = 1.40 o>. Increasing 
the number of thermocouples from 3 to 7 thus does not even halve 
the extrapolation error, while increasing the complexity of the in
strumentation and introducing the danger of systematic error from 
the extra heat leak. 

In the split-bar experiment, the effective temperature drop 
across the interface is the difference of two extrapolated tempera
tures, and its error in turn is the root mean square of the two ex
trapolation errors. If the bars are of the same material the stan
dard deviations of the residuals will be of the same order, and 

ff4r = S2aT 

= 3.75 or for the example of Fig. 1. In practice ar is unlikely to be 

T 
2R a=R a 

heat 

a 

Fig. 1 Split-bar experiment for determination of thermal contact resis
tance, showing 95 percent confidence limits of extrapolated temperature 
drop across interface 

Fig. 2 Ratio of extrapolation error to S.D. of residuals, as a function of ex
trapolation distance, for 3, 5, and 7 thermocouples—extrapolation distance 
is measured from nearest thermocouple to interface, in units of thermocou
ple separation 

significantly less than 0.1 °K. For the example of Fig. 1 this would 
give AT = 2.00 ± 0.38 °K, a 19 percent error. 

Most of the measurements reported in the literature have been 
made with either 3 or 4 thermocouples in each bar. On the basis of 
this analysis it seems unlikely that many of these temperature 
drops have been measured to much better than V2 °K. Wilcox and 
Rohsenow's analysis of positional uncertainties would probably 
give even more pessimistic results. At high interfacial stresses the 
temperature drop across the interface is often only a degree or two, 
suggesting that many published determinations contain very large 
errors indeed. Wilcox and Rohsenow also point out that extrapola
tion errors, although correctly treated as mathematically random, 
would appear systematic to the experimenter; that is to say, their 
magnitude might change slowly with experimental conditions but 
they would remain unchanged in sign throughout an experimental 
run and would thus be extremely difficult to detect except by re
peating the experiment with a new set of thermocouples, some
thing which few experimenters have had the time or patience to 
do. These considerations may explain at least some of the dis
crepancies noticed between the measurements of different workers 
on apparently similar interfaces [3]. 

Wilcox and Rohsenow discuss the possibility of obtaining appar
ent negative temperature drops in this way and imply that when 
this happens it goes unreported: "Who could get such data pub
lished?" they ask rhetorically. Here Professor Rohsenow does him
self less than justice, as a report from his own laboratory some 
years ago described a negative temperature drop observed during a 
determination of thermal contact resistance [4j. I have myself pub
lished details of a negative temperature drop which persistent and 
determined experimentation failed to exorcize [5], but would now 
attribute this to gross distortion of the isotherms due to an uneven 
radial distribution of thermal strains at the interface. 
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Results of the Numerical 
Solution for Outward 
Solidification With Flux 
Boundary Conditions 

J. S. Goodling1 and M. S. Khader2 

N o m e n c l a t u r e 
N = coordinate system designator (O-Cartesian; 1-cylindrical; 

2-spherical) 
S* = modified Stephan number, q"cp/hL(N = 0) or q"cpr0/ 

Lk(N = 1, 2) 
y = spatial coordinate, hr/k(N = 0) or r/r0(N = 1, 2) 
/3 = flux parameter, h(Tr - T» )/q"(N = 0) or h0(T, - T„ ) / 

q"r0
a(N= 1,2) 

~e = thickness of solid phase, ht/k(N = 0) or e/r0(N = 1, 2) 
r = time, (q"h/pLk)t(N = 0) or (q"/PLr0)t{N = 1, 2) 
8 = temperature, (T - Tr)h/q"(N = 0) or (T - Tf)k/q"r0(N 

= 1,2) 

Introduction 

The prediction of solidification rates on the outside of a cold 
wall is of practical interest in refrigeration, metallurgy, and plas
tics. While the only known exact solution is that by Neumann [ l ] 3 

for the planar problem, several good approximate methods of solu
tion are found in the literature. London and Seban [2] showed that 
for the class of solidification problems where the sensible heat is 
negligible in comparison to the latent heat (Stephan number ==;0), 
analytical solutions can be obtained for the interface movement by 
solving the energy equation at the solid-liquid boundary only. The 
solutions are valid when S* < 1. Goodman [3] presented solutions 
to several problems using a "heat balance integral" technique simi
lar to the momentum integral method in fluid flow problems. His 
results compared favorably with the exact solution of Neumann for 
small values of the Stephan number. Goodman also works the 
freezing problem in Cartesian space with a flux boundary condi
tion at the fixed wall, the result of which is an explicit expression 
for the solidification time as a function of the interface position. 
By expanding this function in a Taylor series and reverting it, the 
result is a series expression for the interface position as a function 
of time. A comparison is made with series solution for the same 
problem by Evans, Issacson, and MacDonald [4] and the two series 
differ by a 4 percent factor in the coefficient of the fifth ordered 
term. 

While Goodman restricts the approximation of the temperature 
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distribution inside the solid phase to a cubic polynomial, Megerlin 
[5] extends the method to any ordered polynomial and suggests 
that as the order of the polynomial approximation is increased, the 
solution asymptotically approaches the exact solution. However, 
the Megerlin method does not follow a pattern such that one can 
define the order of the polynomial necessary for convergence for 
any Stephan number. 

This paper shows the results of solutions to outward solidifica
tion problems with constant heat flux at the inner wall, obtained 
by numerical solution of the governing equations. 

Formulation 
The analysis deals with one-dimensional outward growth of a re

gion of solid resulting from a step change of heat flux at the inner 
boundary. The surrounding fluid is at a temperature above the fu
sion temperature, resulting in convective heat transfer to the inter
face. The problem is displayed schematically for the three coordi
nate systems in Fig. 1. 

The dimensionless diffusion equation, interface energy equation 
and associated boundary and initial conditions are: 

dyZ JJ 9y ST ' 

7(0) = 0 

dl 8 f i r , . 

N = 0 

Hi 
dy 

(1 , T) = - 1 

7(0) = 1 

dl a e , _ > 
— = — — U , T) - /3e 
dr dy 

N = 1,2 

The dependency o( the interface radius on the heat transfer 
coefficient has been accounted for in the cylindrical and spherical 
systems. The position of the interface in time is dependent upon 
the coordinate system (N), the modified Stephan number (S*), a 
flux parameter (/3) and the exponent a (for N = 1,2 only). 

Solution and Results 
Since no exact analytical solutions are known for the present 

problem, results were obtained by a numerical method. The spatial 
derivatives were approximated by central difference quotients and 
the time derivatives by backward implicit quotients. The method 
of solution was to advance the interface position in regularly 
spaced intervals, Ay, and to solve the resulting nonlinear algebraic 
equations for the time required for that incremental movement. A 
trial and error technique was used for solving the equations, the 
details of which are found in a previous work by the authors [6]. 

By the method of London and Seban [2], the results are for 
S* = 0 

N=l,2 

r,„ J_L_LJ. Zuufc I T I I I I 

Fig. 1 One-dimensional Cartesian, cylindrical and spherical systems for 
outward solidification 
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Introduction 

The prediction of solidification rates on the outside of a cold 
wall is of practical interest in refrigeration, metallurgy, and plas
tics. While the only known exact solution is that by Neumann [ l ] 3 

for the planar problem, several good approximate methods of solu
tion are found in the literature. London and Seban [2] showed that 
for the class of solidification problems where the sensible heat is 
negligible in comparison to the latent heat (Stephan number ==;0), 
analytical solutions can be obtained for the interface movement by 
solving the energy equation at the solid-liquid boundary only. The 
solutions are valid when S* < 1. Goodman [3] presented solutions 
to several problems using a "heat balance integral" technique simi
lar to the momentum integral method in fluid flow problems. His 
results compared favorably with the exact solution of Neumann for 
small values of the Stephan number. Goodman also works the 
freezing problem in Cartesian space with a flux boundary condi
tion at the fixed wall, the result of which is an explicit expression 
for the solidification time as a function of the interface position. 
By expanding this function in a Taylor series and reverting it, the 
result is a series expression for the interface position as a function 
of time. A comparison is made with series solution for the same 
problem by Evans, Issacson, and MacDonald [4] and the two series 
differ by a 4 percent factor in the coefficient of the fifth ordered 
term. 

While Goodman restricts the approximation of the temperature 
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distribution inside the solid phase to a cubic polynomial, Megerlin 
[5] extends the method to any ordered polynomial and suggests 
that as the order of the polynomial approximation is increased, the 
solution asymptotically approaches the exact solution. However, 
the Megerlin method does not follow a pattern such that one can 
define the order of the polynomial necessary for convergence for 
any Stephan number. 

This paper shows the results of solutions to outward solidifica
tion problems with constant heat flux at the inner wall, obtained 
by numerical solution of the governing equations. 

Formulation 
The analysis deals with one-dimensional outward growth of a re

gion of solid resulting from a step change of heat flux at the inner 
boundary. The surrounding fluid is at a temperature above the fu
sion temperature, resulting in convective heat transfer to the inter
face. The problem is displayed schematically for the three coordi
nate systems in Fig. 1. 

The dimensionless diffusion equation, interface energy equation 
and associated boundary and initial conditions are: 
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N = 0 
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The dependency o( the interface radius on the heat transfer 
coefficient has been accounted for in the cylindrical and spherical 
systems. The position of the interface in time is dependent upon 
the coordinate system (N), the modified Stephan number (S*), a 
flux parameter (/3) and the exponent a (for N = 1,2 only). 

Solution and Results 
Since no exact analytical solutions are known for the present 

problem, results were obtained by a numerical method. The spatial 
derivatives were approximated by central difference quotients and 
the time derivatives by backward implicit quotients. The method 
of solution was to advance the interface position in regularly 
spaced intervals, Ay, and to solve the resulting nonlinear algebraic 
equations for the time required for that incremental movement. A 
trial and error technique was used for solving the equations, the 
details of which are found in a previous work by the authors [6]. 

By the method of London and Seban [2], the results are for 
S* = 0 

N=l,2 
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Fig. 1 One-dimensional Cartesian, cylindrical and spherical systems for 
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Fig. 2 Solidification front position with time for Cartesian 
system with p = 0.6 
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Fig. 3 Solidification front position with time for cylindrical system with , 
= 0.6, a = 0.25 
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For the case where the fluid is at the fusion temperature at the 
beginning of the solidification process (p = 0) Goodman obtained a 
solution for the Cartesian problem by approximating the tempera
ture distribution inside the solid phase by a second ordered poly
nomial. Although the dimensionless parameters chosen by Good
man are not the same as in this paper, his results can be put in 
terms of dimensionless time and space, and the modified Stephan 
number used here. 

This yields results which compare favorably with results obtained 
here by numerical analysis for N = 0 and p = 0 for all realistic 
values of S * « 1 0 ) . 

Using Megerlin's method and approximating the temperature 
distribution by a second ordered polynomial in (e — y), ln(e/.y) and 
(e — y)/e for the three coordinate systems, respectively, gives the 
following integrals for the solidification time as a function of inter
face position4 

r = /'" 2/[/{(-^= - 0 + 4=} - (•+= + P)]d€ v S*e S*eJ ^S*€ 
(N = 0) (3 a) 

= / '"2/KiU-1, - - P?°? + ^-u - } 
•>\ L L S*e In e r S*r In eJ 

T = l [ es * + 5 + (1 + 4eS*),/2] 
b 

(2) 4 These equations were derived by a journal referee and verified by the 
authors. 
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Fig. 4 Solidification front position with time for spherical system with /3 : 

0.6, a = 0.25 

1 
S*"e In 1 

+ j3e'«)] rfe OV = 1) (36) 

T = / > / « ^ r T ) - ^ + S*€3(e - 1) 1 

1 
S * ( I - l)e 

+ /3?-a)] rff (JV=2) (3 c) 

Results of the numerical solutions for the governing equations 
are shown in Figs. 2, 3, and 4. The exponent a was taken as 0.25 
(for N = 1,2) and the flux parameter as 0.6. As a means of verifying 
the method of solution, the same numerical procedure was used to 
solve the Neumann problem and the results compared with the 
exact solution. Deviations from Neumann's exact solution were of 
order 1 percent. As a second check, for the problems analyzed here, 
the size of the space increment was diminished by an order of mag
nitude and it was noted that the results were not significantly al
tered. 

Equation (3a) is in good agreement with Fig. 2{N - 0) for all 
values of S* investigated. For the cylindrical and spherical cases 
however, the times for the solidification front to reach particular 
points as predicted by Megerlin's method are about 10-30 percent 
greater than those formed by the numerical technique for S* ~ 10. 
This is probably because for S* > 1 the second ordered approxima
tion is insufficient for the two coordinate systems where the area 
of the interface is increasing with time. 
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Enhancement of Cooling 
Effectiveness by Porous 
Materials in Coolant Passage 

J. C. Y. Koh1 and R. L. Stevens1 

N o m e n c l a t u r e 
L = length of coolant passage (ft) 
m = coolant flux (lb/ft2-s) 
p = pressure (lb/ft2) 

Ap = pressure drop along coolant passage (lb/ft2) 
q = wall heat flux (Btu/ft2-s) 
p = mean density of coolant (lb/ft3) 

Introduction 

In reference [l],2 it was shown analytically that the cooling effec
tiveness of a regenerative cooling scheme can be increased signifi
cantly by packing the coolant passage with porous materials. The 
purpose of this brief is to show experimentally that the cooling ef
fectiveness can indeed be increased several times by the use of po
rous materials. 

Test Facili ty and Model 
A 275 KW plasma arc heater was used as an energy source for 

this test. The model was a stainless steel cylindrical annulus hav
ing a 1.5 in. ID and a total length of 8 in. Thermocouples were spot 
welded to both the inner and outer tubes. The annulus was filled 
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Fig. 4 Solidification front position with time for spherical system with /3 : 
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Results of the numerical solutions for the governing equations 
are shown in Figs. 2, 3, and 4. The exponent a was taken as 0.25 
(for N = 1,2) and the flux parameter as 0.6. As a means of verifying 
the method of solution, the same numerical procedure was used to 
solve the Neumann problem and the results compared with the 
exact solution. Deviations from Neumann's exact solution were of 
order 1 percent. As a second check, for the problems analyzed here, 
the size of the space increment was diminished by an order of mag
nitude and it was noted that the results were not significantly al
tered. 

Equation (3a) is in good agreement with Fig. 2{N - 0) for all 
values of S* investigated. For the cylindrical and spherical cases 
however, the times for the solidification front to reach particular 
points as predicted by Megerlin's method are about 10-30 percent 
greater than those formed by the numerical technique for S* ~ 10. 
This is probably because for S* > 1 the second ordered approxima
tion is insufficient for the two coordinate systems where the area 
of the interface is increasing with time. 
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ing a 1.5 in. ID and a total length of 8 in. Thermocouples were spot 
welded to both the inner and outer tubes. The annulus was filled 

1 The Boeing Co., Seattle, Wash. 
2 Numbers in brackets designate References at end of technical brief. 
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Transfer Division September 16,1974. 
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Fig. 1 Test model 
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Fig. 2 Pressure drop in coolant passage packed with 0.08-0.11 particles 

with peen shot (steel particles) having a diameter of from 0.08 in. 
to 0.11 in. The porosity of the packed passage was 0.5. Nitrogen 
gas was used as coolant. The coolant temperature at both the inlet 
and outlet locations were measured by use of thermocouples. A 
schematic diagram of the model is shown in Fig. 1. 

Pressure Drop 
The pressure drop in the coolant passage was measured for a 

range of coolant flux from 4 to 35 lb/ft2-s. Results are shown in Fig. 
2. 

Temperature Distributions and Cooling Effectiveness 
The cold wall heat flux at the test section was measured by use 

of four HyCal asymptotic calorimeters for a wide range of plasma 
operation conditions. It was found that the heat flux along the test 
section was approximately uniform. Using this information togeth
er with a wall temperature correction, the actual heat flux to the 
test model was determined. During the test, the heat flux up-
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Fig. 3 Effects of porous materials in coolant passage on temperature 

stream of the model but downstream of the nozzle was measured 
by a calorimeter (Fig. 1). This provided a double check on the heat 
flux determined from the calibration tests. 

The temperature distribution of the hot wall and the coolant at 
different heat flux and coolant flux are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. The 
set of dashed lines in the lower part of Figs. 3 and 4 for coolant 
temperatures were drawn by connecting the measured tempera
ture at the inlet (x = 0) and the outlet (x = L) locations. The solid 
lines for the hot wall temperature without porous materials were 
found by use of Hausen's equation, given in reference [2], for chan
nel flow taking the entrance length into consideration. 

The top two lines in Figs. 3 and 4 show that without porous ma
terials, the maximum wall temperature increases as the coolant 
flow decreases, holding the heat flux constant. 

The increase in cooling effectiveness due to the presence of the 
porous materials in the coolant passage can be seen by examining 
two separate cases. 

(a) For fixed coolant flux m: the wall heat flux is increased and 
the hot wall temperature is reduced due to the presence of 
porous material. 
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(b) For approximately fixed maximum hot wall temperature: 
the wall heat flux is again increased and a decrease of cool

ant flux is obtained due to the porous material. 
These two comparisons can be found in Figs. 3 and 4. Fig. 3 

shows that, for a fixed coolant flux of 9.65 lb/ft2-s, the wall heat 
flux was increased from 16 to 20 Btu/ft2-s while the maximum wall 
temperature was reduced from 1450°F to 350°F due to the packing 
of porous material in the coolant passage. On the other hand, Fig. 4 
shows that, for a fixed maximum wall temperature from 900°F to 
950°F, the wall heat flux was increased from 17 .to 37 Btu/ft2-s 
while the coolant flux was reduced from 17.8 to 4.39 lb/ft2-s. Thus, 
the cooling effectiveness was indeed increased by several times by 
the packing of porous materials in the coolant passage. 

F u r t h e r E n h a n c e m e n t of Coo l ing E f f e c t i v e n e s s 
The cooling effectiveness can further be enhanced by the elimi

nation of interlace resistance between the wall and the porous ma
terial and by use of high conductivity porous material and high 
conductivity wall material. 

A p p l i c a t i o n of t h e C o o l i n g S c h e m e 

Clearly, the use of porous materials in the coolant passage of a 
regenerative cooled nozzle such as the space shuttle engines and 
nuclear rocket engines would increase the heat flux capability of 
the engine, reduce the maximum wall temperature, and thereby re
duce the possibility of engine failure due to thermal stresses. 
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The Effects of Scattering of 
Radiation Upon Compressible 
Boundary Layer Flow Over an 
Adiabatic Flat Plate 

M. A. Bolos1 and M. N. Ozisik2 

Most investigations of radiating boundary layer flows have been 
restricted to absorbing and emitting fluids and the effects of scat
tering have been neglected because of the difficulty arising from 
the computation of the radiative heat flux term in the energy 
equation. Many investigators have considered approximate ex
pressions for the radiative heat flux vector. Novotny and Yang [l]3 

considered the optically thick limit approximation for boundary 
layer flow over a flat plate. The optically thin limit approximation 
has been used in the radiating boundary layer flow by such investi
gators as Cess [2], Smith and Hassan [3], and Tabaczynski and 
Kenney [4]. 

Oliver and McFadden [5] and Taitel and Hartnett [6] used itera
tive approaches to solve the problem of radiative interactions with 
boundary layer flows of absorbing and emitting fluids over flat 
plates. The former investigators were concerned with an isother
mal flat plate, while the latter ones considered an adiabatic flat 

plate. Recently, Cheng and Ozisik [7] included the effects of scat
tering in the problem of interaction of radiation with free convec
tion boundary layer flow. In the present study the effects of scat
tering of radiation upon an absorbing, emitting, isotropically scat
tering, compressible laminar boundary layer flow over an adiabatic 
flat plate is investigated by treating the radiation part of the prob
lem exactly with the normal-mode-expansion technique. 

Consider the steady laminar boundary layer flow of an absorb
ing, emitting, isotropically scattering, compressible fluid over a flat 
plate as illustrated in Fig. 1. The wall is impervious to flow, and 
adiabatic, the temperature To, and the velocity u„ of the external 
flow are uniform. The continuity, momentum, and energy equa
tions are transformed into [8] 

rflt 
(1) 

d3f 1 cC-f 

iVPr dj] 

subject to the boundary conditions 

df 
f = ^~ = 0 at r) = 0, 

art 

df , . 
-f- = 1 at ?] — -
di] 

d2f 2 

E„ (Yi) (2) 
dif 

(3a) 

(3b) 
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In^oT.i 
N ae 

k Pra?) 
+ Q r = 0 

e = e*(ri) 

at rj = 0, 
at 7) — • < 
at | = 0. 

(3c) 

(3d) 

(3e) 

where 0*(ij) is the solution of the foregoing problem for nonradiat-
ing flow. The foregoing formulation implies that the thermal con
ductivity k and the viscosity a vary linearly with the temperature. 
Other variables are defined as 
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Fig. 1 Boundary layer (low of a radiating gas over a flat plate 

N 
__ koPo T = i / l i V P r 77, I = 

4wn
2gr, 

PaCpu„ 
(4) 

where no is the refractive index and (So is the extinction coefficient. 
Clearly, a relation defining the dimensionless radiative heat flux 

term Qr is needed to solve the energy equation; Qr is obtained from 
the solution of the equation of radiative transfer in plane parallel 
medium for an absorbing, emitting, and isotropically scattering 
medium. The radiation part of the problem is solved with the nor
mal-mode expansion technique [9, 10] by following a procedure de
scribed in references [11, 12]. 

The energy equation was reduced from a partial differential 
equation to an ordinary differential equation in the ij-direction by 
replacing the partial derivative of the temperature with respect to 
£ by two- and three-point finite difference formulas, where the 
three-point formula allowed for variable £ step size. 

The momentum equation and the resulting energy equation 
were integrated in the ^-direction by a Runge-Kutta method. The 
integration scheme is started by setting £ = 0 and solving the re
sulting energy equation for the nonradiating temperature distribu
tion by setting a9/d>j|,=o = 0 and guessing the values of fl|,=o. 

Results 
The effects of scattering on the temperature profile in the 

boundary layer for the adiabatic wall condition are presented in 
Fig. 2. The temperature profile is plotted as a function of rj for sev
eral values of the parameter £ for Pr = 1.0, E = 2.0, tw = 1, and N 
= 0.5. The temperature profile for £ = 0 characterizes the case 
without radiation. The highest wall temperature occurs with the 
nonradiative case; radiation reduces temperature in the boundary 
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Fig. 2 Effect of scattering on temperature distribution In boundary layer 
flow over an adiabatic flat plate 
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Fig. 3 Effect of scattering on net radiative heat flux In boundary layer 
flow over an adiabatic flat plate 

layer due to viscous energy dissipation. As the value of £ is in
creased, the temperature is reduced and a positive temperature 
gradient with respect to ij is established at the wall; the tempera
ture gradient at the wall is controlled by a balance between the 
conductive heat flux and the radiative heat flux at the wall. The 
scattering reduces the effects of radiation; that is, the temperature 
profiles with scattering are shifted toward the temperature profile 
for nonradiating flow. The nonscattering temperature profiles 
agree with those presented by Taitel and Hartnett [6] for an ab
sorbing and emitting fluid. Included on this figure is the solution 
of this problem using the optically thick limit approximation. 
Clearly, significant error is introduced in the temperature distribu
tion especially for small values of i; and £ with this approximation. 
In the curve for £ =• 0 the maximum occurs at the wall because it 
corresponds to nonradiative case. The maximum also occurs at the 
wall for the optically thick limit approximation, because this ap
proximation does not take into account the radiation from the 
boundary surface, hence the solution is governed by the boundary 
condition for the energy equation which specifies an adiabatic 
wall. For the cases £ 7̂  0, the maximum does not occur at the wall 
because the net heat flux at the wall is equal to the sum of radia
tive and conductive heat fluxes; that is, since the boundary condi
tion for the radiation problem includes the emission of radiation 
from the wall into the fluid, there must be a conductive heat flux 
into the wall if the adiabatic wall condition is to be satisfied. 

Fig. 3 shows the distribution of the dimensionless radiative heat 
flux in the medium at various axial positions £ along the plate with 
and without scattering. The nonscattering value of the dimension
less radiative heat flux is almost twice as large as that of the scat
tering case with o> = 0.95. 
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Table 1 The effects of scattering on temperature gradient and dlrnsna!i)n-
less net radiative heat flux at wall for laminar flow over an adlabatlc flat 
plate for N = 0.5, Pr = 1.0, E„ = 2.0, cw = 1.0 

e 

io-5 

10-4 

10"3 

10~2 

Scattering 
u - 0.95 

30 
3n n-0 

0.0047 

0.0142 

0.0518 

0.0910 

Qr 

n-0 

1.057 

1.006 

0.8200 

0.6439 

Non-scattering 
u - 0 
30 
3n 1̂ 

n-0 J ti-0 

0.0114 2.546 

0.0322 2.278 

0.0772 1.726 

Table 1 lists the values of the derivative of temperature and the 
net radiative heat flux at the wall at different positions along the 
plate for the nonscattering (co = 0) and scattering (o> = 0.95) cases. 
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Design and Construction of a 
Low-Velocity Boundary-Layer 
Temperature Probe1 

B. F. Blackwell2 and R. J. Moffat3 

Introduction 
When a temperature-sensing instrument such as a thermocouple 

is immersed in a fluid, the indicated temperature will usually dif
fer from the true temperature of the undisturbed fluid, even if the 
presence of the sensor does not alter the flow field. Heat conduc
tion along the thermoelectric wires, which is a common source of 
thermocouple error, can be particularly severe in the small probes 
used in turbulent boundary-layer measurements because the sens
ing element must operate in regions of very steep temperature gra
dients. This technical brief shows that conduction errors can be 
kept within acceptable limits by the proper choice of thermoelec
tric pair and/or probe geometry and that turbulent boundary-layer 
temperature profiles can be measured accurately. 

A n a l y s i s 

Blackwell, Kays, and Moffat sought, in an experimental turbu
lent boundary-layer study [l],4 to measure mean temperature pro
files inside the logarithmic portion of the boundary layer to deter
mine the turbulent Prandtl number in this region. Because the ex-
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tent of this region may be only a few thousandths of an inch, the 
probe for performing the measurements had to be extremely small 
in design. The basic probe configuration chosen was a thermocou
ple with two wires of equal diameter and with the junction formed 
by butt welding. A schematic of the probe is shown in Fig. 1, along 
with a completed probe assembly. 

The geometrical characteristics (Ti, L2, D) and thermal conduc
tivity (ki, k-z) of the thermoelectric elements were chosen with the 
intent that heat-conduction errors would be kept below an accept
able level. This was accomplished by analyzing the probe as a one-
dimensional fin with convection from the surface and a specified 
(and equal) temperature at the two ends. From the analysis of 
Davis [2] or Blackwell, et al. [1], it can be shown that the nondi-
mensional junction temperature can be expressed as 

Tj - Tf 

Tn -Tf 

K sinh{Kp2) + sinfe(/>2) 
K sinh(Kp2) cosh(p2) + sin/z(/>2) cosh(Kp2) 

(1) 

where the fin parameters are defined by 

P\.l = 2 

and 

(2) 

(3) 

Here, h is the convective heat transfer coefficient. All tempera
tures in equation (1) are defined with the aid of Fig. 1. 

Up to this point in the analysis, it has been assumed that K can 
take on a continuous range of values. Because only certain materi
als (ki, ki) are functional as a thermocouple, the continuous prop
erty of K depends on whether the length ratio L2/L1 can assume a 
continuous range of values (see equation (3)). In some applica
tions, it might be desirable to specify L2/L1 on some basis other 
than the elimination of conduction errors. For example, to elimi
nate interference problems, the thermocouple junction should be 
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Design and Construction of a 
Low-Velocity Boundary-Layer 
Temperature Probe1 

B. F. Blackwell2 and R. J. Moffat3 

Introduction 
When a temperature-sensing instrument such as a thermocouple 

is immersed in a fluid, the indicated temperature will usually dif
fer from the true temperature of the undisturbed fluid, even if the 
presence of the sensor does not alter the flow field. Heat conduc
tion along the thermoelectric wires, which is a common source of 
thermocouple error, can be particularly severe in the small probes 
used in turbulent boundary-layer measurements because the sens
ing element must operate in regions of very steep temperature gra
dients. This technical brief shows that conduction errors can be 
kept within acceptable limits by the proper choice of thermoelec
tric pair and/or probe geometry and that turbulent boundary-layer 
temperature profiles can be measured accurately. 

A n a l y s i s 

Blackwell, Kays, and Moffat sought, in an experimental turbu
lent boundary-layer study [l],4 to measure mean temperature pro
files inside the logarithmic portion of the boundary layer to deter
mine the turbulent Prandtl number in this region. Because the ex-

1 This work was supported by NASA Grant NGL-05-020-134 and, in part, 
by ERDA. 

2 Member of Technical Staff, Aerodynamics Projects Department, Sandia 
Laboratories, Albuquerque, N. M. 

3 Director of Thermosciences Division, Mechanical Engineering Depart
ment, Stanford University, Stanford, Calif. 

4 Numbers in brackets designate References at end of technical brief. 
Contributed by the Heat Transfer Division of THE AMERICAN SOCI

ETY OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS. Manuscript received by the Heat 
Transfer Division August 5,1974. 

tent of this region may be only a few thousandths of an inch, the 
probe for performing the measurements had to be extremely small 
in design. The basic probe configuration chosen was a thermocou
ple with two wires of equal diameter and with the junction formed 
by butt welding. A schematic of the probe is shown in Fig. 1, along 
with a completed probe assembly. 

The geometrical characteristics (Ti, L2, D) and thermal conduc
tivity (ki, k-z) of the thermoelectric elements were chosen with the 
intent that heat-conduction errors would be kept below an accept
able level. This was accomplished by analyzing the probe as a one-
dimensional fin with convection from the surface and a specified 
(and equal) temperature at the two ends. From the analysis of 
Davis [2] or Blackwell, et al. [1], it can be shown that the nondi-
mensional junction temperature can be expressed as 

Tj - Tf 

Tn -Tf 

K sinh{Kp2) + sinfe(/>2) 
K sinh(Kp2) cosh(p2) + sin/z(/>2) cosh(Kp2) 

(1) 

where the fin parameters are defined by 

P\.l = 2 

and 

(2) 

(3) 

Here, h is the convective heat transfer coefficient. All tempera
tures in equation (1) are defined with the aid of Fig. 1. 

Up to this point in the analysis, it has been assumed that K can 
take on a continuous range of values. Because only certain materi
als (ki, ki) are functional as a thermocouple, the continuous prop
erty of K depends on whether the length ratio L2/L1 can assume a 
continuous range of values (see equation (3)). In some applica
tions, it might be desirable to specify L2/L1 on some basis other 
than the elimination of conduction errors. For example, to elimi
nate interference problems, the thermocouple junction should be 
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5 Of the four thermocouples considered in this paper, the chromel-con
stantan combination has the steepest emf-versus-temperature relationship.

Table 1 Thermal conductivity data (from
Benedict [3] )

k, Btu/ft s OF
0.0616
0.0096
0.0048
0.0038
0.0031

Thermoelect.ric element

Copper
Iron
Alumel
Constantan
Chromel

is presented as a function of PI to allow a more direct comparison
of the two thermocouple pairs. Based on these data, the analysis
shows that the chromel-constantan probe will require a smaller as
pect ratio (LID) if a given value of junction temperature is to be
maintained.

On the basis of the information given in the foregoing discus
sion, the thermocouple material selected was chromel-constantan.5

Commercially available 0.003-in.- (0.076-mm-) dia thermocouple
wire with a Teflon insulator was butt welded to form the thermo
couple junction. The electric discharge welding technique has been
described by Stover [4]. After welding, the thermocouple was
rolled between two pieces of flat steel to remove kinks. The sensing
element was supported between two 22-gage stainless-steel hypo
dermic needles, and the Teflon was used to provide electrical insu
lation between the thermocouple wire and the stainless steel. The
Teflon insulator was burned off the part of the thermocouple ex
posed to the gas stream. Contact between the bare thermocouple
wire and the hypodermic needle occurred only at the end of the
needle. Because the two needles were electrically isolated from
each other, this contact did not form a closed loop, which would
have introduced an additional emf. The hypodermic needles were
shaped to give some spring to the probe assembly when it contact
ed the wall. A completed probe assembly is shown in Fig. 1.

The probe span (L) was chosen with the aid of the design curves
in Fig. 2. It was estimated that the minimum velocity to be en
countered in the laminar sublayer (in air) would be approximately
2 ftls (0.6 m/s), and the experimenters wanted to keep the dimen
sionless junction temperature OJ below 0.005. The data in Fig. 2 in
dicate that a span of 0.5 in. (1.27 cm) is adequate to satisfy the
foregoing condition on OJ for a chromel-constantan probe.

Copper
constantan

T
j

- T
f

T - T
a f

p.ffi1.
2 "~D

Fig. 1 Boundary-layer probe, schematic and assembly

Fig. 2 Dimensionless junction temperature for various thermocouple pairs

located as far as possible from either probe support. For this situa
tion, one might choose L 21L 1, approximately unity. In this case, K

becomes a discrete parameter that depends only on the thermal
conductivity of the two t.hermoelectric materials.

By restricting the analysis to some of the more common thermo
couple mat.erials, a useful design curve can be obtained. Fig. 2(a)
presents the t.hermocouple junction temperature as a function of
the fin parameter P2 for three thermocouples, each with constan
tan as the negative element. The thermal conductivity values used
are present.ed in Table 1. The subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the first
and second-named elements of the thermocouple, respectively. Of
the three thermocouples in Fig. 2(a), chromel-constantan is the
best from the standpoint of conduction losses. In fact, copper-con
stantan will require an aspect ratio (LID) approximately 4 times
th~t of chromel-constantan if the same value of nondimensional
junction temperature OJ is to be maintained.

In Fig. 2(b), a chromel-alumel probe is compared with a chro
mel-constantan probe. Because chromel (kJ is common to both, OJ
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Fig. 3 Comparison of experimental turbulent boundary-layer temperature
data with laminar sublayer equation
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E x p e r i m e n t a l V e r s u s T h e o r e t i c a l R e s u l t s 
Fig. 3 presents a typical turbulent boundary-layer temperature 

profile (in wall coordinates) taken from the study of Blackwell, et 
al. [1]. The Stanton number for this data set was obtained from an 
energy balance technique [1], and the skin friction was obtained by 
a hot wire anemometer technique [5]. Also shown is the theoretical 
laminar sublayer equation T+ = Pr y+. The laminar sublayer 
equation and experimental results are in close agreement. It is 
more difficult to make accurate temperature measurements in the 
laminar sublayer than in any other region of the boundary layer. 
The fact that experimental data and theory agree in this region in
dicates that the probe is essentially free of conduction errors. 

C o n c l u s i o n s 
From the standpoint of conduction losses, chromel-constantan is 

the best of the four thermocouples considered for the configura
tion in which the junction is located in the center of the span. 
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The equations of energy and flow of an incompressible fluid in a 
rectangular duct bounded by the planes x = 0, x = a and y = 0, y 
= b may be written in the form 

-f(/4?) = o 
dr\ dr\ and 

a - dU dlL 

The new variables are related to the old ones by 

l = x/a, r] = y/b, f r = / i / ( u , , Iz = k/ku 

(1) 

(2) 

= T/ r , 
ap. 

u = n1v/{-b*$ (3) 

Here E is the aspect ratio b/a and the reference state indicated by 
the suffix 1 is taken at the lower wall. The nondimensional vari
ables (3), except for u, are the same as in the footnote.2 The side 
walls x = 0 and x = a are insulated thus resulting in one-dimen
sional heat equation (1). 

Set 

It = nf k(\)d\, ii (4) 

The case treated in the footnote2 is obtained by putting K = B~l in 
equation (4). Another case of interest is given by K = 1 and fi = 
e-n(»-i) Q n u s m g the transformations (4), equation (1) reduces to 

d2h 

djf 
= 0 

This gives h = A-q, where 

A = nf k(X)dX 

(5) 

(6) 

Ti being the temperature of the upper wall. The temperature pro
file is then obtained as 

AT) = n f k{X)d\ (V) 

A Note on Viscous Fluids in a 
Rectangular Duct 

T. Govindarajulu1 

Recently Butler and McKee2 considered the flow of tempera
ture-dependent viscous fluids in heated rectangular ducts. They 
treated the case when the thermal conductivity and viscosity of the 
fluid vary, respectively, as T _ 1 and T~n, T being the fluid temper
ature. In this note, it is shown that the problem admits a wide class 
of property variations with temperature, the governing equation 
remaining the same in form. 

1 Assist. Professor of Mathematics, Regional Engineering College, Tiru-
chirapalli. 620015. India. 

2 Butler, H. W., and McKee, D. E., "An Exact Solution for the Flow of 
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The parameter A appearing in the temperature solution is more 
general than the corresponding parameter a of the footnote.2 

The momentum equation (2) is transformed into 

-2^IL + Hill A— + e' 0 (8) 

which is similar to equation (6) of the footnote.2 The solution of 
equation (8) subject to no-slip condition at the walls can be ob
tained directly using the Fourier sine transform. This solution 
turns out to be much simpler than the one given in the footnote,2 

which was obtained by separation of the variables after effecting a 
transformation on the dependent variable. The solution is 

»(£,??) = -^i e x p ( / b ; / 2 ) g 1 ) 3 [exp(A^/2) 

_ e x P ( A / 2 ) s in hoorj + s in hoojl - 77) 

s in hoo 

w h e r e 

] s i n ( 2 r - 1)TT£ (9) 

(A/2)2 + (2 r - 1)VE2 

A c k n o w l e d g m e n t 

The author wishes to thank Prof. P. S. Mani Sundaram for his 
interest in this research. 
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Fig. 3 presents a typical turbulent boundary-layer temperature 

profile (in wall coordinates) taken from the study of Blackwell, et 
al. [1]. The Stanton number for this data set was obtained from an 
energy balance technique [1], and the skin friction was obtained by 
a hot wire anemometer technique [5]. Also shown is the theoretical 
laminar sublayer equation T+ = Pr y+. The laminar sublayer 
equation and experimental results are in close agreement. It is 
more difficult to make accurate temperature measurements in the 
laminar sublayer than in any other region of the boundary layer. 
The fact that experimental data and theory agree in this region in
dicates that the probe is essentially free of conduction errors. 
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From the standpoint of conduction losses, chromel-constantan is 

the best of the four thermocouples considered for the configura
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walls x = 0 and x = a are insulated thus resulting in one-dimen
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The parameter A appearing in the temperature solution is more 
general than the corresponding parameter a of the footnote.2 

The momentum equation (2) is transformed into 
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which is similar to equation (6) of the footnote.2 The solution of 
equation (8) subject to no-slip condition at the walls can be ob
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which was obtained by separation of the variables after effecting a 
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Optimal Design of the Ranque-
Hilsch Vortex Tube 

Y. Soni1 and W. J. Thomson1 

In troduct ion 

The Ranque-Hilsch vortex tube has been an academic novelty 
ever since Rudolf Hilsch [ l ] 2 revived interest in the device at the 
end of the Second World War. The operation of a vortex tube can 
best be described by referring to Fig. 1. Pressurized inlet air is in
troduced to a supply manifold where it enters the tube through 
one or more tangential nozzles (two were used in this study). This 
imparts a swirling or vortex motion to the inlet gas which subse
quently spirals down the tube to the right (the "hot" tube) of the 
inlet nozzles. A conical valve at the end of this hot tube confines 
the exiting fluid to regions near the outer wall and restricts the gas 
in the central portion of the hot tube from making a direct exit. An 
orifice plate with a suitable sized hole in its center is placed imme
diately to the left of the inlet nozzles and allows a certain portion 
of the fluid near the longitudinal axis to escape through the "cold" 
tube. With the proper conditions cold gas escapes through the cold 
tube (temperatures as low as —48°C have been reported [1]) and 
hot gas exits through the hot tube. 

Through the years there have been many attempts, both theo
retical [2-5] and experimental [6-8], to determine the mechanism 
behind its operation. Although there is some agreement on the 
basic phenomena [9], the level of understanding is nowhere near 
the point where a vortex tube can be designed without experimen
tal trial and error procedures. Earlier attempts to characterize the 
vortex tube [1, 7, 8] were all based on such procedures and do not 
provide a basis for design. 

Given the lack of theoretical knowledge on the operation of the 
vortex tube and the absence of systematic experimental data from 
previous investigators, we set out to determine the dependency of 
the optimum performance of a vortex tube as a function of the per
tinent design parameters. Admittedly this is a pragmatic (i.e., em
pirical) approach but appears to be the only recourse until theory 
is able to provide more than a qualitative description of the gov
erning phenomena. Because the number of variables is large and 
their mutual dependence was not known, we decided to employ a 
systematic method of experimental design. Specifically the indi
vidual experiments were stipulated according to the simplex modi
fication [10] of the method of Evolutionary Operations, "EVOP" 
[11], As is so often the case in this type of investigations, once the 
experimental procedure was completed, it was then possible to 
synthesize a methodology which can be used to design a vortex 
tube for a given application. 

Resu l t s 
The design variables which affect the performance of the vortex 

tube include the diameter (D) and length (L) of the hot tube, the 
cross-sectional areas of the inlet nozzles and the orifice, the inlet 
pressure (Pi), and the fraction of inlet air exiting the cold end (the 
"cold fraction," CF). Two dependent variables were evaluated, the 
maximum difference between the inlet and cold temperature, ATc, 
and the maximum thermodynamic efficiency, defined by 

(ATC)G\. 
V = AT W 

"•* is 

where AT/s is the isentropic temperature drop between the inlet 

1 Department of Chemical Engineering, University of Idaho, Moscow, 
Idaho. 

2 Numbers in brackets designate References at end of technical brief. 
Contributed by the Heat Transfer Division of THE AMERICAN SOCI

ETY OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS. Manuscript received by the Heat 
Transfer Division September 25, 1974. 

Air in 

Fig. 1 Schematic of the Ranque-Hilsch vortex tube 

and ambient pressure. The optimum values of the dependent vari
ables were arrived at by changing the design parameters according 
to the EVOP procedure at fixed values of the inlet pressure. The 
cold fraction was not included in the EVOP but was adjusted to 
the optimum for each experimental run. The experimental equip
ment had to be designed with a high degree of flexibility in order 
to accommodate the large number of experimental runs (over 300) 
and the details are given by Soni [12], 

The EVOP procedure, for inlet pressures up to 3 atm, gave ATc 
and 77 values which exceeded those reported by previous investiga
tors at the same pressures. Although this lends confidence to the 
success of the EVOP in arriving at optimum values, it was also 
found that there were a number of combinations of the design pa
rameters which gave near optimum performance. The results indi
cated the following optimum design parameters for maximum ATc 
and maximum JJ (given in parentheses): 

AN (nozzle area/tube area) = 0.11 ± 0.01 (0.084 ± 0.001) 
A* (orifice area/tube area) = 0.08 ± 0.01 (0.145 ± 0.035) 
L/D > 45 (>45); D = 26 mm (18 mm) 

Design Procedure 
Because of the large number of runs, an empirical regression 

analysis was conducted in an effort to derive a functionality be
tween maximum ATc and the independent design variables and it 
has been given by Soni [12], However, in formulating the regres
sion analysis it was discovered that one term was consistently more 
significant than all others. This term, /3, the ratio of the actual 
temperature drop between the inlet and the cold end to the isen
tropic temperature drop through the inlet nozzle (ATJV') was then 
used to form the basis for a vortex tube design procedure. The de
sign procedure itself is based on a trade-off between the pressure 
drop across the orifice and the available expansion potential of the 
gas through the nozzle. This then involves the selection of an opti
mum value of PN for a fixed value of P/. 

To illustrate how this procedure can be utilized, let us formulate 
the step-by-step procedure to design a vortex tube to deliver a 
specified quantity of cold air at a specified temperature and pres
sure. We assume that the inlet pressure and temperature are 
known and that the inlet gas supply system is capable of delivering 
a quantity of air which is compatible with both the restriction that 
the cold fraction be between 0.1 and 0.2 and with the specified 
quantity of cold air. The restriction on the values of the cold frac
tion is based on the experimental observation that optimum ATc 
always occurred in this range of the cold fraction. The procedure 
consists of: 

(i) Starting with the given values of Pi, Tj, ATc, and y, we can 
use the empirical parameter /J and the isentropic expansion equa
tion to determine PN 

Table 1 Pi = 7 a t m , ATC = 81 °F 
D D4, DN 

(mm) (mm) (mm) L/D 
Predic ted 19 .8 5 . 6 4 . 6 45 
Hi lsch . [1] 19 .2 4 . 3 2 . 3 ° 33" 

Hilsch used only one nozzle; b es t imated . 
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PN = P , [ l - LTc/PTtY'*-1 (2) 

Soni [12] found that optimum performance was associated with a 
particular value of /3 equal to 0.43. 

(ii) Given that the pressure in the cold tube, Pc, is stipulated, 
the pressure drop across the orifice, AP^, is now fixed. Using the 
standard equation for a sharp edged orifice [13] together with Cot
ton's [14] relationship for pressure recovery, the orifice diameter 
can be calculated from the following equations: 

K = [ 2 A P , + Pcf - P p » 
4 

n 4 _ 1 . 6 2 ^ ^ ^ ( 0 . 9 7 6 - 0.934A.) , 
. U* ~ KCr*Mw

 W 

In these equations W$ is the mass flow rate (stipulated), Tc is the 
cold temperature, Cv is the orifice coefficient (0.61), Mw is the 
molecular weight, R is the gas law constant, and A^ is equal to its 
optimum value of 0.08. 

(iii) Knowing D$, the diameter of the hot tube can be calculat
ed using the optimum value of A$ = 0.08 and then the total cross-
sectional area of the nozzles can be calculated with the optimum 
value of Ax = 0.11. The minimum length of the hot tube is set ac
cording to the criteria that L/D > 45. 

The test of this empirically determined design procedure is to 
apply it to conditions beyond those investigated in this work (we 
were limited to a maximum P/ of 3 atm). Unfortunately only 
Hilsch [1] has published sufficient data at higher pressures so that 
we might compare our predictions with his results. This is done in 
Table 1 and as can be seen, the predictions are certainly reason
able with the possible exception of the nozzle diameter, DN. It is 
interesting to note, however, that a calculation of the nozzle veloci
ty used by Hilsch yields a value greater than the acoustical veloci
ty. Thus it may be that he was limited by choke flow and perhaps 

A Gas Diffusion Technique for 
Determining Pool Boiling 
Nucleation Sites 

J. J. Lorenz,1 B. B. Mikic,2 and W. M. Rohsenow2 

I n t r o d u c t i o n 

Due to the prohibitive cost of performing boiling heat transfer 
tests over a wide range of fluid-surface combinations, significant 
motivation exists for developing simpler and more economic 
means to study boiling behavior. Using gas diffusion techniques to 
study nucleate boiling phenomena is not an entirely new idea. 
Westwater and Buel [l]3 studied growth of CO2 bubbles in super
saturated water in an attempt to ascertain the influence of contact 
angle. By the analogy between heat and mass transfer certain gen
eralizations were advanced regarding boiling systems. They con
cluded, among other things, that the effect of contact angle on 
bubble growth is insignificant, a fact that was merely assumed by 
previous investigators. One of the most novel uses of a gas diffu
sion experiment was devised by Brown [2] who claimed it was pos
sible to measure the cumulative nucleation site density for a fluid 
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could have obtained the same results using a larger nozzle diame
ter. 
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surface combination with a device called the "Bubble Meter." Be
sides providing gross information on the nucleation site density, 
the gas diffusion experiment could be used as a tool for studying 
nucleation from individual cavities. The technique presented here
in is essentially an improvement of Brown's technique. 

E q u i l i b r i u m R a d i u s and N u c l e a t i o n 
By writing the thermodynamic equilibrium relationships for an 

air-water system across a spherical interface the following expres
sion can be derived for the equilibrium interfacial radius of curva
ture: 

2a , . 
p-(Pa+Pv)-P, {l) 

where Pa and Pu are the partial pressures of air and water vapor, 
respectively, in the gas phase, Pi is the liquid pressure, a is the sur
face tension, and p is the equilibrium radius of curvature. 

It is a straightforward exercise to show that if dynamic effects 
are negligible and the thermal layer thickness is large compared to 
the cavity radius, the effective radius of nucleation for bubble 
growth by gas diffusion is precisely that for bubble growth by 
evaporation in nucleate boiling [3]. The superheat, AT, required to 
nucleate a bubble from a cavity of effective radius p is given by the 
following well-known expression: 

A T = ^ ( 2 ) 

hflp 

Apparatus and Procedure 
In order to obtain effective radii for various cavity sizes it is nec-
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PN = P , [ l - LTc/PTtY'*-1 (2) 

Soni [12] found that optimum performance was associated with a 
particular value of /3 equal to 0.43. 

(ii) Given that the pressure in the cold tube, Pc, is stipulated, 
the pressure drop across the orifice, AP^, is now fixed. Using the 
standard equation for a sharp edged orifice [13] together with Cot
ton's [14] relationship for pressure recovery, the orifice diameter 
can be calculated from the following equations: 

K = [ 2 A P , + Pcf - P p » 
4 

n 4 _ 1 . 6 2 ^ ^ ^ ( 0 . 9 7 6 - 0.934A.) , 
. U* ~ KCr*Mw

 W 

In these equations W$ is the mass flow rate (stipulated), Tc is the 
cold temperature, Cv is the orifice coefficient (0.61), Mw is the 
molecular weight, R is the gas law constant, and A^ is equal to its 
optimum value of 0.08. 

(iii) Knowing D$, the diameter of the hot tube can be calculat
ed using the optimum value of A$ = 0.08 and then the total cross-
sectional area of the nozzles can be calculated with the optimum 
value of Ax = 0.11. The minimum length of the hot tube is set ac
cording to the criteria that L/D > 45. 

The test of this empirically determined design procedure is to 
apply it to conditions beyond those investigated in this work (we 
were limited to a maximum P/ of 3 atm). Unfortunately only 
Hilsch [1] has published sufficient data at higher pressures so that 
we might compare our predictions with his results. This is done in 
Table 1 and as can be seen, the predictions are certainly reason
able with the possible exception of the nozzle diameter, DN. It is 
interesting to note, however, that a calculation of the nozzle veloci
ty used by Hilsch yields a value greater than the acoustical veloci
ty. Thus it may be that he was limited by choke flow and perhaps 
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nucleation from individual cavities. The technique presented here
in is essentially an improvement of Brown's technique. 
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where Pa and Pu are the partial pressures of air and water vapor, 
respectively, in the gas phase, Pi is the liquid pressure, a is the sur
face tension, and p is the equilibrium radius of curvature. 

It is a straightforward exercise to show that if dynamic effects 
are negligible and the thermal layer thickness is large compared to 
the cavity radius, the effective radius of nucleation for bubble 
growth by gas diffusion is precisely that for bubble growth by 
evaporation in nucleate boiling [3]. The superheat, AT, required to 
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Fig. 2 Photomlcrog.raphs of typical surface cavities

technique was developed employing an oxygen probe positioned
near the test surface which measures the equilibrium oxygen par
tial pressure, PO z• In using the oxygen partial pressure to deduce
the equilibrium air partial pressure, Pa, it was assumed (and veri
fied) that nitrogen and oxygen are present in the same ratio as in
common air, i.e., 3.73/1.

If the dissolved air concentration and hence Pa is sufficiently
high, a large population of bubbles will nucleate and emerge from
cavities on the test surface. All bubbles that appear must have ini
tiated from cavities with effective radii greater than or equal to the
equilibrium radius as specified by equation (1). At a given system
condition the equilibrium partial pressure, Pa , is recorded, a p

value is calculated from equation (1), and a photograph is taken
from which the number of bubble nucleation sites per unit area,
n/A, are counted. A given partial pressure level is maintained for
about 5 min during which time the bubbles grow to a size which is
clearly visible. Subsequently, the concentration and hence P" is
lowered stepwise by reducing the flow rate. When a steady concen
tration prevails the old bubbles are wiped from the surface with a
teflon strip and soon a new population appears consisting of fewer
bubbles. If physical wiping of the bubbles were not employed, the
overall test duration would have been excessively long since the
"natural" departure frequency was only about 1 per 15 min. The
n/A versus p distribution is obtained by repeating the foregoing
procedure at progressively lower concentrations until no bubbles
reappear. If so desired, individual cavities can be singled out for
study.

Since contact angle plays an important role in determining the
effective radius, [3,4] a gas diffusion experiment must be per
formed with the same fluid that will be eventually boiled from the
surface.

Fig. 3 Results of gas diffusion and boiling nucleation experiments for Indi
vidual cavities

Experimental Results and Discussion
Boiling and gas diffusion nucleation experiments were per

formed with eight individual sites on a copper surface, see Fig. 2.
Initially, the surface was placed in a pool boiling apparatus, the !iT
recorded at the point where ebulition ceased for each cavity upon
decreasing heat flux, and p values calculated from equation (2).
The cavity locations were identified by small circular scale spots
formed around each site during the boiling process. Analysis re
vealed that the scale was a negligibly thin deposit of silica derived
from the water. Subsequently, the surface was placed in the gas
diffusion apparatus, the value of Pa measured at the point where
nucleation and bubble growth ceased (for the same eight cavities),
and p values calculated from equation (1). The experimental re
sults plotted in Fig. 3 reveal excellent agreement between the gas
diffusion and boiling nucleation results. It is interesting to note
that the effective radius of nucleation for some cavities is not nec-
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essary to develop a means of maintaining, controlling, and measur
ing different supersaturation levels. Accordingly, the apparatus
shown in Fig. 1 was designed, consisting of a 15 gal glass-lined high
pressure tank, 10 X 8 X 4 in. plexiglass tray, a stirring device, and
an oxygen probe.

Air is vigorously bubbled at about 50 psig for 5 hr up through
the bottom of the tank containing 10 gal of filtered deionized
water. This operation increases the dissolved air concentration in
the water to nearly that corresponding to the tank pressure. Subse
quently the water is admitted into the opened plexiglass tray con
taining the test surface. With respect to this new condition the liq
uid is supersaturated and bubble growth is possible. A stirring de
vice placed near the test surface insures that no significant concen
tration gradients develop. An equilibrium bulk concentration will
be established between the amount of dissolved gas being supplied
at the inlet, and that being lost at the drain, free surface, and con
sumed in bubble growth within the system. By varying the inlet
flow rate the concentration can be regulated.

Various techniques for measuring the equilibrium air partial
pressure were considered. Brown [2] asserted that the Bubble
Meter could provide a direct measurement of the air partial pres
sure but later it was conclusively shown [3] that the Bubble Meter
does not attain thermodynamic equilibrium due to its large dif
fusional resistance. In the present investigation, an alternative
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essarily equal to the photographically measured cavity mouth radi
us. Reproducibility of the data was enhanced if prior to the gas dif
fusion experiment the test surface was promoted by gently wash
ing it with Ivory Soap solution which increased the fluid-surface 
angle and thereby improved cavity stability. Even without the pro
moter, reasonably consistent results were obtained as the silica de
posits surrounding the cavities appeared to act as stabilizing 
agents by locally reducing site wetability. No promoter was used in 
the boiling tests. 

While gas diffusion technique was valid for studying individual 
sites that were known to be stable from a previous boiling experi
ment, the technique failed to predict p values for arbitrary cavities 
in advance. In nucleate boiling of water about 50 departures/s. 
occur throughout the course of boiling. Only cavities which are ex
cellent vapor traps can survive so many departure cycles without 
being deactivated. If the vapor in a cavity is totally displaced by 
liquid in any one cycle the cavity is permanently lost, unless, of 
course, it is reactivated by a neighbor or homogeneous nucleation 
occurs. However in the gas diffusion experiment a cavity is not 
given the same rigorous test of stability which is associated with 
nucleate boiling. Even marginally stable cavities may remain ac

tive at the slow departure frequencies, i.e., 1 per 5 min (produced 
by physical wiping). In general, the n/A versus p obtained from the 
gas diffusion experiment will overestimate the number of cavities 
active in nucleate boiling. Gas diffusion experiments by other in
vestigators [5] have also met with only limited success, but it is 
hoped that in a modified form gas diffusion techniques can indeed 
provide the cumulative distribution of surface cavities. 
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Ilitiiiiei 

Stability and Oscillation 
Characteristics of Finite-
Element, Finite-Difference, and 
Weighted-Residuals Methods for 
Transient Two-Dimensional 
Heat Conduction in Solids1 

unusually-shaped regions. Can the authors shed any light on the 
stability characteristics for their example, boundary conditions 
(25), but using triangular elements with linear elemental temper
ature distributions? 

The authors have listed several approximations for the Lapla-
cian term, equations (16) through (19), but seem to have selected 
only equation (18) for their stability analysis. Would the results 
be the same if another approximation had been used? 

G. E. Myers2 The authors have restricted their discussion of 
the finite-element problem by considering only rectangular ele
ments with an assumed temperature profile given by equation 
(5). The use of triangles (rather than rectangles) is also very com
mon because of the versatility of the triangle in the analysis of 

'By R. V. S. Yalamanchilli and S.-C. Chu, published in the May 1973 
issue of JOURNAL OF HEAT TRANSFER, TRANS. ASME, Series C, 
Vol.95, No. 2, pp. 235-239. 

2 Professor, University of Wisconsin-Madison, Madison, Wise. 
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